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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

_14
.

'The military-developed ourriculw roaterialts in this course
paokage were selected by the National Ceder, for Research in
Vocational Educdtion Military Curricurlum, Project for disSem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum --Coordination Centers and

, Other in.structional.rqaterials ;agencies. -The purpose of

disseminating these courses was to make.curriculum materials
&velOped y ,the .military acre accessible to vocational
educators iñ the- civilian setting.

.
The c:ourse materials were acquired, evaluated by projec

staff and practitioners in the field.a&L Prepored for
dissemination. Materials which. were specific to the ,rilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials Were either matted or" apPro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages aantain .

,curricUlurn resource mdterials which ran be adapted to support
vocational instruction and quiriculum developrrent.
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c.MILITARY CURRICULA #OR /MCAT fIAL & T -..CHNICAL EDUCATION
GENERAL PURPOSE VEHICLE MEC NIC, BLOCKS VI AND VII
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Couge Description.
,This section is the last of a four-part course covering general vehicle mechanics. The entire course covers training in inspecting, servicing, testing, adnisting,

trouolothooting, and repairing automotive general purpose venicles; gasoline enoine tune-up and repair; manual end autothatic trnsmission replacement

and adjUstment; lubrication system servicing and repair; cooling systems servicing; power train repair; front end steering systern adjustment end -*pair;

brake systern adjustment and repair; wonting and lighting system reciair; hydraulic control repair; air conditioninTsystems servicing; ctirrosion control

and preparation of yehicles for climatic conditions lid shipment. The two blocks of instruction presented in this section caver brakes. suspension. and

compression ignitionaengines and autometive sir conditioning.
1

dinck Brakes and Suspertsion-containa eight lessons covering 94 hours 3f instruction. The lesson topics and hours follow:

leyeaulic Brakes and Vacuum Brake Boosters (8 hours)
4vdraillic Brake System Servicing (16 hOurs)
Air and Air-Over Hydraulic Brake SY stems (15 hours)
Conventional and Power Steering Systems (16 hours)
Frame Alignment and Wheel Balancing (8 hours)
Steering Factors, Springs, and Sh...ick Absorbers le hoursi

Service Adiustment of Beam-Type, Front Axle Suspension Systems (13 hours)

'Service snii Adiuitment of Independent Suspension Systems (15 hours)

Sicck VI;

(F.

a.

C.
Cornontesiim Ignition Engines end Automotive Air Conditioning contains four lessons csivering 45.5 hours of instruction. One

additionallesson wes deleted because it discuss's, military technieet orders.

Compres >ion Ignition Engine Familierizatitin, Operation and Servicing 119 hours)

Fkinciples f Refrioeraison and Air Conditioning (6 hours)
Construction and Operation of Air Conditioning Components 15 hours)

Inspection, Troubleshooting, Evacuating, and Charging Air Conditioning Systems (16.5 hours)
_

Tnis couise contains Ooth teacher and student material* Printed instructor materials include lesson plans, outlining teaching steps drui a Wen -If instruction

.natailing units of irszrumon, criterion objecti'ves, duraf n of lessons, and support materiels needed. . 11111

The student materials in Snick VI consist of two study guidst containing obiectives, text and review questions end seven prograrnmed texts on hydraulic

brake %stems, c nventional steasing gra.-s, 1.iinse snowily's, .Nneei balancing, steering factors, springs and shock absorbers, and scuff testers and portaloners.

In B:ock VII stu ent maerisls cenaist (of a study Nide orhcompreasion ignition engines and automotive air conditioning. The stucty guide corsairs obiectives,

text -eadings. a d ravoev: we5tiO15.
. st, .. .,

lw.
_Siverai miiitaryvn..nuals zind cornmercielly prcduced texts ere referenced, but not provided. Audicu.isuais suggested for use with the

b.3 ransparenciA,40 fttms and 205 Cictes. This section used ;r ceniunction with the previous three sections orcvide a comprehensive cov

inspection, maintenance and rePair:-SOM3 document, can be used ,ndividually as sub-units, remedial a.- individualized study, and the erti:e couSse can be

rs, used in a group instructional setting or idapted for individual use.
1 4.
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PLMI Of INSTRUCTION

COWIN

General Purpose Vehicle Repairmen -Tart I

@LOCI( Ti

Stakes and Suspension

UMNT6P-INETRUCTIOM MOO CRITERION 01JECTIVEL

, Hydraulic Brakes and Vacuum Brake Boosters

a. Without refdrence, identify 'basic
Tact. and terse related to tha principles of
operation, function, and relationship of
hydraulic brake systems and vacuus brak boosts
components with 70X accuracy.

ImEMIIMM1...1,

SUPPOlit MATERIAL& ARO GuiDamclE

Column I Reference
la

STS Reference

Ineke4lonal Materials
-304147330-50-601, eydraulic Brakes and Vacuum Brake SWIMS',

3A1147330-P1-601, ftdroulic Bras Syst..
1A11147330-110-6016, Oyd Principles and PrinCiples or, Operation of Dttus

and DPe TM. Drakes
3ABB47330-BC-110111, Principles of Operation of VOCUUD A:mortar Brake

Systems, Troublasbooting, mad Servicing Boostsie

,

Audio Visual Aids
Charts - Brake Systems
Filet TY 14332, Wydrsulic Brakes, Principles of Operative

Transparencies, Drake Systeme

Traiateg lieuismest
Trainers:

61-2630, Brakelibes Assembly (:,
. 60-2331, Nester Cyliader Assembly,(10)

60 -2525, tydrovac Assembly, Tbird'Series
Sends Items:

Mister Cylisder (2)
Nisei pyliader (2)
Disc Brake Components (2)

cuss Braille (6 lire)

Outside kwwatat (2 life)

instructional imvirnammat/Oesigs
Cleseroas (6 bre)

Po. AM OP RISTRUCTION NO. 3A11143330

.

v
IMM=M

an' "Rd I 337
NA* Ps

awl KM( 0604.gy
40.1 010 im loIm

Dalt 2 January 1975

_ -

MVP 0.11 ......
(Neal Copy - - II X VIN)
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11401.11131

a

." supplant N. TEMALII AND GUMAPIce .

3
N

1 . .

.

me .. .

.

-

2. Hydraulic Brake System Servicing

.

.

a. . Given teChelcal orders, vehicles,
bench items, tools, and equipment,,prectice
automotive personnel and quipment shop safety,
sepalr ur servici brake sysementhad components
LAW the technical order.

.

, .. .

b. Provided with technical orders, ,

vehicles, tools, and equipment, +sling auto-
motive personnel and equipment.shop safety, .

use visual, auditory, end operational means
to the& brMke systems IAN technical publics-
tions.

.

.

.

. 4

t
.,

,

-

. -

.

e

14 -

,

16

(12/4)
bay 47,48

(4)

.

(5)

.

.
%

instructional Guidance .

.

operating principles of
PT, and necssary ftvliwa

and materiel
-

.

.

Systems

.44 7 ---# ii.w v .? ..e..

.

.

.

*'
.

..

.

/ -

Discuss safetyp.priaciples. of hydraulics, end
brakes and brake boosters.. Pee study guLde,
to accomp1ish training objecilves. Stress energy,
conservation.

Column I Reference STS Reference
2a 3N 44, 9, 18b
2b 3, 44, 18c

.

Instru tionsl'Haterials
IMM1473 -8G-40r,, Hydraulic Brake System Servicing

- -s0 24142.41-64-
TO 36A2 -1-14 -2 -1 ''.

k

TO 36A2- 4-17-2 .

340147330-80-402,4, Servicing of Hydraulic Snake

I " 4 4 1 4C Je i To ...ik w 4. ..), 4 . 4..).
Amito Visual Aids
Tranairencies, Brake Systems,

. .

Training Semikanmet
Hschinic s Calms Sandtonls (1)
Special Toots (1)
Brake 31.41ding Squipmant4,(4)

.

Vehicles (2)
Brake Dru Lathe (lin .

-

Brake Ionise 8qmdpmest (3)
9

.

eagles (4 bre)
.

,

li=11.1::,
Perforates (4 Iscs)
Outside Assisomma .(4 bre)

. rlprçti.l yh.ut!Dssiw
Labe:arltelp (111h1::s)

.

1 .

.

PLAN Of OIST SUCTION 810. 3A1a47330 OATS 2
1975

OCI NO. Vi

4.
amI 1. mmoim

1
WA seaways (Wholes 01101.11111.

ace Gm. ID1)- 010-401/110 .4"

AIM

kIlt.are4Veividas,

I .10. .
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mall OF IMSTRUeTION (Carotirloadl ...
.

.

.(ouis irr IrrsarruC ZION AND C1;11' EIION °WIC TIVES
WRATION
" (NOUNS'

l'ar.

. Y4

,!
.. - SUPPON 1 tarA 1 f 111110 arau Gulp ra,C r 4,

3 r
.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

t
.

.

;,..), Air and'Air -Over Hydraulic treks Systems
) c
i _

'\ a. t Without refereeces, illente* basil.
frkcts sod terms related to,the principleb o(
opniation, function, and relationship af air
brake systruncoaconehts with,702 accuracy.

- .0
. ,

,

J. Provided with technical orders,
veh.cles,,bench teems, tools, and iquipment,
sp, applying automotive persoenel rond equipment

shop safety, repair or nerVice airlbrake
systems and components IAW technical publics-
tions. V

.

c. Suppliedwith teChnical orders,
vehicles, tools, and equipment, and observing
utomotive personnel-and equipmeot shop safety,
use visual, auditory, mod operational means to
check the air brake system LAW rheLtechnical r

order. .

.

.

.
.

- -

. .

.
V

.

. ...
. .

. ,

... ..
'-

.

15

(11/4)

Day 49,50

.

;6)

.

(3)
wr

.

,
'

(2)

(

,

.

..

'lestructional Guidance . s ' .

operating principles of
a projeet from the

and correcttncirrore n
all projects . ,

P ,

.

Systees
Brakes:Systems

. N .

..-

...

Systesa ..

%

.

, r

'1"-

j

.

.

, . r

.

.

AN
.

.

.

DieCues saffity, principles of hydraulic*, and

brakes and brake boosters.. Assign each student
workbook and supervise closely, pointing out

...

the spo. Rotate students so each studentcompletes

Colomo I Reference STS-Rairence
3. 4

lc

.

Insiruciional Materials

3, lac

.

SABRA/330 -IG-603.,..Air and Air-Over Hydraulit-Breke
"3014733D-1M -603, Air and AirweVer Hydraulic
TO 36A2 -2 -1 -122, tkC Truck

.4- #
.

Audio Visual Aids
.

.

Transparencies, Air and Air-Over Hydraulic Brakes
Charts - Air Brakes and Air-Over Hydraulic Brake

)

Training Eqclipment
Trainers: .

.

6372996, Brake Aseemb1r(10)
60-2526, AAr Governor Assembly (10)

-Mechanic's Celmon Handtools (1)
.

Special Toole (.1)4
'Vehicles (2)
Beath Items:

Air Brake Systamtomponents (1)
Air -0Ver Bydraulid Sistem Components (1 )

.

'frailties listkode .
Discnmetomfilmnonstration (9 hrs)
Performearel2 biro) /
Outside Asslimmisit (4 bre} ,

0

Instructimal invirournt/Design
Classroome.(9 lass)) -,

LAborellorx (2 hal) t .

PL AN OP- 1NST metro. ow- 3A11147330. . ' "71 2 January 1975 111LOCK rro, in iDAGt NO. "

ATC "" 347A PorglifrOU11 800111 0,1101.11111.
SAN 71 ws. 01110. 111/1-111111101111 SI 4fIaral Capy id% -,. T ION 11'4641 ...Arc Am. med.*/ e r/A.r. Or N er I"
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PL MA OF ISISTRUCTIOMICentie;
I.

. 5 rp.
%HOTS Of INSTRUCTI1:44 AND UHT (5,os 0BJELnyts OVATION

4 OURS)

Measuremint Test and Tept Critique el

4. Cofentionil and Power Steering Systems

-

Ipr

.a.? Aitithotit references, identify basic
facts mid term relative to the principles of
operation, 'function, anereletionship of
steering systen components,with 701 iccuracy.

b... Provididwith ve4les, tools, ,snd
equipment, bench items, technital orders, and
applying ut000tive personnetfand equipment .

shop safety, repair or servicf ;meeting syptenk
and compondhts lAW the tecroal pUblications..

:re
c. Supplied with tools.and equd sent,'

;pellicles, technical ordits and obs.ry1lng, -

*stoma:Lye permonnal,and equipient aMip
safety, UNA Visual; euditory, endoper instal

means to check-steering systems LM...tachnIcal

,publicatione.
.

/
..

,

,
..-

V

PLAN Of INIT MKT MINIS°. 3p11e7330

C.

16

L(12/4)

Day 51;52

001

-(3)

(3) _

SUPPORT NATEMALS dap GUIDANCE

.inpt Opal Guidance ....c , -. -
,

Diac;igtafety in regard to htgb)ressure fluid aall air, and principles
of opirtation. Demonstrafi operation of air,btakeslisin trainer.
Aesign eadb student a projekt froa the workbook anesupervise W.
-closely. pointing out'and'corregtibg errors on the spot. Rotate
students so eagh coup1e:64re all Of the projects:-

Column 1 Reference,-

4a
4c

Reference
as5.

3, 9, 1913.?".7.

-knetruc'tional Materials
3A11147330-13G-604, Fewer Steering System: Units
3/11247330-WS-604,'Power Steerimg System Units
10147330-PT-60'4, Conventional Steering °WS
10R47,30-.4C-6014, Principles of Operation anti Servicing of Power

Steering Components - .

3A1t47330-SG-6045, Troubleshooting aq4 Maintenance
Components

--jAudin 41sual Aids
Charts - Steering Systems

RI

Training Ieuipeent
Trainers: .

'9-2451, SteetineGear Assembly (10)
Va.-2423. Iltaspag doer Anasaly -OD)
59-2433, fporf4pg Oast, %Wayland Oa (1)
63-2995, Power Steering Assamilly (10
4111-2530, Swim, GearAnasnbly OA*

Nichanies Conan Ifsedtenla (1)
Specimi Tools (1)
Tobias* (I)
Reach Items Steering aar Useably (Ii.

of Power'Steering

ae A

.5

. .

A.

Frie

se 'yaws eINTIONS,0101104.RTIL
. NIL 401,0. I APS 7/65141/14$ AO f

-.1
1 V

01 refer.=

4 iseli,Csi; le X MN
Vremet.
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1

46,

1

4 - . .
se: * PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cssoimme .

,

.

.

TON TS OF oNST Rut TIM AND (MT MON ORJRC I'M T
, .

.

Du at ATION \
tNOURS1

7
.

,-.---. , . .
- - . .

SUPPORT Asa 1 ERMA AND GulOANC f -
.,

..--..

-.

'
4

.

I -

_

.

.

-._

- .

.

A

,

-
....:

.
,

-
,

s

ei.. Frame Alignment-and Wheel Balancini, '

.

a. Without reference*, identify basic
facts and tarss,relative to the principles Of
operation, fumction, and relationship 01'
Creme alignment components and wheel balancing
with 702 accuracy. . .

.
'41,

'
. .

h. 'Provided wish technical orders, tools,
tnd test equipment, vsbicies,-.mad practicing
Abitomotive personsbl and equipment shop safety,
ude visual, auditory, operational means, and '

4test equipment to check fries's:110mila an:Vt._/
wheel balance LAW"teehloical pAblications. _7>y

, ...,_

/ ,-
e....

.

. Iv'
.

,

:

.

.

.

.

.

A

n

.

8

(6/2)

Day 53

.

4

, ..,,

.,

Traininsirethods

,

i

e

.

.

.

of eperatioeof che
system.. 'Assign

supervise closely while .

required, reassesble,
Use PT for outside

.
.

.

Balancing .

.

,

.

.

. ,

.

.... . s
t. t

,

.

,AR-___ ,-* .-:---1,..

.

.

.

P

Discussion/Demonstration (6 hr.)
Perforamac (6 Ire)
Outside Assignment (4 hte)

...

,

Instructional Invironmmet Desi
C assroom TO

Labbratory,(6 hrs) ..

.-4.,

'ftstructional Addaace ,-.

Discuss constructional feat end principles
different type tee-Log gso and power steering
students to a projoi. -2.: fr the workbook and
they remove, disassemble, iniiect, rePair as
adjust, and check steering gear assemblies.
assignment. . ..

.

.

Column I Reference STS Reference
Sa . 200 ':

Sh , 1, 2, 20/
.

.

. . 4

Instructional Miterials
-3414733040-605, Frame Alignment and Wheel
3A2147310 -PT -605, Fromm Alignment

3024711041-605A, Wheel balancing
,,,-

Audio Visala Adds ,
.

Transparibeles; Prams Alignment and,Wheal Balancing
Film: TV 77 410, Wool Balancing'

,

1

Tr
241t:11::tc

t
-

Kelalr's Mendtools (I)
Special Tools (1)
Vehicles (2) .

Wheal balancer (2) - 0. .

,

.

TrainiwNekt:::11
,

-.

blecuesion/
P

.tretioe (1 bre)
1
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.I.--..........--,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Coattail's,*

.

UNITS Of INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION ORJECTIvEs
DURATION

(NOUN%
.

Im ProOT of 1111111.5 AND GUMMI/CIE

r

. .

,

.

.

.

.. .

. Steering Factors, Springs, and Shock
Absorbers

a. Without references, identify basic
facts an4 terms relative to the principles of
operation, function, ahd relationship of
steering factors, springs, shock absorbers
with 701 eccuracy.

b. Given technical orders, tools, and
equipment, vehicles, mad observing automotive
personnel and equipment shop safety, repair or
adjust steering factors, spring*, and elsock
absorbers LOt the technical pliblications.

c. SupOlied with tools and equipment%
vihicles, techeical orders, end applyine
automotive persenmet and equipment :hop safety,
use visuel, eperetBnal miens, and teat equip-
met te Check 'tearing factors, spring., and
shock absorbers IAN technical pUblications.

..

. .
-

f

.

,

0
(6/2)

Day 54
1

,

.

,,,

Performance (3 hr.)
.Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

.

,

Instructional Environment/Desisn .

Classroom (3 hrs) .

Libors -v (3 hr.)

Instructional Galkrce
.

Discuss C64 purism and procedures for frame alignment and whel
balancing. Demonstrate,use of wheel balancers and point owt ell
safety factqrs. Assign students projects from the workbook knd
supervise closely to ensure the use of proper procedures and safety
practices. 09tate the students so each student performm all projects.
Point ot:t knd correet rrors on-the spot. Use PT for outside assign-
ment.

Column 1 Reference STS SAfereece
.

la 20a \

6b 3, 9, 20b
6c 3, 20c .

Instructional 'Materials .
.

10047330 -SG-606, Steering Factors, Setup and Shock Abiorbers
3A1S47330 -PT-606, Steerieg Factors .. ,

343147330-n-606A, Springs aed Shock AbsSibers
.

TraieineLleuipeont
Traleerst ft

60 -2534, Whist Alignment, Rigid Axle (10)
.

61-2432, Smarts, Seeman (10)
. 61-2070, Sall Jolla Seepaentoe,(10)

12'.1102, Caster, Cagier, Tee (10) .

Portable Wheel AlAgmesnt Squipmmet (2) f

.

.

Training Methods
Discuessionillememetrafint (441m) - ...

Performance (2 Itri) .
.

Outside Assignment (2 hrs) '/
19.AN OF INST MILICTION.NO. 3A1047330 OCT§ 2 jemmy 157$ I SLOC4 NO. vi 1

.

PC," 66°. 42
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11
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2..q
-...........,...-...-s---

,

r- PI- AN OF iIISTRUCTION (Cootioo424.

UM TS Of INSTRUCTIo'4mipm0 CINTIMON OSMIC TM I,
1

OuO*11028 .
0401111%

2

.
.

.SUPPIIT sartimot.$ poO cutc.4Wc t
. ---,,r.-4----

..)

,

7. Service and Adjustuent of Sean-Type, Front
Azle Suspension System

a. Without refereaces,"identify basic
facts and terns related to principles of
operatiou, function, and relationship of
bean-type front axle suspension sytten
caapsaasts with 702 accuracy.

b. Provided with vehic1elui tools, and
technical

.

.

3

4 0
(6/2)

Day SS

.

d.

,

.

%

Instructional Reevironment/Desien
.

r.

a.

operetingorinciples of
in relation to wheel
closely while they

shock absorbers. Feint
for outside assignment.,

.

\

4,

Seei Type Front Axle

-

. ,

,

.

. .

Classroom (4 hr.)
Laboritory (2 hrs)

ImstructienallOuldgpca
Discuss purpose, constructiosal features, mad
shook absorbers end sprinp aad stering factors
aligenset. Assign studestpin pairs and supervise
perform a grealigament inspectioe amd, service
out and correct errors an the.spot. Use rr

collim 1 Reference STS Refer ace
7. - a
7b 3, 4d, 9, 20b
7c .. , . 3, 44, 9, 20c

"

Inscfmational Materials
3421473554116401, Comics ind Adjustment af
Implosion System

34147330 -PT 407A, Scuff Tester and Portaliner
. TO 3642-3-6-22-1, 196$ Ford Truck Shop Noma

TO 36A2-3-41-2

Audio Visug Allp

squirmiest, publications, and
observing autosotive personnel and Ouipment
shop safety, adjust and service beam-typs
front Azle suspension syst. m, LAW the
technical order.

. a
c. Supplied with technical orders,

vebletis, soots, and equipment, dad practicing
automotive-personnel and equipment shop safety,
uso visual, opterational means sad test ejeip-
meat to cheek beamirtype front sale suspension
,systees IAD teahnical publications.
.9

.

s

* iss 1111.74,L4. Fortaliner

1:1=slimmiessmet .

141-2432, Steering Ciamstry1(10)
ttS30,.11hael Worst (10)

6,0 cora namdtiole (1) .

,Speeill Toga (1)
.

4
*

Palsies (2)
411loor!Jaika (2) -

vlerk $ jpeade (2)

ab WheePortle l eltgaeont kuiPtOet (2)
Scuff Tester (2) .

411---4-..,
PLAN OF NUT RUCTION NO. 31.5147330 Dan 2 Janne 197 IRAK* NO. n PAGE 00. 43
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PLAN OF DISTIMICTION (Conthore4

UNITS OP insTRuCTION AND Corl MON MCC Wet S

-
OupATION

(MOUSII
2

SuP POI T MA Al I, ANC GOIPM4t

Service and Adjulasent of Independent
Suspension Systesi

a. Witbeist reforests., identify,basic
facts and terms related to principles ok
operation, &active, aad relationship of
ladepeadent empanel= system components
with- 702 accUracy.

b. Supplied with vehicles, techaical
order's, tools, and equipment, and observing
automotive personnel sad equipmeat shop safety,
adjust amd sassico imdspeadest suspembion
systems LAWAoChuical publicatioms.

c. Provided with unhisleopitool, oak
oquipiseri,tschnical publicatioms, And OPPIFIAS
iligtOODtivs personmel sad equipmeat Shop safety,
uss visual, spormtismal mass* sad test equip-

meat to Check indppeadsat uspensiom systems
1AM the tschaisal ordsr.

411PME.

At an pi 9
4

'

111IGIMIF

a
111111,

aaVsi.caas 1123trras:gil.
g

MIIMINO11.

15

(11/41)

56057

(4)

(4)

(3)

I.M.Nomm

Tralethods
pas,cutration (2 hr.)

Performsics (4 bre)
Outside Assigsmant (2 hrs)

Instructional Saviroament/Desisn
Classroom (2 br.)
Laboratory (4 hrs)

Imatructlemal Guidance
comstructional feature., relatiosehip of corpooests and rvice

procedures. Discuss safety and demoestrate use of sec/rosary equipment.
/amiss students la pairs and superviee them closely while they follow
ths task list amd perform all the steps necessary to accomplish the
service sad adjustment of beam-type suspeastos system.. Point oat add

correct errors Om the spot. Use PT for outside issisams.t.

Columa 1 Referents
la

Sc

STS Reference

3, 44, 9, 20b
3, 44, 20c

lastrictiesill Materials
3014)330-00464, ierfice and A4jUstment oA Independent Suspeesios System
TO 36M-1-14-24
TO 3U2-4-17-2

MAO Visual Alds
Tremspareacias, ladspendent Suspension Systei
Charts - Inespomdmmt Suspension Systsm

Tr

Mall Joist Suopqmsios
Semis's Geometry (10)
Castor, Casimir Adjustment Simulator (5)
Caster, Camber Toe A4justment Simulator (5)
,Copmaa OSmdtsols (1)

okbd cpp pi - a mit

fb

MEMM.M.

tried roloriess C mat.* 41.10 est boo

fa
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a
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_
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Costioso4 . '

..-----,
...

UNITS OP HIST RUC T ION AND CRITERION °WIC TWEE bumatIoes .

INOURE)

-
. ,

,
UJPPORT MATERIAL I AND GUIDANCE. , .

.-...-...-,-,...-.....,-...--.......
. .

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.
,

.
.

.

. Measurement Teat and Test CrIA104

I i

-..

.
o

. .
r

Ir
.

... .

.

.

40

,

1

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

Special Toola.(1)
.

Vehicles (2) .

.

Floor Jack (2Y -.

Jadk Stand (2)
. ,

Portable Alignment Equipment (2)
Scoff Tester (1)4v -

. . .

,

Li.railinahoda .

.

.
,

.

,

.

. .
,

.

.
.

.

.

iA
.4 .. ..

nf cOMPOMOntS. rapoir,
an;

in pairs sad supervise
and perform all st

of auspensionihtems.

.

.

.

. %

. .
ti.

4

.

I

DiSiSiiroOpiiiistratios (4 awn) : -

Performance (7 Iwo) .
.

Outside Aselsnmept (4 hrs)
s

i ti nt Dead
C mermen Es
Laboratory (7 hr.) $

.
0

.

CMG comStruct features, relatioaship
tehssewhly. mod sateti asiociated with the-61ntenancejavolved,
doseastyste use or isquipsest. ,Ailign students
them closely whlli they feller the task list
necessary to accomplish the edivice sna adjuatneht

.

.

.

.
.

.
I

.
,

1

0 .

.
.

.

WO

0

.1
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L

,

to

PLAMOF IMSTM1CTI0M '-

oi

count
...-

4° General Purpose Vehicle Repairman - Part I ,-

'

Ill Ock MIA .. .. . , .. . .',

Cenpressioft Ismitiola linginatfland'AutomotiTe Air Conditioning
,

uvi Ts of INII5UCTKIN AND CMTERION OILIECTivES. -
. .

ove'noe
.114CIURSi

2

.

SUPPOIT NATE./ ALS ANNEI GUIDANCE .
%t d.-

. Technical Orders *
..

.

t

a. Without references, identily basic'
facts and terms concerning the'scope,and
application of the Air Force technical order
system. ilghty percent of the facts must be
identified correctly. )

. 1..

b . Provided a list of reeltrohprobleue
and a student technical order'index file, -

locate specific information, with instructor
assistance oe the hardest parts, to 1002

accuracy'.

, .

'..

.

.

.

. 0 I

.
.

. -

.

,

. tompreaal initial% Insine Familiarise-
tion, Oparatilo, and Seivicing

v

.

3

Day 58
.

-

.

i

19 ,

(13/4)

Day 541,59
40

.

Co umn 1 Reference STS Reference

.

Seedling, and Components

'

numbering system, filing
system. Reside each
the teehnical erder,from

Stress enemy amd material

t'

.

4,

,

.

.

..--
iW r 44

1

Instructional Materials
3ABS47-330-SC-701, Technical Orders
3A1S4733047 -103, Technical Otders
TO 0-1-101,. numerical ladez oak Seg. Tebbe

To .0-1-02, General Techeical Order
TO 0-14.32, Standard and Special Tools

' TO 0-1-33-3, Armaitat led Automotive Tsai Equipment
TO 0-1-34, 114,op Machinery amd Associated Equipment
TO 0-1-36, Vehicles, Conetructioe, Material
TO 0 -1 -31,. Ren4eroneutical Ins-Ines

;tatting &the*
Self-Instruction
Perforeeace (2

'Instructioaal Invironnane/Deeiln
.a.4= CiElor
Laboratory (2 bre)

Ouldlam

(1 hr)
.

hrs)
. .

.

,

.

,

.1Euctt0na1
Accomplish iostruotine by 'esplaielag 'mimosa,
procedure aed proper Use of tethatcal order
studeat &Pacific informal-0n to be located in
available file. Mbeitor student progress;
comervation.

, .

Column 1 Reference -STS lefereoce
ta 'lia
2b 21a..,

2c 374d, S, 21b

PLAN OF NOT MuCTION NO. I131147330 DATE 2 January 1971 CLOCK NO. VII i PAGE NO. 47 r:
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I.

. . ..
PLANOFINSTRUCTION(Castimall

.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(1.101111$

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

-4.---,...
.

a. Without references, identify basic
facts ATI terms pertaining to principles
of operation, function, and relationdhip.of
compression ignition engine systems and.-
consonants with 702 accuracy.

b. Without references, identify basic
facts a sd terms related to the operating

-principles and function of compression
*ignition ongine fuel cyst.. components
with 702 accuracy. /

. -C. Supplied with tools and equipment,
technical orders, engine trainers, and observ-
ins automotive personnel and equipmsnt shop
afty, inspect, troubleshoot, and service
compression ignition engine systems IN
technical publications.

. i.
.

.

.

,
.

.

,.

. ' .
.

.

...

(3)

-

'(3)

(4)

It

.

InstructionalMaterisis .

.

.

Familiarisation, Operation,

Familiarisation, Operation,

Familiartmatioe,
Tuns-Up)

.

and Servicing

Engine Compooents

. .

'

.
-

. .

.

.

.

...

..

,.

.

.

. ,

3ABIA7330-SG-702, Compression Ignition Itnigina
and Servicing

,

3A8It47330-WD-7D2, Comprsssion Ignition Epgine
.. sad Sorviciag

3ASE4733) -SG-702A, Comprossion Ignition inglos
°paragon, and Servicing (Fuel System end

3A11147330 -MB -702A, Maltifuel Engine Familiarizition
3111147330-SG4025, MultIfuel Engine Fsmillarilationd
JO 38W1-16-121, Malntenance Manual, In -iinel7i0

,

.-Audio Visual Aids 4

Chart - Diesel Engines
Films:

TLC 1 -2611, ABC of !Ansel
T1973669, Maltifuel Engines

.

/ .

Training Equipmant
Trainerat

' 67-2041, Injector Diesel Fuel. Kit (2)
68-4038, Engine Multifuel (5)
.62-7045, Singing 671 Diesel (5)

.

Mechanic's Cosmos Randtools (1) .

Spicial Tools (1)
:Sens* iteart . -

.'Fuel Injector (1) .
.

Puol Trainir Fut, (10)
Eydraulic Governor (10)
Fuel Injector.Punp (10)

,.

:13.-Ma... ,.404±_eis

Dipcuesion/Deonotratlon (11 lirs)
Perforsom (4 hr.)
OutrIA44 Assigasat (4 hr.)

InetrpetlA9411 Firiltommlint/Dsmie
blossom, (11 kes)
Laboratory.(4 hop

PLAN OS INSTRUCT ION NO. 3A2,47,30 DATt 2 Jemmary 1975 Egirli PA" $1°.
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1).

a

. . ,..
.

.

.

- PLANOFINSTROCTIOM(Centilut4 , .....,a

UNITS Of INV( fluCT)00 AND Cloo T &MON OIUITC MET
.

DURATION, .
(HOURS,

2

a suPPORI to TERIL% AND G.LADANGE .
,

,
t...

$

.

4
. .

.

.

. 'Principles or Refrieeration and. Air
Conditioning

a. Without references,.idsntify basic-
facts and terne'pertaining to the principles
of operation, functton, and relationship of
afar conditioning systems and compoeents with
702 accuracy.

.

.

.

. .
.

,

,

.. ,

1

.

.

--J

. Conntructan and Operation:of Air
Conditioning COmpamonts .

. ,

. f.a. Provided with tools and equipment, -

conmercial manual., beach itsms, and ptacticinu
automptive personnel sad equipment shop safety,
repair or earring air esmditioning syetem
emegonante IAM ILSAMLOS1 SMOlielaEleme-

(,71117getructional

.

.

6
Day 61

.

g
.

.

:

. 5

Day 62

.

Ouidance
principles, functiowind
cycle diesel engines.

and qerviciin., Assign
while they operate,

and injector liskage
correct errors on tha

.

.

and AIL...Conditioning

,

.
.--

.

N..,
.

principles, function, end
accosplisb assignment in

A'

of Air Conditioning

, .

*

,

Dipcues compression ignition engine operating
relationship of components of the two and four

A

Discuss safety and methods of troublenhooting
students to naginis and supervise them closely
ervice, inspect, test, troubleahoot imel system
of compression ignition engine! Point out and

' apoet i i
'Le

Column I Reference Sp Reference
3i

Instructional Materials

22a ,

.

3A1114733041G-703,,Princip1es of Refrigeration
Commercial Manual.OA-.27.94%

*

"
Audio viitai Aida
Charts= Refrigeration Systens,
Film:. PP 5536A0 Isfrigeration.rrincIples

Treintngillethods
Macussion/Demonstrstion (6 brs)

Instructional Isvironment/Desinn
Classroom:- (6 hr.)

# ,f
,

.
Instructioms1 CMidanca
Accoipiish instruction by explaining operating
relationship If components. Rave each student
study guide`on refrigerapion and aii conditioning..

lluni I Reference VIITS Reference
Ir.

,

rlisteInetrorpanal ials
301147310-SG1406, Construction and Operation
Components - .

ik
Commercinl Manna OA-219A

PLAN OP NO ANCTiON MO. 340147330 DA" 2 January 1975
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4. Wheel Cylinder
5. Master Cylinder
6. Disc Brake Componerts
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1. 3A8R47330 -SG -601
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4. 3A6R47330 -PT -601:
5. Film: TF1 -633Z

6. Chart:CAFB59 -3140
7. Chart:CAFB59 -3141
B. Trans: FB7 60

3.a
.

CRITERION OILIECTIVIII AND TEACHING STEPS
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.
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,ismalu.

-Without reference, idenitfy basic facts and terms rejated to the principles of
operation, function, and relationship of hydraulic brake systems ihd vacUum brake
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.
.

. . .

.

.
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INTROCKTION 10 Min

Attegtion andNotivation: Gain stodoets'ApAtiotion *mid" About, any
4ersonel importance that theysk0 have encountered regardtng the use of
brakes on a vehicle in which they were a passenger or driver; Stress
the importance,of knowledge gained in this subject Ma from the stand-
point of safety:

2. Review: 'Review SummarY questions from Student Study Guide 3ABR47330-
SG-601 and check 3ABR47330 -PT -601 to insure that each student has com-
pleted all frames intext. "rade outside assignment.

Overview& Relate 1:icle motion to slowing, stoliping and hold-
ing a vehicle from moving. iefly explain the sequende in which the
Material will be presented and.the student's responsibility during the
presentation. Remind stidents of energy and materials conservation.
(Heat, cooling, light, study materials, ptc.)

BODY

PRESENTATION:

1. 'Ref: Para a, Part 1.

a. System.CompOnents & Operation

( 1) Master Cylinder

(a) Purpose

1 Converts mechanical
energy to hydraulic
pressure

2 Multiplies residual
line pressure into.
high hydraulic `

pressure

(b) Location:

1 Most passenger cars
& light duty 'trucks
have cylindef-mountod
on engine firewall

2 Larger trucks-- under
floorboard, mounted
to frame

(c) Adjustment: Some vehicles .

have brake pedirtree
travel-linkage

( ) Types

4

5 Hrs 30 Min

3ABR47330-SGa601A
3A8R47330 -SG -601B

3ABR47330 -PT -601

Hydraulic Brake System
(S.G.s to be re-used) conserva-

tion of materials
Film: TFI-6332
Trans: 171-3593
(Avg. stopping distance)
Notes

Show Trans: CT 74-360

.1

Bench Item:
Master Cyl.

Trainer .60-2531
Master Cyl.

.Trans: CT74-360



1 Single.

1 1:13i
u

4aake tim
with'

/ .

(e) No6inig and reservoir
*

1 ComgensaIldg port Trans: .CT 74-361
allows feluidcto Notes
return to'restrvoir .T71-3587
when brakes are Master Cyl.
released. :IR is Assembly
the smallest of
two ports.' .

A

2 Breather port allows
fluid to enter cylinder ANIP
from reservoir and
maintains fluid in
cylinder

, 3 Fillei cap with yent Bench Item:
provides means of Master Cyl.
filling reservoir
and maintains atmos-
pheric pressure on
fluid

(f)'."---Oush rod: Link between
brake pedal and piston

(g) Boot

I Located on front of
cylinder around push
rod

2 Prevents dirt from
entering cylinder

3 .Vented to prevent air
build'up

(h) Secondary cup: Serves as Teans: CT 74-362
a seal to keep fluid in Notes

.cylinder and prevents fluid
from leaking into boot.
Usually part of piston

(1) Piston

1 Holes in piston head
allow fluid to fill
cylinder as brakes

, ..11

ft



1

4

are released. Piston

returns faster th40

fluid in tildes, eTtme

fluid from the breither

port to'fill cylinder

through holes in piston

head
I

2 Converts nochanicZS4-

pressure received to

hydraulic pftssure

applied through Drip

mary cup

(j) -Washer (shield).: Prevents

fluid from going in reverse

during brake application

by covering holes in piston

head

4 (k) Primary cup

1 Expands as mechanical

Pressure is received

to maintain hydraulic

pressure throughout

system

2 'Actual component

responsible for con-

verting mechanical

pressure to hydraulic

pressure

(1) Spring (return and retain-

ing)

I Hold primey cup

against piston

2 Holds check valve

in place against seat

.3 Aids infeturning
piston to stop when

brakes are released

(n) Check %calve (dne way)

1 Allows fluid to pass

from cylinder through .

valve into lines

when brtkes are applied

(3)

-4 --,

I.

4

Bench Item:
Master

/.

"4

Trans: CT 74-363

Notes

4



2 Fluid returning from
wheel cylinders after
brakes are released
unseats check valve,
allowing fluid to
return to reservoir

.3 Returns to seat_and
maintains slight
piiisure on wheel cy-
linderi whin,return-
ing brake fluid pres-
sure drops to 8 - 16
psi

(n) Double Master Cylinder

1, Two gistons - Tandem

2 One piston to frOnt
brakes

3 One piston to rear
brakes .

(2) Wheel cylinders

(a) Purpose - converts hydrau-
lic pressure to a mech-
anical force

(b) Location - Usually on
upper portion of brake
backing plate

.1 Housing

a Mounted on brake
. backing plate

b Contains bleeding
valve screw to
allow for removal _

" of air from system

2 Rubber cups -

Convert hydraulic
pressure to mechani-
tal force

3 Pistons

a Receive mechanical
pressure from
rubber cups

Trans: CT 74-363
Motes
Trans: CT 74-364

Charts: '73-214 Master cylinder.
73-215 Frant.IVRear

- lirte failure

73-216'
Bench Item: Master Cyl.

4

Trainer: 60-2531 .

Master Cylinder

Trans: CT 74-365
Notes

Bench Item: -

Wheel Cyl.

Trans: CT 74-366
Notes

.4



0.

0.

b Transfer this
pressure to push
rodsiiirhavimpond
brake shoes

4 Retaining:spring -
keeps rubber cups
separated and
against the pistons

cOvers
prevent foreign mat-
tpr frce entering
cylinder

A Push rods

a Move shoes against
drum

b Connect shoes
with pistons

(c) Types wheel cylinders

1 Straight.

2 Stepped

(3) Brake Fluid

(a) Types /)

1 Standard duty'

Heavy duty - used
where high operat-
ing temperaturei

.-exist

(b) Qualities

.1 High boiling point -
prevents vapor lock

2 Low freezing point.-
remains fluid at low
temperatures

(4) Tubing, hoses And fittings

(a) Composition

(5)

Bench Item:
Wheel'

Trans: CT 74-367
Notes
170 -2003 -Wheel.Cyl.

170-2011 Pressure
bleeder

Trans: CT 74-365
Notes

4-

Trans: CT 74-367
Notes.



S.

1 Lines are made of 4:

steel for. strength ,

against.high pressure

t

2 Mutt be doupli lap
flared to produce
strong leakproof
joints

Hoses are high pressure
flexible -to with-

st all conditions-
of str s and twist

4 'Reinforced rubber
wtth a steel core

5-F1ttings are usualty
steel or brass alloy
to withstand pressure

(b) Preservation

1 Copper coated to
resist rust

2 Tin plated to resist
corrosion

(5) Brake Assembly

(a) Brake shoes and lining

1 Purpose - to produce
friction between the
linings and drum to
slow, stop; or hold
a vehicle

Construction

a Shoes are pressed
steel for oConomy
and eigual shoe and
drum heat disfipa-
tion

bt 14olded lining -

} most comon, has
/c low frictional

-I/ , qualities, but
A ''lwears longer, and

dissipates heat
quickly

4

Trans: CT 74-368
Notes
Trainer: 61-2830
Brake shoe assembly

Trainer: -61-130

4



c Woven lini
has hige seal.
qualities, but re-
tains heat and wears
quickly..

3, Shoe types

a Primary - initial
shoe to self-
energize (usually
front)

Secondary (65% of
load)

(b) Springs

1 Purpose

a Retracting -
returns shoes to
original position
when brakes are
released

b Retaining -
prevents shoes from

, scraping on lug
portions of drum

(c) Adjustments

1 Major - Achored
shoes,

2 Minor - (Free Floating)

3 Final - (Self-adjusting)

(d) Brake shoe adjusters - Oanual
' and self-idjusting Trainer: 61-2830

Trans: CT 74-369
Notes

1 Purpose - miintain'pro-
,rpler shoe to drum clear-

ance

2 Location

a Star adjustment on
.top or bottom Of
brake backing plate

(7)

4

Brake shOe ssembly



b Cam adjustment on
upper portion of
backing plate on
both sides

(e) Operation

1. Manual adjusters -

cam or star wheel
adjustment to spread
brake shoes against
drum

*2. SW-adjusting - star
wheel adjustment
occurs automatically,-
when brakes are alter-
nately applied and
released with vehicle
in reverse motion

-s

(6) Drums

(a) Purpose - provide surface Trans: CT 74-369
against which shoes are Brake Assembly
applied, resulting in
stoppage or slowing down
of wheel

(b) Composition - pressed
steel housing with cast
iron liner

(7) Stop light switches Trans: CT 74-370
Notes

(a) Purpose - means of
warning vehicles
approaching from rear of
intentions to slow down
or stop

(b) Locatton - on master
cylinder or under dash
on brake pedal linkage

(c) Typ.ps and operation

1 Mechanical -.contacts
closed by linkage con-
nected to brake pedal.

1 Pressure sensitive -

(8)



a

Pt

brake fluid pressure
Ceases disc to Close
contacts

(8) ParkinvOrakes

(a) PurPta- hold vehicle
stati ry when-not in
use

(b) Location:°- on rear
wheels or drive shaft

(c) Idepections - periodic
check for kinks in
cable or binding
linkage

(d) Operations - mechanical

1 Exiernal ceptracting
drive shaft .

2 Internal expanding -

rear wheels 4

Trans: CT 74-370
Parking brake
(External contracting)

(9) Disc Brakes Chart CT 74-175

ftil

Hub,and disc assembly

1 Purpose - provides fric- 3ABR47330-SG -601A
tional surface Against (SG to be re-used)
which the shoe is applied
to stop or slow down the
spi ning wheel w

(b) Sh1eld - protects disc from
cross splash

(c) Caliper - (Fixed or float-
ing)

1 Purpose - proVides means
of applying shoe and lin- CharticEi 73-93 Disc Brake
ing assemblies to the Aisembly - floating Cali-
disc per

2 Operation Chart: CC 74-177 Floating Caliper7..

Assembly,- soc-
a Caliiter - malleable tional, view

iron castings mounted
to the support plate% Show Disc Bra,ce Components

4t.:*

.2



b Shoe and.lining
.asseMblies
poOtioned on tht

4 Cal per *04 4
. stiaddle the.disc

c Casting - Bored
to receive a
piston(s)

.d Hydraulic pressure
is applied to pis%onls)
applying shoe and lin-
ing assembly to disc
surface

Hydraulic pressure

mleased shoes
relax

(b) Combination Valve

.1 Metering valve - "Holds
off, Disc brake appli-
cation until drum brakes
make contact

2 Failure warning switch -

activates dash Temp in
event of either front
or rear brake system
failure
c .

'3 Proportioner - Delays
Tear wheel skid during
high deceleration stops

4
10 Vacuum operated brake boosters

ov.

Purpose - reduce drivers
effort

Location - as a separate
unit, it will be located
between tip master tylinder
and the wheel cylinders.
With the Bendix power,
brake and theAlidland
Ross type boosfer, the
master cylinder is inte-
ral with the .., ter

lisually found cs t si,de
of. vehicle under
or floor board

air

Chart: 6y4-176
Function o piston seal

Chalk: CC 73-217 Combination.
Valve

Trans: .CT 74-371 - Hydrovac
Ti.ainer: 604525 - Hydrovac

Assembly
v.*

3ABR47330-SG-601 Kydraulic
Brakes I Vacuum Brake Booster

4.(-1f



p.

(C) Faear* noodod for operation Chart 39-3141
Transt,3148gfroigisc Operati,on

taydraetie pram.
Wes

2 Atmospheric pressure

3.Ingine Vacumly,

4 Vacuum check valve (intake
. manifold)

(d) Control valve assembly Chart 59-3141)
j91-440) Hydrovac Operation

1 Atmospheric valve -
closed/brakes released.
Open/brakes applied

'2 Vacuum valve - open/brakes
released. Closed/brakes
applied

3 Diaphragm

4 Relay valve - hydraulic
piston

5 Atmospheric control
line

() 4,Vacuum pader cylinder
4

\,4( Diaphragm or Piston and
seal moved by differ-
ential pressure

2 Actuating rod - moved
hy the piston, reduces

. effort the driver
nee& to put forth

3 Riturn spring - returns
piston b3 be released,
potition when brakes
are released

if) Slave Cylinder

1 Piston and cup - applies
hydraulic pressure to
the wheel cylinder

2 Return spring - rettirn
piston to released posi-
tion

Trainer: 60-2525 Hydrovac

5 I



3 1heck valve - high hydro.
lic pressure is returned
to maste cylinder as
low hydftdlic pressure

Ref: Para A, Part 1.
4r)

EVALUATION:

1. What is meant by.horsepower of brakes?

2. What besides brakes are used to
slow, a moving vehicle?

What is a fulcrum?

4. What is usually the rdtat
member of a brake sys

5. What determines the holding
qualities-of a brake system?

6. What determines outputiforce of a
wheel cylinder piston?

7. What direction.are wheel cylinder
cups installed?f

8. What are the qualities of hydraulic
brake fluid?

SUMMARY AND REMOTIAVTIONt

CONCLUSION 20 Mtn

1. SUmmarize the principles, function and relationship of the following:

a. Master & wheel cylinders
b. Brake fluid, tubing, hoses 1 fittings
c. Shoes 1,1ining
d. Brake drums
e. Major & minor(adjustments
f. Disc brake components
gh %faqir operated brak* booster system

2. Explain the advantages to be giIne4 through a *through utilization of the
material learned,in today's lesson% Remind students of energy and metWries
conservation,

ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE: Cr POCPart 1, Para A 2 Hrs

1. Using the 5Q3R method of study, read SG 3ABR47330-602 & 602A Hydraulic
Brake System Servicing & complete summary questions.

*Ova
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2. We .now have an ujjijtandfng regarding the theol.7 of operation fOr
-Ixidreetitiweks illallWeets la go 'tut lessee. we will

_Ak- ins &anteing
sulic brakes ovi a vehicle.

.

with this theory to mei ani.sernee

.
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1. Vehicles

411

2. Brake Bleeding Equi
3. Brake Honingiquip.
4. Brake Drum Lathe
5. Mechanic's Common

Handjools
6. Special Tools
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CL *MP I10 IMATE11111.
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GRAPWC MOSAND
NCLASIMPISCINATICRIAI.

3ABR47330-56 -602

3A8R47330-SG -602A

TO36A2-3-6-2
I. T0364-3-14-2-1

b. TO36A2-447-2
5. Trems:. T71-35
7. Trans:CAFB T71-358

Trans:CAFB T7O-201
Am-=1..

asp TEACUPIO STEPS

Given technical order, vehicles; bench items, tools, and equipment, practice auto-

motive personnel and equipment shop safety, repair orevrvice brake systems and com

ponents IAW the technical order.

Provided with techhical orders, vehicles,' toots, and equipment, using automotive

personnel and equipment shop safety, use visual, auditory, and opertrtional means

to check brake syttems 1AW technical publications.

ATC COMM 770AUG 72

Teaching Steps art Listed in Part II.
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INTRODUCTION 20 Min

.Attention and Motivation: Ask students why they feel that hydraulic brake
system *wry of operation is important. NM out how this-knowledge will
be of great value to the individual during the process of serving brake.

.Revirm: Review summary questions from student study guide, 3ABR47330-602,
p32A Hydraulic Brake System Servicin§. Re-teach as needod.

*.

3. 0%rerview & TIE-IN: Relate major component operation to component servicing.
Describe the sequence in which today's lessonvill be presented. Insure
that each student is aware Otis responsibility toward accomplishment of
each objectiVe. Remind students of energy and materials conservation. (Heat,
cooling, light, study material, tc.).

PRESENTATION:

1. Ref: Para A, Part 1.

a. Wheel hearings

(1) Purpose: Take up load,
thrust and reduce friction

-

BODY II Hrs 30 Min

(2) Types

(a) Ball bearings

(b) Tapered roller bearings

(3) Service and inspection

(a) Wash in cleaning solvent -

dry with lint-free rag

(b) Use compres§ed air to air dry
the bearing\ DO NOT Spin

(c) Check for pits, binding or
discoloration

(41 ) Adjustment

(a) Torque to applicable -

. specifications (pre-
feered method)

(b) Tighten until snug, thin
back off.nut approx. one
castellation (field method)

3ABR47330-SG-602A
Hyd. Brake System Servicing
3ABR47330-SG-602
(SG to be re-used)
Trans: T71-3588
Front Wheel Bearings



(5) Uthrication m
treat Wheel
Searing Lubrication(a) Use high temperature

grime

(b) Machine packing of bearing
(preferred)

(c) Hand packing (Alternate or
field)

b. Brake drums

(1) Inspection, :

(0 Out of round - (Dial
indicator)

(b) Thickness 7 (micrometer)

(c). Cracks and Groves (visual)

(2) Service

(a) "Turn" or recondition
on drum lathe .

(b) Mark amount removed on

ummachined portion of drum

C. Shoes and.Lining

(1) Primary shoe - closest to
front of vehicle

(2) Linings - may have different
frictional quality

(a) Shortest lining usually
on primary'shoe

(b) May be bonded or riveted
to shoe

d. . Springs

0) Retracting'

(a) color and number of
coils - (Length)

'NO



(2) Retaining

(a)- trength and %Wi-
le

e. Cylinders - (Maier and wheel)

(1) Wetj hone to remove mtnor
pi and scratches

(2) eplace all moving parts

Brake Pedal

(1) Free travel adjustment

g. Parking brake

(1) Clean, lubricate and adjust
after sevice brakes are adjusted

Bleeding procedures - (Removal of
air from system)

(1) Manual or tWo man method Transparency T70-2011
Pressure brake bleeder

(2) Pressure bleeding tank

(a) One man operation

1. Disc Brakes

(1) Disc

(a) Inspect for cracks,
grooves and run-out

(b) Disc is measured with
gauge bar and ball -

critical

(c)- Refinish with disc
brake lathe

(') ,Caliper bore

(a) .Inspect 11)r scores,
pitting, nicks and.
corrosion

(b) Polish-with fine crocus
cloth and wash with
denitured alcohol

(3)

et.



4

(c) Defects Cannot be cleaned,-
replace caliper housing

(3) Piston

(a) aspect for &Ores, niCks\,
corrosion and worn or
damaged chrome platilp

(b)"Minimal damage can cause
leak between piston and,

*seal

(c) -Damaged be
replaced

fis

APPLICATION: Para A, Part 1

tInterspersed throughout the lesson

EVALUATION:

1. What is the purpose of.the wheel bearipgs?

2. What is the advantage of bonded-lining
over riveted lining?

3. How can the primary retracting spring'
be identified? ,

4. How. much air pressure is applied to the
pressure,bleeding tank?

S. What should be done to a wheel cylinder
that has minor scratches?

END OF DAY SUMMARY

SpMMARY:

A

L. Summari;eprinciples of operation, func-
tion, and relationship of the followifflg:

Wheel Bearings, Brake Drums, Shoes and
Lining,Springv, Cylinders, Parking
Brake, Bleeding Procedures, Disc
Brake Components and Troubleshooting
Procedures

4

ASSIGNMENT: CTT POI Para 2A 2 Hrs 3A3R47330-SG-602

1. tRead complete statements SG 3ABR
47330-602 Servicing of Hydraulic
Brake Systems, using the SQ3R 5';
method of study. Romind students*
of energy and materials conservation.

la



,

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S WORK

Arouse studunt interest by discussing possibls reSults systee-eilfunc-
...

etions.

2. %Review and grade outside .assignmeq. Rikteach is mewled.

3. Briefly review how brake
%,

systems are servi .

?!PRESENTATION:

I. Ref: Para A, Part I
Ref: Para B, Part I

a. Troubleshoc41ng brake system
4th

a-

(1) Leaks or insufficioni fluid

(a) Spongy -pedal

(b) Excessive brake travel

(c) Brakes do.not apply

(2) Distorted or improperly
adjusted brake shoe

(a) One brake drags

(b) All brakes drag

.(c) Hard pedal

(d) Vehicle pulls to one
side

(e) One wheel locks when applied

.Excessive, pedal traVel

(g) Noisy or-grabbing brakes

(3) Drum out of round

(a) One brake drags

(b) Vehicle pulls to one side'
4

(c) Brakei chatter

(4) Glazed,for worn lining

(a)- Hard pedal

.4



4

(b) Vehicle pulls tit.orne

(c) One wheel locks

(d) Brakes chatter

(e) Noisy or grabbingjokes

(f) Brakes'io not apply
64.

(5) Oil grease in lining

(a) Vehicle pulls to one
side

(b)". One wheel locks

(c) Brakes uneven

(d) Noisy or grabbing brakes

(e) Brakes do not apply

(6)' Faulty wheel cylinder,

(a)- One brake drags

(b) Vehicle pulls' to one side

(c) One wheel locks

(7) , Dirty brake fluid

(a) One brake drags

(b) All brakes drag.

(c) Brakes uneven

(4) Brakes do no,t apply

Faulty master cylinder

(a) All brakes drag

(b) Excesfive pedal travel

(c) Pedal gradually goes
goes to floor

-(4) Brakes do not apply.

(9) Air in hydraulic system

(6)



10)

(a) One brake-drags

(b) ,41049Y POW -

(c) Excessive pedal travel

(d) Brakes do not apply

Self-adjusters not operiattng'

(a) Vehicle pulls to One side

(b) Excessive pedal travel

(c) Shoe click release

(11) Sticking booster control
valve

(a) All brakes drag.

(b) Noisy or grabbing braiiii

Discuss protedures for reioving,
inspecting, repairing or replacing
new or reconditioned vehicle hydrau-
lic booster units (Hydrovac). ,

(1) Removal - use applicable publi-
cations

(a) Place drip-pan under unit

(b) Disconnect all lines

1. Hydraulic

,2 Vacuum

3 Atmospheric

. (c) Remove'mounting bolts

(d) Removeunit from vehicle

(2) Inspections .

(a) Visual inspection of
external compowts

(b) Disassembly (by Manual)

(7)6

:

411:

X

Do not write in Study Guides
or TOs

TO 36A2-3-6-2 1965 Fordlcono-
line Shop Manual,

TO 3642-3-14-2-1 1960 Ford Fairr
lane Service .Manual

TO 36A2 -4 -17-2 1967 Chev'Sedan

Sprvice Manual

1



4IPP

1

-c.

(c) Check condition _of slave
_cylinder. .

1 Scores

2 Pits, etc.

(d) Check condition of valve
seats

Repair - usually consists of
installing a repair kit while
assembling unit

Itnstallation - reverse proce-
Ure of remov

Bleeding syst

(a). Air must be bled from
system upon replacement
of unit

1

2

Manual

Pressure

a Follow applicable
publication for
sequence

b Start at control
valve, slave cylinder',
then R.R.L.R. - R.F.
L.F. wheel cylinders

Participate in a discussion of the
brake reconditioning equipment

APPLICATION:

1. Ref: Para A, Part 1
Ref: Para B, Part r

EVALUATION:

I. What safety prattUes must be followed?

(8)

4 -

4

TOs 36A2-3-6-2
436A2-3-14-2-1
36A2-4-17-2

Vehicles
Remove all jewelry
Use hand & special tools
Operate brake:drum lathe,
honidg equipment

61



2. What afficts the compensating port
of the master cylinder?

Afteromachinihg, where are the drums
marked?

4. Why are drums marked?

5. Whatare the advantages of pressure
brake bleeding?

6. How.are wheel bearings adjusted?

What precaution must be observed
while adjusting parking brake?

8. Whlt should bohdone if oil or brake
fluid gets on lining?

SUMMARY & REMOTIVATION:

4-

CONCLUSION 10 Min

1. Summarize use 0 toOls & equipment; repOr or service procedures for hydrau-
lic brake systems and components; visual, auditory,,operational means and
test equipment procedures to check the hydraulic brake system.

Remind students of benefits to be derived by becoming a competnt brake sysa-
tem mechanic. Remind students of energy and materials conservation.

ASSIGNMENT & CLOSURE: CTT P01 Para 2A, 28 2 Hrs Use 3A8R47330-SG-603

1. Using the SQ3R method of study, read SG 3A8R47330-603 Air ahd Air/Over Hydrau-
lic Brake Systems. Complete summary questions. .

2. We hue now completed Hydraulic Brake Systeils and our next lesson on Air and
Air.Over Hydraulic Brakes will be more easily understood.
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,, <: PRICLASS PREPARATION

EQuiPtagoot LOCATED I., tOWIDIKIIT
IN LAIIORATONT IIPAOIN SUPPLY I, CLASSIF110 MATERIAL GMAIPMIC AIDS AND

UNCLAINMPIED MATERIAL
1 Trainer: 634996
2 'Trainer: 60-2526
3. Vehicles ,

4. Mechinic's Common
Hand Tools

.5. Special Tools
6. Air Brake Sys Comp
7. Air-Over Hydraulic

system rAmpftniintc

P
None

.

,,

.

None

-

.

1 3A8R47330-SG-633
2. 3A8R47330-WB-603
3. Chart:CAFB59-3139
.4. Chart:CAFB59-3139

5. Chart:CAF859-J142
6. Trans:CAFB CT74-

372 thru376
(OVER)

CRITERION 0111JECTIVES AND ENDOINO STEPS
.....,..,..m.............."

. Without references, identify basic facts and terms related to the principles
. operation, funcTion, and relationship of air brake system components

accuracy.

Provided with technical orders, vehicles, bench items, tools, and equipment,
b.

s

applying automotive pemonnel and equipment shop safety, repair or service
brake systems and components IAN technical publications.

. .,

. Supplied with technical orders, vehicles, tools, and equipment, and observing
motive personnel and equiPment shop safety, use visual, auditory, and

. means to check the air brake system IAW the technical order.
h

' .

.
Teaching Steps are Listed'in Part 11.

_

of
with 70%

.

and
air

autol
operational i

4
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GRAPHIC AIDS AND UNCL.
MATERIAL

7. Trans:CAF8 170-2005
8. T038A2 -2-1-122
9. Chart CC74 -174



1

2

Timinnuaton 20 nin

11lowinn and Motivation: niscuss the need for greater lu4ing effort
in 00 operation of larler vehicles. Relate,tmportance of proper air
brake system operation and mailntenance tO the Air.Force in relation
to vehicle cost, cargo tnd personnel.

fleview: .Review summary questions from 3A0R47330-SG-603 Air and Air/Over
Hydraulic Prake Systeme. Re-Teach as Needed.

3. Overview. Describe the lesson sequence to the students and carefully
explain the tasks each student will be required to perform during the
application step. 'Remind students of energy andmaterisli conservation.
(Neat, cooling, light study materials, etc.)

.PRES1ITATIO1:

I.

BODY 10 Hrs 20 Hi n

1. Ref: PAra A. PeRt 1 3A8R47330-SG & WB 603
(SG to be re-used)

a. System components apd opiration

(1) Compressor

(a) Purpose: Source of Air Transparency: CT 74-372
Pressure for
system use

Notes
170-2005
Compressoe

(11) Location: Usually at the
front of engine
on driver's side

Trainer: 63-2996 Brake
Assembly

(c) Operation:

1 Belt driven off
engine crankshaft

2 Celled and lubricated
by engine systems

3 Inlet ports: Located
in cylinder well -t
and allow air to
enter cylinder (B.D.C.)

4 DISCHARGE (Exhaust)
valves: Means of.
,allowing compressed
air to escape from:

cylinders to air

reservoirs



Unloade0 mechanism:
Receives air from
governor which opens
unloader,velvess
temporarily preventing
compressed air build-up

6 Alcohol injector:
Prevents system components /
from freezing'

(2) Reservoirs (two - wet and dry)

(a) Purpose - stort air Transparency:4:04-373
under pressure for Notts
future use in the systtm

(b) Location - on underside
of vehicle frame

(c) Wet tank - first tank
to receive air from
compressor - Aajority of
moisture is condensed
here allowing dry air
for the system

(d) Dry tanke- second tank through
which air passes to the system -
:remainder of moisture condensed
here allowing dry air for the
system

(e) Safety valve - in case
of governor failure,
releases excess pressure
(popped type)

(f) Drain cocks - one on each
reservoir

Purpose - drain tois--
ture and release
air from the-Wstem

(0) Automatic bleeder

.1 Purpose - automatically
"bleeds" moisture
from reservoirs each
time brakes are applied

L:3)_ Governor



(a) Purisise f- control miximud

I 6,

Trainer
Demenstrate: 604526

compressor oittpOt Air
Oovernor'Assy

(b) Location - ummoted.on comp- Transparency:Ct7/4-373

ressor or engine Milken !rotes

(c) Operation air pressure-ects
on a mechanical device forcing
a valge to'open or (Ash the .

air is removed).allows the
mechanical device to Close
the valve

(d) Types

1 Bourdon tubs.4 air pressure
forces tube to straighten

Out pulling a:valve open

2 Diaphragm - air pressure
acts on.diaphragm to
opirate.spring loaded valve

3 Piston - air pressure
atts on.Oston to operate
spring loaded valve

(4) bnloader mechanism - compressor

(a) Purpose - unloads compressor
by destroying its capability
to compress eit

(b) Location - usually on comp-
pressor head

(c) Operation

1 Air pressure from gover-
nor actuates unloading
mechanism, causing an
unloader valve, located
above the,piston in the
cylinder head, to open,
thus destroying the cyl-

.

inder's capability to ry
build pressure

;.?

(j)

4

4.



a

2 This-cycle is rtleated
each time brake
application causes air
in reservoirs to
drop below specified
pressure

(5) Safety and warning devices

(a) Located in cab of veh-
icle

(b) Ow pressure indicator -
buzzer, bell, light,
pendulum or a combination
of any

'(c) Air gauge -registers
amount of air pressure
available in system

(d) Stop light switch - warn-
ing that brakes are being
applied (Located near
brake valve)

(6) Air supply valve

(a) Located inside cab on fire
wall

(b) Ready source of air pres-
sure to use for ()inside
source

(7) Brake valve - treadle valve

(a) Mounted on frame

(b) Neart of air brake sys-
tem, meters, the air through-
out system

(t) Also known as foot valve

(3r Hand control valve

(a) Located in cab on steer-
ing column

(b) Allows ooeration of
trailer braket independ-

ently of tractor brakes

(4)

Transparency CT74-372
Notei

Demonstrate: Air brake componen:
air gauge A stop lion:
switch

Transparency CT74-373
Notes

Transparency CT74-374

Air brake va)ve

Demonstrate: Air brake sys. com-
ponents Brake A hand
valve, quick release
A double check valve



(9) Ntnor valves in system Transparency CT74-374
Quick release valve

(a) Quick release valve -

allows air to este*
quicklywhen brakes
are released

(b) Double check valve -
allows air to flow from
two sources (foot valve -
hand control valve)

(c) One way check valve -

allows air to flow in
one direction only

(10) Tractor protection valve Transparency: CT74-374
Notes

(a) Valve located in air
system, switch located
on dashboard

(b) Valve protects tractor
systemby cutting off
pressure in lines to
trailer (trailer break
away) Demonstrate: Air brake system

components - tractor protection &
(c) Switch is usually manually relay valves

controlled for emergency
use, usually left $n
normal position

(11) Limiting - quick release valve

(a) Usually found on front
axle

(1)) Valve controls front
tractor brakes for wet
or dry conditions, cuts
Pressure SO% for wet
conditions

(c) Controlled by iwitch on
dash

Transparency CT74-374

Notes .

(12) Relay valve Transparency: CT74-375

(a) Applies rear tractor
brakes at-same time
front brakes are
applied

(5)

Notes

0



(131 F lter

(a) Purpose - clean air
before entry into

emergency relay,valve

(b) Location - on trailer

(14) Emergency relay valve

(a) Used nn trailers only

(h) Will automatically set
"'trailer brakes when
source of air pressure
to trailer is lost

r----
(15) Brake chambers

(a) Mounted on axle agar
each wheel (one at each
wheel)

(b) Changes air pressure to
mechanical.force,

j

(16) SlAck adjusters

(a) Located betweerObrake
chambers and backing plate

(b) Mechanical advantages ls
Orovided here

(0 Provide quick and easy
adjustment for normal
wear

(d) Tn the released.or applied
posttion angle between
push rod and slack adjuster
must be greater than 90
degrees

--(17) Hoses, lines, couptings, and
fittings

(a) Tubing -.topper (rigid)

(b) Hoses spectal high
prossure,reinforced
neophrene, spring
wire wrapped at friction
points

(6).

id

Demonstrate: Air brake system
Components Emer. relay valve
& brake chambers $

Transparency CT74-375
Brake chamber..

CC74 -174

Slack adjuster

Demonstrate: Air brake system
Components - slack adjusters, hose.
lines: couplings and fittings

Trainer: 63-2996 Brake Assembly

alirr

449
Transparency: CT74 -376

Notes



OOPTAR

1. How does
operate?

2.

0

(c) CoUplings - provide a
quick means to connect'
or disconnect hoses

1 Two rubber gaskets
form an air tight

Seal

(d) Fittings - usually brass

Para a Part 1. Interspersed throughout Lesson

the piston type compressor

How is the compressor cooled and lubri.

cated?

3. Through which valves does the comp-
pressed air leave the compressor?

4. What is the purpose of the wet and

dry ceservoirs?

5. How does .the bourdon tube type gov-
ernor operate?

F. When should the reservoirs be bled?

7 Why is a quick release valve nec-
essary in the system?

What is meant.by the term "Lapped

position"?

-41

9. Why does the hand control valve
operate only the trailer brakes.?

10. Explain the slack adjuster angle.

ENO OF DAY_SUMMARY

tAmArvi

1. Summarize principles, operation, function, and
relationship of the following: compressor,
reservoirs, governor, brake vatve, hand control
valve, safety & warning devices, plus other minor
valves in system'.

ASS1G4M141 CTT P.0.1. PARA 3a 2 Hns 3MR47330-SG-604

1. Read complete statements sG-3ABIN7330404 Air & Air/

dyer 'Hydraulic 'Brake System, using the SQ3R method cf

study. (7)



Remind students of energy and materials coemirvatien.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S WORK

Arouse student interest through discussion on possible results of
system malfunctions. .Note: Energy and materials conservation.
glow

2. Review and grade outside assignment. Re-teach as needed.

3. Briefly review how each air brike component functions within the systen.

PRESENTATION:

1. Ref: Pa a, esart 1.

Ref: Para 6, Part 1.

Ref: Para c, Part 1.

oh,

A. The air over hydraulic brake system Transparency CT74-376 Air/Over 1

combines certain hYdraulic components Brake Booster S.y.!,
with certain air brake components

(1) Hydraulic components

(a) Master cylinder and Chart 69-4142 Atr/Over Hydraulic Ilk
linkage Brake Booster Systel,

41)4 Lines, fittings and
flexible hoses

(c) Wheel cylinders at each
wheel

(2) 'Air brake components

(a) Compressor

(b) GOvernor

(c) Reservoirs - wet or dry

(d) 'Safety lialve

(e) Oressure gauge

(f) tolpressure warning.
bdner

(g) Air sjspply valve

(h) Extended lines of air
for trailer

(i) ,kand control,valve (trailer
brakes

ICA

1



The combining of these air and
hydraulic components to Tom an
air over hydremlic:breke system

is accomplished by adding a
brake booster unit (air-pac booster)

(1) Brake booster unit casponents

(a) Air cylinder and power
piston: Compressed
air moves power piston,
resulting in greatly
incriased hydraulic
pressure to wheel
cylinders

Control valVe: Means of
applying air pressure to
power piston

Hydraulic slave cylinder:
-Receives power piston
force and converts to
hydraulic pressure

(0)

(c)

(d) Bleeder valves

1 Means of radving
air from hydraulic
portion of booster

One located at control
valve assembly - other
at slave cylindei.

L maintenance of system'

(1) All air must be exhausted
from system prior to bleed-
ing or removing system corn-
ponents

(2) Components of the hydraulic
portion of the systseiare
maintained as previodtly
discussed

(3) Components of the air portion
of the system art maintained
as previously discussed

(4) Booster unit maintenance
consists of:

(9)

V

Chart 59-3139 Air/Hyd. Booster
(released)

Chart 59-3139%1 air/hyd. Booster
(applied)

Trainer: 630.2996 Brake Assembly

Show Air Over Hydraulic System
Components



4

( a ). Removal anti- replacement

.(b) .Installation of rebuild
kfts

APPLICATIO":

1. Ref: Para b, Part 1

Ref: Para c, Part 1.
(Also interspersed throughout body
of lesson)

EVALUATION:

1. How effective is a booster unit?

2. what procedure is used to bleed brakes
on air over hydraulic system?

3 What maintenance is required on an
air overhydraulic brake system?

\

What is the.difference in the air
.oyer,hydraulic system and the
hydrovac?

5. What unit applies the brakes in the
Air ;ver hydraulic system?

What safety feature allows the
brakes to be applied?

That is the purpose of the booster
unit?

SUMMARY AND REMOTIVATION:

CONCLUSION

Nand A Special Tools
Vehicles -.T.O. 36A2 -2 -1-122

1. Remove all jewelry:
2. Watch for oil slick on 140

floor.
3. Use hand & soecial.tools,

vehicles.

f.

20 Min

I. Sum clize repair Or service procedures for air brake compressor, governor,*
eser/6irs, system valves, brake chambers and slack adjusters. Also air/
)vPr ivdraulic power cylinder, master cylinder and wheel cylinder.

-
ttengthen student desire to become proficient on all types oCbrake systems
hy pointino out safety ihvolved and personal gain through proMotion and pay.
Remi-d students of energy and materials conservation.

ASS1GNMfi4 AND CLOSURE: CTT P.0.1. Para 3b, 3c 2 Hrs

licinf the SOiR method of study. Review 3A8R47330-SG-604 & 604A, PT-3A8R47330-

604 Conventional & Power Steering. Answer Summary questions..,'



a

."

We have now completed bas42informat1on en all present day brake systemsused wittiin the General PurObse Career Field of the Air Force. Our nextlesson will enable ui to understand and servivt steering gear timeliest
another importan$ nieans of 'Control for a vebicleiin.motion.
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TOTAL

16 hrs

PARAONANN

NUMORA

sTs 471X0
I OATS f

I 2 Saltallber NU
SUPERVIKNI APPROVAL

11101SATUAS DATA NIONATINNE

COWPNIINT LOCATED
LASORATOR y

Trainer: 59-2451
Trainer: 61-2423
Trainer: 59-2433
Trainer .63..2995

5. Trainer: 60-2530
6. Mechanic's Cannon

Hand Tools
7. Special Tools

(OVER),

.PRECLASS PREPARATION

IOUIPIONT
PROW 11UPPLY CLAMP NATINIAL.

None

11110411C mos 40
WOOL ASSIPIRO NATIERIAL

None 1. 3A8R4133042404
2. 3ABR47330-56-604A
3. 3A8R47330-516-6048
4. 3A8R47330-W8-604
5. 3A8R47330 -PT-604
6. Chart:CAFB59-3236
7. Chart:CAF859-3145
8. Chart:CAF863-425(

CSITERION 0111JECTIVECAND EACMING ITEPs (OVER2Of

Wittiout references, identify basic facts and.terms relative'to the principles.of
operation, function, and relattonship of steering system components with 70% accurat .

b. Provided with vehicles, tools, and Auipment, bench items, technical orders, and.

applying automotive personnel and equipment shop safety, repair or service steering
systems and components 1AW the techniCal publications.

. Supplied with tools and equipment, vehicles, technical orders,and observing auto-
motive personnel and equipment shop safety, use vitual, auditory, and operational
means to check steering systems 1AW technical publications.

Teaching Steps are Listed in.Part II.

Tc "Wm 770AUG 72
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EQUIPMENT LOCATED
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8. Steering Gear Assy.
9. Vehicle
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Is
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UNCLASSIFIED NAT.'

9. Chart:CAFB63-425
(2 of 2)
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INTRODUCTION 711

Attentton end Mettietitn: Oain students' attention by pointing out the
possible consequences of *proper vehicle steering or handling. Stress
the importance of quick and sure steering response during normal opars.
don or in case of emergency.

2. Review: Review 3A8R4733046604. ,Give an appraisal. Review summar4,.
questions. Re-teach as needled.

3. Overview & TIE-IN: Explain sequence in which the lesson will be preseo-
placing emphasis orrobjectives. Show how placing a vehicle in motinn

. being able to stop the vehicle is of no consequence 'unless you can roe
trol the vehicle direction while it is in motion. Point out to each
dent, what will be expected of him during the presentation and applic:.
tion steps of lesson. Remtnd students of energy and materials comer-
vation; (Heat, cooling, light, study materials, Etc.)

ODDY 11 Hrs 2, MI

PoESENTATION:

1. Ref: Para a, Part 1.

a. Steering Gear Types

Worm aktd sector

(2) Worm-and roller

(3) Cam and lever

(4) Worm and nut-
-(recirculating ball)

b. Construction and operatiori

(1) worm and sector

(a) Worm gear integral
with co4umn shaft
on laaer and

(b) Mounted between
tapered roller bearings
at top and bottom in
gear case

(c) Worm has,"Nour Glass"
shape teprovide:

1_ Better/6°th contact

3ABR4733046404
3A8R47330-56-604A
3ABR47330-S6404B
(Stis*to be regused)
3A1R47330-P.1.404
3A8R47330-W.B.404
(Do not write in P.T. Gr W.t

Chart: 59-3236
worm A sector

Trainer: 60-2530
worm & sector ..



t

2 Variable ratio

(d) Sector gear is integral
with cross shaft on
inner end

(e) Tapered V3 aid adjustment
and mesh with worm gear

(f) Outer end of cross shaft
is splined to receive the
"Pitman" arm

(g) Lube seal in cross.shaft Musing

(2) Wormcand roller

(a) Column shaft and worm
gear same as torm and
sector

(b) Roller gear mounted
-in ball bearings on
cross Shaft

1 Replaces sector gear
and reduces friction

Trainer: 61-2423

(c) Gear operation same ae
worm and sector

(3) Cam and lever Trainer: 59-2451

(a) Cam replaces worm as
integral part of column
shaft on lower end

A

(b) "Lever" is actually two
studs mounted on inner
portion of cross shaft
that mesh with cam to
actuate tlitman arm during
rination

(4) Worm and nut or recirculating
ball

(a) Worm is integral pirt of
column shift on lower end

(b) Nut is mounted on worm by
means of ball bearings
and travels up and down
worm during steering
wheel rotation

my

Steering gear assembly

MOM

Trainer: 59-2433 Worm & No

Chart: 59-3145

r
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(c) Nut has teeth on one side
that are tapered amd mesh
with a sector gesr meeNted
on the cioss

(d) Nut has two guides which
assist in recirauliting the
begrings through nut to
reduce friction during

turrs

C. Inspection

(1) Fluid level

(2) Housing

(a) Cracks, leaking gaskets or
seals

(b) Correct mounting

(3) Column shaft alignment

(a). Dash or cowl mounttng

(b) Gear boxpounting
.N

(C) Prevents binding on one-
. piece shaft

(d) Done prior to "In-Box"

\
adjustments

4 Adjusiemnts - (Manual steering)

(1) Disconnect drag link or
relay rod prior to "In-floe
adjustments

f.2) Worm gear end play - (Bearing
pre-load) - (Clay weight method)

(a) loosen lash adjusting screw
all the way out-then back
in wig turn

.

(b) Position steering wheel
one turn off either extreme

,(c) Place two clay weights (1/2 lb)
on steering wheel rim at
10:00 or 2:00 o'clock -

position. (Wheel should ,

hold)

(3)



(d) Add one additional Weight'
(Total 3/4 lb)(Wheel
should drop toward sik
o'clock position).

(3) Cross shaft backlath - (Lash)

(a) tentdir steering gear by
determining.Vatal nuiber
of turns from one extreme
to the other then place
steertng wheel at mid-
position or "Hi-point"

(b) Tighten lash adjusting
screw until "Free Play"
at Pitman arm has been
removed

(4) Upon completion of both adjust-
ments, a slight drag through
mid-position or hi-position
should be felt - a spring
scale tester may be used

(5) Most modern vehicle manu-
facturers recommend the use
of a torque wrench to accom-
plish the adjustments to
their specifications

APPLI,CATION: Para A, Part 1

Interspersed throughout the lesson

EVALUATION:

1. Name the four types of conventional
steering gears.,

2. Which steeringgear is used-on heavy
duty vehicles?

3. What is meant by the term "variable
ratio"?

What should be done .bifore installing
a new steering gear cross shaft?

Why does the recirculating ball
steering,gear nut have external
teeth on one tide?

6. Define the term."Hi-point".

(41

I.
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StIMNARY:

END OF DAY SUMMARY

1. Summarize principles of operation, function and mlationship of the
followipg: Types of Steering Gears, Construction features, Inspec-
tion and Adjustment Procedures.

ASSIGNMENT! CTT POI Para 5A .2 Hrs. 3A8R47330-SG-604

1. Read SG 3A8R47330-604 i 604A, P1-604 Conventional and Power Steering,
using the SQ3R method of stu4y. write out answers to SG questions.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S UORK

1. Arouse student.interest by discusiing possible system malfunctions and
_their results.

2. Review And grade outside assignment. Re-teach as needed.

3. Briefly review how steering systems are inspected and adjusted.

PRESENTATION:

1. Ref: SA
Ref: 58
Ref: 5C

411 a. Types

(1)

of hydraulic power steering

Linkage - all components in Trainer: 63-2995
steering linkage except pump Pcmer steering
& reservoir assembly

(2) Semi-integral pump and
reservoir on L.F. side of

4 A

engine - Power cylinder in
linkage -,control valve on
gear box

b.

0) Integral - Pumpand reser-
voir on L.P. side of engine -
control valve and power
cylinder in sieoring gear case

Major power steering components
.

(1) Reservoir - holds hydraulic
fluid for system use

(:

(5)

Chart: 63-425
(1 of 2)
63-425
(2 of 2)



C.

(2) Pump - (Roller - vane type)

(a) Belt driven off engine
crankshaft - positive dis-
placement

(b) Pressure relief valve
located in pump body,
controls system pressure

(3) Controllealve

(a) Directs fluid flow from
pump to the power cylinder

(b) Valve location determines
the type of power steering
system

(c) Adjustable to prevent
vehicle "creep"

(4) Power cylinder

Receives fluid pressure
from pump through control
valve

Increases pressure to steering
linkage, lessening driver
effort

iilling and bleeding

(1) Operate engine
steering wheel
to side, prior
fluid levei

system

and rotate
from side
to checking

(2) System is self - bleeding

.APHICATIOK: A1sointerspersed throughout

kei: Para b, Part 1.
Ref: Para c, Part 1.

(6)

Tesson

Mechanic's Hand A Special !colt::
tyehicles
Bench Item: Steering Gear As:,

1. Remove jewelry in.idt ar.1

2. Watch for oil spots on 10-
,4 floor



.EVALUATIONI

44t shoultbe done infant-mak*
an end play or bearing preload .

adjustment on the vehicle?

2. What controls the laxiMUM pressure
of a power steering system?

What is meant by thelerm steering
gear alignment?

4. what is the major source of trouble
within the power steering system?

5. What is bearing preload?

6. where is the control valve located
on the simi-integral,power steering
system?

7 What is the purpose of the hour-
glass worm?

8 What are the major components of a
power steering system?

What should be used to ;hick the
lash or backlash adjustdent? .

q

10. What is indicated when wheels creep
to one side with front wheels jacked up
And engine is running on a power steer-
ing system?

Nnat is the last item installed when
instdlling a steering gear?

12. How is air removed" from hydreulic
power steering system?

1]. What position should a steering
gear.be tn to make a cross' shaft
adjustment?
Why should it be in this position?

14. Would you have a steering kick back
on a vehicle equipped with power
steering? Why?

How dO you-check and correct
steering alignment?

(7)

_;



16. What safety items are observed
whil, working on manual and power
steering systems?

a

CONCLUSION 20 Min

SUMMARY AND REMOTIVATION:

1. Summarize repair or service procedures for worm and sector, worm and roller,cam and lever, worm and nut conventional steering gears and compowts;linkage, semi-integral, integral type power steering systems and components;methods used tct perform visual, auditory, operational means vid test elluip-ment to check steering systems.

2. Explain how each objective attained will be of value to the indiiidual andthe Air Force. Remind students of energy and materialt consirvation.

ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE: CTT POI Fara 54, 58, 5C 2 N4 3ABR47330-54 -605
1. Uiing the SQ3R method of study, read SG -JABR47330-605 & PT 605. PT-3A8R47330-605A Frame Alignment & Wheel Balance. Answer Summary questions.-
2. This completes our'discussion of the-steering gear systems. Our next lissonon Frame Alignment and Wheel Balance will show a general relatiOnship to vehi-,cle steering.

Air

4

(8)
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8rakes and Suspension
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LAUGH NATI

DID 3-hrs/Perf 3 hrs
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2 hrs-

TOTAL

8 hrs
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In PRECLAU PREPARATION
EOLHOPMENT LOCATED

IN LABORATORY
SOu!PliENT

PROM SUPPLY CLAistor MATEMAL CIPIAPNIO MOS ANO
UNCLASSIFIED NATSRIAL

0. Wheel Balancer
. Vehicles.

3. Mechanic's Common
Hand Tools

4. Special tools

None None 1. 3ABR47330-SG-605
2. 3A0R47330-PT-605
3. 3ABR47330-PT-605A
4. Film:TV77-662
5. Trans:T71-3591A

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND MACNING STEPS

a. Without references:identify basic facit7;i1ilve to the principles of operation,
function, and rellitionshiedf frame alignment components and wheel balancing
with 70% accuracy.

Provided with technical orders, tools, and 44t equipment, vehicles, and practfcing
automotive personnel and equipment shop safete.1604sua1, auditory, operational
means aner test equipment to check frame alignmeAt and wheel balance lAW technical
publications.

TeaChing Steps are Listed in Part IL!'

ATC . "" 770AUG T2

I

a

C
)

SA7111, IL 7 i-L4140

4



.6. .6

INTRODitTION 20 Mtn

Attention and Motivation: Describe theliction of a vehicle,that "dog-tracki" or
vibrates excessively at certain speeds. Explain-that understanding of today's
o#jectives wifli nable them to eliminate slich unwanted conditions from vehicles.

2. Review: Review and grade summary questions frdm 3ABR47330-91-605. Give
an appraisal an SG-.605A. ALSOcheck each student's 3ABR47330-PT -605 to insure com7
pletion of all frames in text.

3. Overview and TIE-IN: Describe the,sequence in which the lesson will be presente4
and:the responsibility each student willehave durtng the prpentation ancrappli.
cation steps. ,Explain that proper frame alignment and wheil balance add to
the ease of vehicle handling, as does the proper operatton of steering gear asf,
semblies. Remind students of energy and materials'conservation.. (*Kt,
light, cooling, and study materials).

0 BODY 5 Hrs 20 Min

PRESENTAION:

1. Ref: Para a, Part 1

a. Frame alignment and tracking

(1) Frame com'onents 3A8R47330-SG-605

(a) Side rails or members, 3A8R47330-PT405

(b) Cross members 3A8R47330-PT405-A

(2) Definitions pertinent to
frame 1111-bignment

(al Wheel base - distance
from front wheel spindle
to rear wheel axle with
wheels in straight ahead
position and "toe" equally)
divided

(b) Tracking - equal wh'ee( base
,

on both sides of vehicle
and all wheels in their
original relationship to
each other

(3) 'suspension problems

(a) Knee backI.

(b) Rear axle shifted,

(1 )

4 4,

I.

(Study materials to be re-used)

(

.2 I



(4) frame Damage

(a) Diamond

(b) Swayed

(5) Use of Tracking Gauge

(a) Assemble gauge and set-
to the vehicle wheel
base specifications.
(Driver's side)

(b) With no chive in gauge
setting, compare to passenger
side of vehicle

(c) Indications:

1 Equal wheel base, but,
incorrect tracking-
("Frame damage)

. unequal wheel base and
incorrect tracking-
(Suspension problems)

(6) Determining extent of frame damage

(a) Visual inspection

(b) "Projection method" to pinpoint
damaged area of frame

1 Plumblob-(Minimu!
of ,eight points)

2 Chalk Line-(tenter
Line and two diagonals)

Steel tape measure-
(VsuallY 3/8" overall
tolerance)

b. Wheel Balance

(1) Purpose

-(a) Eliminate excessive vibra-
tion which normally results
jn tire ahd front end -

component wear



(2) Prelfninary inspection of wheel
end tire usably

(a)

(b)

Remove all old weights

Remove dried and caked
mud from wheel

(c) Remove rocks, nails, and i\s
glass from tire tread

(d) Check wheel bearing
adjustment

(e) Check wheel run-out
(one eighth inch is
maximum tolerance)

(f) Check tire pressure

(g) Check for dragging brakes

(3) Unbalanced wheel conditions

(a) Static (still)

1 Caused by heavy spot
on center of tire tread

2 Results initially in
lew speed up and down
wheel pounding action

(b) Dynamic (running)

Film: 1Y77-662

Wheel Balance

Transparency T71-3591 (A)

1 Caused by heavy spot Wheel & Tire Balancing
off center of tire tread

2 Results in high speed
side to side wheel
wobble

c. Demonstration regarding the pre-
paration and use of tracking and
wheel balance equipment

APPLICATION:

1. Ref: Para b Part 1
(Also interspersed within lesson body

Hand & Special Tools;
Vehicle; Wheel Balancer
Remove jewelry in lab
Watch for oil spots on lab foor



t
VALUATION:

1 Define, the terms "wheel base" and
"tracking".

2 list the frame misalignment conditions.

3. \\Identify conditions of incorrect tracking
not caused by frame damage.

4. Kolain the use of a "plumb bob".

5. y must we have a.minimum of eight
diop points?

6. Wh t is the difference between static
andy dynamic wheel balance?

Whi item in the preliminary inspection
woul most conclusively prevent satisfactory
wheel balance?

8. Where are the wheel weights placed for
correc ion of static unbalance?

Dynamict

9. What is the purpose of the number two
(2) scale on the alemite portable balancer?

10. ;low are rear wheels balanced?

P

CONCLUSION 20 Min

SUMMARY ANO REMOTIVATION:

1. Summarize principles of operatiun, function, and relationship of frame align-.ment components and;Wheel balance factors (side rails, cross members, wheel base,tracking, knee back condition, diamond condition, swayed condition, rear axleshifted condition, static 'unbalance and dynamic unbalance); methods allowingvisual, auditory operationdl means and testequipment to check frame alignmentand wheel balance. .

Point out major benefits that may be derived from a thorough understanding offrame alignment and wheel balanc2 principles. Remind studente.of energy andmaterials conservation. (Heat, light, cooling, and studY materials).

ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE: CTT P.0.1. Para 6A, 6k 2 Hrs 3ABR4730 -S6-606

1, Usina the SO1R method-of study, read SG-3A8R47330.606 and/14 3A8R47330-606
and 606A. Answer summary questions and complete text.

'(4)

ep.
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84.

4

Now that we have completed'our studies of fraie alignment and wheel balm*, weshould be able to understand the next lesson -on steering factors; springs andshock absorbirs aerelated to the vehicle .frame.

Mel

CS)

0 It

a

_a
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s and Shock Absorbers
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1 ara ory
D&D 4 hrs/Perf 2 hrs

T---7 . omen cry
2 hrs 8 hrs

POI cramp
Judaic WUNDER I

1420
ARR Dm
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NOISIER DATE
,

STS 473x0 . 3 September 1974"...............
suPERvisoe AppeovAL. r-
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SSENATVOte DATE

P.

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

'Mull...ENT
PROM SUPPLY CLASAIPIIIS MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

O. Trainer: 60-2518
112. Trainer: 61-2432
3. Trainer: 61-2878
4. Trainer: VE-1102
5r Portable Wheel

Alignment Equip.

None None

,

1. 3ABR47330-SG-606
2. 3ABR47330-PT-606
3. 3A8R47330-PT-606A

CRITERION OIJECTIVES ANC/ TEACHING STE," .

. Without references, identify basic facts and terms relative to the principles of
operation, functioq, and relationship of steering factors, springs, and shock
absorbers with 70% accuracy. . . .

.

b. Giviln technical orders, tools, and.equipment, vehicles, and observing automotive
pesonnel and equipment shop safety, repair or adjust steering factors, springs,
and shock absorbers IAW,the tqchnical publications.

. SupOlied witPt tools and equipment, vehicles, technical orders, and applying
automotive personnel and equipment shop safety, use visual, operational means,
and test equipment to check steering factors, springs, and shock absorbers lAw.4

It technical publications.' .

.
-. .

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part II.

. . .
. .

ATC "mu
AUG 72

I

770 %AIR IL 1,174,1
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INTRODUCTION 20 Min

Atteniion ind Motivation: Ask students why a Vehicle is difficult to'steer

when driving in urevqrse". Also why a vehicle steering wheel returns to the

straight-ahead positfon after turning a corner. Explain to the students that

the principles which they are about to learn are applicable to all vehicles and

ttlerefore quite valuable,

2. Review: Review and grade summary questions from 3A8R47330-50406. Check each
student 3A8R47330-PT-606 and 3ABR47330-PT406 -A to insure correct completion
of each frame in the texts. Winch as mooed.

3 Overview and TIE IN: Describe the sequence in Iihich today's lesson will be pre-
sented and the responsibility each student will have during the presentation and

application steps. Explain how each previous lesson in the block added to ease
of vehicle handling, safety, comfort, and reduce4 the overall cost of vehicle
component replacement. Remind students of energy and materials conservation.
(Heat,.cooling, light, and study materials).

BODY

PRESENTATION:

1. Ref. Para a, Part 1

a. Shock absorbers

(1) Types,

(a) Single acting 3ABR473307SG-606

P
(b) Double acting or 3ABR47330-PT-606

Direct acting (most 3ABR47330-PT-606-A
common on vehicles
today) (Study materials to be re-used)

(2) Purpose

(a) Regulate spring rebound

.(b) May also dampen compression
of springs

(3) Construction

(a),.Outer shell and base
assembly

(b) Sleeve assembly

(c) Pressure tube

,(d) Piston assembly

, 5 Hrs 20 Min

r



(4) Operating printiples

4) Hydraulically operated

(b) Piston fo'rces'hydraulic
fluid 'through restricted
opening during spring
flexing

Springs.,

(II Types

(a) Laminated leaf or semi-
elliptical

(b) ?Coil springs

(2) PurpOste

(a) Permit vehicle suspension
flexibility

(b) Reduce road shock

(c) Support vehicle weight

(3) Laminated leaf type construction

(a) Series of spring tteel'
leaves

(b) Held together by spring
clipt and center bolt

(4) Coil spring construction

(a) Spring Steel shapedin foni
of coil

(b) Designed to mount between
lower control arm and frame
tat side rail and front
cross member or above upper
.control arms)

c. Wheel Alignment

Definition: 4eries of inter-related
angles of various front end components

Purpose: Allow wheels to roll
freely without scuffing and

provide east of vehicle handltng
(2) a



(3) pa:=t Angles Steering.

(a) Cs* inv..

1 Definition - inward Trainer 60-2538 yheel Alignment
(nog) or outward (pos) Rigid Axle
tilt of the wheel at the
top

1

2 Purpose - off-set load 61-2878 Bali Joint iuspension.'
deflection (I-beam) or
center tire tread at ,

point of load (ind*',
pendent.suspensien).

3 Measured in degrees
from a 'true vertical
ziro

4 Defi ni te ti re weari ng

angle

a Fxcessive pos outer
edge

b Excessive nog - inner
edge

5 Causes wear on king pin
bushings or ball joints -
also inside wheel bear-
ing wear

6 Can, but does not usually,
cause vehicle pull (toward
more pos side)

,e

/4141eight distribution
inside vehicle has a direct
effect on camber tettings

(b) Caster

1 Definition: BaCkward
(Pos.) or forward (Mg.)
tilt of thtking pin or
steering axis at the 'top.

a

,2 Purpose

a Steering stability-

(3) 9'i

"4

0

\*iiner: 602538 Rigld Axle
.

614878 Ball Joint Suspensi

sor,

-



e
r

,

a.wt

RetUrn wheels to-stralghi
'ahead positial after turns

Off-set "road crown"

3. .MeLlured in degrees from
a 'true vertical zero

Does not directly cause
tire wear

4 Effects of incorrect
caster .

aN\iard steering -.

difficult to turn -

(Pos)

b Road shock-(pos)

c Shimmy - (pos)

PuT1 to one side -

(post equal or neg
depending on road
crown and setting)

e Ander - (neg)

f Parts wear due to all
of the above,

5 NOTE: Aivehicli,will.
Alms "Pull" toward
thi-Teast positiyi or

, mott negative atter
setting

(c) Steering axis inclination (S.A.I.) -
(kingKOin inclination or K.Pti.)

Sa

'eta f,
' L.

a-

Definition: Inward (Pos.) Trainer 50-2538 Rigid axle
Tilt of the king pin or 61-2878 Ball Joint Suspension
steering axis at theibtop ,

2- Purpose

a Steering stability

b Retdrn wheels to .

straight ahead position
after turns '

(4)

a.

o
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a.

at

a

APPLICATION:

kla

6 .Pre -determined angle fet
at fictory - notadjustable

7 Readings affected by work
done on tie rod linkage,
incorrect toe or bent arms

1 Readings Stiould be taken
after Ather'tfactors are
set to' specifications,

(e) (in'or

1.. Definition - comparative
difference in distance
between front and rear
portions,of front wheels,
when measured at spindle --
height

z Purpose - off-st the
compressionArear mount-
ed) or extension (front
mounted) of the tie rod
assembly, due to the
forward motion of the
vehicle (wheel spread)

3 Measured in fractions
of an inch .

'4 Worst tire wearing angle

5 Adjusted by.lengthenidg
or shortening the tie
rod assy.

L. Ref: Para b, Part 1
Ref: Para*, Part 1

: (Also interspersed.wtthin lesson body)

EVALUATION: 1

'1. . Name and define each steering factor.

2. EIXplain the purpose(s) of each factor.

(6)
,

L

4

Trainer VE-1102 Caster, Camber,
, Toe,

a

a el

00.

s

: ( '
't

e 710

' Portab l e Alignment Equipment,;.-,
, .

', Regloyi joielry ,in lab area: .0

',.Watchar (01 spots on lab flopri.-
I .4

,Vehicles

. hrtab]caligfiment equipaient
,,,-.-..,.. 5.

..,-- . ,,

..#

.4 .`

r

'7' I

4"

4 -

'

.

esaa

(k_r

4, 44



* .

v.

.4*

Describe the perposeis) of sii.ock ebsorbers.

Explain the operating princip1es.of a
direct acting shockOsorbers,

Explain Orperpose of vehicle

6. Which steering factori are not adjustable?

7. Which factor-causes most tire weer?

B. Which factor does not directly cause.,
tire wear

. .. .

ExPlain thoterms "scrub ridius" and
"road crown"?

. 10. What determines the side to which.a
vehicle leads, when setting caster?

11. How does' excessive A.I. affect wheet
bearings?

`-c

12. What-controls the degree of turn in
steering geometry? .

.

tiew does incorrect toe-in effect tires?

List the winciuded'ahgresd and
explain how this term is derived

phich factor is primariti responsible
for king pin gr ball joint wear?

% 16. When' is a vehicle aligned at curb weight?-

17. How are shock absorbers cheCked for condition?

18.- how. is the,steering linkage checked for
looseness?,

..1

9. Which factor wduld cause tire sgeal while
rounding i. curve at low speed?

.
.

'Which adjustment is made on a steering
Ugear when it is on "high point or,mid-

. .;

/.

posi ti on"?
. 4

.

SUMMARY ANO 60TIVAIION:

'to

4t,

7

k --

4

MO.

Or%

CONCLUSION'
20 Min

10ummarin principles of operation, functio'n,' and relationship 4:4stiering
factors (cambers, caster, steering axi inclination,,turling radius & toe)

-(7)

NC.

ampaall
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,

.L, , .

.

, ,

siwings,.(leaf and coil type) and shock absorbers (single and double acting ); '
.

rePair and adjustment procedures for steering factors, springs apt shock
_absorbers; methods allowing..vistial, auditory, operationnl means and test
equipment to echeck.steering factors, springs, and .shock absorbers.

..

. . x
.....

4

% Point out the'verilati4ty which itie knowledge of steering factors Will now
pemit each student when performing wheel alignment. Remind students of

energy and miterials'conservation. -, (Heat, cooling, light,,study materials.)

ASSIGNMENT AND,CLOSURE: ur,y. P.0.1. Para 7a,b,c, 2 Mrs 3A8R4733048-608
. -.

t

1. Usino,the SQ3R method of*study, read SG.4AiR47330-607 and P1-3A3R47330407A. ,'---
. .% Answer summary-Ouestioni and domplete text. .

i: ..
,

2. We have now completed today's lesson. In our next lesson, we will learn
how these factors are put to best use on Beam-Type front axle suspensfen
systems. (

r

1.

El

e
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PRECLASS PREPARATION
EQUIPNENT LOCATED

Oil-AM:MAYON-4f
EGUIFSIENT

MAI SUPPLY CL-A[SIFIE4NATERIAL (601ARINC MOS AND
UNCLASSIFIED NATEMAL

Vehicles
Trainer: 61-2412

13. Trainer: 60-2538
4: Portable Wheel

Alignment Equip
.5 *Scuff Tester
6. tiethanic's Comon

Hatid tools (OVER)

1------..
None . , .

.

,,

.

V

Nona .

, VV

V

.

.

1. 3ABRO330-St -607
2. 3A8R47330-PT-607A
3. T036A2-1-6-2
4. Film: TVL 41-4-
5. TO36A2-3-6-.22-1

.

CRITERION OBJECI}IVES AND TEACSING STEPS ..1r......w.....

. Without references, identify basic facts and tems relative to the principles. of, operation, functibn, and relationship of. beam-type front axle suspension sys-temcom):Ionents with 70% accuraty. . .

b. Provided with vehicles, tools, and equipment, technicilions, and observ-' ing autbmotitfe personnel and equipment shop safety, adjust anti service beam-typefront aile suspension systems !Alf the techniCal order. ,4,-
, .. ... Suppl-iedwith techritcal 6rders , vehi cl es , tools , and *qui pment , and ,practi ci ng ..aUtomotive personnel and equipment slop safety,- use visual, operational means *''' and test equipment to checkbeam-type froffit axle suspension systems IAW technical

%.publ i cations . .
% ..

..

.
%.. . _*

, Teiching Steps are Listed in Part II. . ... .

..
. ......

ATC
FUG 72 " UFA IL 73.2sno
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EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

7.. Special Tools
8. jacks
9: Jac stands.

.

a

. It.

ock

41

4

4

4.

. ;

*4,

s

I.



4 -20 Min

Atterition And Motivation: Explainbto students that straight site suSpension:
was used on passenger cars at, one tin. Create a brief disOussion by.asking
why they are qo longer used on,passenger cars. Point out the current litk,of
knowledgeabla people, capable Of correcting, adjusting add servicing Beam-
Type suspension and how the student may gain through'understanding of this
system.

2. -Review: Review Summary questions froi6 3A4R47330-SG-60t. Check frame completion
in each student's PT.607Aand 607A. Reteach students SS needed.

3. Overview and TIC-Ifi: Discust the -sequence in wiich the lesson is to be
presented and what each student's responsibility will be during the presentation
and application steps. Explain how kdowledge of stinting factors, plus an
understanding of.Beam-Type suspension systems combine to allow good wheel
alignment. .Remind students of energy.and matetials conservation. (heats
cooling, light, study materials).'

PRE'SENTATION:

1. Ref: ,Para a, Part 1

.61M

a. Constructional features and coraimnents gm%

5 Hrs 20 Min

(1) Axle Trainer 604538 Wheel Alignment

..(a) I Beam (dead ) 3A8R47330-SG-607

(6) Tublar 3A8R47330-PT-607-A

(2) Springsi(leaf type)

(a) tenter boit

(J)

(c) Shackles and Hangars

(d) Rebodnd Clips

(3) Steering knuckle and integral
spindle

(4), King pin

; (4) Bushings

(b) Bearing (thrust)

(c) Steel shims

(d) lock'pin

(Study.materials to be re-usei)



(5) Steering knuckle arms

M-7 Steering arm

ZP;*

(7) Tie rod

(8) Tie rodtsmds (2 ea) L.
(9) Drag link

4
(a) %Adjustable

(b) Non-adjustable

TVL - 47-4 Portaliner

(10) .Shock absorbers

b. Preliminary insiection - front
end altgnment

(1) Curb weight

(2) Tires

(a) Pressure

(b) Size

(c) Tread Depth
*-

(3) Wheels

., (a) Lug.nuts-

(b) Bearinqs

(c) Run out . .(lateral and Radial)

(4) King pins and bushings.

(5) Front and rear suspension -.

loose, damaged, or missing
components

(6) Steering linka4e

(7) Centir stewing gear

c. Adjtiitma.nts , corrections
and repair

VW



(1) timber-

(a) Not adjustabli

(b) Correct IV bindinf *axle
ends in desired ttectio

0-Negative

IL Down-Positive

(c) K.P.I. also changes in
'comparison

(2) Caster

(a) Adjust by adding or sub-
tracting tapered shims
between axle and springs

.0

(b) POsition thick part of
shims toward the direction you
want'king pin to tilt,

I Thick part forward -

Negative

2 Thick part back -

Positive

(3) King pin inclination..(K.P.I.)

(4) Not adjustable

(b) Corrected during camber
v..A change

(c) Replace parts.

1 Camber corrected K.P.I.
usuallyls coereCt

2 Camber corri6 and K.P.I.
is;wrong, replace steer-
ing kRuckle with into-

, gni spindle

. 3 Recheck camber

(4) Steering geometry

(a) Not adjustable Trainer 61-2432 Stearin' geometry



(b)* Not corrected .

(c) Replace parts steer-
ing knuckle arms

e(5) (in or'oui)

(a) To adjust, lengthen Trainer:. 60-253e iiheel Alignment
or shorten tie rod:

(b) ,Dead Wee tii red
alwaysrlocated /

behind axle . /

* I

(c) Live axle - tie rod
may Sometimes bel
located *in front
of axle

) Posit4on steerin4r, with
wheels straight

(a) Adjusiable drail link

(b), Non-adjustable:drag link

APPCICATION:
.

Ref: Para b, Part I
Ref: Para c, Pert 1.
(Also iniersperied within leson. body)

EVALUATION:

1. What are the adjustable factors?

2. To increase positive c what
would you be requirsid

T.O.s 3642-34-2
N 36A2-3-6-22-I

Portable wheel all 'equipment;
scuff tester; Hand & Special Tools;
Vehicles; Floor Jack; Jack stands

Remove jewelry in lab '

Watch for oil onN lab iloor

3. How is caster adjus
Wy: ppitt Alication step

?
.

. , tc /
#. .

. ..

A i

4. If camber is correct and .K.P(1. is
wrong, what should be done?'

5. Whyiare steel shims included in a
king pip kit?

6. What should be done with bent steer-
ing knuckle arms?

7. What safety practices should be
isbserveld during 1 -Sean axle corrections?

i OP--)



4.

SUMMARY AND REMOTIVAT ION :

CONCLUSION
f

26. NI n

i. Summarinskinciples of operation; functioevand relationihip' of Bemm-
Type ftiont.axle suspension system components (axle,, king pins, steering
knuckle, knuckle trim, tie-rods, etc.); adjustmehCand service procedures;
methods for visual, auditorY, operational means add test equipment to .

,chilpic Beam-Type front akle witspenston systOm.

-Explain advantiges of being knowledgeablein this speCialized area of the
Geheral Purpose career field. Remind students of energy and materials
conservation. --

,

AiSIGNMENT sAND CLOSURE: CtT POI Para 8A,B,C, 2 Mrs .
44.

1.. Using the SQ3R riethbd.of study, read SG-3A3R47330-508. Answer summary,
questions and complete the text.

2. We bave now concluded wheel alignment procedures and servfcing for veycles
using-Beam-Type front axle suspension systems. In-our hen lesson .ve
will.accomplish the same procedures on independent suspension systirs.

4
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PRECLASS PREPARATION

Vehicles
Trainer: 61-2878
Trainer: 61-2432

4. Trainer,: VE-1003

4. Trainer: VE-1102
6. Mechanic's ComMon

Hahd Tools

Speclal Tools

None

K.

None

II

4

MYER). ciittmow cieJECTivEstotp TEACHING VEEP% loym,

GRAPHtc MOE AND
UNCL. ^SWIM) NATE ott A.

1. 3A8R47330-SG-608
2. 1036A213 -14 -?-1

3. T036A2-4 -17:2

Chart:CAFB63-359
,5. ChartiCAFB62-829
6. Chart:CAF862-827
7. Chart:CM:862-828
8 Chirt:CAF866-34

.' Without reerencest identify basic facts
operation, function,' and relationship of
with 70% accuracy.

b Supplied with vehicles, technical AT4ers, toolel an0 equipment,. and observing.
: automotive personnel and equipment.shep saftty, adjust and.service in4epeh4ent

fuspension systems 1AW technical 06blicattont.

r -00
arid terMs relattocto the principles of
ihdependent suspensiOn system components

prqvided-with vehicles, tools, and equipment, technical4ublications, and applying
automotive prsonnel and equipment Shop,safety, use visual, operational means and
test equi0Ment to check independent suspension systems lAW.the technical order.

.. .

ATC FOAM
AUG 7Z

I.

reiching Steps are Listed Part-If.

I.

770 .

4.

*ElPs.VIns sate/as

44

4
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f.

r

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

8. Floor Jacks
9. Jack stands
10. Scuff Tester
11., Portable Alignment

Equipment

115

11,

S.

a

4

` GRAPOC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MAT.

. 9. Trans: 71-3590
.

.

4
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..411111
1r%

"PT
0,4

-6-

1

INTCUION 20-.., ..
.

I
'MtevrttesteepttWit4esi:z444setuilentattenti8ntlygfvingikaMPfiscof:

.

varidus unmated handling characteristicslf vehicles, effects of worn
susponifon parts_and illustrations of tire weer.. Poititout to students.
that a thorough underatending of how an independent suspension functions.aan
omake their job A$ vehicle rairmen easier.

. .

Revfew: Review-ak grade the summari questfens from 3A3R4733046-608..
.Re-teach as needed.

3. Overview: Explain the sequence in which today's lesson is to be
.presented an each student's responsibilittituring"the presentation ini applica-

, tion portionssof the lesson. Stress'how today's.lesson objectives tie-in
with the objectives previousty covered in(the Boam-Type suspension system.pemind students of enemy and.materials conieriaVfm. (Neat, cooling, light,

1 iiudi materials)

. BODY

PRESENTATIONL
4

1 Ref Para a, part 1
,

a. Constructional features and
coMbenents

. ()) Coil spring suspension
system cpmponents

(a) 'Control arms-(parallel
arms or "A" frames)

t

4

1 Inner cross shaft

2. Bushings

(b) -Ball joints

1 Aually riveted to
outer ',nee upper
and lower control
arms r

2 Ptpvide steering axis

t(c) Spindle support amms with
thtegraT spindle

(d) Coil springs

1 Located between lower
,control arm and

4
(large' sedips).

10 Hrs 30-Min

3A8R47330SG-608 -

(Study saterials to'be re-used)

Tra1ner.41-2878 Ball joint

4 Suspension

V

J



at*,

" -
.

jak

`

. a

A

,

ea

tf

4

,

AI

2 -Aciaated bltween giam CHART: 6i429
cantiol'arm and,W Falop.'front suspension
bracket in fender well -

(Smeller, lighter, sedans) . -
r%

. -% , t!.-

Spring Ideation determines
placement.of floor jack
when checking ball joints
forting,

.
& . .

.

*(e) ,Stabilizelibar

'

10

(f)

Simgle bar., mounted

'across frame-horns of
vehicle down to link

. at each lower'cOntrol

.2 . Designed to prkvent'
vehicle Nuoll-over"

highdipeed turns

Arut rods 'A-

,

1 -One 4;414 side of vehicle,
attach between outer
end;of lower control arm
'and frane-horn.

Minor caiter ad$ustfrent

Primary use is to
-re-enforce dr .stabilize
the lower-control arms

(g) Shock absorbers

(h) .Tie rod linkage
F
Ia

1 Tie rodsm'sleeves and
ends/

.44

Ne 2 Falai rod

.N 3 Idler sr end bpsiogs,r
(i) Compression ubber Wipers

I
(2') Tortion bar,wpenpon components

(a) Same comoonents as bill
joint suspension system

4
(b) Torsion bar replaces coil

springhon each side of vohicle ,(2)

7.,

I.

4.

Chart 62-828 falcon stabilizing
. strut

II

Trans% '771-3540
Shock absorbers

-)

",

114

.,
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(0)'Mastild parallel-Ab,each.

Linos tido r. is wow.
Ablumswert u

.)-

meibers fwaerd to the 1

4. lOwer cintrel arms (near' c

.

. -. .,-. Um. shafts)
1 ,4

.t e (d) Coid rolled ipting -stool ,
alsignot to 'take stress in
MOmetta Rik! -,....\I Mari* aL". or 'IR" at

rur 0 r

11, may,ha coded"'

MI 1 ngubis

(*) Riding Wight 'idjustment

.0.1.

1 USually located.under
each side lower controlN.
111111:

2 ComOarison between lower
control amioner shaft
ald ball joinp height

Very,important! Must be'
.accomplishod priorelt
checking steering factors.

dr4.

4 r,

,,=o

4

(3) Twin 1 beam suspension system
components ,

(a) 1 beawaxles (2 ea) Chart 66-34 Twin I-beam Suspeltion
System Principles

1 Pivoted from side insmgal
of frame

2 RadiUs arms and insulators

(b) Springs (coil) mounted above *ti
aXles to frame

(c) Tie rod linkage .

1 . Relay rod

,2 Tie rod

3 'Ends

(d) All other components same

as I beam conventional axle (3)

_



(e) :010/adjustment is."TOE"
*

(f) Coirect caster bY,twisting axle eid

(i) Correii'v.imber and KPI by bending,ax1;:-end

b. Preliminary insPeCtion n front end 4

4
e(1) Curb weight

(2) Tires A

*.
( a ) , Pressure

(b) Size

(c) Tread depth

(3) ,iheels

(a) Lug nuts

(b) Boarings

(c) Run:out

/N(4) Bail Joints (check)

(a)-' Coil sprinton lower control
arm nA01 act-floor.jack;Under
lamer control ars

(bY0, Coil spring on upper control
arm - plactlfloor jack in
center of Airtime front eross

glember

f

(5) Front and rear suspehision -
loose; broken, damaged or'

- missing comPowits

(6) Steering llage.
1 .

(7), Center eteerintgear

Adjustments and cdrrectisini

( 1 ) Caster

(a) Shims add td or subtract
from one .bolt ora ,

(b) Cams a

. I.

, .

'Trainer VE71003.4Caster,

Adjustmeni simulator

NA.

0'



41.

4
-11-: Pout oaf sad tem the

the ether fer lean
caster chimp

IL Tarn. cams ih *Nits
direction for large
caster change.

(c) Strut rodt - lengthen or
shorten rod (restricted
adjustment due to-affect
on vehicle wheel base) .

(d) Correct caster on twin 1-beam
axles hy.twisting axle

(2) Camber

(i) Shims - add or subtract
shims at both bolts
"sally

.(b) Came - move both in the
some direction .

(c) Correct camblr'on twin I-
beim axles by bending axle'

r endAn desired direction

1 Op - Negative

Damn Positivi

t (3) Steering axis inclination, king
pin inclination

,(a) Not adjusted

(b) Not cirrected.

(c) Replace parts.- if camber
correct and SAI wrong,
replacebipind16.

0 ,

Steehni geometry (ioe 2ui
on:turns or turning runs)

(a). Not adjusted

(b) NIVcorrected

4

Chart 61447 *faiami castes
tiltaant

4:
4.4

41,

Chart 62-629 Falcon stabilizlhg.

Strut

4

Trainer VE.:1003 Caster, Camber
Adjultment Simulator

Trainer VE-1102 Caster, Camber
Toe, Adjustment Sifiulator

Trainer 6242432 Steerilig Geometry

, .



SUNUP

I .

4

a

(c) 1Repleoi steering knuckle
or spindli\arms

(5) Toe (in or out)

(a) Lengthen or shorten
both tie rods the same
Amount

(b) Lengthen or shorten the
tie rod twin I-leam
suspensioni

(6) Positioning steiring'geir

(a) Toe O.K. .e

1 Lengthen one tie'rod
shorten the other the
SIMS alletint

2 Same as I -Bee04onven-
tional suspension.system

(b) Toe not 6.K. - Lengthen
or shorten one tie rod

011

END OF DAY SUMMARY

1. Summarize principles, function &
relationship of the following:

a. Control arms, springs, stabilizer '

bar & strut rods, shock absorbers,
tie-rod linkage, torsion bars, twin
I-,beam axles. Remind studentsmof
energy,and materials conservation.

ASSIGNMENT CTT POI Para 11,B,C, Peri 1 2 Hrs

1. Review study materials on front
suspension service & adjustment
procedures usinq,913R method of study

1

.

a

Chart 63-359 Steering wheel off
center

1.Restate objectives of/the
lesson (covered in this de).

2.Emlihaiiie the area of major .,

importance%

3.Use oral questions to deter-
mine areas,to be reteught.

. dr
,

.3ABR473104G-606
. _

1.Identify study *Aerials.

2.0Ive reasoms for student to
study tstignment.

3.Mintion Method of study.

1 4INTITDUCTION TO NEW DAY'$ wORK

Arouse student interest by pointing out to siudelts-they areitow Oeady for ihefinal subject matter that wilrenable them to siwcessfu14 perform wheel align-
ment on all ,types of vehiales. (s1



Remind student of the objectives stated in previourday's losson.
Review imy points. Nye et appraisal on IS SOL

State objecaves for today's lbsson and mike Aunt each student-is aware of
.

his responsibility during the lessen. Reilind students of energy,and materials
'conservation. (Meet, light, tooling, study materials). .

APPLICATION':

Ref: Rum b. parti A
*ef: Para c, part 1

(Also interspersed within lesson bo -gi.f-'

EVALUATION:

1. What ars thus throm(3) types of independent
suspension systems?

2. Where is the coil spring mounted on ball
joint suspension systems?

How is caster change accomplishlid on the
twin Ibeem suseension.systam?

What-safety precauticms must be observed
while working on vehicles with torsion bars?

I. What dffect.woOld adjusting Caster with
strut rods have on the vehicle?

6. If.camber is correct and mr wrong what
would have bo be done?

7. NeMe ihree methods of adjustpg caster.

8. What.suspension has adjustable riding height?

9. what is thi purpose of an idler arm?

O. what *mince is followed when adjusting
steeribg factors on coil spring type
independent suspension:

CONCLUSIG1

SUMMARY AND REM0iIVATION:

1. Summarise 'seOvice and adjustment procedures for independent suspension sys-
. toms; visual 'Willey, operettonal means I test equippent procedures to
check adjustment of independent suspension systems.

Scuff tester: Portable Alignment
Equrp: TO's 36A2 -3 -14 -2-1

MA2-4-17-2
Hand A Sr:idol Tools'
Vshicles:-Floor Jacket' Jack Stands
Remove all jewelry before entering
flab. Watch for oil on floors !

a.

vas

10 Min

Al/ Remind studeng of the good start they have accomplished tward becom14ig

proficient in s'highty specislizad field. Remtntstudents of energy and materials
cOnservation. 717)

1 5
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ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE: CTT POI Para 9a,b,c 2 Hrs

L'4)

1. Using the SIM method of study, read SG-3447330401. .Answer.summary questions.
T-

2. .liehave now completed alUessons on brakes and suspensidn systemi. In your

next area of instructionlryour first lesson will be on Principlei of Comprei-

sion-ignition

,)
a

*la

0'
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Yekisq" likatatassatte Stanch
Manus ATI, Illinois

Munn BRAKES AND YAWN BRAKE BOOSTS=

After completing this unit of instruction, you will underiiind thl
operatisCprificiples of the hydraulic brake system and components, and the
.principle on which the vacuum boosteç system operates.

INTRODUCTION

The safety of a modern automotive vehicle and its cargo or towed load -
depends more often on the proper operation of the brakes than on any other
unit etcept that of the steering gear. Not only must the brakes stop the
vehicle, but they must bring it to a stop within certain and very definite
limits of space. The brakes mmet be able to do this within one-eighth.or
one-sixth of the time it takes the lingine to develop the speed. Besides
being efficient; the brakes must be reliable against mechanical failure,
weather of all types, dirt, grit, and grease. They must operate easily and-
with a wide margin of safety. Brakes.must be long-lasting and tough. They
must be wide so.that braking force, when applied, will be uniform.

INFORMATION

BRAKING SYSTEM
Mit

In early motor vehicles brake systems were rather simple. Not much

attention was,given to iheir impiovement, More Attention was given to the
increase of power for moving the vehicla than for siopping it. Early

automotive vathiiles used a simple'brake band attached to the transmission.
Later, drums were attached Us the rear wheels and external bands were
supplied for holding the vehicle in a parked pooition. As higher speeds
became possible, two-wheel brakes were unable to control the vehicle and

, four-wheel brake systems were developed. Programmed Text 3ABR47330 -PT -60l'

will teach you some basic information about hydraulic brake systems. The

-information will include identification of components, location of components,
hydraulic principles, and some repair procedures to be followed. The remainder
of this study guide contains informatpn-relative to the construction.and
operatiod' of vacuum brake boosteca.

Brake Boosters (Vacuum, Hydrovac)

Heavy motor vehicles and their towed loads generally require more
powerful braking eflort than can be exerted by the Unaided efforts of the
driver. Systems have been developed for use on heavy, vehicles whereby the
operator simply controls a valve or switch which releases stored energy as
needed to produce braking action of the desirad intensity.

Vacuum System

In order to Aderstand chi principle on which the vacuum booster system
operates, it ia necessarr to know what a vacuum is and Wow it can be used. .

1
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Figure 1. Vacuum System.
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-1 tor preciliti penises' eItticusiemny, bi defined ak a'spece frtim which air or

, keg has been partly =lasted. Air, like all matter, Ikea weight. Since air

.
extends upward from see lovil fpr severehundred miles, the weight of the

,air azimut a-preisurd termed "atmospheric pressure" at sea,levol of about .

N........

..,;11 psi (14.7 to be exact)*. This prassur's is equally distributed in all

directions-upon all objects of tbs mirth's surface. .
-e

e

's t

lotmosphoric presseremay be used to operate.brak4 by creation of a

vacuOm. 'Since a vacuum is'created by .removing air,"--tha pressure within a i

vacua= is lessAhin that of,the atmosphre. A perfect vacuum from ulich
.

ell matte hes been respied has.no pressure whatsower. &perfect vacuum
is not obtainable, altfiough it cap be closely approached. Rent., the ful2

force of 14.7 psi atmosptleric pressure cannot be utilized. If air in a

. comainer has beem pumped out or evacuated until only 5 psi resat/n*4 the
10 psi differsitial existing.between:vasuum rressure" and "atiospheric

peessure". may-be used to perform wdrk. The pumping action of the engiAe

'pistons pauses a paTtial vacuum tckbe created in.the.inEake manifold of an

intirnal tombiretioc engine. When dhe engine is coasting in highileir, with
the carburet4rtthrottIe fully closed, very little air is admitted inte,the

' intake manifold, sa ,that the pumping actions- of the pistOnivreducisthe; .

pressdia. so ;hat only about 5 psi. exists in the manifold.'
a

The driver's fail-t is taken off the accelerator pedal when he apOlies
the braktks'.-to that about 10. psi difference (often called Alfferentlel).

va., between the yacumkjressure (5 'psi) and atmospheric pressure (15 pai) are
available to opeiate the brakes. Ahy chamber connected to the intakemani-
fold milllhave air-eidiausted from it when the engine is running. The power ,

cylinder, which cou ins as piston; depends on this fact for its operation.

A valve operated I the brake pedal is Inserted between the cylindef and
manifold, asdillagwo in.figure 1, to controljhe operation of the power '

cy/indee. Wham the valve is opened, air' is exhausted from the chamber
ahead of the piston. Atmospheric, pressure ects on the other side of the
piston to:exert a force on the.rod attached to the piston. The amount.of
force depend* 4p4on4the area of.the piston ort!which the pressure acta and

h upon the d*grei of vacuum on the evacuated side,'Of the piston. When the

; valve is alosed,vthe ch'amber ahead of-the-piston is'shut off frOm the intake

manifold and ppnnected tg atmosphere. enters this chaiber through the

valve and raises the,pressure.on the front side Ot.the piston tq that'ol
atmosphere...The*issure is .then the same,on both sides of the piston

50 lhat'no pull ia exerted, on the pull.rod and it remaina in the released
positilon. .

Hydrovac

Reavyload carrYing mgtxor vehicles use a combination of a hydraulic
,system and a 4acuum to operate thel,rakint power. .Such a System is shown.

in figure 2. Note thatths.powet brake cylinder is the important unit; th .
iaibout the' whole .system. It conslisis of a vacuum Orlinder and

piston, a control valve, and a.slave 'cyiinder. As.thename,implies, the'
'controit valve.directs vacuum piessurea tb vafigus pirps-of the vacuum

. cy1indek from the engine intake'maniffoWand admits astImeters atmospheric
air to.other,parts of the vacuum cylinder.
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The.difference between vacuue and atmosikerie pressure (Usually called
"_prpisure.differentipl) actuates the slave cylinder pistonebith greOites
hydraulic prisaute in the hydraulic slave cylinder. This%pretsurR is traits-

' mibted to the wheel cylinders in amounts plroportional to.the pressure created
in.thetrydraulic slave cylinder, in'turn is determinedby the *mount

".of pressure-diffArential existingth he vacudm cylinder. The whole cycle
of. events is controllipd by the relay valve hydrfulit piston, and the Vacuum

-.and atmospheric valvdt loated in the Zontrol valve assembly.
/

le

When the brake pedal is'depressed tilese.events take place.- Hydraulic
preasure in the master cylinder is built:Up high ehough to cause a shifting
of.the relay hydraulic piston. This closes the vacuum valve in the diaphragm
Olate add opens the atmospheric valve and admits atmosiheric pressure, which
ii directed to the left side of the front and rear pistons of the vacuum
cylinder. You will note that these vim sections of the cylinder are inter-
connected by a passage in the pilston rod.. At the same tine, remember 'that
when the driver takes-his foot off.the adcelerator to place *t on the brake,
he closes the butterfly' valve, thus increasing.the victim in the manifold.
This vacuum pressure (suction) is admitted to the right side of the rear and
front piAtons. .This vacuum,'coupled with the atmospheric pressure admitted
through the atmospheric valve, creates a proisure differential which results
in the piston being forced toward theiright. This.force is transmitted by
rthe push rod to the slave cylinder piston. The slave cylinder piston develops
.hydraulic pressure which is transmitted to the brake cylinderv thus applying
the brakes.

When pressure on the brake pedal is released, the valve spring causes
the atmospheric and vacuum valves to shift-into the released position. This
connects the atmospheric control line to vacuum ptessure, which reduces
pressure in the left side of both rear and front cylinder pistons, equalizing
the pressure differential. Springs in the cylinder and in the hydraulic
slave cylinder cerise the whole assembly (piston, push rod, and slave cylinder
piston) to shift to Ole 1.14, thus releasing hydraulic pressure in the brake
lines.

There are several dvantages to this system. The first one is that it
Compensates for speed, for at high engine (piston) speeds with the butterfly
closed (during deceleration) the manifold vacuum is highest; therefore, a
greater piston differential is caused, resulting in higher brake pressure
application at higher speeds. As the vehicle slows down and the engine
piiton action becomes slower, vaeuum pressure (suction) is not as greiv. is
at hilh speeds, and pressure differential is not as great. As the'vehi,le
approaches a stop, pressure differential tapers off and braking effort tapers
off'accordingly.

. A second advantage is gained through central location of the point brake
cylinder; high pressures are not carried through long distances asis the case
:ri typical& hydraulic system. The line between the-master brake cylinder
and the slame cylinder need not be Very heavy, for pressure in this line is
never very great and should a leak appear in it, it yould not be critical.
The power brake cylinder may be centrally located so that none of the brake
,lines to the wheel cylinders need be long.
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. HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTiM SERVICING

3A31473330-SG-602

OBJECTIVES

',After completing this unit of instructibn, you will be able to remove,
,inspect, clean, service, inscall, and adjust vehicle hydraulic brake tom-

, potehts, bleed the hydraulic brake system, using special tools and equipment
inFluding publications and sifety,proceduree,.

'INTRODUCTION .

In the caseof brakes, various difficulties may arise that require
inspection and correction to keep them in good.operating condition. Although
the difficulties vary somewhat according to type,of system (hydraulic, vacuum,

mechanical, or air) only the hydraulic brake system is considered in t)lis

INFORMATION

CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND SERVICING

Brake systems require periodic
parts replacement. Remember! This
material presented in the following
with the required information.

Factors WhiCh Affect Braking

inspection, adjustment, and occasional
is your responsibility. The reading
paragraphs will assist in providing you

'The amount of retardation <or slowing 'down) obtaiped by the braking. -

system of a vehicle is affected by several fictors;'tfie amount of pressure'

exerted on the braking surfaces (lining-and drum), the weight carried on the.

wheel, the overall radius of the wheel (from.center to outer thread of tire),

the radius of the brake drum, coefficient of frIction between brake drum and

lining, and the coefficient of friction between-the tire and the road-are

some of the more common factors.

When brakes are applied, the wheel either rolls or skids, dePending on

relative values of coefficients of fticAon or gripping qualitifs existing
between braking surfaces, and betAen tire and road. Rapidly jamming the
braking surfaces together fends to increase the friction to such a degree
that the wheel will lock and skid along the road. When this happens, braking
action is paused by friction between tire ind.road, which heats and wears
the tire. '

Maximum retardation is reached when
is such that the wheel isaboutlio lock.
the brake surfaces is almost the same ls

friction betwein the,brake surfaces
At this point, friction between
that between.tire and road.

Construction and Types of Brake Druus

Brake drums are made of pressed steel, cast iron, or a combination of
the twO metals. 'Cast iron 'drume dissipate the heat generated by friction

5



mare rapidly than steel drums, and

have a higher coefficient of friction
with any particular brake lining.
However, cast iron drums are
not of sufficient strength. Centri-

fuse biake drums which are brake
drums of steel with a cast iron
liner for the braking surface,,
figure 3, are most-commonly used:.
A iolid cast iron drum of the same
total thickness as the. centrifuse
drum would be too weak, while one
-of sufficient strength would be
'too heavy for the average passenger

car. lo give greater strength and
better heat dissipation, cooling.
ribs are often added to the outside
of the drums.

RemoVal, Inspection and Reconditioning
of Brake Drums

..sAL

Figure 3. Cross Section
of a Centrifuse Brake Drum.

When removing the hub and btake drqm from a vehicle,

taken pot to drop phe wheel, bearings. Bearings should be

inspected, and repacked with fresh grease before they are

O Brake drums should be cldaned with solvent and inspected for cracks,

scores, and warpage. Cracked drums shoUTd be replaced. Oenerally, scdred

and warped drums can be reconditioned by resurfacing them on a brake drum

lathe. Howeverif they are warped or scored to a great extent, they should

be replaced.

care should be
cleaned in solvent,
reinstalled.

.When a brake drum is machined,
theAnside of the brake drum should
of the drum, so that the brake shoe

the thickness o f the metal removed from '

be plainly marked on the unmachined part
may be shimmed accordingly".

Removal, Inspection, Replacement and Adjustment of Brake Shoes and Brake
a

Lining

Most of the wear in a brake takes place on the brake lining. Over a
Along period of operation, the linirig will become worn to-the extent it needs

replacing, or occasionally, defective grease seals day cause the lining to

A lose its efkciency. In either.case, the lining must be remove4 and replaced.

Before replacing the new,lining; tir shoes should be cleaned thopughly and

all burrs.and rough spots removed.

Brake linings 4re of two general types, molded and woven; Aiures 4 and
c,. The molded lining Is the most commonli uied-on service Vakes. Linings

are fastened to brake shilies by two methods, by bonding or riveting. Riveting

has its disadvantages due to-the fact that as.the lining wears the rivet heads

are exposed and'come in contact with the brakedrum, causing it tc5 score.

Bonding is the best process d9e to the fact fhat the lining is bonded to the

shoes and will wear much longer without damage to phe brake drums.

1
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Figure 4. Molded Brake Lining. Figure 5.. Woven Brake Liping..

When shoes are removed for inspection, the-brake cylinders.on each,vheel

should Ve,removed aid,inspected for condition and'repairea or replaced. The

lihes should be inspected tor leaks and,kinks and be replaced as required.

After the brake system ha s'been inspected a41 the required repairs,or

replacements made, the wheels should be instalW_Ami the "necasseWadjustment
made on the linkage and shoes. The bleeding orthe hydraulic systee is

necessary to eliminate any air that might have entered the system.

, Self-Elergiling ActionA.
The brake operating linkage alone does tot provideksufficient mechani4pl

.advantage for positive braking. A'self-energizing action, suppleienting the'

physical application of the brakini syeem, has to be heed to increase

presSure on the brake shoes. While there are Variations of t*is action,

it is always Obtained by the shoes themselves, which/tend io revolve with

the rtyolving, drum: ,

When the brake shoes are anchored, at shown in figure 6, ind the drum

revolves in the dirabtion shown, the shoes will try to revolve with the.

drum when,they are forced aminst the drum. As a result, tha shoe will

exert considerable self-eargizing fbfce against the "anchor pin, Since

the pin is fixed to the brake shield, this force tends towedge the shoe

tightly in between the pin'and the drum asgindicated. 'Ai the initial

brakipg force is increised on the cam, the wedging action increases and the

shoe is forced still mo;e tightly against the dtum to,increase the self-

energizing action. Brakes making use 9f this,princtple,to increase force

on the braking surfaces are known as self-energiziag brakes.

. The amount of'self-anergizing a4ion availakle,depends mainly on =

location of the anchor pin. 44i the pin is saved toward the center of.the
drum, wedging 'action increases uftil a point is reached, where the shoe

automatically,locks. The pin'must be-located outside.of this locking

point so that the operator can control the braking.

7
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Figure 6.,
Self-Energizing Action.

Figure 7. Brakes with Articulating Links.
,

-
..

,

When two shoes are anchored on the bottom of the brake shield, as shown

in.figure 6, self-energizing action is effective on only one shoe. The

ogler shoe tends to revolve away from its,pivot, which reduces its braking

aotion. When the wheel is revolving in the opposite direction, the self7

. ,
energizing action ie%produced onithe opposite shoe. Two shoes ate dsually-

mounted so that self-energizing action is effective n both. Thls is

,
of the 'brake shield. _Ibis brake is known at an articu sting linIc brake, ae
accomplished by A thjvoting the shoes to each oet and eaving the pivot free

, shown in figure.7. The only physical effort-required it for operating ;he

first or primary shoe. Both shoes:tend to revolve with t A _drum and are

wedged against the'drum by the one anchor pin. le-

4

Hy4raulic,Action

The service brake pedal, operates a piston in the master cylinder to'

force fluid through the lines to the wheel cylinders which in turn operate

the brakes. Each unit of the system must serve its intended purpose to keep

the brakes operating properly.

Fluid Lines.and Hoses-

High-pressure flexible hoses are,used between the front wheel cylinders

and frame connectors, also between rear axle tee and fptme.connectors.

Special mftal tubing'is used between the master cylirider and frame connect

also between rear axle tee and rear axle wheel cylinders. An ign of fl id .

leak al9ng the lime indicates a loose connection or dailaged line a uld

be tightened,or,replaced. Kinked or restricted lines restrict the flow of

fluid between master.ahd wheel cylinders, and should be replaced.

1 s) '
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Brake Cylinderi,
, .

t'
When a mastre cyrinder or wheel,cylinder befomes excessively worn,

S.

leaky, or developivsticking pistons, it must be emoved, repat'red or replaced

wich.a serviceable 'Cylinder. N -
.

Removal, Inspection, Repair and Replacement of,Brake System Units

.11

When inapecting the brake'stiope and cylinders of a hydraulic brake

system, it is necessary to remove ihe wheels. The vehicle should be'jacked

up.and trestles placed' under-the irclei-ZY the vehicle,as a support. The

wheels should be removed and placed in a position so they will'nbt roll or

tilt. (It is reiommend.ed they be placed flat on the.floor.),
$ "

The brake *Noes should be removed, cleaned, ihd Inspected. Brake

cylinders should be cleaned of all dirt on the outside before disassembling.

After disasselpling, the cylinders should be repaired.tin accorda6ce with the

applicable publication. If.the cylinder walls of the brake cylinders Are

found to bescored or rusted; they should be reconditioned or discarded.

It is mecessary to always use new rubber' parts when reConditioning cylinders.

,

Note: Orake cyiridar repair kits usually contain all the parts required

to recondition a rake.cyltRder. These parts should be used even_a

it 4oes not a pea the replacements are needed, .Experience has proien

that the 'add sa tly. and.braking.efficiency offsets the cost otiparts.

.. ,

Before replacing ltndeii 04 shoes, all,brake'lines and connections'

should be'inspeqted, repaired'Or replaced (ai iequired4. After'comilleting

,the inspection 00 making' t re0yred repairsit is necessary to install-

the units to the.backing plat 'anl'prepare..,theb.i4heeli for replacement.'
.,

Before replacing the wheels, the bearings and races shoepi he cleaned

and inspected for serviceability.-Afound serviceable, they should'be

lubricated and installed in accordahee with procedures outlined in the

publication applicable to vehicle in use. ,In addition, tightening of-the

wheels,is also governed by the procedures established in the applicable
-

publication.

Brake Adjustment

Brake sysiems are provili'with,.0-adjustment to -compeniate fdr normal
.

,

., f le . . . .

lining weer. This.is callea a thinor'ibrake adjUttment. It consists of,,
/

{

adjusting the brake shoe it one end. .

. .
:

...

On some types of brakes an add1tio0el adjustment is also provided to

adjust the othtr end of thelbrake shoe. 'Wh'en both ends are adjusted, ir is

dalled a major prake adjustment: Major brake adjustments.are required when

the brakes are being reined, parts are being replaced,.or any time the -

positioa.ef the anehors,ha4 been changed.

CT brake adjustments-position the brake shoe so the linings contact

the drum the full length .of 'the lining when the brakes are oplied. If the

shoes are improperly adjusted: thi.braking action will-be poor and distortion

or damege,may resu4 to the brake parts. This is shown in figure 8.

9
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POOR BRAKING ACTON BECAUSE

OF THE SMALL AMOUNT OF
LINING IN CONTACT WITH

THE DRUM.

IF SOTH SHOES WERE
ADJUSTED LIKE THIS THE
BRAKES WOULD BE HARD
TO APPLY.

I

FORWARD ROTATION,

A HARD BRAKE APPLI-
CATION WOULD DISTORT
THIS *SHOE TO DECREASE
CLEARANCE. (SPONGY
PEDAL)

THIS SHOE MAY GRAB

NOTE THE SMALL
AMOUNT OF LINING 1"\
AREA WHICH CONTACTS
THE DRUM.

,LININGS WOULD SOON
WEAR OUT ON ONE END
MD HAVE TO SE REPLACE&

ANCHORS (ECCENTRIC/3) FOR
MAJOR SAW ADJUSTMENt

Figure B. Showing Improper Brake Shoe Adjustment. I.



AM Whenever any unit of the hydraulic system is diedonnected or replaced,
the fluid must be replenished and the system blea free of air.

Wheel Bearing Lubrication
;.

Vehicle manufacturers usually recoemend the lubrication of wheel bearing*
annually or at 25,000-mile intervals. Lubricating wheel beatings is
mechanically known as "packing" wheel bearings; the job consists of removing,
cleaning, inspepting, lubricating, replacing and adjusting the bearings.

Bearings should be washed with volatile mineral spirits or dry cleaning
solvent and dried thoroughly with a clean cloth.

Caution: As a safety precaution, bearings must not be spun with
compressed air to prevent injury to personnel.

Bearing cups and bearings should be inspected fcir condttion, and
Aamaged parts replacbd as required.

Wheel bearings are usually packed by hand or by the 'use of a mechanical
packer, introducing lubricant into all spaces between the rollers and race.
Care must be exercised to insure that dirt, grit, lint, or other contaminants
are not introduced into the bearings. If the.bearings are not installed , w

impediately after packing, they should be wrapped in clean oilproof paper
as a protectioefrom contamination.

After the bearings have been properly lubricated the hub should be
packed with a sufficient amount of lubricant to uniformly fill it to the
inside diameters of the inner and outer bearing races. The spindles and
hub caps should be coated with a thin layer of lubricant (not over'one-
sixteenth of an inch) to prevent rusting. Remember! Hub caps must not be
filled to serve as grease cups under any circumstances.

Lubricant in the bearings is sufficient to provide enough lubricaO.on
until the next service period. Excessive amounts of lighter lubricant
than specified'by the manufacturer usually results in leakage past the
grease sealp and damage to the brake linings.

Troubleshooting Hydraulic Brake Systems

The type of difficulty exphienced in brake systems is ci4ten an
indication of the cause of the trouble. Following is a detailed diagnosis
of the more common hydraulic brake troubles.

PEDAL GOES TO FLOOR BOARD. When the brake pedal goes all the way to
the floor board, several conditions could be the cause. Thebrake shoes
may be improperly adjusted, or the brake linings may be out of adjustment.
In addition, there may be air in the brake lines or, thelluid level may be
LOW in the-master cylinder or the maselr cylinder nay be worn or defective.

ONE BRAKE DRAGS.' When the f6-174e shoes 'of one wheel drag, the indication
is that the lining is not moving away from the drui when the brakes Are
released. This could be due to improper brake shoe adjustment, clogged
brake line, sticking wheel cylinder pistons, weak or braken retracting
springs,'or a loose wheel bearing.

11
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ALL BRAM DRAG. When all the biakes drag, the brake pedal doss not .

litosififtesgbk free travel baltamin qf imPrclibar adjuatimnt. Xhe Maitor

vent may be clogged, or brake fluid of mineral oil content could have been,

added to the brake system so that the.rubber pistons have swollen and stuck.

Mitiersl oil must never be used in vehicle hydraulic brake systeas. Any oil

ih the system other than the specified brake fluid is apt to cause serious

trouble.
-

CAR PULLS TO ONE SIDE. If the car 'pulls to one side when the brakes are

applied it indicates that more braking pressure is being applied on one side

than is-being applied on the other. This' happens if some of the brake linings

have become oil soaked, if the brake shoes are unevenly or improperly idjusted,

-,if tires are not Oroperly or uniformly inffited or if one of the brake lines

is clogged or restricted. In additiona brake backifig plate may be loose

on the axle housing or thatteering knuckle. If two different types,of brake

lining are being used, srouble also results.

SPONGY PEDAL. When the pedal action is soft or spongy, it indicates

.that there.ii air in the brake system. Improperly_ adjusted brake stibes could

also ouse,this condjition.

BRAKES HARD TO APPLY. When excessive pressure' on the brake pedal is

required to slow down or stop a vehicle, the trouble is due`to oil soakqd

brake linings, improper brake shoe adjustment or the use of the wrohg lining.

When the brake linings get wet, it is difficult to stop a vehicle; however,

brake action returns to normal, as the linings dry.

BRAKES GRAB.IrBrakes grab if the brake linings are greasy, if the brake

druml are scored, if the brake shoes are improperly adjusted, if brake backing

plates are loose or if,the.wrong type of lining has been installed. .

NOISY BRAKES. When'brakes squeak as they are applied, the in4icatioip

would be that the brake shoes are wdkped, the linings or shoes life lioose.,

or the linings-are so worn that the shoes or rivets are making contact with

the0bra0 'drum. Occasionally, brakes which are in good operating condition, 1

such as on a new-vehicle, squeal. This it due to the type or construction

of the beake and is not of a serious nature.

Troubleshooting Hydrovac Brake Systems

The outside of the hydrovac unit should be cleaned thoroughXy,at least

every six months. All hose.clamps should be tightened and all pipe fittAnga

and hydratikic connections checked for security. One ounce of Bendix Vacitum%,

Cylinder oil should be added'to the power cylinder at the lubrication plug

-at 12,00Q-mile intervals, r each six-month period and especially before

anticipated cold weather op ation. The air cleaner should be removed, -

disassembled and cleaned at least twice a year. If the vehiFle,is operating

%n4er adverse conditions,.it is necessary to clean the air cleaner more .

frequently. Regular maintenance should be performed to keep' this unit in

proper operating condition so that it continue* to provide trouble-free

service., If trotible should develop in the syster, it is recomerandedthat

the following points be checked before actuallly checkink the hydrovaC,unit,
..)/ ;
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,
MAIN CYLINDER PRIMARY CUP TO COMENSATING 'A)ItT CLEARANCE. It is nieces-

sary that the linkage is properly adjusted to permit opening of compensating 4t,

port.with brake pedal in normal full released position. Failure to properly

uncover the compensating port may dause suffiFient pressure to be maintained

La the brake system to hold_ the hydrovao lv in a. partially spplisd position

and thus 'cause dragging' brakes.
-

RESTRICTED VACUUM LINES. Vacuum is checked at the hydrovac by dis-

connecting the vacuum line' at tke hydrovac vacuum connection fitting and

holding a thumb over the line with the engine operating. If no vacuum !Mists,

or if airflow is' slov, a check of the vacuum line to manifold should be made

for kinks in tubing, collapsed lines or hoses and to determine if the check

valve opens properly.

RESTRICTED ALR LINE AND AIR.CLEANER. It is,necessAry to disconnect the

air cleaner line at the hydrovac and blow into the line. If the line is

rsstricted it is necessary to check-for collapsed hose or tubing.

#

BRAKES. The brake shoe should be adjusted for proper clearances. These

clearances should be in accordance with the recommendations given in the

hydraulic brake aajustment manual. Excessive shoe clearance causes excessive

pedal travel. Insufficient clearance may cause dragging brakes.

Note: Troubleshooting the reMaining parts of the system employing

hydrovac, is the.same as outlined in troubleshooting the hydraulic

brake system
A
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Figure 9. Bonder and Debonder Machine with Associated Equipment.
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-- Figure 10.. Brake Riveting (Renner)* '

Machine CoMplete with Abrasive Unit.

Figure 11.
Lathe, Brake Drum.

Brake Reconditioning Equipment

Various types of brake reconditioning equipment may,be used bymAF

maintenance 'shops:to repair biake systems units. The,followingvaragraphs

'are designed. to familferize,you with some of the representative typal-.

BONDER AND DEBONDER MACHINE. The plArpose of a bonder and debender

machine ly to reline brake shoes through the use of heat andA bonder tape.

The advantage of a bonder and debonder machine over rtvetini is the brake

lin/ng Aan'be worn down closer to,othe bcake shoe than a lining put on by

rivets. Figure 9 shbws a typical bondsr and debonder machine complete with

accessories.

BRAKE RIViTING MACH/RE. The purpose of a riveting machine is similar

.to a bonder and debonder machine. Brake linings put on by rivets require

lest equipment' Figure 10 shows a brake'riveting (reliner) machine.

ABWIVE MACHINE. The purpose of an abrasive machine isto grind the

brake shoe and lining to the contour of the brake drum, Mare 10. An .

abrasive-machine is included with the rivetirsomAchine.

14
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Figure 12. Wet Honing Machine.

BRAKE'DRUM LATHE. The brake druta lathe is used to refinish brake drums

that have become pitted, grooved, or out-of-round. Figure 11 shows a brake

drum lathe complete with accessories.

WET HONING.MACHINE. This machine is used to hone brake cylinders and
mastdr.cylinder to remove pits; scratches, and foreign materials that lay
hinder the efficient operation of these units." Figure 12 shows a typical
honing mschine. This machine may also be used whont many other automotive
units. The use of these machines wilr be demonstrated by your instructor;
therefore, furthei information can be,obtained on the procedures for operation'
during this time.

Adjustment of Handbrake
;

Most vehicles are equipped with a handbrake or parking brake to hold
the vehicle when stopped. It should be noted that the Ca= "handbrake" ,

referred to in this training publication is often called the "parking brake."

15
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Both of these units art the game brake.,:.Mbst trucks use an external-con
V . ,

.

.
., ..trieting typo hawibries.

s r. ,

, 4
The brake dr is moun* on the rear of the transmisstort,or ttansfer

case and when ied, holds the propeller shaft aad keipt ihe wheels from

turning. The rake ii applied through linkige from the'eab of the vmhicle.
.,

Adjustment on is type a brake donsists of bringing the band closer to the

drum as the 1.41. ng wears down. Car must be taken, during adjustment, to 64

'for adjusting this type oUbrake vil. be.cOltered during the ptfctical work
ltsure that the lining does not drag any jpot on the drum; The proceaure .

A/alignment of thii training project oUtline where theeictual.e4uipmen; is
'

.s

Pr

A

available.

QUESTIONS
f

1. lihat are the factors tihich affect braiing action.?

s 2.. When or-at what point do vehicle brakes reach their maximum.

retardAtion (or slowing down) action?

3.1 What inspection should-be performed on brake drums? Why?

4

4. HOw should yOu be able to determi.neif a brake drum has been

turned?

5. How should wheel bearings be cleaned?

6. How are wheel bearings lubricated?

7. How much grease should be placed in the wheel hub when packing

wheel bearings?
4

8. What usuall!} happens if too Much grease is used to lubricate wheel

_bearings?

; 9. What conditions could cause the brake pedal, when applied, to go all

the w'ay to the flcor'board?
* a

, I

.10. If the vehicfe pulls to one side when.the brakes are applied, it

.
indicates that more braking pressure is being applied one side ;hen the other.

Why:would two different type"s of brake linings cause the vehicle to pull.to

one side?
4

11. If brakes were adjusted with no brake pedal free travel, what would

. be ,the result?

12, 'When the brake pedal action is soft'and spongy, it.indicates that

there is air in the brake system or the brake shoes are improperly adjusted.

, how can you best determine whether there is air in the brake system or the

brake shoes are iplproperly adjusted?

13. Brake linings may be put on brake shoes by two different methods. .

What are the two methods, and what advantages does one have ever the other?

16



14. Why is itnecessary to refinish brake drums?

15. From what source cen information be obtained when troubleshooting

brake systems?

16. 'What safety precautions should be observed when troubleshooting

brake systeis?
4

17.1 What causes brake drums to get out-of-round?

18. What is self-energizing action?

19. What should be uded to clean hydraulic cylirider parts?

20. How do major and minor brake adjustment differ?

21. Why must wheel bearings be properly adjusted before adjusting

brakes?

22. How does a parking brake motinted on the transmission or transfer

case hold the 'Vehicle wheels fret's turning?

REFERENCES

1. TO 36A-1-76, Principles of Automotive Vehicles.

2. In. Motor Truck Service Manual.
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Yehicle Maintenance Branch
thanute AFB, Illinois

AIR AND AIR-OVER'HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

10R47330 -B; -603

i After completing %his unit of dnstruction, you will be. able 'to explain

the location,. construction ancP operating principles of the air brake system

units and to remove, inspect,..repair or replace, install and.adjust these

units and disassemble./Inspect,, repair snd reassemble air-over-hydraulic

cylinders using special applicabre publications and safety proceslures.

INTRODUCTION

,The fundamental char&cteriitic of thi air brake system is that the brakes,

although controlled by the driver, are applied by compressed air. Compressed

lair provides sufficient braking force to control even the heaviest vehicle.

INFORMATION

Nme /
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Figure 13. Simple Air Brake System.

Air brake equfpmeat on trucks and trucit-tractors provides a means of

controllidg the brakes through the medium of compressed air. Air brake

equipment consists of a group of devices, figure 13. Some, maintain a supply

of compressed air, some direct and control the flow of the compressed air

And others transfer the energy of compressed air into the mechanical force

19
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, 4 Figuz:e-'1L Rotary Air Compressor. Figure 16. Ptston Type Compressor.

angmotion mecksiary to apply the brakes. Different types and sizes of

_dtgr-ices are in'use on different types of vehicles to meet operating requirements

,-Itgure 14,but they are all fundamentally the same. Following are the devices

cmprising a typical truck or truck-tractor air brake system,.with a brief

descripticft of the function of each device.

Compressor

The compressor suppliesithe compressed air toqpperate the brakes. Two

types of compressors may belfound in vehicles, namely,'the rotary, figure 15,

or piston type compressor, figure'16.
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The rotary type weed a rotor with four blades In the rotor, figure li.,.

The rotary type air compressors emiloy thrta principal funetional components

to accomplish aii compression and reservoir pressure regulation:*

.

The'comprwasoryroperyhich compresses the*inpoming iir.

dome and oil symp, whiCh separates oil from.the compressed air

pumped byithe caMilressor and stores the-reserve supply of oil.

The control valve (governor) which regulates the-pumping action'of the

compressor to-maintain the correct pressure range in the air reseryioir tank.

Figure 17. Cross

Section of Rotor and Stator.

Figure 18. View of Compieser
Oiling System.

Engine lubricated compressors incaude a fourth functional component,

the oil supply valve, which unite tke compressor oil sump to the engine

pressure oiling system. It automatically supplies oil from the vehicle

engine crankcase reserves as required to maintain, the correct oil level

in the*compressor oil sump.

CoRpression Chamber

The compressor rotor revolves with a shaft supported on bearings in

each end plfte. This rotor is positioned eccentric in relation to the stator,

which surrounds it, with the small clearance at the top. Four equally spaced

!rotor blades contact the stator wall at an acute angle; separating the space

between rotor and stator into four compression chambers, figute 17. These

four chambers each have their capacity_progressively increased and reduced

to pass through.thiee stages; intake, compression, and discharge, during

each revolution.

_21



Piston Type Compressor

Another compressor commonly used is the piston type; this compressor
iday be'a two-cylinder or mow. The one shown in figure "6 is a two-cylinder
water cooled and is lubricaEe4 from the'erigine systems. The air intake

maims use of the carburetoraair cleaner. The lubrication system is a force
feed from the truck enginelubricatiOn system, figure '18. The piston type
compressor. is driven by a belt or belts from.the engine crankshaft or

//9

auxiliary shaft. The compressor runs continuously while the engine is
rurining, but the-vactual compression of air ts controlled by. the governor,
which, acting in conjunction with the unloading mechanism in the compressor
cylinder head, starts or stops the compression pf air.by loading or Unloading
the campressor wherf the pressure in the air brake system reaches the desired
minimum (80 to 85 psi) or maximum p.00 to 105 psi).

COMPRESSING AIR (LOADED). During the'downitroke of each piston, al
partial vacuum is created above the piston which unseats tHe inlet valve
allowing air drawn through'the intake strainer to tnter the cylimder above
the piston. Asilthe piston starts the upward stroke, ttie air pressure on
top of the inlet valves, plus the inlet valve return ppring force, closes

the inlet valve. The air above the piston is further compressed until the"
pressure lifts the discharge valve and the compressed air is discharged
through the discharge line into the reservoir. As each piston starts its
downstroke, the discharge valve above it returns to its seat, preventing

..,,the.compressed air from returning to the cylinder and the same cycle is

repeated.

UNLOADED, NOT COMPRESSIN9 AIR.. When the air pressure in the reservoir

reaches the maximum setting of the governor (100r105 psi), compressed air

from.the reservoirs'pas es through the governor into the 'cavity below the

unloading pistons in th compressor cylinder block. This aif pressure lifts

the unloading pistons ich in turn lift the infet valveg off their seats.

setting of the gpvergor (80-85 psi), the goverhor releases the air pressure
beneath the unloading pistons. The unloading pistoncreturn spring then
forces the pistons down and the inlet val/e springs return .32pr inlet valves

PASSAGE OF AIR DURING.NONCOMPRESSION. -With the inlet valves held off

their seats, the air during each upstroke of the piston is forced through

the air inlet cavity and to the pther cylinder where thel5iston is on the

downstroke. When the air Pressure in the reservoir is reduced to the minimum

to their seats and compression is resumed..
,

Goveinors

There are several types of governors used on vehicle air brake systems.

Rftgardless of type or make, the purpose for.the governor is to maintain a

maximum and minimum air pressure in the air brake system. The location of

the governor is different for diffefent.typis and makes. Some are located

on'the fire wall and 'some are on the cotpressor, and .other at'different

loCations. One of the old standby governors is known as the Bourdon tube

(Bourdon gage) governor, figure 19, also shown on figure 13. This type of

governor operates on the Bourdon gage principle of a curved metal tube that

tends to straigheen under internal pressure. It is adjustakle for different

air pressures, but it is not adjustable to change the. diffefence betwten

the minimum and'maxim4 pressure.

27 1 i;
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Figure 19. Air Brake System Governor - Cross Sectional View.

The type D governor, shown
in figure 20, is usually mounted
on the fire wall and is a diaphragm

,type. This governor consists
essentially of a diaphragm upon
which air pressure acts, a spring
'to control the movement of the
diaphragm assembly% and a valve
mechanism controlled by the
position of the diaphragm assembly
wflich admits air to, or exhaust
air from, the unloading mechanism
in compressor cylinder heads. This

governor is adjustable for maintaining
the correct air pressure in the
system by increaking or decreasing
'the spring tension on the pressure
setting spring. This adjustment
will be practiced on the vehicle
in the training area during practical
work.

Another type of governor used ;

on somevehicles is mounted on the Figure 20. Type IP Governor.

compressor shawl in figure ;16. This
4

94"..1,11

governOr is for the same purpose as the others sh here, except that the

mounting place is different. The adjustment instruc11 s on these goVernors

will be instructed in the classroom by the instructor, and additional in-

strUctions and specifications can be foupd in the applicable publication on

thk vehicle you will be assigned to forpractical maintenxnce.

2 3
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Air Cleaner

Some coipresiors use the'
carburetor air cleaner for
intake of clean air as shown
in figure 16. Some compressors
have an air cleaner fastened
to the air intake of the com-
pressor and cleans the air
for the compresor, figure 21.
This air cleaner (air strainer)
must be disassembled periodically.

, and cleaned, dried, and lubricated.

10111644Y.

Figure 21.
Exploded View of Air Strainer.

1 -AMA

There are SOMR air cleaners for this purpose known as the'yet type. These

'air cleaners are similar to the type used for carburetors, but smaller in

.size. The service required for.this type 1.8 to remove and wash clean, then
fill with oil up to the mark shown .in the reservoir of the air cleaner.

Caution: Do not overfill.

Reservoirs (Air Tanks), Safety
Valve and Drain Cocks

RESERVOIRS. The reservoir
is sometimes known as the air
tank, figure 22. There are
usually two of these reservoirs
used on each truck and are known
as the wet reservoir and the 4.

dry reservoir. The air used ,,tr;
for the operation of the brakes mei .

;

is taken off the dry one. The 'Airwirt

ttlrpose of the reservoirs is to
..

p,ovide a place to store com-
pressed air so that there will
be an ample aupply available igure 22 .
for i

F
mmediate use in brake Reservoir, Safety Valve and Drain tock.,-_.

operation. The reservoirs also
provide storage for sufficient
compressed air to permit several brake applications after the engine has

stopped. Another function. of a reservoir is to provide a place where the

air, heated during compression, may cool Ind cause the oil and water vapors

to condense. ReServoirs are tested against a 200-pound pressureiand treated

on the inaide with a rust'preventive.

SAFETY VALVE. The purpose of the safety valve is to.plktect 'the air

brake system againsfexcessive air pressure. Should the air pressure in,

the air, brake system rise above the setting of the.safety vilve at 150 pounds,

the ball valve opens and permits pressure above 150 pounds.to be exhausted,

\figure 23. The safety valve is located on one of the reservoirs, figure 22.

The-safety valve consists of a sprint-loaded ball check valve which should

be adjusted to "BLOW OFF" at 150 pounds air pressurek.jigure 23.

DRAIN COCKS. The drain cocks have a brawl body fitted with a tapered

brass key. The drain coclo is open when the handle is parallel to the twody,

and closed when the handle is at right angles tq the'body. Drain cocks are

24 ,4.,
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Figure 23. Sectional
View of Safety.Valve.

Figure.24. $ectional View

. of Low ?tumour. Indicator.

installed in the bottom of each reservoir, figure 22, in the air brake system

to provide a convenient means of draining the condensation which normally

collects,in the reservoir. Always open a drain cock by hand. Never strike

the handle with a hammer or any other instrument, as the cock will be damaged

and leakage will develop.

Low Pressure Indicator

The low pressure indicator, figure 24, is a safety device desigued to

give an aueomatic warning whenever ;he air pressure in the air brake system

is below aPproximately 60 pounds. Operating as an air-controlled switch,

of an electrical circuit, the,low pressure indicator automatically sounds

a buzzer when the air pressure drops too low. On some vehicies a light is

used to indicate low pressure in place of the buzzer.

'Air Supply Valve' "-

In some cases the air supply valve is included to provide an,eisy means

obtaining compressed air from the air brake system for such.ptirposes as

tAke inflation, or for whatever need you may have for compressed air.

Quick Reledse Valve

The purpose of the quick valve, figure 25, 4s to reduce the time required

to release the brakes by hastening the exhaust of air pressure from theOmike

chambers. It is most commonly used with front wheel brake chambits.

The valve consists'of a body containing a spring-loaded diaphragm so

arranged as fo perbit air pressure to..146i, through the valve in one direction.

However, when the'iupply pressure is reduced, the .air which has vassed through

the valve is p,rmitted to escape through the exhaust port, figure 25.

25.
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Figure 25. Sectional
View of QuAck Release Valve.

Double Check Valve

a.

Figure 26. Sectional
View of pouble Check Valve.

Double cheek valves, fiiure 26, are used in an air brake system where

it is nesestery to automatically diiect the flow of air pressure into a common

line from either of two other lines.

4

There are two types of double check valves, the shuttle type and the

disc.type. The shuttle type double check valve consists of a die cast body

and two end caps. Inside the valve are two rubber seal gaskets and a prase

metal shuttle.

The ditlic type double check valve consists of a cast body and one end-

cap. Inside the valve Fs a rubber disc and a disc guide. One end of the

end cap seives as the disc seat,' and the other end is tapped for air line,

connection.

Fundamentally, the only difference in the'Oesign of the two valves is

that the shuttle type has a movable metal shuttle which contacts rubber seats ,.

to seal off ae line not being used, whereas the disc type has a'movable

rubber disc whichecontacts metal seats.

Tractor Protection and,Two-Way Valves

The Arpose of the trictor protection valve, figure 27, is to provide

extra intake protection for towing vehicles. qt provides for com101ete braking

control of the truck or tractor by permitting closure 9f service and emergency

lines leading eo thi.trailer hose lines in the event of a trailer breakaway

or other malfunction in the trailer or tractor air brake'system.

The annually controlled type valve, figure 28, installed on vehicles

consists of a two-way control valve and a tractor protection valve. The

handle of the Cwo-way control .ralve may be put'in either one or two positions

called "NORMAL" and "EMERGENCY,"

For all normal operating conditions the two-way control valve handle

.is placed in'the "NORMAL" position which permits reser4oir pressurato enter

26
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traitor peltteptibm- rOve
am4 act em the.diagaregs ind
plunger asaembly. Durimg

.schargini, the imergency vilve
and service disc valve in the'

=actor ProUbatioarmstre mete

pressuieeis mem4 in the
tractor reservoir and up'to
'that preseuro so air is tuiplied

7.17 omq

to the'irailer through the
trailer emergenci line. . 's

When approximately 30-40 psi
tractor reservoir pressure is .

reached, the ekergency valve and
earvice disc valve in the tractor
protectipn valve open and remain

.

open allotting air pressure to
be delivered through the emergency
line charging the trailer reservoir.
All normal braking and emergency
functions for both truck-tractor-

)

and trailer are retained as long
,as eat tractor reservoir pressure
ts apove 30-40 psi. ,

Combination Limiting Quick Release
and Two-Way Valves

Figure 27. \Sectional].

Viev of Tractor Pratction Valve.

The limiting quick releaae valve aqd two -

way valve are'used as a combination in air
brake system of .trucks, buses and tractors.
This combination permits full brake valve
delivery presshre to the front whee brakes
when'on dry,roads, or at the option of the
driver, limits-lhe preSsure to the front
wheel br4kesr50(percEnt of the,brake valve
delivery*essure whyy on slippery roads.

Figure 28.
Two-Way

ContrOl Valge.

The Ywo-way valve is mounted on the dash within issy reach of the driver.
The limiting quick release vtive is mounted at or on tle front axle, whichever
is cowenient.. Ak air line from tbs. brake valve delivery port is connected
to the inlet port.Of the two-way valve and also to thy brake valve port of
the hatting quick release valve.. Another air line is taken from the side
deliver rt of the two...4ay valve and connected to the port opposite the
mounting p of thelimiting quidk release valve. The two *her side ports
of the liaietjg quick release valve are connected to the front brake chambers.

Theltaiting quick release valve, besideg providing for 50 percent
reduction'of front wheel braking pressure, also serves as a quick release
valve upon release of brakes.

27
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Hand ControlbValve

figure 29, is used for con-
trolling the brake on a trailer

independently *ULM brakes An

the towing truck. The valve

is usually mouited on the

steering column or on,the dash.

The driver may put the handle .44N

in any one of several positions

between brakes released and 40

brakes fully applied position

. so the brakes on the trailer
;--"Y

are kept applied until the brake

valve handle is returned,to release
, Figure 29.

position. The distance the brake Hand Control Valve Assembly.

handle is moved in a clockwise

direction toward 'applied position determines the severity of the brake

application. Thus the brake application on the trailer may be graduated

during both application or release of-the brakes and the position of the

brake valve handle always determines the air pressure being delivered through

the service line to the trailer brake equipment.

The handle of the brake valve is fitted with a friction lock so it will

eemain in whatever position it is placed by the driver. The brake valve shotild

never be used to hold the brakes applied when the vehicle is parked or when

the driver is off duty.

Brake Valve (.rxeadle Type)

%
The foot qp4rated.brake valve, which is the main air control device

of the air brakreystem,.may be one of two different rypes. 06e of these

is ihe treadle type brake valve, figure 30, which is operated.by a foot

treadleMe-other is the lever.type brake valve, figure 31, which is fitted

wiih a lever that connects to a conventional brake pedal.

Movement of'the treadle or pedal controls the movement.of an inlet and

exhaust valve which colikrols the air pressure delivered to, or exhausted.from,

tht-brake chambers. Full depression of the treadle or pedal results in a

i
elefull brake ication; partial return othe:treadle or pedal results in

4014respond ngly less braking force. At any time the brakes may be partially

released by the driver permitting a partial return of the treadle or pedal

td release position. The amount of force being applied to the brakes is

always.proportional to pedal pressure applied by the driver.

Brake Chambers, Roto Chambers, Brake Cylinders

/

There.are several types or kinds of brake chembers used on air brake

systems, but the purpose is the same. Brake(chambers, roto chambers, or

brake.cylinders all transform the energy of compressed air into the mechanical

force and motion neqessary to' apply the brakes.. One of these units is used

to pperate the brakes on each wheel. 1 4 cA.,
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Figure 30. Brake Valve, Treadle Figure 31. Brake Valve
Type (Cross Sectional View). Lever Type (CFoss Sectional View).

BRAKE CHAMBERS (DIAPHRAGM TYPE). The brake chamber consists of two
dished metal plates, namely the nonpressure plate and the pressure plate
separated by a diaphragm, figure 32.

In front of the diaphragm are the nonpressUre plate, push rod and push

rod spring. Behind the diaphragm is the air-tight cavity into which is connected

a tubing line from he brake valve. Due to the extreme sensitivity of the.dia-
est veri-

ty apply
erating-
-(

phragm this arrangsment permits the.push rod to respotwi to the sligh
atilion of air pressure from the brake valve, thue'permitting tho drtv
or release brakes as rapidly or gradually is the various road and o
conditions warrant.

...,
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Figure 32./ Typical
Brake Chamber (0iaphragm Type).
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Figure 34. Typical
Brake Chamber (Roto Chamber).
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Figure,33. Brake

Chamber (Cross-Sectional Viot).

Figure 35. Typical
Brake Chaaber (Piston Type)

In order to meet requirements for different braking forces, brake

chambers are made in several different sizes. All sizes are made for several

different type mountings, such as stud mountings, Irtzket shunting and flange

sounting. Figure 33 shows a typical Orake chamber (diaphragm type) using

a brand clamp around the brake chamber instead of bolts.

BRAKE CHAMBER (ROTO CHAMBER). Roto chambersj figure 34, convert the

energy of compressed air into the mechanical forchatif motion necessary. to

30
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: &posits the brakes. The major detail parts nf,a roto chhmberzare a cylin-
drical body, tubular diaOhragm, inner and outer diaphragia Clamps, push rod,
spring1 cetver;momuting studs and yoki.

One end of the diaphragm' is cossetted to the instde wall of ifie bott;y_._

iry., a asap ealid the= outer clamp. push rod is attached to 'Int& plata
and the push rod - push plate asseibly is attached to" the diaphragmL7guide.
The cover is attached to the outet body and a yoke is screwed ontostbe'end
of,the push rod completing the roto chamber assembly. .

4
SRAKE Man (PISTON TY)E)., The air cylinder (piston type), figuce i5,

requires very little attention, but to insure properoperation the ,cylinder
should be kept lubricated. At intervals of approximately four months or
15,000 miles the air connection at the rear of the cylinder should be
removed and one quarter pint of lubricant (similar to graphite tyre grease
with 10% neat's-foot oil) inserted.

1.
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Figure 36.
Sectitnal View'of Slack Adjuster.

__...a I *

Slack Adjusters

Vekt- .
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_
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Figure 37. Illustrates
Locking Sleeve on Adjusting Nut.

Slack adjusters provide a quiCk, and easy methdd of adjusting the brake
to,eompensate for braki lining wear. One *lack adjuster is used for the
brakes on each wheel.- Slack.adjusters consist:of a worm'and gear inclosed
in a body which serves as an adjustable lever, figure 36. They provide a
quickand easy means of adjusting the,brakes .to compensate for brake lining

;
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wear, figure 37. During brake operation, the entire slack adjuster rotates

bodily with the brake camshaft. During brake adjustment, the worm moves

the gear so as to change the position of the lever arm in relation to the

brake camshaft.

1

ilWarge %NM- POSMON
SNONLO Wive NO OM waits% .10.

um Amu
THANHILVER

SS.156

Figure 38.
Slack Adjuster Angle.

. When slack adjuste'r movement

-does'not give the desired brake

action, adjustment of the push rod

length by altering the location of

the yoke may be necessary. With

bkakes"released the angle formed

by the push rod and slack adjuster

must be-greater than 900, figure 38,

and all-slack adjusters should be

set at the same angle. With the

brakesmfulliapplied, after being
idjusted this angle shpuld still

be greater than 90°. In 'other words,

the slack adjuster should not go

"over center" when the brakes are

applied, figure 38. The position

on the push rod should be adjusted,

if necesiary, ugtil these conditions

prevail.

.r
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1. Cover. .aseesiibly 5. eoltar
2. Spring. return 6. Diaphragm
3. Ditc. contact 7.. Body
4. Gasket

Figure 39. Stoplight

Switch (Cross-Sectional Viev).

I. ONY, vAmes.
Z. SPRING.
S. UAL, &SUNNILY.
4. WAVIER,' CAP TO 1100Y.
112.CAP, yALVE.

15.*, Figure 40. tOne-Wiy Check

32
Valve (Cross-Sectional View).
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.glaplight Switch
0,-

The,seoplight switch consistspf a tie cast body containing a diaphrage

and contact disc. Electric contact* and a diaphragm return Ispring are contained

in aft insulated cover; figure 39.

One-Way-Check Valve

tone-way check valve; figure 40, is used to permit passage of air

pregire through the 'valve in one direction only as indicated'by an arrow

=Aide of valve.

Air Gage

The purpose of the dash mounted air pressure gage is to register the

amount of air pressure in the air brake system. While air pressure gages

of this type are commercially accurate, they must never be confused with,

or substituted for, test air gages which are intended primarily for accurately

checking air pressure in thi air brake system.

Only test gages known to be accurate are to b, ed for checking brake

valve delivery pressure, governor pressure settings And other tests. Test

gages differ from ordinary dash gages in respect to material and workmanship

just as an expensive watch differs from a cheepii one. Due to these dif-

ferences they are more accurate aver entire range and maintain their accuracy

aver longer periods.
't

Tubing and Tubing Fittings

Tubing and tubing fittings connect the different air brake devices in

the air brake system.

If any evidence is found that a tubing line is restricted, remove and

blow air through it in both directions...to be sure the passage through the .

tubing is not obstructed in any way. Inspect tubing.for partial,restrictions

such as may be caused by dents or kinks. Damaged tubing must be replaced,

With the air brake system fully charged, the governor cut out and brakes

applied, coat all tubing lines and fittings with soapsuds to check for leakage.

No leakage is permissible. Leakage at a tubing fitting is sometimes corrected

by tightening the tubing fitting nut. If this fails to correct the leakage,

replace the tubing fitting, the tubing, or both.

Hose, Hose Assemblies and Hose Connectors

Hase and hose fittings provide a means of making flexible air connections

between points on a vehicle which normally change their.position in relation

to each other, also for making flexible connections between two vehicles.

All hose assemblies include detachable type hose connectors with spring 'guards.

Host.assemblies used.to connect the air brake system to another vehicle are

fitted with hose couplings. The two hose lines or hose couplings at the

rear of the tractor-truck are marked by tags identifying them as "service"

or "emergency."



Hose Couplings,and Dummy Couplings

-- .Hose couplings proNiide an easr and convenient method of cd ectinwand
disconnecting air lines between !,fticles by hand.- The design o# the hose

couplings is such that when two of them are ccTpled together pressure is

put on two rubber gaskets, making an air-tight Seal.

Dummy coupl gs are made in two general designs, someibeinufi ed with

brackets to perl9tt them to.be rigidly mounted on the vehicle, while àthere

_-
are fitted wit a chain attaching them to the vehicle'. .The bracket ty

is used when e dummy coupling is to serve .as a fastening for 'holding hose

lines when n t in use, whereas the chain type is used,for blocking off hose

couplings rigidly mounted on.the vehicle as used on the tractor..truck. The

purpose of the dummy coupling is prevent the entrance of dirt or other

foriign matter into the air brake lines when.the lines are not being used.
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Figure 41. Installing a New Gasket.

Testing Coupling's
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Figure 42. Pushing Gasket into Place.

With the hose couplings coAnected and brakes applied, coat the hose

couplings all over with soapsuds to check for.lealtage. There must be no-leakage.

.1.eakage is usually caused by worn, damaged, or improperly installed

gaskets To prrect leakage, install new gaskets, figlre 41.

Remove the old gasket by prying it out with a sCrewdriver. Before

attempting to install a'new gasket, be sure the groove in the coupling

in which the gadket fits.is thoroughly cleaned, otherwise it will be

impossible to install .a new gasket prdperly.
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TO install a new gasket partit4y collapse it wlth tht Unita",
figure 41, and enter one side of*O4 gasket flange in the gifoova in the

coupling. Then use a blunt nosed screwdriver or similar i trument to

push the gasket into plkce, figure 42. When properly installed, the

exposed face of the gasket should be flat, not twisted or bulged at any

point. ;

4

%

Operation of the Air Brake Equipment

The reservoirs are charged with air by a caipressor. The reservoir

air ha4 access to the tnlet valve chamber of the brake'valve and the inlet

vilve is then closed by the tension of its spring 'avid air pressur4.
4.

When it is desired to applf the brakes, foot pressure is applied to

the brake pedal, which.action is cari4ed.throug1 the brake rod pulling up

'on the lever.oA the brake valve. This compiesses the siring, deflects the

'diaPhragm dowilward, and through the medium ef ths rocker arm closes the

exhaust valve and opens the inlet valve.. Air ts thereby admitted from the
reservoir to tiii-brake valve, thence out die two side outlets to the front

and rear brake chambers. The power'thup exerted against the brake chambef

diaphragms or pistons fordes, the push rods out, rotating the camshafts to

apply the krakes.

In flowing to the rear brake chambers the air pressure_passes /through

the quick release valve entering at the top, deflecting'the diaphragm' and -

its seat to seal the exhaust opening while the air pressure passes around

the diaphragm to the two side connections, each leading to a brajte chamber.

When the pressure built up in the brake chambers and acting against

the brake valve diaphragm is enough td compress the regulating spring, the

diaphragm moves upward, allowing the inlet valve to close by action of its

spring.

The exhaust valve remains closed by action of the inlet valve spring

and tilting of"the tocker arm. Further incTease of brake chamber pressure

is thus prevented. If,,hoWever, there showad be leakage from the brake

chambers or piping, while the brake valve lever remains in this position,

the resulting drop in pressure under the brake valve diaphragm will cause

the regulating spring to again unseat the inlet valve and restore the lost .

pressure.

When the foot is removed from the brake pedal, the brake valve lever

is moved back toward normal position again, which relieves the tension on

the regulating spring so that the diaphragm will be moved upward to its

normal position by brake chamber pressure underneath it. This permits, the

exhaust valve to be unseated by its spring which opens -the brake chamber

line to atimosphere and allows air to exhaust from the brake chamber.

If the brake valve lever ts moved all the way back rb normal position

and left there (foot entirely removed from brake pedal), the brakes will*

entirely release, but if moved only part way Vlack (foot pressure eased),

the brikes will only partially release, the exhaust valve will remain open

until the brake chamber pressure has reduced to such an,amount as will no

longer hold the diaphragm up, whereupon the regulating dpring will move the

diaphragm with rocker arm downward again and close the exhaust valve.

35
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The brake..chamber line to the rear wheels is releened onli up to the

quick release valve orrelay valve. Thii allows the diaphragm,to unseat,

uncovering the exhaust part througy will" the rear brake chambers are then

exhaustedV

Air-Ovee-Hydraulic Brake Hamster Sytem

The alr-over-hydriulic brake booster system is nothing more than

hydraulic hrakes wtth an air boolster cylinder to step up the hydraulie pressure

in the wheel cylinder of the vehicle._

WINE M01111
Lir Brake System

Figure 43. Air Hydraulic Booster Cylinder.

Booster Cylinder
,

-«

This system requires the addition of a booster cylinder, fl.gure 43,

to the regular hydraulic brake system. The brakes are applied by a regular

. master cylinder which exerts pressure on the.control valve of the booster.

, The booster, in turn, Ouilds up the applied pressure and sends it out to

.
the wheel tyltnders to apply the brakes Ss shown in figure-44.

The booster cylinder is operated by compressed air and this eequires

different accessqries, such as used on the regular air brake system, including:

1. Compressor,'

2. Reservoirs.
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Figure 44. Air-Over-Hydraulic Braking System.



-I, Governor.

4. Safety valve.

5. Air pressure gage.

6. Low pressure indicator.

As long as there,is air pressure in the reservoirs, and the system is
in operating condition the hydraulic brakes can be' apilitd with very little

pressure exerted on the brake pedal.

The air hydraulic booster has a bypass port In the hydr, aulic cylinder
of.the booster which makes it possible to apply the brakes even though the

booster does.pot operate. This is merely a gafetm, sievice in case the booster

should fail, but in this event, the brakes aOftly only with master cylinder

pressure and Nr,e not nearly as efficient.
*Sirs,.__.

This type of booster can be adopted tor use with.trailer braket by

extending the lines and adding a few more Units:

Advantage of BoosterS

Booster brakes have the advantage of giving more braking effort with

less pedal pressure. Modern passenger cars have started uiing boosters
(pgwer brakes) because of the greater stopping power required as the speed

and weight of automobiles increases. The vacuum brake is generally used

on automobiles as it requires no additional accessories other.than the booster

itself.

The air hydraulic booster is in common use on trucks because of the

greater amount of pressure differential that can be developed with compressed

air. It is also easily.adapted for pulling trailers as it has service and

emergency line outlets making it possible to use any trailer eguipped with

air brakes, figure 44.

Removal of Boosters

The air hydraulic booster requires onlx the removal of the hydraulic

lines, air lines and mounting bolts to be taken off the vehicle. Removal

of the booster requires the brakes to be bled after the units have been

reinstalled.

Bleeding Brakes

It.is necessary to bleed the brake'system_ whenever air gets in the

lines.' Air in the system is indicated by 9 "spongy" brake pedal which will

become hard as the air is removed.

The booster brake system is bled in the same manner as regular hydraulic

brakes with the exceptionslthat the booster has eo be bled first and all

compressed air has to be released from the reservoirs on the air hydraulic

system to prevent'personal injury resulting 4 291 the extreme hydraulic

pressure created by..mhe booster. '

38
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1.. How is the compressor driven?

2. What is thi function of'the brake chambers?

3. Why is it necessary to adjust newly installed air governor?

4. Why is it necessary to adjust the slack adjustors of an air brake

system?

5. Why are the soft metals like brass or copper used in lines and

fittings?

6. How are the various valves of the system checked for operation?

7. How are the trailer brakes applied?

8. What is the job of the air supply valve?
6

9. What causes air to enter the cylinder of the compressor?

10. The, air comp'ressor is cooled by the engine coolant. Why is it

necessary to periodically inspect or service engine cooling system?

11. How "io you determine the working force of a(booster?

12. What makes it possible to apply the brakes of a booster system if

the booster is inoperative?

13. Why ig it not a common practice to use air-hydraulic boasters oa

passenger cars?

14. When is it necessary to bleed brakes on an air-hydraulic brake

system?

15. What is meant by the term PSI?

16. What is the advantage of the air-hydraulic booster over the

hydrovac?

17. Would there be any moisture in the reservoirs.on an air-hydraulic

brake system when in operatiOd/

18. What brake system on the automotive vehicle is usually a mechanicals

'system?
' 7

19... What two methods are used to bleed hydraulic booster-brakes?

20. What malfunctions may be found in an air brake system if it fails to

pump up air pressure?

21. What.may be.the trouble in an air.brake system if the front brakes

do Aot release fast enough? 1

I
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22. There are two methods for applying the air brakes on the trailer;

what are they?

23.' What-1s a full power-brake system?

24. What do we mean by pressure differentiali in the booster cylinder?

25. Whai would happen if thelOpass port in the booster cylinder would

not close?

26. What safetY precautions should be observed when troubleshooting

Airover-hydraLlic brakes?

REFERENCES

eer

1. TO 36A-1-76, Principles of Automotive Vehicles.

2. Applicable Vehicle Technical PublicatOn.
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"hicle Maintaianci Bradch
Chanute APB, /llindis

OBJECTIVES

I.

AIR AND AIR-OVER HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEMS

AA.
301A7336411403

When you have completed the exercises in this WS you will be able to:

Locate, identify, service and adjust air brake system components.

, PROCEDURE

This worksheet contains schematic drawings and diagrams of the air

brake system and components. As the initructor discusses each component,

you will be required to complete statements, answer questions, and take

.
notes in the spaces provided.

/

1. Mhat is the purposeof the compressor?

r

-a.

2. How is the compressor driven?

3. What happens to the air when it leaves the compressor?

4. What is the purpbse of the brake chamber?

5. What does the linkage include?

6. 'What is the purpose of the slack adjuster?

7 What is the purpose of the air governor?

8. What is the purpose of the unloader valves in the compressor head?

411 t;
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9. Why are there two reservoirs? Al

te.

10. What is the purpose of the brake valve?

11. /RAI iS the brake valve actuated?

12. What is the purpose of the intake valve on the brake valve?lar
13. What is the purpose of the exhaust valve on the brake valve?

14. What is the purpose of the quick release valve?

15. Why is it necessary to have a relay valve? .

16. Does the relay valve incorporate a quick release valve? (fES/NO)

17. Where is the compressor located?

18. Where is the 4ir governor locatedon this particular vehicle?

a. Firewall.
b. Instrument panel.
c. Engine.
d. Compressor.

19. Where are the reservoirs located on this particular vehicle?

a. Engine compartment.
b. Firewall.
c. Under side 'of vehicle.

ds Passenger compartment.

20. Where is the quick release valve loc'ated?-

42
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21. Where is the relay valve located?

22. How many brake chambers on this particular vehicle? (2) (4) (6) (8)

Bleeder Valves

a it

41

Control Valve

7'

Hydraulic Slave Cylinder' Air 43inder and
Power Piston

The above illustration is,a schematic drawing of a typieal air brake

system.' During this lesson your instructor will discuss each component.

As the instructor discusses each component, you will be required to

complete statements, answer questions, and take notes. Each page of this

note book contains a miniatute diagram of the air brake system with a specific

component magn-lied. Under each component Are provided spaces for notes,

questions, and other information.

At ale end of, this lesson you should be able to identify all.of the

components in tha diagram and know its purpose.



Constant Supply.

Purpose:

'AIR BRAKE SYSTEM GROUP

2. Service Supply.

Purpose:

Exhaust.

Purpose!

4. Mechanical.

Purpose:
.=

5. Hoses and Lines.

Purpose:

b. Fittings and Couplings.

Purpose:

*
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NOTES :

PURPOSE:

AIR COMPRESSOR

TYPES :

(A)

(B)
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AIR RESIIRVOIRS
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SERVICE PROCEEURES,:
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SAFETY VALVE:

PURPOSE:

NOTES:

AIR SUPPLY VALVE:

PURPOSE:

NOTES:

oe

4
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AIR PRESSURE GAUGE:

PURPOSE:

NOTES:

.! v.1.

e
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INSTRUCTIONS: Write the rumba of the units enclosed in the
circles indicated above in the lines provided.

I.



Circle the correct alternative to the statements below.

8. The purpose of the brake valve is to

a. release air to 'the reservoir.

b. reftlate the aigAiggilt tie the eeepreeser.

c. .regulate the airinto the service line far braking.

d. release atr from the service lino.
I,

9. The purpose of-the governor is to

i. regulate the air in the brake serviciline.

b. limit the amount of air uaed in any oni brake application.

c. maintain arpredetermined amount of air pressure in the air

reservoirs.
d. regulate the amount of air entering the compressor.

Complete the statements below.

10. The puiWse of the air compressor is to-

11. What is the purpose of the air reservoir safety'velve?

111=1Mm.........1MINIMIN.111=11M=MMIM.1......
12. The purpose of the air gauge s to

13. The purpose of the air reservoir is to

14. How is water drained from the air brake Aystem?

15. What is the purpose of the unloading v'alve?

/wYmmilPM1.111111M1.1m
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Center line of slack adjuster in
"applied" position should never
go over center.--$1 ADJUSIMITS:
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RELAY VALVE

PURPOSE:

NOTES:

e
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TRACTOR PfOTECTION VALVE

PURPOSE:

NOTES:
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The purpose of the wick release valve is to

.a. release the front wheels qadkly. -

b. release the air to the frOut brake oheabers more quiokly.

C. release esaessiv air pressure whoa the brakes are Applieda

d. release themtrowt brakes WI* the Tobias is turolgt.

21. What is the purpose.of the brake chamber?

22. The relay valve is tic-tasted by

a.- hydraulic pressure from the brake valve.

b. air pressure from the air tanks.
c. air pressure frwm.the brake valve.
d. air pressure from the compressor.

23. What is the purpose ofthe'slack adjusters? .

24. what is the pUrpose of the limiting/quick release valve?

441.=MNIMIMMI111114111111111

......1

_

III25. What is the purpose of the hand-operated brake valve?
.

. .,

6\

26. What is Uhil Purpose of the tractor protector valve?

1 "*''

59.
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INSTRUCTIONS: , Labeled items are to be identified.
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Vehicle Mai;ntenaace Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

. POWER STEERING SYSTEM UNITS

cosiicrIvEs

3A3R4 330-SG-604 /
I.

After completing thisAinit oUinstruction, you will be able to explain

the construction,and operating principle% of power steering systems and to

remove, inspect, repair, replace and adjust the power steering system.

INTRODUCTION

Heavy wheeled vehicles are hard to steer bedause large loads on the

tires increase their turning resistance. The average passenger car today

also can make good use of power steering.because the large tires used cause

a,heavy turning resistance; this. resistance is very no.ticeable when parking

or driVing away from the curb. This difficulty cannot be overcome satis-

factorily by using a steering gear with a very high reduction ratio because

it would-require numerous revolutions of the steering wheel to turn the

vehicle wheels. Some form of power steering to aid the driver is therefore

desirable. Air steeringis very satisfactory on some heavy vehicles using

air brakes because they have air supply available, but for the average

passenger car and some trucks the hydraulic power steering is favored. Some

manufacturers have been asing electridal mechanisms for this.purpose, but

this is not a general practice on motor vehicles.

INFORMATION

HYDRAULIC STEERING SYSTEM

The term power steering has become well known in the automotive field

since the introduction of hydraulic steering systems on various paspenger

cars. While there are variations in the different systems used on the

different passenger cars, the description of the steering systems used on "

some cars will serve, in a general way, to explain how these systems function..

Types of Pawer Steering Systems

There are three general types of power steering systems, they are

known as:

INTEGRAL TYPE. TVis type the power operating.assembly is part of the

steering gear.

SEMI-INTEGRAL. This type the control valve mounts on the steering gear

proper, with the power cylinder on the linkage..

LINKAGE TYPE. This type the power operating assembly is part ofe
steering linkage.

The integral type power steering unit is located at the lower end of the

steering column on the steering geear, and is connected by MO Oil lines to the

hydraulic pump mounted on the geniiator as shown in figure 45. On.some

vehicles the'hydraulic pump may be a unit by itself and driven by a "V" belt.
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The pump le of the-conventional
rotor typerwith a relief valve .
to prevent excessive oil pres-

sures. The power steering unit
consists ofsa valve body with
four valves and two cylinders
with pistons, one on Oach side

of a piston arm,'attached to
the steering shaft. In opera-
tion, the valves direct oil
to the piston that will assist

in making a turn as explained
in the following paragraphs.

The semi-integral power
steering system operates by
'a hydraulic pump located on
the engine in a position to
permit driving through a
belt from the fan or engine
crankshaft pulley. The control
valve is mounted with the steering

Location of Pow ering Unit.

gear proper. This valve controls 1

the fluid flow to the power cylinder. The power cylinder serves to.convert

the fluid, delivered to it under pressure, into mechanical movement taking

the steering effort away from the driver.

Figurz. 45.

-Ste

The linkage type power steering system operates on the same principle

as the integral or the semi-integral, the main difference being the location

of the hydraulic pump, control valve and power cylinder. Thejollowing text

is an explanation of the operation and hydraulic fluid flow through the pewer,

steering system. -While there may be minor differences in constructión between

the larger and the smaller valves, the principle of operation is the same.

A valve-operatinr-block in the valve body is mounted on the lower end

of the steering column. The lower section of the two7piece steering column

is mounted in a spherical bearing to permit the lower section of the steering

cotlumn to:pivot slightly in this bearing. This movement permits the ste,ring

col'imn spur gear (at the,extreme lower end of the columnIrto move several

0ou§andths of-an inch wiirtespect to the spur gear on'the worm shaft. tjhen

the steering wheel is turneid one way or the other, the resulting torque on

the spur gears causes the steering column spur gear to climb up and down

(a fraction a an inch) on the worth shaft spur gear.

Maintenance

FILLING THE HYDRAULIC 3YSTEM.

Note: The followiAg maintenance instructions app4ly to the IHC.truck

power steering system. It is recommended that ihe'applicable publication

be consulted for the vehicle being serviced. Xot all-power steering

systems use SAE 10 motor oil in the hydra-ilic cteering systems.

4
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1. Fill.ieservoir with SAE 10 motior oil to the indicated level and /1004

replace the cap.

2. Start engine and idle turning Nheels to the full left and right
three tisk,. Sbuc off engine and refill reservoir to indicated level.,

3. Continue operation in step 2 until system maintains its proper .

'indicated oil level.

4. Run engine at faster speed and continue turning wheels slowly from
-hall left to full right and back again for approximately five minutes to check
for leaks. This will bleed the system of air. Again refill the reseryoir
to the indicated level or to 1-1/2° below top of filler neck on reservoir
without dipstick attached to filler cap.

No e: The preceding instructions are imPortant.

BEL TENSION: Check and maintain belt tension periodically. Pump belt
tension is obtained by loosening the adjusting screw and moving the pump
upward and,outward. The proper belt tension is obtained when the belt can
be depressed approximate1y',3/8" half-way between the two pulleys. Tighten
pump mounting bolt securely.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the difference between the integral and the semi-integral
power steering system?

2. Where is the power cylinder 1ocate4 on the linkage type power
steering system?

3. Where is the valN body located on the linkage type power steering
system?

4. Whereeis ttle valve body located on the integral iype power steering
system?

5. Where is the valve body located,on the semi-integral type power
steering system?

6. Onethe power.steering system the hydraulic oil is pumped to the
tralve body; how is the pressure contrcaled?

7. What are two causes for steeri,ng resistance on venicles.without
power steering'? ,.

8. Would power heip reduce kickback on the
steering wheel'?

REFERENCES

1. TO 36A-1-76, Principles of Automotive Vehicles.

2. AMC Motor Truck Service Manual.
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Gehicle Naintanince Branch
'Chanute AFB, Illinois

4

OBJECTIVES

POWER STEERING SYSTEM UNITS .///

%AEI
3A8R47330-10-604

When you have completed the task lists in tilis WS you 0111 be able to
service ind maintain power steering pumps and cylinders.

EQULPMENT

Pump, Power Steering
Cylinder, Power Steering
Mechanics Handtools

PROCEDURE

Complete all tasks outlined in this worksheet, following all steps
carefu1.1-4. and notifying your instructor of any assistance needed.

a

lid
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FRAME 1
.\

The purpose of a power steering,system is to provide easier and

safer steering.

There are three types of power steering assemblies. Thwy get their

names from the manner.in which they are integrated with the manual

steering rystem.

The integral power steering system has the control.valve and

cylindr built into the stedringgear.

The semi-integral power steering system has the control valve in

the gear and the.cylinder connected in linkage.

The link system has both the control valve sad the cylinder

connect in linkage.

In all of the above systems, the pump .is driven from the engine or

,from the rear of the generator by a belt.

Read the statemente below. Determine which statement is correct.

Follow the directions found after the statement you choose.

1. The three types of power steerieig systems are
integral, seme-integral, and lihkage. . . Go to Frame 2.

2. The three types of power-steering systems are
control valve, cylinder, and pump Go to Frame 4.

t._5

FRNqk 2

The statement you selected read: "'Die three ones of power steer-

ing systems are integfil, semi-integral, and linkage.0

You are correct.

Go on to Frame 3.
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FRAME j.

Your intry should look like this:

.2. TYpos

a. integral.

b. semi-integral.

c. linkage.

Make any corrections necessary in your notebook, then skip to

Frame 8.

FR1ME 4

You selected the statement listing the control valve, cylinder,
and pump as types of power steering systems.

.This is not correct. These items are components found in any

power steering system.

The type of system is determined, not by the components, but by
the manner in which these campanents are mounted in the system.

'Integral" means literally, belonging to the while. A power

steering system having the control valve and pump as a part of the

whole steering gear is an integral power steering system.

A system with the control valve as a part of the steering gear
but with the cylinder mounted separately and connected by linkage is

a semi-integral system.

A linkage system has both the control valve and cylinder mounted
separately and connected by linkage.

Answer the question below and proceed to the frame indicated after

the answer you choose.

What are the three types of power steering systems?

a. Integre' id, eeparate comectian, and
linkage ao to Frame 5.

Integral, semi-integral, and linkage. Oo to Frame 6.
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i'llAME

You are still incorrect. The three URIs of power steering systems
are: integral, semi-integral, and linkage. .

Return to Frame 4.

FRAME 6

You have selected the correct answer.

Go to Frame 7.

FRAME 7

Your entries should look like this:

2. Types.

a. integral.

b. semi-integral.

c. linkage.

Make the necessary corrections in your notebook, then go on to
Frame 8.

Mtn 8

Answer the question below and proceed to the frame indicated after
the answer you choose.

What are the components common to all three types.of power steer-
ing systems?

a. Integral, semi-integral, and linkage. . . -Go to Fralle 9.

b. Control valve, cylinder, and pump. . . . Go to Freme 10.,. =...M.M=M.E.1..1
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a

FRAM 9

ton have'selectad Um, statement liatin tikkAiiptis sof power steer-

ing systems. .tdu mem asked to identify the basic components, or .

parts, ammonite eadh of these oyster.
. .

Go torrame 10.

FRAME 10

The basic components commoR to all power steering systems are a

control valys, a cylinder, and a pimp.

Notify your instructor that you arenready for Part II of this

projett. 5

r J,69
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PART PUMP DISASSEMBLY TAM LIST

DIRECTIONS: All steps must be accomplished in the orcter listed. If one

man is working alone he will, of course, accomplish each

step. It two men work together, one man should accomplish

the diaassmdblymhas the other man reads the steps aloud.

The man accomplishing the disassembly dhould then read the

steps while his partner accomplishes the reassembly.

Begin with Step 1 below:

STEP 1. Remove the reservoir filler,cap
assembly (Item a in Figure 1).

STEP 2. Loosen reservoir carer mounting
bolt (Item b in Figure 1) and remove

reservoir cover Assembly
(Item c in Figure 1).

STEP 3. Remove the reservoir
cover gasket.

STEP 4. Remove filter element
(Item d in Figure 2).

STEP 5. Drain oil from the
reservoir.

STEP 6. Ramage return stud from the
body assembly (Item e in
Figure 2).

STEP 7. Ramovk
reservoir to
body mounting
screws and lock
washers (Item f
in Figure 2).

t_

STEP 8. Removerthe rein-
forcement plate
(Item g in Figure 2) and
reservoir.

Figure 1

Continued on next page. Figure 2
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Remove and discard
thi row QN rtng
seas between the
reservoir and pimp
body (Itm h tn
Figure 3).

STV 10. Remove intake "On
ring seal retainer
(Item i in Figure 3) .

sonar U. Remove the five.
cover to body
mounting screws
(Item j in Figure
4) and separate
the cover from
the body.

STEP 12, Remove body to
cover gasket.

STEP 13. Remove and
card "0" ring
eeal fran bad:I
(Iten k in
Figure 5).

STEP 14. Scribe a line
across the inner
and miter rotors
for reassembly
purposes.

STEP 15. Remove the outer
rotor (Item 1 in
'Figure 5).

STEP 16. Remove the inner
rotor (Item m in
Figure 5).

---contin-Ved on next pee.

a

Figure 14
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STE) 17.

STU' 18.

STU' 19.

STEP 26.

STEP 21.

Remove the inner rotor
delve pin (Itean in
Figure 6) from shaft.

Remove the bearing
retaining ring (Item
o in Figure 7) using
internal snap ring
pliers.

Rem;;e Shaft (Item 'P
-in Figure 7) and
bearing from body.

Press bearing from
shaft.

Remove shaft seal
from body.

STEP 22. Remove spring re-'
tainer cap fitting
(Item q in Figure

7). Discaisd the
nOR ring seal. .

STF2 23. Lift out the flow
control valve
spring.

Figure 6

STEP 24.. Tap cover on woolen block
to remove the combination
flaw control and relief
valve.

STEP 25.

STEP 26.

YOU HAVE

Figure 7

To remove the pressure relief valve and spring from the flow
contrA valvi bodY, place, the vlagl_in a vise (use soft jaws)

place OUnch aggipet the relief valvi'and relieve spring pres-
sure. Remove the retaining ring using internal-snap ring
pliers. Remove relief !save and spring.

, Remove the return hose adapter (Item r in Figure 7) from

the body.

COMETED' DISASSEMBLY OF THE, PUMP.
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DIRECTIONS:

PAM III: PUMP *saw tot LIST

All steps must be accciplished la the order listed. If
au up is waren alone he 1411, of °owes, socomplish
ealth-stsp. tmai mos mosit toolbar, lilts ism Aim Om-
assembled ths-pum4Pstiould read saoh step aloud sad his
partner should accomplish the asammbly procedures.

'STEP 1. Plaàe spring and selief valve in the,.releef valve body.

STIP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP 4.

STEP- 5.

STEP 6.

STEP 7.

STEP B.

STE,' 9;

sfsp 10.

STEP 11.

Install the flow control valve-into the pump cover.

Install flow control .valve spring.
.

Install new .*Cm ring teal on flow control valve cap fitting

and install in pump covr.

Replace seal in pump body.

Press bearing onto ,pump shaft nnttl '6- bearing seats
Against the.shoulder on the Shaft, install the shaft

amd bearing into pump body.

Instal:1'564ring retaining ring usin\g)internal snap ring

pliers.

,
Install inner rotor drive pin in grOolie in shatt.

Install inner rotor making sure that the scribe line is .

facing upward.

Install outer rotor, making sure scribe line is facing .1''

upward.

After the rotors have been nested In the pimp:body, tooth.

clearance shoullbe chocked vith feeler gaugeas Shown

Lu Figure 1 (nett page). :If the cleirance exceeds-0.008
ipe6, the rotors should be replaced with a new set. The

roebr end clearance should be checked as shown in Figure.

2L(next page). The rotorsOhould be replaced:if this
clearance exceeds 0.0025 inch.

Continued on next page.
/
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Figure 1 Figure 2

'STEP 121 Install new, "0" ring seal LT body and new body to cover

gasket.

ST P 17. Position cover an body and attach cover with screws and

lock washers. Torque assembly screws to 20-25 foot-pounds.

Rotate pu4tp shaft and check for.freedom of rotation.

STE? 111. Install "0" ring retainer into pump-body.

STEP 15. Position four new "0" ring seals an pump body to mount

reservoir.

STtP 16. Position reservoir aver "0" ring seals and pump body.

STEP 17. Place reservoir reinforcing plate in position.

STEP 18. Secure reeervoir and reinforcing plate to body ith two

screws and lock washers.

STEP 19. Install pump return stud,into body.

v
,

a
.

STEP 20. Intall new filter eledent.

STEP 21. Install new reservoir cover gasket; install cover'and

tighten bolt securely.

YOU HAVE COMPUTED AS3110113LY OF THE 73MP.



DIRECTIONt: All steps mast be accomplished in the order listed. If one WI
'man is performing this operation he must, of course, accom.4

plish 411 steps. If two men are working together, one should

disassemble the 'cylinder'while tho other reads th; steps

aloud.
.

Begin with Step 1 below.

STEP 1. Drain fluid,by running piston rOd from end to end.

STEP ,2. Use a 'spanner wrench to loosen the cover about 1/8 of a

turn (as shown in Figure 1 below). This wrill,bend out the

naked portion,of the outer cylinder. The cylinder should

ut theo threads.
then be tapped'itightly with a mallet tn the area

in order to straighten

Figure l. Figure 2.

STEP, 3. Unscrew and renove cover (ttem a in Figure 2).

STEP 4. Remove seal from piston rod.

STEP 5. Remove spring retainer and spring..

Continued on the next page.
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STEP 6. Loosen packing from around bearing (Item b in Figure 3) an

Figure 3.

STEP 7. Remove bearing (Item c in
and piston'yod (Item d in

STEP B. Take hold of the threaded
pull out rod, piston, and

STEP 3. Remove piston rings (Item
(Item f in Figure 4).

Figure 3) from cylinder barrel
Figure 3).

portion of the piston rod and
piston ring assembly.

e in Figure 4) from the piston

Figure 4

THTS COMPLETES DISASSEMBLY OF THE CYLINDER

NOTIFY pauR INSTRUCTOR
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PART V: CYLINDER ASSEMBLY TISK IIIST

DIRECTIONS: ill steps must be accomplished in'the order listed below.

If two man are working together, ,the man who disassembled

. the cylindir should mid the steps 'eland and his pertner

should accomplish the assembly.

/1-

f"P Begin with Step`l below.

STEP 1:

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP L.

STEP 5

STEP 6.

t -

sTEP 7,

Install piston rings to piston and rod assembly.

With the aid of a piston assemply installer sleeve, insert

the piston rod assembly in barrel.

Slide bearing onto Pigeon rod and into barrel.

Position Aew packing into barrel and around bearing./

Install spring with the large diameter next to the iearing,

making sure it rests in its seat.

Insert spring retainer into the spring.-

With the rod seal thimble positioned on the threaded emd of

the.rod and awer the wrendh flits, install a new piston rod

,seal, making sure the side with the lettering "THIS SIDE

OUT" is started on the rod.

STEP 8. Install cover and tighten securely with the spannei wrench.

The face of the cover ihould now be flush with the end of

the outer cylinder barrel.

STEP 9. Stake outer cylinder barrel into a wrench slot with a blunt

nosed tool. Select a point ap the cylinder not previtusly

staked, if possible.

YOU HAVE NOW' COMPLETED ASSEMBLY OF THE CYLL7DER

v
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Maineenince Biinch 3ABR47330 -SG -605 if;74K

Chanute AFB, Illinois

FRAME,ALIGNMENT AND WHEEL BALANCING

OBJECTIVES

After 'completing this unit of ingtruction, you will be able to check

vehicle frame alignment and perform wheel balancing using special shop

equipment.

INTRODIXTION

The importan.ce of wheel alignment, wheel balance and body-frame

straightening in the automotive field cannot be minimized. Its proper

understanding by service men is essential if motorists are to conserve

costly tires and prolong the life of their automobiles. No other phase of

automotive operation when neglected can be so costly or so dangerous to the

owner of a'car or truck*

INFORMATION

-Every wheel alignment mechanic Ishould know how to accurately check

alignment of the frame and should h c a thorough knol.aedge of how framd

misalignment directly affects wheel and steering alignment. The procedures

for checking vehicle frame alignment and performing wheel balancing are

contained in Programmed Text 3ABR47330-PT-605. Study this information and

--Illustrations.carefully and be-Able to ansWer the questions therein.
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch 3ABR47330-SG-606 /75-
Chanuts AFB, Illinois

STEERING FACTORS, SPRINGS AND SHOCK ABSORBERS

OBJECTIVES

40-

...
'After completing this unit of instruction, you will better understand

vehicle steering factors and the purpose of springs and shock absorbers.

INTRODUCTION

The front-end assembly of the modern motor vehicle is one of the most

remarkable engineering accomplishments.on.the entire vehicle. It is a

system of interrelated angles of axles or other.suspension, wheels and other

chassis parts to permit ease of steering, gAater safety and to prevent .

.
abnormal and wasteful wear of tires and suspension parts: In wheeled vehicles

the suspension must providefor ab*orption of road shocks, allow the driver

to steer the vehicle, and be efficient over a wide range of speed and load

conditions. The keeping of the suspend:31.ot system in top conditiam at all

times is of utmost importancelor the safe and efficient operation of the

automotive vehicle.

INFORMATION

Information relative to steering factors, spriflgs and skock absorbers

is contained in Programmed Text 3ABR47330-PT-606. Study this information

and illustrations carefully and be able to-aniwer the questions therein.
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch
- 3A3R47330:SG-607 il44769

Chanute AFB,'Illinois

SERVICE AND ADJUSTMENT

' OF BEAM-TYPE FRONT AXLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

After tompleting this Unit of instruction, you will be able to remove,

inspect, repair or replace, install, and adjust conventional front axle

steering system units.

INTRODUCTION

Automotive vehicles use various types of front suspension systems-.

Although these.sUspensions will differ in design, they must provide for

up and down movement of the wheels, plus allowirg wheels'to swing at various

angles to the vehicle frame for 'steering. In order tO permit the front wheels

to swing to one side or the other, each wheel is supported on a spindle which

is a part of a steering knuckle. The steering knuckle is then supported,

through a kingpin, by the front axle'beam or.by a steering knuckle support.

INFORMATION

FRONT AXLE

The axle on the conventional type steering system is of the I-beam type.

This axle must not be bent or sprung in any way during vehicle operation.

A bent axle will cause difficult steering and excessive tire wear. Conventional

front axles are sometimes known as.'"dead" or,I-beam axles, figures 46 and 47.

"Dead" axles are so named because they have no driving power. Front axles

that have driving power are known as "live" axles. However, both types of

axles are equipped with a -steering system which must be maintained, figure 46.

Steering System Components

STEERING KNUCKLE. A typical steering knuckle is illustrated in_

figure 47. It is attached to the axle by a Icrigpin and bushings. In the

ball joint suspension used by some of the modern passenger cars the kingpins

are omitted. Excessive wear at the kingpins requires ehe installation of

new kingpins, bushings, or bearings. In live front axles the wear may be

ad:usted by remciving shims next to the taper roller bearing. The bearing

must be lubricated as required.

The front wheel is attached to the spindle of the steering knuckle.

Excessive wear in the front wheel bearings will also cause improper. steering.

Thefront wheel bearing must be adjusted as recommended by the manufaZturer

of the vehicle.

'STEERING KNUCKLE ARM. A steering knuckle arm is bolted and keyed to

eaCh steering knuckle or to the brake backing Plate which,'in turn, is

atzached to the steering knuckle. A two-bolt attaching arrangement is.often

used to reduce localization of stress. Very little trouble is encountered

with the steering knuckle arms. Bent steering knuckle arms should be replaced,

since it is almost impossible to align them in their original position.
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.KNUCKLE
ARM

TIE ROD

S TEERING WHEEL

SibSTEERING COLUMN.

,4ft
STEERING
GEAR CASE

KNUCKLE
GEAR ROD.ARM__

STEERING
KNUCKLE

STEERING GEAR
SHAFT

PITMAN ARM

DRAG LIM

KNUCKLE ARM

WHEEL SPINDLE

'igure 46. A Conventional Type Steering System.

Figure 47. A Typic Steering Knuckle.
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TIE ROD. The steezing knuckle
arms are interconnected by a tie
rod. The ends of a tie rod for
Most passenger cars and light
trucks are fitted with tie rod
ends of the type shown in fig-
ure 48. Heavier vehicles usually
aie equipped with tie it'd ends
similar to those shown in fig-
ure-49. The tie rod ends are
threaded to the tie rod so that
the tie rod can be lengthtled or
shortened to adjust the front wheel
toe-in. Some steering systems,
especially the independent type
suspension, are equipped with two
tie rods. The tie rod ends should'
be lubricated.'as recommended by
the lubrication chart pertinent
to vehicle tn use.

KINUCKLEAAM

3 .

SALL SOCKET TIE ROO

a...LUBRICANT
ArrING

TIE ROO CLAMP
ENO

BOLT

rigure 48.
A Light Duty Tie Rod End.

Figure 49. A Heavy Duty Tie Rod and Ends.

DRAG LINK. The drag link is similar to a tie rod and connects the

pitman arm with the steering knuckle aim, The ends of a Crag link are similar

in constructiOn to tie rod ends. Parallel arm suspension, in most cases, does

not make use of a drag link. The ball and socket joints in a drag link may

be adjusted.to compensate for wear, figure 50. Same drag link ends are like

the tie-rod end in figure 48-and cannot be adjusted. The drag link ends should

be lubricated in accordate wiih the luhrication chart.

STEERING GEAR ARM. The steering gear arm, commonly referred to as the

pitman arm,- connects the steering gear cross shaft with the steering drag

link. It is fastened to the splined end of the cross shaft by a nut. No

particular maintenance is required of this unit. However, the nut should

aluiays be tight.
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STEERING ALIGNMENT. Steering velignment, as referred to in the automotive

field today, may be defined as a system of interrelated angles of thi axled,

wheels, and other chassis parts, to permit ease of steering, greater safety

and to prevent abnormal and excessive wear of tires and front end parts.

The main purpose of steering alignment is to make the four wheels roll

without scuffing, dragging, or slipping under all road operating conditions.

.This gives grefter safety in driving, easier steering, longer tire wear and

leSs strain on the parts that make up the front end of the vehicle.

Correct steering alignment is obtained through interrelated angles,.

Thus, any service of this type includes a complete inspection of the chassis,

wheels and steering linkage. Misalignment of one may distort others. Modern

methods and equipment make it possible to check each steering angle, irrespec-

tive of others, quickly and accurately.

All settings, when once establiahed by the manufacturers, sháuld be

rigidly compliedwith. Any changes Aue to wear, accidents, strain., etc,

must be corrected to the original specifications. Nearly all of the 'steering

angles-are engineered within degree or two, or even fractions of'A degree.

;That is why they are so easily disturbed by loose bearings, weak or broken

springs.

For this reason, periodic steering alignment inspections followed by

whatever corrective steps necessary, result in a tremendous saving of tires

and money.
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If camber is wrong on a conventional steering system and nothing can be

fbund worn 4r loose, the axle could be sprung and would have to be corrected

by bending.

Caster id adTbsted by the uie of shims, between the springs and the

axle, but ip could also be that the "U" bolts ite loose and not holding the

axle in alignment with the springs, or the oprings could be weak.

4

dlossary of Terms

Following is a glossary of terms that are uied throughout this course

nf instruction.

Camber.The'inward or outward tilt of the wheel.at the top.

Camber Roll: An inherent characteristic of certain independent front

suspension .vehicles to momentarily change the front wheel camber angle under

certain driving conditions.

Camtier Wear. Weqr op one side of the tire tread caUsed b% the Ure tread

running at an angle to the road surface.

Caster. The backward Or forward tilt of the steering knuckle pivot pins.

Center of Gravity. An imaginary point about which the vehicle's Oight is

balanced.
.

Cornering Force. The side slippage force generated between the tire and .

pavement when rounding a turn.

Cornering Wear; An abrasive type of tire 4Wear caused by t!ornering force.

Curb Weight. The net weight of a vehicle inclu4ing a full supply of fuel, oil

and water.

Distortion. A twisting or tvisced condition.

Frequency. The number of oscillations, vibrations. cy'c.les, or changes in

direction in a.unit of time.

Front Suspension. A series of linkages by which the front wheels are attached

to the frame used to support the Iront end of the vehicle and keep the front

wheels in proper alignment (Independent Front Suspension).

Kingpin Inclination. The amount in degrees the upper end of the kingpin or

knuckle pin is tilted inward toward the center of the vehicle.

Knuckle. A movable joint, of which 'the front wheel spindle is a part, which

can be turned to left'or right to steer the car on its desired course.

Knuckle Fiin. A steel pip that attaches the 'steering knuckle to the vertical

support or axle, around which the knuckle can pivot.

Knuckle Support. That part which connects the outer ends of the upper in]

lower 5uspensiossupport'arms and to which the steering knuckle is artached.
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Leverage. The mechanical advantage gained by the use of a lever.

Pitman Arm (Steering Gear Aim). The arm or lever which .transmitS the
rotating force of. the Ateering gear cross shaft to the lateral movement-of
the steering connecting rod or drag link.

Pull (Lead). The tendency of a vehicle to pull or lead 4o the right or left
of the highway.

Radius.. ihe distance from the center of rotation to The arc or circumference
of the-circre made by the rotation.

Road Shock (Wheel Flight of Steering Kick). A shock, movement or kick

, transmitted to the steering wheL1 through the steering linkage caused by
irregularities in the road surface or a faulty steering system.

Scrub Radius. The distance between the intersection an imaginary center-
line of the steering knuckle pin and the centerline of a tire on the road.

Shim. A sl;acer to adjust and maintain the distance between two parts.

. Shimmy (Wobble). A rapid series of oscillations of the steering knuckle,
wheel and tire assembly about 'the steering knuckle pin.

Stabilizer. A torsional bar and linkage to eliminate sway and decrease the
side rolldng tendency of' the car From the body.

Support Arms. The horizont'al arms.of the front suspension, by which the front
wheels are attached to the frame used to support the.front end of the vehicle.

Toe-Ih7Toe-Out. the differdnce in distance JDetween the front tires at the

extreme front and the extreme rear at.spindle height when the wheels are in

"the straight-ahead position.

Toe-Out on Turns. The differente in turning radius of the two front wheels
when m3king a turn to left or right.

Torque.- A force-that tends to produce a. rotating or turning motion.

Tramp._ The action_of a wheel to jump or hop t:p ana

-

risrung. Weight. The weight of-that part of a vehicle that is not supported

by the springs.

QUESTIONS

1.. Wilat is an I-beam type of front axle?

What Toeld be the results of a spr ng front axle?

What procedure should be used for cotrecting a bent steering

knuckle?

4. Figure 4 shows a lockpin. What does this pin lock?

88
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dxles?

they?,

Why are some front axles known as "dead"axles and sortie "live"' .

' The pitmatl arm is connected between t;wo.other parts. What are

What' is the purpose of thee rod?

1r, 8. What is the purpose for a rod having left threads on one end and

right thrftds on ihe other?

What is the difference between heavy duty tie rod ends and light

tv?

10. What is the punpose for steering alignment?

The tie rod ends are connected to what two parts?

How do you cimnge camber on the conventional front axle?

). If caster is wrong on the conventional axle, how would you change

What steering factor would badly worn kingpins and bushings changa?

What steering factors would loose wheel bearings change?

if toe-out on turns is wrong, what part of the steering system should

5e .I.nanged?

"."
1 1 . What is dhsprung weight?

What is curb weight?

'What is positive camber?

What is negative caster?

.)
"
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SERVICE AND ADJUSTMENT

at , .OF INDENNDENT SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

F.

OBJECTVES
_

After tOmpleting this unit of instruction, you will be able to inspect,

repair or replate, L,stall and adjust independent suspension steering system

units.

INTRODUCTION

.

Most modern automobiles now use some type of independent front suspension.

This Means that each front wheel is independently supported. There-are

several different designs of front suspensions in.present use.' Each vehicle

manuiacturer uses his own type so always'refer to the manufacturer:s manual

,-for speCific information about these.

NFORMATION

OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENT

Due to greater flexibility, new type suspension systems are easily

knocked or jarredcut of proper alignment. In addition, they are subject to

far greater stra'Ins in driving .than were earlier models. Think of the extra

wear and stresses resulting from-impacts. at..high speeds, sudden ipplication

of brdkes, skiddihg and swerving. It s litcle wonder that even under average

driving conditions steering alignment anglesioecome disturbed resulting in

costly tire wear and hard steering.

Checking Vehicle

Checking a vehicle equipped with any of the various types of independent

suspension units does not differ materially from that

4
the conventional

axle designs except where reference is made to the act check of the axle

itself. All tests should be made with the vehicle in atlevet position.

.

It is important that the vehicle is at curb weight, with no passenger

load, but with spare tire and with normal supply of water, fuel, and oi1.

The parallel arm type of independent wheel suspension consists of a set of

arms'supported through a coil spring and dampened by shock absorbers.

The corrections of camber and caster are performed_through the adjustment

of the component arms and levers. There are several vehicles that use this

type, all the same in principle, but differing in construction and adjustment

procedures.

Wheel Mounting

If one of two wheels mounted at opposite ends of a "rigid axle receives

a jar.or joltthe whole suspensidn system, including the axle is affected.

This means that a large unSprung weight is Set in motion which results in

9.1
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poor riding qualitiEs. When a wheel hits an obstruction, the force of ;he
impaq is directly proportional ia_the Unsprungweight which itscarrift.
The force of the itepact pl.kces a strain on the wheel, axle, springs, steering.
mechenisM, etc,,and has.d dvstructive effect on the road. Herice, lit is highlr,.._
desirAble_to reduce the,unsprung weight as much as.possibl.e.

- With independent:suspension the wheels cf a'motor vehicle are individually
.supterted so that each wheel functions independeritly 4f-the others. the
following arethe most important teatures of independipt suspension: When

.' on

1

bheel pAsses aver an obstructiOn, the shock is not transmitted to the
op osite wheel, thereby aiding steering and reducing chassis distortiOn;

-.

tht unsprung weight is reduced,to a miilimum and is contined to the weight
bflisd wheel itself and does not include the axle, springs, and steering
'linkage, thereby improving riting qualities.0 .

1.

S.

I

1.441E.1:,--p

"

Figure 31. Ball Joint Suspensin
Upper and Lower Control Arms.

Parallel Arm Suspension System -

0
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Figure 52. Ball Joint 9uspension
Shock Absorber and Coil Spring.

The parallel'arm suspension. is [He most commonly U-Sed Of the,several
independent wheel suspension types' manufactured, figures 51 and 52. The' i

upper and lower control'armsLiare pivoted-to the frame in an approximately\
parallel positiort. 'The steering auckle support is Mounted betw6n the ends
of these triangular shaped control arms The inner ends of the upper control
arm are attached to the 4rame by alcontrol arm shaft and bushings, figure 51.
J-The inner ends of the lower cant ol arm al-4 pivoted on a shaft having bearings

, (bushings) at each end of the sh lft anorsupported by brackets bolted to 'the'bottom of the frame cross* member!. Shock'absorbers used are usually larect,.
acting, mour.,.:ed inside of the coil spring, figure 52,'or on the control arm
outside of the coil spring,: .Regardless of mountings the shock absdrbers must
be inspected for proper operation because they have a lot to do with good
steering and riding qualities. ,J

92
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The conttol arms allow the S. .4°J.7 ._

Re A*
'steering knuckle and.whgel to
move vettically. The ldwer control
irm'is loniii thAkthe upper one,

ttomaintaiktiie distance betweea
.e.the tirea'where.they trits.t**.meet .

the roadway and-to preyent side
%slip frdlis unduly scuffing and

- wearing ille tires. Ball pivots

are pzpvided at.both.ends of the
steering knuckle and.shiMs are
usually tised on thi-kupper control
arm so,the inclinatioh of rhe

..\

steerinC.knuckle pivot can be
adjusted, figures 53 and'54.

,
-.4

.

.

Coil springs are mounted
between sheet metal cups riveted
to the loifer control arms and cups
provided in the frame front'cross
dember, figute 52.

Rubber bumpers are mounted IN:\Figure 53. Cas ter Adjustment.
.

on the outer end of the front.cross
member or on the control arms to prevensioetal to -metal contisgt as the coil

spring compresses and rebounds, figure 57:- '

-

Figure 54. Adpng or Removing Shims.

Adjustment Procedures for Caster, Cambeelipd Toe.4n

.41

Due to the difference in design of motor' icles the manufacturer

may use a different system for adjusting,. unt4n4 and maintaining st ing

system. Regardless of design the alignqt prinaiples are the oame. For

example, some motor vehicles use eccentr c (off, center) bushings to adjust'

camber and caster, and on some adjustments are made on the lower control arm,

and on others the upper. The vehicle referred to in this study guidq uses

shims for this adjustment, located on the upper control arm, figure )54.

93,
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Caster canbe adjusted by removing shims at one side of the cross shaft
and replacing shims at the other, figures 53 and 54. This tilts the top of

the steering knuckle support forward or backward, changing the caster Angle.

When making this caster adjustment it will be necetSary to loosen.the bolts .

-holding the shims and upper control arm against the frame. After this

adjustment has been made special care must be taken to See that these bolts'

are tightened to correct specificat,ions.

Camber may be adjusted .by using the same procedure as explained for

adjusting "caster." HoWever care must be taken that the same amount and size

of shims are taken from both shim packs or the-caster wil,1 be changed. Again

. you mus'Lt make sure that the bolts are'tightened to specifications and both-

camber and caster is.measured as a final'check._ .-

4

The adjustment of tc4in iS made bTturning the tie rods. 7hese tie

rods have left-hand threads on one end and right-hand threads on tile other.

This causes the tie rod to. lengthen when turned one direction and shorten

'when turned the other. To adjust toe-in you must position the steering wheel

in the center position and thenT turn both tie rods until the front wheels are

straight ahead. Then without disturbing the-steering wheel, it will be

necessary to turn both tie rods an equal athount until the toe-in iscorrect

and equal at each wheel.

Removal and Replacement

Since each fron't wheel moves independently of the other in this system,

you will find that the procedure for the removal and replacement of the parts

; are aefferent.from-those used for removing and replacing the part§ used on a

rigid type axle.

Special tools are requft-ed to remove and replace the upper and lower

control arms, buShings (bearings) and springs. If there is any problem

about tnis procedure asktyour instructcr.what steps to take.

All seals should be renewed at time of'reassembly since,mud and dirt

getting into the'-moving.pivots soon cause them to.wear rapidly causing faulty

steering. r

Different manufacturers may use slgihtly different designs of independent

suspension but a little time spent stAidying dhe proper publication will guide

you_through the removal and relilacement of these units;

QUESTIOS'
4
-AN

1. There are two definite reasons for pivot pin inclination. What.are

these two 'reasons?

- All wheel alignment'tgsts should be-pade with the vehicle in.4

des.rsition. What is: this position? Why should the vehicle be placed

in this ition?

3. When adjusting wheel alignment factors the vehicle should be a

desired weight. What iS this desired weight? Why is this necessary?

94



" 4. ROW isr-4he ad,Ilustment of camber and car performed on the

parallel arm type o1 _4.2ependent wheel suspension?
4

. .

, 5. r .Shims .ae uSually used betwten the upper control arm and the

N t-
.- frame. What is the purpose for these-shims? ,

6. Figure 52 shows two compression rubber bumpers. What is the

,pureose for these rubber bumperst s:

7. Toe-in is adjusted by the tie rods. What position-should. the,

staefing wheel e in when ad'justing toe-in?

147:

%

S. What type of springs does the independent'suspensionsyscem use?
_

9. What do we mean by the term "independent suspenSion" st.aering

system?

10. What type shock absorbers are used in this study guide, figure 52?
S.

Bolts holding these control arms should be tightenedkto correct

specifications. Where are these specifications found?

12. What could cause hard steering?

13. What could cause a vehicle to wander?

14. What could caus& the vehicle to pull to one side during nomal

driving?

15. What may'cause Tont wheel shimmy at low speeds?,

16. Caster can be ad,usted by removing or replacing shims on the upper

control arm. What does is do?

17. How would you check a shock absorber to determine if it is in

satisfactory condition?

18. How would you increase or decrease caster on this independent

suspension system?

coi

19. Does front wheel bearings have anything to do with wheel alignment?

20. How many tie rods are there to adjust when making a toe-in

adjustment?

21. if,tamber measured correctly and pivot pin measured wrong, what

correction should be made?

REFERENCES
.

)11

...,--.N
il-

,

1 Bear Wheel Alignment, Aade\and Frame Straightening Service Manual.

TO 36A-1-76, Principles of AutuMotive Vehicles.
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HYDRAULIC PRINCIPLES AND PRINCIPLES OF
OPERATION OF DRUM AND OISC TYPE BRAKES

After completing this unit of instruction, you will be able t.o
explain the principles of hydraulics and principles of operation
of drum and disc type brakes':

INTRODUCTION

The safety of a modern automotive vehicle and its cargo or towed
load depends more often on the proper operation of the brakes than
on any other unit except that of the steering gear. Not only must
the brakes be able to stop the vehicle, they must bring it to a
stop within certain and very definite limits of space. The brakes
must be able to do this within one-eighth or one-sixth of the time 5

it takes the engine to develop the speed. Besides being-efficient,
the brakes must be reliable against mechanical failure, weather of
all types, dirt, grit, and grease. They must operate easily and

within a wide margin of safety. Brakes must be long-lasting and

tough. They must be made so that braking force, when applied, will

be uniform.

INFORMATION

HYDRAULIC PRINCIPLES

Before we discuss power steering and potter brakes, it is necessary

to understand and review the principles of hyrAulics.

Liquids Cannot Be Compressed

This rule simply says that applying pressure to liquids will
not reduce the volume of the liquid.

Motion Can Be Transmitted By Liquids

Figure 1 shows rwo.pistons in a cylinder, with a liquid separating

them. If piston A ,is moved to the right, piston B will be moved to

the right the same distance. This is due to the rule stated in the

preceding paragraph. Two cylinders of the same diameter are connected
by a tube, as shown in figure 2, and one pistbn is in each cylinder.

If the space berween the rwo pistons is completely filled with
liquid, then a movement of piston A to the right will cause corres-
ponding movement of piston B to the right, with the liquid flowing

through the tube.

Pressure in a closed system, in pounds per square inch (PSI),
is the appling force divided by the area of the applying piston.

In figure 3, a 100-pound force on a piston of one square inch will

1
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Figure 1. Liquids Cannot be
Compressed.
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Figure 2. Liquids Cannot be
Compressed.

Figure 3. Pressure-Force-Area.

produce a pressure in the liquid of 100 psi. If the same force
(100 pounds) is applied to a piston of two square inches in area,
the resulting hydraulic pressure will be 50 psi. The formula for

this relationship is

Force in pounds
A Area in square inches

A liquid under pressure transmits pressure equally in all direc-
tions. A preSsure gauge placed anywhere in a closed hydraulic system
will read the same at any point, as shown in figure 4.

2

P or pressure in pounds per square inch .

,.
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:77:ure 5. Force Output_
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100 UM.

Kt SQ. IN,

Figuie 4. Equal Pressure
7kroug4 System.

Force developed on an output piston is the pressure in the

system times the snags of the output*piston. Figure 5 shows a 100-pound

force on 1 square inch piston developing 100 psi in a closed system.

On piston A 1/2 schare inch, a force of 50 pounds, Will be developed.

On piston B of 1 square inch area, 100 pounds force will be developed.

On piston C of 2 s.luare inches, 200 pounds force will be developed.

The above rul.es for hydraulic circuits govern the properties of*

oil under pressure.' In order for power steering and.power brakes to

operate, several basic items are required. These items will be covered
in principles of operation of drum and disc type brakes.

PRINCIPLP, OF OPERATION OF DRUM AND DISC TYPE BRAKES

Now that wfi, have reviewed and understand the principles of

hydraulics, let:s look at the operations of the drum and disc type
brake systems.

When the brakes are fulily released, the master cylinCler piston

is held against the retaining ring; and the primary cups are held just

3



clear of the compensating ports by the master cylinder springs. The

pressure chambirs ars filled with fluid at atiospheric pressure due

to the open compensaLing ports and the flexible reservoir diaphragm;

When ihe brake pedal is depressed to apply the brakestethe push

rod forces the master cylinder piston and primary cups forward. As

this movement starts, the lips of the primary cups cover the compensa- -

ting ports to prevent escape of fluid into the reservoirs. Continued

movement of the piston builds pressure in the pressure chambers And

fluid is then forced through the lines leading to the wheel cylinders.

Fluid forced into the wheel cylinders between the cups and pistOns

cause the pistons and connecting links to move outward and force the

brake shoes into contact with the drum.

On disc type brakes of the single piston mechanism, hydraulic

pressure acts on two surfaces.

The first, and mosp obvious, is the piston. The second is in the

opposite direction against the bottom of the bore of the caliper

housing. Since the area of the piston and bottom of the caliper

boç,e are equal, equal forces are developed.

Hydraulic force in the caliper bore is exerted against the

piston which is transmitted to the inner brake shoe and lining assembly

and the inner surface of the disc. This tends to pull the caliper

assembly inboard, sliding on the four rubber bushings. The outer'

lining-, which rests on the caliper housing, then applifts a force on

the outer surface of the disc and together the two linings brake the

car. Since an equal hydraulic force is appliod both to the caliper

housing and the piston, the force created i:gainst the outer surface

of the disc is the same as to the inner. Since there are equal forces

on the linings, no flexing or distortion of the disc occurs regardless

of the severity or length of application and lining wear will tend to

be equal.

Now that we understand the oPeration of the drum and disc type

brake system, let's take a look at the different components that make

up the brake systems.

Figure 6. Rear Line Failure.
p 4
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Figure 7. Front Line- Failura.

M'aster Cylinder

The master cylinder is'pedal operated and applies the.brakes

at.all four wheels viith equalized pressure. Thi master cylinder,

connecting lines, and wheel cylinders, are filled with special

hydraulic fluid which is forced through the system by the movement

of the master cylinder piston. The master.cylinderS used today have

split reservoirs. This means that the front and rear brakes are

separated from each other by the design of the master cylinder.

Refer to,figures 6 and 7.

The master cylinder contains two fluid reservoirs and two

cy4ndrical pressure chembers in which force,'applied to the brake

pedal, is transmitted to the fluid which actuates the brake shoes

p.

or brake disc'. Breather ports and compensating pOrts permit passaie .

of fluid between each pressure chamber and its fluid regervoir

during certai: operating conditions. ,A vent cover and flexible

rnbber diaphragm, at the top of the master.cylinder'ieservoir, seals

the hydraulic system from possible entrance of contamination, while .

at the same time permitting expansion or contraction of fluid within

the reservoirs without direct venting. .

In the pressure chambers, coil-springs hold rubber primary..

cups againse the end of the piston. These cups, and rubber secondary

seals on the opposite end of the piston, prevent escape of fluid past

the pistons. The piston is retained in the cylinder by a stop plve.

A rubber boot is installed over this end of thecylinder to prevent

foreign matter getting into the system. Refer to figure 8.
1

Stroking or pushing the'brake pedal causes the primary pistons,ein

the main cylinder to move forward. At the same time a combination o41

hydraulic pressure and force of the.primary piston spring moves the

secondary piston forward. When the pistons have'moved forward so

that their primary cups cover the compensating holes, hydraulfoc

pressure is built up and transmitted to the wheels.

5 -4
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SECONDARY PISTON
SPRING

RUUER DIAPHRAM RESERVOIR COVER

COMPENSATING PORT

BREATHER PORT

PISTON EXTENSION SCREW

MASTER
CYLINDER
BODY

PRIMARY PISTON
SPRING RETAINER

STOP SCREW PRIMARY SEAL
PRIMARY SEAL monad*

SECONDARY SEAL

PUSH ROD

PORTS PRIMARY SEAL SECONDARY PiSTON SECONDARY PISTON STOP PUSH ROD RETAINER

SPRING RETAINER PRIMAirl SEAL PROTECTOR SECONDARY SEALS RUBBER BOOT

Figure 8. Master CyZinder.

When the brake pedal is released theAmaster cylinder pistons
move rearward and hydraulic pressure on the system is released.

Wheel Cylinder

Each wheel cylinder, as shown in figure.9., contains two pistons
ind ywo rubber cups which are held in contact with the piston by a
central coil. spring (sometime4- with cup expanders to provide a fluid-
tight seal).* The wheel.xylinder cups are of.a.special heat resisting
rubber. Cups of,this material must have an expander to hold the lips
of the cup out against,the.wheel cylinder bore. These cup expanders
are-ciimped on each enddf the wheel cylinder spring. The inlet
port for brtke fluid is located between the pistons so that when fluid
pressure is applied, Voth pistOns move outward toward the ends of
_wheel cylinder. The piston imparts movem,nt to title brake shoes by
Means or connecting links which seat in the piston and bear against
the,fhoes. Rubber boots enclose both'ends;of the:cylinder.to prevent
,foreftn mattey from getting into ehe cystem. A yalye for bleeding
the brake lines and wheel cylinder is located above the inlet port.

Disc-Rotor Assembly

The purpose of the disc is to provide the frictional surfaces
required to stop the vehicle.- The cast iron disc is of the ventilated
rotor-type incorporating fins and is attached.to and rdtites with-
the wheel hub. A splash shield bolted tb the spindle is used

6
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Figure 9. 7L4pical.Wheel C'slinder.

primarily to prevent r6ad contaminants from contacting the inboard

rotor and lining surfaces. The wheel provides protection for the

outboard surface.of the rotor.

Caliper-Fixed and Floating

The caliper provides a means of applying the shoe and lining

assemblies to the disc. It is connected to the system by a hydraulic

line. It is mounted to the support plate by two housing retainerr

bolts, two sleeves and four rubber bushings. An inner caliper

rubber bushing is installed between each sleeve and groove in the

housing, and an outer caliper rubber bushing is installed between

each bolt and groove in the housing. Shoe and lining assemblies ,

are positioned on the caliper so they straddle the disc.

The fixed caliper disc brake is called "fixed" caliper type

because the-cbmplete caliper assembly is rigidly bolted to the steering

wheel spindle. The caliper assembly consists of two caliper halves

bolted together. Each half has a pair of pistons. Internal passages

in the caliper housing and an external transfer tube between the two

caliper halves hydraulically connect the cylinders. Each caliper

assembly has one bleeder screw and fluid inlet fitting. Refer to

figure 10.

Shoes and lining assemblies are located betwee-, parallel

machined abutments within the caliper. Tabs dn the outer ends of tne

shoe assemblies radially support the shoes. The shoes slide axially

in the caliper abutments by means of the tabs, which ride on

machined ledges (bridges) when hydraulic pressure is applied to

the pistons. The shoes thus squeeze against the rotor to stop the

wheel. Clips attached to the top 'of the caliper retain the shoe

and lining assemblies.. The lining is either civeted or'bonded to a

metal plate (shoe). It is replaced as a unit.

7
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Figure 10. Fired Caliper.

Figure 11. Floating Caliper.

;Me "floating" caliper disc brake, figure 11, functionemuch

differently than the fixed type. Tke floating caliper consists of

a one-piece housing, not a two-piece assembly. It is not bolted to

the wheel spindle but is free to move inboard and outboard (float)

parallel to the spindle axle, as the brakes are applied and released.

Only one piston is used instead of foui.

The one-piece caliper houstng slides in and out a fraction of an

inch on two caliper locating pins that screw into ears on the claiper

' housing, and pass through intulators fitted into holes iA the anchor

plate. The anchor plate bolts to'the wheel spindle. Stabilizers control

the caliper's position in relation to the rotor. The itabilizers are

fastened to the caliper by the caliper locating pins and to the anchor

plate by two cap screws.

The single.piston fits into a bore in the inner portion of the

,catl.iper. The inner brake shoe and lining assembly fits against the

/ piston and has ears on the outer ends that rest on the anchor plate

bosses. Two hold-down clips, bolted to the anchor plate, hold the

8
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shoe in positiewt,The outer shoe and lining,-which'is longer, attaches

to.the outer leg, of the caliper.

The floating caliper bTake works like a "cp clamp. When the

brakes are applies, hydriulic pressure forces the piston outward,

moving the iuboard shoe and liping into contact with the rotor.

No appreciable braking effect occurs, however, until more hydraulic

fluid enters behind tne piston. It does not exert greater pressure

force on the piston, but because the caliper can "float," the additional

hydraulic pressure develops a reaction force that moves the caliper_

inward, forcing the Outboard shoe and lining against,the rotor. Addi-

tional hydraulic pressure forces both linings to grip the rotor in a

"sandwiching" action to stop the wheel.
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BRAKE SYSTEM SAFETY DEVICES

Today's hydraulic brake systems have severa: safe:y devics

into the system that warn the operator of brake failure and assist

in a balanced braking action. The following paragraphs Will briefly

explain the function of these safety devices.

Pressure Differential Valve

.2

The pressure differential valve also called a failure warning
1

Owitch, is activated if either front 5v_rar brake system fails an,.

/WIlemHactivated, completes a circuit to the dash warning lamp. If,

the rear hydraulic system fails, the pressure of the good front

system forces the switch position to the right. The twitch pin is

forced up.into Ihe switch by the piston ramp, fiure 12, and makes

the electrical circtilt lighting the dash lamp and is)Teld in this

,position by the piston.

9



Figure 13. Normal Brake Stop.

Figure 14. Proportioning A&tion.

Proportioning Valve - (Disc Brake Only)

. The proportioning valve iMproves front to rear brake balance

at high deceleration. 'During high deceleration stops, a percentage

of the rear weight to the rear wheel contributes to early riar wheel

skid. "The proportion valve reduces the rear brake pressure and

4elays the rear wheel skid.

The proportion valve does not operatek-during normal brake stops

(below 10 ft deceleration). Fluid normally flows into the pro-

portioner, through the space between the piston center hole and

valve stem, through the stop plate and out to the rear brakes. The

spring loads the piston so that it rests against the stop plate.for

normal brake pressures. Pressure,daveloped within the valve pushes

against the large end of the piston and when sufficient to overcome the

10



springload.t, moves the pistft to the leit. The;piston "contatti" the
spherical stem seat and atarts proportioning by reitz<ing pressure
through the valve; See figares amid 14.

11,
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\ Metering Valve - (Disc Brakes Only)
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Figure 16. 5442;tes Not ,,

KNURLED
PASSAGE
WAY

'The metering valve holds off front disc braking until the shoes

of the rear drum brake contacts the drum.

When brakes are not applied, the metering valve allows free flow

of brake fluid through the valve. This allows the fluid tofexpand

and contractlwith temperature changes.

UP CONTACTS SMOOTH END

ler

4
Figure 16. Shut-Off Point.

When the Shut-Off-Point (initial brake application) occurs, the
metering valve stem moves ti the left, and at 4 to 30 psi the.smooth

end of the stein is in a-sealing position with the metering valve seal
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Figure 17. Hold-Off, Blind Preioure.

1

lip and this iA the ishutoff point: The metering valve stem contknues

to the left on initial brake application and stops on the knurl at the

metal retainer. The metering *valve spring holds the retainer,against

the seal until a predetermined ,psi is produced at *the inlet of the

valve. This pressurcolrepome7A the spring And a/lows pressure through-

the valve to the ,front billk#sh Tbe cclAtinued increase of pressure

into the valve meters through the metering valve seal, through to

the front brakes, and prod4ces alh increasing forceleon thtf diaphragm.

The diaphragm pulls the pin and the pin in turn pulls the retainer,

thus reducing the spr g load on the metering valve seal. Eventually,

the pressure reaches 4typical range of 440 to 750 psi and the spring

is completely pulled a4iy by the diaphragm pin and retai,ner, leaving

the metering valve sea4 free to pass unrestricted pressure through

the valve.
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Combination Valve

This valve, figure'18, is a coMbination valve ronsisting of
a prpportioning valve, metering valve, and pressure differential

valve.

PISTCN SEAL
DISTORTED

CAL IPEk HOJsittG

BRAKES APPLIED

PISTON oISTCN SEC. ELAXE:

EARES RELEASED

Figure 19. Funcrion of Pioton

Caliper Piston Seal

Figure 19 shows a caliper piston seal which performs the self-
adjusting action on disc brakes, instead of a mechanical set-up as
used in drum brakes. During brake application, the caliper piston
seal distorts as hydraulic pressure, pushes the piston out for the
distance required to press the brake shoes against the rbtor. Removing,

the foot from the brake produces pressure and the seal returns to a
relaxed position. As the seal relaxes, or rolls back, it moves the
piston inward in the caliper housing byre. As the piston moves
inward, the stabilizers position the.caliper housing and outer brake
shoe lining assembly on the rotor, to automatically maintain the
correct clearance. This retracting action, however, is always
limited by rotor runout and amount of seal rollback, or relaxatiol,,
that in turn causes the piston to .travel back.

QUESTIONS

1. Explain the basic principles of hydraulics.

2. How is motion or force transmitted by liquids?

3. _Explain the difference between the "fixed caliper" and

"floating caliper" assembly.

4. What is the purpose of the Pressure differential valve?

5. How does the proportioning valve,prevent rear wheel skid?

6. Explain ehe function of the metering valve.

13
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SERVICING OF HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able

to: (1) inspect, locate, and identify malfunctioning components

in the hydraulic brake system, (2) make necessary adjustments to

components in the hydraulic brake system, and (3) bleed the hydraulic

brake system.

INTRODUCTION

In bkake operation various difficulties-may.arise that require

inspection'hnd correction to keep them in good operating condition.

Although the difficulties vary somewhat according to type of

system (drum or disc brakes), servicing procedures are similar.

INFORMATION

Brake systems require periodic inspection, adjustments and

occasional parts replacement. This is your responsibility. The

reading material presented in the following paragraphs pertain to

inspection and servicing of the brake system.

PRELIMINARY INSPECTION

Before you adjust or repair any part of the hydraul,ic brake

system you must first inspect the system for leaks ar malfunctions.

This is called a preliminary inspection and consists of the following

checks:

1. Check the fluid level of the reservoirs in the master

cylinder. If the fluid level is below specifications, more fluid should

be added.

2. If, during checking of the master cylinder you fc)und it lower

than normal, it is a good indication of a leak in the system. Check

for leaks at the master cylinder, lines and hoses, safety devices,

and wheel cylinders or calipers. When checking for leaks on a power

hydraulic brake syste, you must also check the booster for leaks.

3. Check the fluid for contamination. There should not be any

traces of rust or sludge. If there is cause to believe incorrect

fluid may have been added to,the syste a check for mineral oil

contents must be made.,t;

CONPITiONS THAWF CT BRAKING

In addition to previous merAo444741spectens the following
-

conditions may affect brakp perforMance and sh:ould be corrected

before work is done on the brake mecaianism.

105
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1. Tires having unequal contact and grip an the road could

cause unequal braking. Tires should be equally inflated and tread

pattern of right and left tires should be approximately equal.

2. When the car has unequal loading, the most heavily loaded

wheel requires more braking power than others.

3. A very loose front wheel bearing could, on a drum brake

vehicle, permit the drum to tilt and have spotty contact with brake

shoe linings.

4. Faulty shock absorbers that permit bouncing of the car on

quick shops may give the erroneous impression that brakes are too

severe.

READING ASSIGNMENT

In the manual provided by your instructor, locate and read

portions dealing with inspection, adjustment, and bleeding procedures

of the hydraulic brake system components.

1 6
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION OF VACUUM BOOSTER BRAKE SYSTEMS,
TROUBLESHOOTING AND SERVICING BOOSTERS

OBJECtIVES

After completing this unit of instruction, you will be able
to explain the location, construction, and operating principles .)

the vacuum boosters and to troubleshoot and service the booster
using applicable publications and safety procedures.

INTRODUCTION

( The vacuum booster ip uged with the brake system to reduce
the braking effort required by the driver. The unit is used in
conjunction Alith.a conventional hrake system master cylinder. The

vacuum booster utilizes engine manifold vacuum and atmospheric
N%

pressure, to provide power assisted application of vehicle brakes.

INFORMATION

Li order to understand the printiple of how the vacuum booster
system operates, it is necessary to know what a vacuum is and how

it can be used.

For practical purposes, a vacuum may be defined as a space from

which air or gas has been partly exhausted. Air, like all matter,

has weight. Since air extends upward from sea level for several

hundred miles, the weight of the air exerts a pressure termed

"atmospheric pressure" at sea level of 14.7 psi. . This pressure is

equally distributed in all directions upon all objects of the

earth's Surface.

Atmospheric pressure may be used to operate brakes by creation

of a vacuum. Since a vacuum is created by remoVing air, the pressure

within a vacuum is less than that of the atmosphere. A perfect'vacuum

from which all matter has been removed has no pressure whatsoever.

A perfect vacuum is not obtainable, although it can be closely

approached. 'Hence, the full force of 14.7 psi *mospheric pressure

cannot be utilized. If air in, a container has been pumped out-_or

evacuated until only 5 psi remains, the 10 psi differential existing

between "vacuum pressure" and "atmospheric pressure may be used to

perform work. ,The pumping action of the engine piston caules a

partial vacuum to be created in the intake manifold of an internal

combustion engine, When the engine is coasting in high gear, wit.h the

carburetor throttle fully closed, very little air is admitted into

-the intake manifold so that the pumping actions of the piston reduces

the pressure so that only about 5 psi exists in ;the manifold.

17
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. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATfON OF VACU6M BOOSTEA BRAKE SYSTEMS,

TROUBLESHOOTING AND SERVICING BOOSTERS

IOW

OBJECTIVES

After completing this unit of instruction, you will be able

to'explain the location, ,construction, and operatin$ principles o

the vacuum booster, and Co troubleshoot and service the booster

using applicable publications and safety procedures.,

INTRODUCTION

The vacuum booster is used with the brake system to reduce

the braking effort required by the driver. The unit is used in

conjunction with a conventional'brake system master cylinder. The

vacuum booster utilizes engine manifold vacuum and atmospheric,

pressure, to provide power assisted application of vehicle brakes.

INFORMATION

In order to understand the principle of how the cuum booster

system operates, it is necessary to know what a vac um is and how

it can be used.

For practical purposes, a vacuum may be 'defined as a space from

which air or gas has been partly exhausted. Air, like all matter,

has veigfit. Since air extends upward from sea level for several

hundred miles, the weight of the air exerts a pressure termed

"atmospheric pressure" at sea level of 14.7 psi. This pressure is

equAlly distribueed in all directions upon all objects of the

earth's surface. Mb.

Atmospheric pressure may be used to operate brakes by creation

of a vacuum. Since a vacuum is created by removing air, the pressure

within a vacuum is less than that of the atmosphere. A perfect vacuum

from which all matter has been removed has no pressure whatsoever. .

A perfect.vacuum is not obtainable, although it can be closely

approached. Hente, the full force of 14.7 psi atmpspheric pressure,

cannot be utilized. If air in a container has 'peen pumped out or

evacuated until only 5-psi remains, the 10 psi differential existing

between "vacuum pressure" and "atmospheric pressure" may-be used to

perform work. The pumping action of the engine piston causes a

partial vacuum to be created in the intake manifol4 of an internal

combustion engine. When the engine is coasting in high gear, with the

carburetor throttle fully closed, very little air is admittad itto

the intake manifold so,that the pumping actions of the piston reduces

the presiure so that only about 5 psi exists in the manifold.
k
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plate is held against the. reactign retainer. %The gir valve spring hold1040

the reaction levers iainst the hydraulic' Iraction plite and also holds

the air valve igsinst .its stop in the tube of the power piston. The_

floating control valve-assembly is held against the air valve seat-

by the ileating control valve spring. With the power,brake at

relefloating

pistoniare bick past the two coipinsating ports in the 4121e.
/Ssed position-the primary seals on boih he ear piston and tt t-

Asathe pedal is depressed, figures 22Aand 23, the yalve operating.

rod (push rod) carries the 4air valve away from the floatin3 control

valve. The floating concrol valve will follow until it is in conta,7

with the raised seat inithe power piston insert. When this occurs,

vacuum is shut eff to die tear of the power pistom and air under

atmospheric pressure rushes through the air filt4 and travels past the

seat of the air valve and through a passage into the houting at the

rear-of the power piston. Since.there is still a vacutra on the front

side of the power piston, the atmospheric'aiippressure at the rear of

the piston will force'the power piston to travel forward.

As.the power Piston travels. forward, the-hydraulic push rod

carries the master cylinder piston further into the bore _of the

master cylinder. The pressure on the master cylinder piston spring

-forces the floating piston to move forward. As the primary seal on

both the rear master cylinder piston and the floating piston pass the

compensating ports in thOore, hydraulic pressure will build,up th
the lines to the front brakes and the lines to the'rear brakes. As

the pressure builds up on the end of the master cylinder piston, the

hydraulic reaction plate is inoved off its seat on the power pist9n and

presses against the reaction levers. The*levers, in turn, swihg about

their pivots and bear against the end of the air valve oPeracing rod

assembly. In this manner approximately 30% of the load on the

hydraulic master dylinder piston is transferred back through the

reaction system to the brake pedal. This gives the operator a feel,

which is proportional to the degree of brake application.

When.the desired pedal pressure is reacheld, figures 24 and 25,

the power piston moves forward until the floating control valve, which

is still seated on the pawer piston, again seats on the air valve.

The power piston will now remain stationary until either pressure

applied or released at the brake pedal. As the pressure of the pedal

is released, the air valve spring forces the air valve back tb its

stop on the power'piston. As it returns, the air valve pushes the

floating contiol valve off its seat on the power piston insert. The

air valve seating on the floating control valve hasNshui off the

outside air source. When it lifts the floating control valve from

its seat on the power piston insert, it opens the space at the rear

of the power piston to the vacuum source.

Since both sides of che power piston axe now under vacuum,

the power piston return spring will return the piston to its released

positionagainst the rear housing. As the power piston is returned,

the hydraulic master cylinder piston and floating piston mwve back

and the fluid from the wheel cylinder flows back into the master

cylinder. If the brake pedal is released quick].y, the master cylincier
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piston and floating piston immediately return to. the released position.
If the fluid in the lines cannot return as quickly as the pistons,
this is compensated for by the flaw of fluid from the space between
the primary cups and the secondary seals through the compensating
holes in the pistons. The excess fluid in the system can flow back
to the fluid reservoirs dirough the small compinsating posts in the
master cylinder bore.

In case of vacuum failure, the brake unit operates in the following
manner:

%
As the pedal is pushed down, the end of the air valve contacts

the reaction levers and pushes, in turn, against the hydraulic reaction
plate. Since the hydraulic reaction plate is fastened to the master
cylinder push rod, it forces the push rod against the master cylinder
piston, Which builds up the hydiaulic line pressure. With this
condition you have, in effect, a standard brake unit.

TROUBLESHOOTING POWER BRAKES

1. With transmission in park, stop the engine, and exhaust all
vacuum in the system by depressing the pedal several times.

2. Depress the brake pedal and hold it in the applied position
for one minute with approximately 20 lbs pedal force. If the.pedal
gradually falls away or the brake warning light comes on, it is an
indication that the hydraulic system.is leaking or that there is a mal-

function in the master cylinder.

3. If the brake pedal feels spongy, it,is an indication of air

in the hydraulic system. Bleed the air from the system and recheck

the pedal feel.

4. Depress the brake pedal and start the engine. If the vacuum

system is operating the.brake pedal will tend to fall away when the
engine starts and less pedal pressure will be needed to hold it in

the applied position. If no action is felt when the engine starts,

the vacuum system is inoperative.

BRAKE SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

!Nib Boost - Hard Pedal (Probable Cause)

1. Bent, broken, obstructed tube, collapsed hose.

2. Stuck check valve.

3. Air inlet blocked.

4. Air valve'stuck. ')

5. Faulty diaphragm.

6. Faulty piston seal.

7. Leaks intOrnally.

26



Note: For repair procedures, refer ;o applicable maintenance

manual. .

Slow Brake Pedal Return (Probable Cause)

1. Excessive seal friction,in power unit.

2. Faulty Valve action.

3. Broken return spring.

Note: For repair procedures refer to applicable mainterpnce

manual.,

Brake Grabbing (Probable Cause)

1. ,Broken valve spring.

2. Sticking vacuum valve.

3. Reaction diaphragm.

Note: For repair procedures refer to applicable maintenance

manual.

Brake Pedal Chatter (Bellows Type) (Probable Cause)

1. Power brake trigger is out of adjustment or bent.

2. Master cylinder push rod is tmproperly adjusted.

3. Power brake trigger rubber collar is missing or damaged.

4. Binding inside of power unit.

Note: If trouble is determined as being caused by the power

booster, refer to the applicable service or overhaul manual

for service procedure.

The preceding diagnoses are malfunctions that apply to most

power brake systems. For further diagnoses of power brake systems,

refer to the applicable service manual.

SERVICING BOOSTER

Removal and replacement of the vacuum booster should be accom-

plished by closely following the applicable servica manual. Some

manufacturers recommend replacement of the vacuum booster with a

new one if the boOster is damaged or. inoperative. Some brake bOosters

are serviced only as an assembly.

REAOING'ASSIGNMENT

In the manual pr.ovided by your instructor, locate and read

portions dealing with the operation, troubleshooting and ser:icinz

of the vacuum booster.
27
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION AND SERVICING OF
POWER STEERING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of instruction you will be able
to explain the principles of operation of the power steering
assembly and also be able to service the systam.

I NTRODUCT-ION

Power steering at one time was an extra cost option on most
vehicles. TocW, many vehicles have power steering.as a standard
item of equipment. You, as a member.of the Air Force vehicle mainte-
nance team, must be able to diagnose troubles related to the power
steering system and service this item when the need arises.

INFORMATION

The power steering unit furnishes power to reduce the amount
of turning effort required at the steering wheel.

Because of the complexities and variations of the power steering
systems that are available on the different makes of vehicles, we
will cover only one extensively, "The Integral Power Steering System."
We will discuss the integral system because it is most widely used
system on automobiles today.

There are two distinct types of power steering in current auto-
motive use. The first is the "tie-rod power assist".typ and the
second is the "steering gear power assist" which is the integral
system.

The integral system is so called because the hydraulic a%;sit.
unit incorporates as an integral unit with the steering gear. le
following paragraphs cover the different components that make up
the power steering system.

PUMP

There are three major types of hydraulic pumps used in conjunc-
tion with current automotive power steering. They are: (1) vane,

(2) slipper, and (3) roller. Figures 26, 27 and 23 illustrate these
three'types of pumps.

Power steering pumps are either mounted on the engine and
belt-driven from the crankshaft, fan drivi pulley, or driven directly
by the eftgine.

29
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All power steering pumps have a fluid reservoir integrally

mounted on top'Of the pump. A pressure relief and bypass valve is

incorporated within the pump to prevent excessive pressure within

the system.

The mods of operation of the power steering pump is based upon

the demand of the power steering gear.

s,,PPER
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P,A_LE! SPRING
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PIN
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CoNTROL

VAL de
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Figure 29. Power Steering Pump.

RELIEF VALVE

RESER vOiR

The various major modes of operation are: slow cornering,

moderate to high speed straight ahead driving, and cornering against

the wheel stop. The pump is designed to recognize these conditions

as required by the steering gear valve and compensates for them

internally. Figure 29 illustrates a power steering pump. All power

steering pumps are positive displacement pumps, which means that

they will move a definite volume of flidd depending on the speed at

which they are operated.

STEERING GEAR - INTEGRAL SYSTEM

.21f

The integral power steering gear has an open'center, three=way

control valve, which directs oil to either side of the rack piston.

The rack piston converts hydraulic power into mechanical output.

*The steering gear incorporates the recirculating ball system in

which steel balls act as a rolling, thread beCween the, steering wormshaft

and rack piston. The rack piston nut is geared to the sector of the

pitman shaft. The control valve is contained in or on the gear housing.

Figure 30 illustrates a power steering gear. Figure 31 illustrates

a disassembled power steering gear assembly.

The fluid flow is continuous from the reservoir to the pump,

to the control valve, and back to the reservoir.
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This type of10/olwer steering also opposes "road 'hock" or .ftkitk-

baCk" caused by irough roads. Some vehicles, especially those
squipped.with atr.conditioning, require a poworsteering syste

110fluid cooler. th, cooler compensates for the haher temperatures
inherent in some vehicles, and protects the hos& and seals from
excessive temperatures 4pdor extreme operating conditions.

The integral steering gears have internal oil passages within .

'the gear except the pressure and returndloses between the valve and
pump.
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Figure 32. Valve OiZ FZow -
Straight Ahead Position.
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Figure 33. Steering Gear Straight Ahead'Position.

POWER STEOING GEAR OPERATION

With the steering wheel in straight ahead position, oil flOws
from the pump through the open center valve and back to the pump
reservoir without traveling through the power cylinder. See figure 32.

The valve is in the open-center position at all times except when
steering, reducing pump losses to a minimum. The power gear assembly
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is always full of oil which acts as a cushion
that they are not transmitted to the driver .
lubricates all the internal components of the
f4sure 33.

Figure 34. Value Oil Flow -
Right Turn Position.

X

to Absorb road shocks so
In addition, this oil
gegi, as shown in

Figure 35. Steering Gear Oil Flow - Right Turn Poitition.
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Figure 37. Steering Gear Oil FZow - Left Turn Pbeition.

When the steering wheel is turned to the tight or left, due to

the turning resistance.between the front wheels and the road, the

steering control valve is actuated. The respective power cylinder

piston face will be pressurized while the opposite end will be open

to return fluid to the reservoir. Refer to figures 34, 35, 36 and

37 for the various positions.

During slow cornering maneuvers, figure 38, the oil pressure

required will usually not exceed 400 psi. Thd speed of the pump is

not high enough to require internal bypassing of oil, therefor',

che puthp bypass port remains closed. The high pressure discharge oil

is slishtly lower in pressure than the internal high presaure oil.

The drop in pressure occurs as oil fl6ws through the flow control

orifice. This lower pressure is communicated to the bottom end of

the pump control valve, via orifice and passage, resulting in a

pressure unbalance on the valve itself. The flow control valve

moves away from the discharge fitting, but due to the force of the flow

control Spring the valve remains closed tethe bypass hole. The oil

pressure does not build up high enough to cause the pressure relief

valve to actuate because the oil pumtred through the steering gear is

allowed to recirculate through the entire system.

When operating at moderate to,.high speed, figure 39, it is

desirable to limit the temperature rise of the oil. This is done by

flow controlling. The control Valve in the steering gear is an,open

center rotary valve. When this valve is in the straight ahead position,

oil flows from the pump through the open center valve and back to the

pump reservoir without traveling through the power,cylinder. When'

this flow exceeds the predetermined system requirement, oil is bypassed

within the pump. This is accomplished by the pressure drop which

) 4 ;
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occurs across the flow cohtrol orifice. The pressure is reduced at

the bottom of the flow control valve, via orifice and passage. The

pressure unbalance on the valve is sufficient to overcame the force of

the spring, allowing the valve to open the bypass hole and diverting
oil into the intake chamber. Supercharging of the intake chamber

occurs under these conditions. Oil at high velocity discharging

past the valve into the intake chamber picks up make-up oil at the

hole from the reservoir on the jet pump principle. By reduction
of velocity, velocity energy is converted into super tharged
pressure in the cavity. During this straight ahead driving comdftion,
the discharge pressure should not ixceed 100 psi.

When the steering gear control valve is actuated in either
direction to the point of cut7off, the flaw of oil from the pump is

blocked. This condition occurs when the front wheels meet the
wheel stop, figure 40, or.when the wheel movement is otherwise
blocked by a curb or deep saAd or mud. The pump is equipped with a

pressure relief valve. The'relief valve is contained inside the

flow control,plunger. When the pressure exceeds a predetermined
pressure (greater than maximum system requirements), the pressure
relief ball unseats, allowing a small aMount of oil to flow into

the bypass hole. This flow' of oil passing through the pressure
relief orifice causes a pressure drop and resulting lower pressure on
the bottom end of the control valve.

The pressure unbalance then causes the valve to compress the

spring allowing-the major portion of the oil to bypass into the

intake chamber in the same manner as is accomplished by flow

controlling. Relief pressures are usually between 750 and 1450 psi

depending on the vehicle requirements. Refer ,to applicable service

manual for recommended specifications.

If the engine is not ruhning or the power system should fail,

the steering gear will operate manually, with increased steering
effort, giving the driver full control of the car.

SERVICING POWER STEERING SYSTEM

Conditions such as shimmy, hard or loose steering, and road

shocks may be caused by damaged or faulty front suspension and
steering components, steering shaft and coupling alignment, front

end alignment, phock absorbers, wheel bearings, wheel balance,

tires or tire pressure. These items should all be checked for
'proper operation before performing repairs on the power steering

system. Before doing any major service work, cpeck and correct

the fluid level and condition, belt adjustment', pump pressure, and

steering gear adjustment. Always refer to the applicable service

-manual for removing and replacing procedures of the steering gear

assembly.

Disassembly and assembly of the unit and the subassemblies
must be made on a clean work bench. Cleanliness is of utmost im-

portance in repairing this or any other hydraulically operated unit.

The bench, tools, and parts must be kept clean at all times.

Thoroughly clean the exterior of the unit with;Amuitable solvent
and when necessary drain as much of the oil as Pcs4ible.
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1

LUbrication.of the hydraulic mechanism is not required. -How

ever, check the hydraulii fluid level in the reservoir periodically
and replenish to-the indicated level mark. Use the manufacttrer's

recommended fluid or its,equivalent. For repairs of the

steering gear on'the vehicle, refer to applicable service manual.

READING ASSIGNMENT

In themanual provided by your instructor, locate and read

portions covering the operation and servicing of the power steering

system.
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General Vehicle Maintenance BranCh 3A147350-4 -SG-l07 424921
Chanute AFB, Illinois 4AST47350 -6 -SG-105

4AST47350 -9 -SG -105

3A3R47330 -SG-604B

TROUBLESHOOTING AND MAINTENANCE OF POWER
STEERING COMPONENTS

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able
to troUbleshoot and explain the repair procedures of the power
steering system of general purpose vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

The vast majority of power steering gears and pumps are remarkably
dependable and trouble-free. As a matter of fact, the only things
that must be checked periodically are pump drive belt adjustment and
power steering fluid level. But seldom is anything absolutely fool-
proof so power steering troubles do happen now and then to tax your
diagnosticAnow-how and s rvice skills.

The information n this study guide will improve your know-how
and tip you off to he more common service pitfalls.

INFORMATION

Many factors affect power operation of the steering system, of
which the most common are:

1. Fluid level and condition.

2. Drive belt tension.

3. Loose component mountings.

4. Loose pump pulley.

These factors must be checked and corrected before making any
further diagnoisis of the steering system. The need for proper diagnosis
cannot be over-emphasized.

After the source of the problem has been found, deterAne the

cause. For example, if the oil levelIt the reservoir is found to'
be law, refill and check the entire hydraulic system for oil leaks.

When adjusting a power steering pump belt, never pry against
the pump reservoir or pull against the filler neck. To increase
belt tension move the pump outward by prying agairist the pump housing
casting extension directly behind the pump drive pulley. Pump drive
belt tension cannot be checked accurately using the thumb pressure
or belt deflection methods. Correct belt adjustment is assured only
with the use of a belt tension gauge. Tension settings differ in
that if the belt is old or new. A belt that has been run longer
than 15 minutes is considered an old belt.
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During the breaking-in period of the vehicle, it is probable

that some of the factory adjustments will change. Thesi'changes

in adjustment do not necessarily affect the atisfactory operation

of the steering gear assembly and ordinarily do not riquire readjust-

ment unless there is excessive lash or other malfunctioning. The

onAy adjustment that should be performed in the -vehicle is the total

over 'center position load (mbsh load) to elimina.te excessive lash

between the sector shaft and rack;teeth. Always refer to the

applicable service manual for adjustment procedures.

Another check for-locating malfunctions is the power steering

flaw and pressure test which will show whether the pump, steering

gear or power assist control valve is causing the trouble. Refer

to the applicable service manual for pump flow and pressure test

procedures.

MALFUNCTION DIAGNOSISAGUIDE

In the following paragraphs are some malfunttions and probable

causes that are usually common to all or nearly all power steering

systems. For all inspections or servicing of the systems or

components riways refer to the applicable technical publication.

Hard or Erratic Steering

Low or uneven tire pressure.

G. Ingorrect steering gear adjustment.

3. Improper front wheel alignment.

4. Insufficient or incorrect lubrication.

5. Suspension parts, steering, or linkage components

damaged or misaligned.

6. Tight wheel bearings.

7. Sagging springs.

Excessive Play or Looseness in the Steering .

1. Steering wheel loose on shaft.

.. Steering gear adjustment loose or parts badly worn.

3. Steering linkage or attaching parts loose or worn.

4. Steering arms loose.

D. Loose or worn wheel bearings.

6. Steering ar housing attaching bolts loose.
111

7. Pittman arm oose on shaft.

_
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Wheel Shimmy or Tramp
.

023/
1. Wheels, tires, or brake drums out of balance --wheel

run-out.

2. Loose or worn steering parts or connections.

3. Incorrect tire pressure.

4. Inoperative, loose, or worn shock absorbers or mounting

parts.

5. Loose or worn wheel bearings.

6. Incorrect steering gear adjustmeNts.

7. Cupped, eccentric, or bulged tires.

8. Incorrect front wheel ilignment.

Pump Leaks

1. Pump shaft seal worn or damaged.

2. Reservoir too full.

3. Inlet or outlet connections damaged.

4. Reservoir ifar pump body "0" rings or gaskets damaged.

5. Porosity in pump casting.

Noisy Pump Operation

1. Law fluid level.

2. Drivs,shaft or pulley loose or bent.,,-.7'

3. Air in system. Check vent in reservoir cover-bleed system.

4. Pump bushings or internal parts worn or scored.

5. Dirt in pump or gear.

6. Slipping drive belt;

7 Loose mounting parts; hoses touching other parts of

the vehicle.

Hard Steering or Insufficient Power iteering Assistance

1. Weak oil flow in system. Inspect pump relief valve and

flow control valve; inspect oil hoses for restrictions.

2. Drive pulley loose.
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3. Drive belt worn, slipping, or oil on belt.

4. Lack oi pump speed due to low engine idle.
4

Hard Steering. While Driving

1. Lower coupling flange rubbing against adjuster.

2. Incorrect column alignment.

Hard Steering When Parking

I. Loose pump belt.

2. Low oil level in reservoir.

3. Imtiroper lubrication in linkage or frost suspension.

Low or uneven tire pressure.

5. Insufficient oil pressure - check operating pressure.

Low Oil Pressure

1. Restrictions in hoses; kinks or foreign objects in hoses.

2. Pressure loss in cylinder due to worn piston ring or scored

housing bore.

3. Leakage at valve rings, valve body to worM seal, or

rack-piston end plug.

4. Loose fit of spool in valve body or leaky valve body.

Steering Wheel Surges or Jerks When Turning With Engine Running,

Especially When Parking

1. Loose pump belt.

2. Low system pressure.

Poor Return of Steering Gear to Center

1. Lower coupling flange rubbing against adjuster.

2. Steering wheel binding.

3. Incorrect tire pressure.

4. Incorrect front end'alignment.

5. Tight s,teering linkage. 416.
;

6. Tie-rod ball studs not centefed.

7. Steering gear misalignment.
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8. Tight suspension ball joints.
"

9. Steering adjustment tight. Disconnect pitman arm and
A

readjust.

10. Thrust bearing adjustment too tight.

11. Rack-piston nut and worm preload too tight.

12. Sticky valve spool - remove and clean valve or replace

valve.
. ,

Momentary Increase in Effort When Turning Wheel Fast to

Right or Left

1. Oil low in pump.

2. Pump belt slipping.

3. High internal leakage - replace rack-piston ring and "0"

ring, rack-piston end plug, valve body to worm seal, and/or replace

valve aasembly.

External Oil Leaks

1. Loose hose connections.

*2. Damaged hose.

3. Defective side cover "0" ring seal.

4. Defective pitman shaft seals.

5. Defective housing end plug seal.

6. Defective adluster plug seal.

7. Defective torsion bar seal.

Gear Noise (Rattle or Chuckle)

1. Loose over-center adjustment.

2. Flexible coupling misaligned and rubbing.

3. Gear loose at frame mounting.

Excessive Wheel Kickback or Loose Steering

1. Lash in stsering linkage or suspension components.

2. Air in system.
4

3. Steering gear loose on frame.

47
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4. Excessive lash between pitman shaft sector and rack-piston.

5. Leos. thrust bearing adjustment.

6. Shaft flex coupling loose.

7. Ball nut and worm preload incorrect.

Valve Squawk When Turning or Recovering from a Turn

1. Cut or worn damper ring on valve spool.

2. Loose or worn valve.

No Effort Required to Turn

I. Broken torsion bar - requires valve replacement.

Damaged torsion bar.

READING ASSIGNMENT

In the manual provided by your instructor, locate and read

portions pertaining to preliminary checks and troubleshooting of

the power steering system.

48
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OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text you will be able to accomplish the
following objectives with '65% accuracy.

1. State two hydraulic principles used in hydraulic brake system
operation.

2 . State how the pressure in a hydraulic brake system is indicated.

3. Given the area of a b rake cylinder piston and the applied force,
compute the system pressure.

4. State the rule of thumb used to design a typical brake system in
relation to engine size.

5. List the two fluids used to compose hydraulic brake fluid.

b. List the major components of the hydraulic brake system.

7. Given an illustration of the following components label the part of
each one:

a. Master cylinder.

b. Wheel cylinder.

L. Drums and shoes.

M. State the purpose of bleeding a brake system.

VALIDATION

This programmed text was validated in 1964 by 30 students enrolled in
the 3A3R47330 course at Chanute AFB. At least 90'7'0 of the students used in
the validation exercise achieved the objectives as stated. The text has
trained app..oxirnately 5000 students and is considered to be still valid.
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IfIST RU CTIOqS ' .237
The Programmed Text which you are about to use will teach you some

basic information about hydraulic brake cystems. The information will in-
clude: identification of components, lbcation of components, hydraulic
principles, and some repair procedures to be followed.. You will receive
additional training in the shop, but' the information you receive f ram this
package will make your work in the shop easier. The program is 'presented
in a series of small steps called "frames." You will be required to make a
response to most of these frames, and the responses will help strengthen
your knowledge of the material. Record your responses in Response Book-
let 3ABR47330-PT -601.. Check your answer with the one given at the, top
of the next frame. If they are the same proceed to the next frame. If your
answer is different,s reread the frame to find your error before moving ahead
to the next frame. At the completion of this program you will be given a test
which covers the material. Read the background information immediately
below then proceed to Frame 1 on the top of the next page. Answer all
questions in the response booklet.

BACKGROUND

One problem that has "bugged" the designer of every vehicle is "How to
stop it?" Early animal-drawn vehicles could be stopped successfully by
application of a block of wood, sometimes covered with iron, to the rim of
one of the wheels. The principal use of such a brake was to hold the vehicle
while it was stopped, rather than to stop it while in motion. The animals
which pulled the vehicle wete also trained to voice and rein signals and to
use their weight and strength to stop the vehicle. As mechanical propulsion
began to replace animals, the need for more efficient stopping or braking
,mechanisms soon became evident. From about '1905 until 1928 vehicles
manufactured in the U.S. were equipped with brakes on the rear wheels only.
At this time several states passed legislation which required all vehicles
manufactured after that date to be equipped with brakes on all wheels.
Most vehicle manufacturers still favored mechanically -;operated brakes
actuated by rods or cables. As the vehicles became faster, heavier, and
mOre numerous, the need for better braking systems became more critical.
The manufacturers who pioneered the use of hydraulic brake systems received
the approval of the buying public, and competition finally forced all manu-
facturers to adopt them. The last'major manufacturer to adopt hydraulics
put them on in 1939. Since that date, only the parking brake is mechanical.
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Frame l.

We said that earlm- brakes were merely a wooden block which was ap-
plied to the outer rim of the wheel. La a modern automobile the
wheels may be turning as fast as 1,500 'revolutions per minute. This

speed would make any sort of primitive brakes not only impractical,
but impossible. Braking action in the modern vehicle is the result
of friction between a rotating dram and a set of movable shoes. The
dram is secured to the wheel and the shoes are mounted to the vehicle
at the axles. The shoes are actuated by pistons in a hydraulic
cylinder.

QUESTION 1.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Which of the statements below are correct? (Mark your answer in the

? Response Booklet.)

a. Braking action is caused by the contraction of the brake

shoes.

b. Friction between the shoes and the drums causes braking

action.

c. Pistons in a hydraulic cylinder actuate the brake shoes.

d. Brake shoes actuate pistons in the hydraulic cylinder to
stop the vehicle.

9

7 7 7
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Frame 2.

41M.

Statements "b" and "c" are both correct.

One of the hydraulic principles used in designing hydraulic brake

systems is that fluids cannot be compressed under ordinary pressures.

With this principle in mind, the problems are reduced to finding a

way to transmit the fluid where needed, sealing it against leaks, and

determining how much pressure must be applied to perform the task of

stopping the vehicle.

QUESTION 2.

In the parenthesized statement below, select the word or words

which make it a true statement. Write the word in the provided

? space in your Response Booklet,

? "Fluids (can) (cannot) be compressed under ordinary pressures."

/ If you picked "cannot" you are correct. Proceed. /

If you picked anything else, you don't belong here

QUESTION 3.

? 9 '7 9 ? 77 '7 7 / 1 '7 ? / ? / - 7 .7 1 '7

? Fill in t!ie 'ilank provided for Question 3 in your Response Booklet.

Since fluid cannot be under ordinary pressures,

? the next move is to deternine haw much pressure is needed to perform ?

the task of stopping the vehicle. The essential factors here are the

? weight of the vehicle and the speed at which it is to be operated.
t'ressure generated in a hydraulic brake system may run up to l.400

pounds per square inch (PSI).

.236,
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Answer to Question 3:

You should have answered "compressed."Amil
QuEsnow Li.

vmrElk

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ???????????9999999
How high in pounds per square inch, is the pressure of a hydraulic

brake system? PSI. (Answer in the Response Booklet.)

? ? ?99?9977999'79 94'9 9? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Check your answer at the tap of Frame 4.
If you are incorrect, return to Question 3 at the bottom of Frame

2 and read it again.

We have learned that ane of the principles of hydraulics applied
to the design of brake systems is that fluids cannot be compressed
under ordinary pressure. Another principle used is that force may
be transmitted through fluids in a closed system.

QUESTION 5.

? How is fcwce transmitted in a hydraulic brake system?

? Write your answer in the space provided in your Response Booklet.

???????9?w?? ???4'4' 4'4'4'4'4'4' 4'4'4' 4'',14'4' ????

3
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Frame 4.

%

Answer to Question 4 is 1.040 PSI

Answer to Question 5: Through fluids, since they cannot be com-
pressed. (You may not have included the last portion of the answer,
but it is in direct correlatian.)

QUESTION 6.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9

What is the physical use of fluids in a hydraulic brake system?

(Write vour answer in the blank space provided in iour Response

Booklet)
? ? ? 9 9 9 ? ? ? '7 7 9 '7 / ? ? ? `I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

,

The answer to Question 6 is: Fluids are used to transmit force
in a hydraulic brake system (or words to that effect).

If force is transmitted through fluids, pressure must be applied
to create this force. Since there must be a means of describing and
measuring this force the term "pounds per square inch" or PSI was
selected as being the most descriptive. This is a common means of
measuring gases and fluids.

QUESTION 7.

How is the pressure in a hydraulic brake system indiated?

(Write the answer in the space provided in your Fesponse Booklet.)

4
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The answer to Question 7 is: Pressure in a hydraulic brake system

is indicated in pounds per square indh, or its abbreviation "PSI."

(PSI is sufficient.)

MESTIONS 8, 9, and 10.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? AN -1 review of what has been covered so far, complete-the sentences /

below by writing the answers in dhe space provided in the Response

?Booklet.
Question B. Fluids cannot be under ordinary

preseares.

Queation 9. Force may be through fluids in a

closed system.

Question 10. Pressure in a hydraulic brake system is measured in
mmr.ffilmMIR=MNEI=.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

A



Frame Or.

The answers to the questions asked in Frame 5 are:

8. compressed.
9. transmitted.

10. pounds per square inch.

10

We have learned that pressure must be applied to the system to
create the force which is transmitted to the wheels to stop the
vehicle. We have learned that this pressure is measured in pounds
per square inch. The amount of pressure is determined by dividing
the applied force (in pounds) by the area of the piston (in sqaare
inches) to which this force is applied. Thus, a pitton with an area
of 3 square inches to which a force of 15 pounds is applied will
create a pressure of 5 pounds per square inch, or 5 PSI.

QUESTIONS 11, 12, and 13.

7 ???7???????9?779999?????????777?????
Complete the statements below. Write your answers in the

Zespc,nsi., Booklet.

;uestion 11. With a piston of 4 sq. in. area and a force of 20
pounds, what would be the pressure created?

/ ,r-uestion 12. With a piston having 5 sq. in.-and a force of 30 ,)

pounds, what pressure would be created?

? , ,

Question 13. A force of 24 paunds exerted on a piston having 3
sq. in. would give what pressure in the system?

7?9 ??7?9 ??????9 ???????9 9 ? ? ? ? 9 ?

6



The igswers to the questions asked an Frame 6 are:

Question li. 20 divided by 4 . 5 pounds per sq. in. or 5 PSI.

Question 12. 30 divided by 5 . 6 PSI.

Question 13. 24 divided by 3 8 PSI.

As can be readi1y seen, the forula remains constant and changing

the values for the 'piston area and the force applied will enable the

designer of the brake system to create any pressure needed to atop

the vehicle. A rule of thumb used by brake systeM engineers is to

design the braking system to control eight times the horsepower of

the engine to be used in the vehicle.

AMP

QUESTIONS 14, 15, and 16.

90? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9

Complete the statements belaw, by writing your answers in the spaces ?

provided in your Response Booklet.

Question 14. If the engine of a vehicle-develops 200 horsepower,

/.? how much h9rsepower control.Will be designed into

the brak ststem?

Question 15. If.the engine develops 250 horsepower, how much

control will be designed into the vehicle's brake

system?

Question 16. With a po horsepower engine, how much control is

required?

/ ? ? 9 ? '7 '7 ? ? ? 9 1 ? ? ? ? 9 9 ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 '7 ?

;



Frame 8.

,511'

A

'S

The answers to the questions asked on Frame 7 are:

Question 14.
Question 15.
Question 16.

1,600 horsepower.
2,000 horsepower.
2,400 horsepower..

QUESTIONS 17, 18, 19, and 20.

? ? ? ? '9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? / 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 '7 9 ? 9 ?

? Complete the statements below by writing your answers in the spaces ?
provided in your Response Booklet.

Question 17. Haw is pressure determined, and how is it expressed?

Question 18. A force...of 25 pounds applied to a piston of 5 sq. in.
area would give how much pressu.re in.the system?

? Question 19. How many times the horsepower of the vehicle's
?

engine can be controlled by the brake system of the
? vehicle?

?

? Question 20. If an engine of a vehicle developed 225 horsepower,
-,,

how much would the brakes be capable of controlling?

/ '7 1 9 / 9 1 9 9 9 9 '7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 '7 '7 9 9 9 9 9 9 "7 9 '7 9 9 9 9

8



The answers to the questions asked on Frame 8 are:

Question 17. Divide the applied force (in pounds) by the area
of the piston (in sq. in.). Pressdre is axpress-
ed in pounds per square inch or PSI.

Question 18. 5 pounds per square inch, or 5 PSI.
Question 19. 8 times the horsepower of the vehicle's engipv--'
Quegtion 23. 225 11:8, or 1,800 horsepower of energy.

-1/4

Although the lack of compressibility of most fluids is similar,
other properties of various fluids make their use impractical in
brake systems. Brake fluid must not boil, freeze, or evaporate. It

must not rust the steel lines and cylinders. It must not soften the
rubber or neoprene seals or flexible lines. The most reliable and
inexpensive fluid which meets all of these requirements is a mixture
of castor oil and alcohol. The proportions used are not critical,
but when the fluid is manufactured a 50-50 mixture is used.' As part
of the alcohol evaporates the fluid thickens somewhat, but this is
not inportant. Addition of the regular milture is always made,
rather than trying to restore the original balance by the addition
of alcohol only.

01,
QUESTION 21.

Hydraulic brake fluid is composed of

a. half alcohof.and half castor oil.

b. 1/3 castor oil and 2/3 alcohol.

c. any rust-proof liquid.

d. 2/3 castor oil and 1/3 alcohol.
??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? /



Frame 10.

The answer to Question 21 is: "a" (Brake fluid is composed of

(50/castor oil and 50% alcohol.

",..M1=milmom.111101 ..grp

Even though other fluids possess most of the qualities of hydraulic
braft fluid it is very important to remember that only the approved
hydraulic brake fluid be used in a hydraulic brake system. Other

fluids may work for a while but all hydraulic brake system components
may have to be replaced due to deterioration of rubber parts or rust

damage to the metal parts.

QUESTION 22.

9 '7 ? ? '7 '7 ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? '7 9 9 ? ? ? 9 '7 9 ? 9 9 ? 9 ? ? 9 ? 1 ?

Why is it so important to use only the approved Hydraulic Brake

.) ? / '7 ? / / ? ? ? '7 ? ? / ? ? '7 / 9 '7 1 '7 ? '7 9

? Fluid in a hydraulic brake system?

10
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The answer to Question 22 is: Other fluids may damage rubber or
metal parts of the hydraulic brake system (or words to that effect).

Any systed is composed of a number of units or "components." While
each of the components of the hydraulic brake system has a number of
parts, we only consider the entire unit. The major components of the
hydraulic brake system include: the master cylinder, a wheel cylinder
for each wheel an the vehicle, brake drums, and dhoes, along with both
solid end fleiiblis brake lines to connect all the romponents into a
closed system.

QUESrION 23.

'7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 / '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 / '7 / 7 '7 '7 '7 / '7 '7 / '7

Which of the following statements lists the major components of the ?
hydraulic brake system?

'?

a. Master cylinder, wheel cylinders, brake drums, brake shoes,
hydraulic fluid.

? b. Brake drams, brake shoes, backing plate, return springs, wheel?
cylinders.

?

c. Master cylinder, wheel cylinders, drums and shoes, solid and
9 flexible lines.

d. Master cylinder, wheel cylinders, drums and shoes, and park-
ing brakes.

/ 1 '7 7 / 1 1 / 47 1 1 1 7 / / 47 / 9 9 7 '7 7 7 1 7 / 1 7 1 / / '7 7 7

) (
I



Frame 12.

The answer to question 23 is: (c)

These components are essential to
form a system. Any additianal units
are either refinements or part of

those listed.

A typical vehicle hydraulic system is illustrated below. A similar

illustration is in your Response Booklet.shown as item 24. Label all

the components as they appear in the illustration below.

FROST

BRAKE
BLEED
SCREW

FLEX LINE

BRAKE PEDAL

MASTER CYLINDER

LINES ( STEEL)

WHEEL CYLINDER

BRAKE LINES

BRAKE DRUM

BRAKE ADJUSTING
SCRD4 AND CAM

BRAKE SHOE
AND LINDIG

)

1 2



Frau. 13.

Ct the oamponents listed, the first is the master cylinder,shown

in the figure below. The master cylinder provides power to operate

the brakes by converting mechanical force into hydraulic pressures.

In addition, to provide the power to operate the brakes, the master

cylinder contains the fluid reservoir for the hydraulic-brake system

(3). This unit is usually mounted an the fireman for easy access

(1), and may also contain the stoplight switch (2), as in the example

shown in the illustration. This is not a fixed rale, however. The

stoplight switch may be located in any convenient place an the

vehicle. VENT

FILI.ER CAP

(3)

11.1
MOUNTING FLANGE

(1)

A similar illustration is shown in your Response Booklet on page 2.

Locate the fluid reservoir, firewall mounting flange, and the stoplight

switch. Write the names in the corresponding numbered spaces in the

Response Booklet.

QUESTION 25.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 '7 9 7 ? '7 / 9 9 ? 1 1 7 9 7 7 7 ? ? ? ?

What unit of the vehicle hydraulic system is illustrated above? (Write

your answer on the bottom of page 2 in the Response Booklet.)

...101...

1 3

7
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Frame 14.

alM

The answer to question 25 is: Master Cylinder.

The master cylinder is the heart of g.ei'hydraulic brake system.
If some other part of the system fails there may be same braking
action remaining, but if the master cylinder fails the entire brake
system falls. A defective master cylinder may be replaced.with a
serviceable unit, or it may be repaired. Repair consists of removal
from the vehicle, disassembly, reconditioning of the cylinder by
honing, replacement of all internal parts, assembly, installation and
testing.

QUESTION 26

Which of the following statements are correct?

a. A defective master cylinder must be discarded.

t. Master cylinders Nay be replaced or repaired locally.

c. Repair includes replacement of all internal parts.

9 d. The stoplight switch -.an be mounted in any convenient place. 9

? 9 ?

14



The answer to question is: b., c., and d.

The accompanying figure illustrates haw the master cylinder trans-

forms mechanical energy into hydraulic preesure. Force applied to the

brake pOal actuates the piston in the master cylinder, which attempts

to compress the brake fluid in the cylinder. Since we know that

fluids cannot be compressed under ordinary pressures, the resistance

of the fluid to the mechanical action of the piston creates pressure

in the fluid. Within reasonable limits, the more force that is ap-
pliod to the brake pedal, the more the pressure that is created in

the cylinder.

BRAKE PEDAL

leam111.16,11.11111,
QUESTIONS 27 and 28.

g_

.www.mIP10

MASTER
cYLINDER

/ ? 1

1
7

27. Which of the follawring statements is true?

?
a. The foot pedal acts through linkage to ccpress the ,

fluid in the master cylinder.

? b. The greater the force applied to the foot pedal, the ?

greater the pressure in the master cylinder.

? ?

28. What is the purpose of the master cylinder?
?

?

? '? ? ? ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? 9 `; 9 ? ? ? ? '? 7 ? ? '? ? 7 ? 9 9 0 9

1 5



Frame 16.

The answers to questions on Frame 15 are:

27. b.

28. convert mechanical energy into hydraulic pressure.

Next on our list of major camponents are the wheel cylinders (B).
They contain some of the same parts as the master cylinder, but they
transform hydraulic pressure into mechanical energy. In the figure
below, note that fluid enters the cylinder at fitting A. and forces
the pistons autward.

RUBBER CUPS

DUST OVER

JUST COVER

PISTON RETURN SPRING

PISTON
ROD

L_aDel each part of ,the ill!Jstration shown s item 28 in yt2ur
11:on, answer t.):1c,stic:r.s '9 and below.

QUESTIONS 29 and 30.

9 9 9 9 9 9 999 99999999999999999 9 9 9 "

29. Study the figure above closely. Is this a single-acting
cylinder or a double-acting cylinder? Why?

30. What is the puroose of the wheel cylinders.

? ? 7 9 9 7 7 ? 9 ? ? 2 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 9 7 9 9 9 7 7 7 9 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? 9



Frame 17.

The answers to questions on Frame 16 are:

29. a. double-acting cylinder.
b. there are two piptons.

NOTE: If you answered this question correctly, you are to

be congratulated! There was no mention of single- or
double-acting cylinders, but you did some creative
thinking and followed through.

Convert hydraulic pressure into mechanical energy.30

Brake drums are constructed of
cast iran, pressed steel, or both.
In the latter case the pressed
steel shell is used for strength
with a caat iron liner to help
dissipate the heat generated by
braking action. Some of the
heary passenger cars have alum-
inum fins fitted to the outside of
the drums to aid in cooling, since
aluminum dissipates heat faster
than steel or cast iron. Front
brake drums are a part of the
wheel hub and contain the wheel
bearings. Rear brake drums have
no support function and merely
slip over the hub of the rear
axle.

QUESTION 31

777/977 7'???????????7977777777 77797997
? In the figure above, is depicted a brake drum. From the ir4,ormation

given, this is a (front) (rear) drum. (Write your answer inAhe space

? provided.)

77777777777/777,7?")7977777777 797777711

1 7



Frame 18.

e answer to Question 31 is: (rear).

This is a rear brake drum since it does not contain the wheel hub.

1111111111

Brake shoes press the lining against the brake drum. creating the
necessary friction with the drums to stop the vehicle (A). They come
in pairs; one pair for each wheel (B). The shoes are constructed
from flat steel stock that is shaped and welded. Each steel shoe is
covered, an the outer curve, with a fiber lining. Early brake lining
was woven (C) but now all vehicles are equipped with' molded lining (D).
This change came about because the molded p.ning proved to wear much
longer, especially under the increased demands of heavier, more power-
ful vehicles. Note that the molded lining has holes to receive the
rivets usea to secure the lining to the brake shoe. Item 31 in your
Response Booklet shows this same illustration. Label the parts as in

this illustration in the booklet. Then, answer the questions found
below tne illustration on ..our Response Booklet.

4

1 8
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Frame 19.1=2 5-6

The answer to 32 is: to press the lining against the rotating

brake drum to create the friction necessary
to stop the vehicle (in other words, to

transmit the mechanical energy from the

wheel cylinder to the brake drum.

The answer to 33 is: Brake lining, brake drum.

The answer to 34 is: Woven, molded.

The change from woven brake linings to molded lining increased the

Anterval between adjustments or replacements. Both types of lining

were secured to the shoes with rivets. The useful thickness of the

lining was limited to that portion which extended beyond the rivets.

Particles of dirt lodged in the recesses of the rivet holes and wore

grooves in the drums. This required that the drums be turned an a .

brake drum lathe to restore smoothness to the drums.

qUESTIONS 35 nd 36.

7 7 7 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 7 9 ? 9 7 7 7 7 9 9 7 7 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 7 7 9 7 7 9 9 9

15. Select the alternative which correctly completes the statement

below.

Woven or molded brake lining can be used until

a it is dorn down to the ',drake shoes.

b. the rivets are touching the drams.

36. Grooved brake drums

a. must be discarded. i

b. should e turned an a lathe.

7 9 9 9 9 9 9 / ' 7 ' 7 / 7 ? ? 7 9 17 '7 9 7 7 7 7 7 '7 7 9 7 7 /



Frame 20.

Turn to page 4 of your Response Booklet. Read the instructions
under item M. Then, answer questions 37 t.hrot4h 41.-
110
In the last frame we discussed turning grooved brake drums on a

brake drum lathe. The special lathe used for this purpose is shown
in the drawing belar.

ra-T-

IMO

QUESTION 42.

? ? 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? ? ?

A
The brake dram lathe is'ased to

a. restore the drum to its original thilkness.k

b. remove grooves from the drum.
e)

? 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 ? ? ? ? ?

"



Frame 21.4.2

The answer to Question 37 is:
The answer to Question 38 is:
The answer to Question 39 is:
The answer to Question 40 is:
The answer to Question 41 is:

B Master cylinder.
C Wheel cylinder.
D Brake shoe.
A Brake druma.
E Brake lining.

MMIMR.111.Mil

The answer to Question 42 is: (b) The brake dram lathe is used
to remove grooves from the
drum.

.40141,

The next significant change in brake lining was not in the lining
itself, but in the method of attachment to the brake dhoes. Since the

woven and the first type of molded linings were both attached with
rivets, the usefulness of the lining was limited to that portion which
extended beyond the rivets. The bonding process is accomplished with

a high-strnegth adhesive bonder tape and the application of haat.
Bonded brake linings have a distinct advantage over riveted lining in
that the full thickness of the banded lining is available for use.
Also, because there are 110 holes for the dirt to lodge in, less
abrasive action takes place an the drams and they do not become
grooved. This eliminates the necessity for turning them an the brake
drum lathe, except in the cases where heat-warping has caused the drum
to become out of round.

QUESTION 43.

.rwridame

999909/9 /99 9???? 9??9? /9??9??? 9 /9 999??

? What ia the main advantage of bonded brake lining over riveted
lining?

? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 99
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Frame 22.

Answer to Question 43: The full thickness of the lining can be
used before replacement is necessary.

We have already covered most of the main components of the hydrau-
lic brake system. The master cylinder, wheel cylinders, brake drums,
and brake shoes have bean covered. These units must be connected to-
gether in order to form a system, and the connectors are called
hydraulic brake lines, both solid and flexible. The solid lines are
made of steel tubing to withstand the high pressure that is sometimes
developed. The flexible lines are made of neoprene, reinforced with
steel mesh. The figure below is a composite drawing of a typical
hydraulic brake system. The drums axe omitted in order to show
greater detail. Note that a flexible line is used from the frame
bracket to the rear wheels as wall as to the front wheels. This is
necessary because of the up-and-down movement of the rear axle
assembly.

HYDRAULIC HOSES

0
FRONT

HYDRAULIC LINES

WESTION 44.

, ?Pressure in the hydraulic system is

?
a. greatest at the master cylinder.
b. greatest at the wheel cylinder.

?
c. greatest in the lines stnce they are the smallest in diameter.,
d. equal thraughout the system:



Frew 23.

The answer to question 44 is: (d) Preseure in the hydraulic
system is equal throughout
the system.

Our hydraulic brake system has now been assembled end connected

with solid and flexible lines. We now add hydraulic brake fluid

(50% castor oil - 50% alcohol), remove any residual air from the

system, check for leaks, and we are in business. The pPocess of re-

moving air from the brake system is called "bleeding" and must be ac-

complished when any of the components of the system are changed,

when a leak develops, or when the fluid level in the master cylinder

gets low enough for air to enter the system. Remember, fluid cannot

be compressed but air can be; and a bubble of air any place in the

system will cushion the pressure applied to the brake pedal. For-

this reason, all air must be eliminated from the brake system to in-

Tare positive braking action.

quEsrioNs 45, 46, and 47.

'7 '7 ? ? 1 1 ? ////1719???7779/77

45. What i3 the composition of hydraulic brake fluid?

46. What does bleeding of the brakes accomplish?

47. "Jhy must brake systems be bled?



Pratte 24.

The answers to questions asked on Frame 23 are:

45. 50% castor oil - 50% alcohol.

46. Bleeding removes all air from the system.
47. Brakes must be bled to insure positive braking action.

The picture to the right
shows a typical brake bleeding
arrangement. A clean glass jar
(A), a dhort length of rubber
or neoprene hose (B), and a
fitting to screw into the
bleeder valve (C), are the
only materials required. To
bleed the brakes: (1) attach
the hose to the bleeder valve;
(2) check the master cylinder
reservoir to make uure that it
is full of fluid; (3) insert
the loose end of the bleeder
hose into the glass jar so that
the end is submerged in the
fluid (D); (4) have another
person apply pressure to the
brake pedal; (5) using a box-
end or opan-end wrench, loosen
the bleed valve and allow fluid
to flow into the jar; (6) close
the bleed valve and tell your
helper to release the brake pedal
(this prevents air from being
drawn in while the valve is open).
Repeat this procedurt until all
bubbles stop cominrfrom the hose.

*

.14



Wbmn all of tho air has been bled frail an. brake, repeat the pro-

cedure for all other brakes an thativehicle. Since each wheel cylin-

der is at the end of a brake line the only way to insure complete re-

moval of all of the air is to bleed each brake. Make sure that the

bleeder valve is closed before the brake pedal is released each time,

and make sure that the master cylinder reservoir is kept full.

QUESTIONS 48 and 49.

? ? ? 1 1 ", 1 '7 "7 '7 '7 ? ? '7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? '7 '7 ? '7 ? ?

148. Why Tust the bleeder valve be closed before the brake pedal

is released?

49. Why must each wheel be bled?

? ? '1 '7 ? ? '7 1 ? / 9 9 9 9 *7 '7 '7 1 9 9 '7

2 '5

4),

A
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Frame 26.

4E10

Tile answers to the questions on Frame 25 are:

48. To prevent air from entering through the open bleeder valve.

49. Because each wheel cylinder is at the end of a brake line.

."'

With the addition of hydraulic brake fluid and the removal of air
from the system by bleeding each of the wheel cylinders, we now have
a complete brake system ready to function. We have already determined
that force may be transmitted through fluid in a closed system. It
follows, then, that movement of the piston in the master cylinder,
caused by pushing the brake pedal will lreate movement of the pistons
In the wheel cylinders. Remember, fluid cannot be compressed under
ordinary pressures so there is no lost motion in a fluid-filled
system.

QUESTION O.

? Indicate which of the following statements are correct.

9 a. Movement of the pistons in the wheel cylinders is caused lory
compression of the brake fluid.

o. Movement of the piston in the master cylinder cause, the
pistons in the wheel cylinders to move.

c. Force may be transmitted through fluid in a closed system.

d. Depressing the brake pedal farces'fluid into the reservoir.

9 9 9 9 9 ? ? '7 ? ? ? ? '7 ? '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 '7 ? / ? ? ? ?

26
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Pressure, in pounds per square inch, is equal throughout a closed
system. If movement of the piston in the master cylinder creates
movement of the pistons in the wheel cylinder', the ono* of fluid
displaced in the master cylinder must be divided among the number of
wheel cylinders on the vehicle. Thus, if all the cylinders ire of
the some diameter mnd the vehicle has four wheels, each wheel cylin-
der will receive 1/4 of the fluid displaced from the master cylinder.
If each wheel cylinder has two pistons, that is, if they are dotible-
acting cylinders, the individual wheel cylinder pistons will only
move 1/8 of the distance traveled by the piston in the master cylin-
der.

QUESTIONS 51, 52, 53, and 54,

9 /9 /941/99?//,99997199 9 9 /' /9??/ //// / /9
In all of the following problems we are assuming that the diameter

51. 4-wheel mingle-acting master cylinder moves 2 inches.
Wheel cylinders move

52. 4-wheel, double-acting master cylinder moves 2 inches.
Wheel cylinders move

53. 6-wheel, double-acting master cylinder moves 3 inches.
9 *heel cylinders move 9

54. 4-wheel, double-acting master cylinder moves 3 inches.
Wheel cylinders move

of all cylinders is the same.

Alb

?"1//9"1/?/'; 999999/9/ ?/1999999999999995
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Frame 28.

The answers to the questions asked on F,rame 27 are:

51. 2 inches divided by 4 (for 4

52. 2 inches divided by 4 (for 4
divided by 2 (double-acting)

53. 3 inches divided by 6 (for 6
divided by 2 (double-acting)

54. 3 inches divided by 4 (for 4
divided by 2 (double-actine

wheels) = 1/2 inch.

wheels) * 1/2 inch, w0.ch
1/4 inch.

wheals) 1/2 inch, which
a 1/4 inch.

wheels) 3/4 inch. which

61 3/8 inch.

The exercise just completed in the previous fralle was not intended
as an arithmetic drill. It was designed to show-how a small increaae
in tfie clearance between the brake shoe and the brake drum w6uld
multiply by 4; 8, or even 12 times the necessary travel,of the piston
in the master cylinder. Normal wear an the brake lining makes adjust-
ment of the clearance between the shoe and dram necessary. There is
no set time or mileage involved since some vehicles are driven for
long distances in open country with little demand placed on the
brakes, while others, such as taxicabs, are driven almost exclusively
in traffic with much' brake usage per mile traveled. Brake shoes
should be adjusted when the brake pedal can be pushed to within three
inches of the floor.

QUESTION 55.

/999 9 7 9919 ??99 99999/9 99 9 999 99999/99
Which of the statanents below are correct?

a. Brake shoes should be adjusted every 10,000 miles.

b. Bral6 shoes are adjusted as normal wear decreases the thick-
nesq.of the lining.

c. Brakes are adjusted when the brake pedal can be pushed to
within 3 inches of the floor.

d. All vehicles wear aut their brakes at about the same rate.

7

999999 7??9 9 9?9999999999,99 91999999999
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The answers to Question 55 are: b. and c.

Ef

dI

In all hydraulic brake systems, the shoes are held &girt the

drums by prbssure in the system. The shoes are returned from the

drums to their normal position by return springs. If the pressure

is not allowed td bleed off, the springs cannot return the shoes

to their normal-poisition. To insure the'release of pydraulic pres-

sare, the brake pedal is adjusted for "free travel." 'If there is

no free travel in the pedal, the piston inaide the master cylinder

has not returneeNind there is fluid trapped in the system, causing

presk-7e.

1011.111411.M.

WESTION 56.

111111.1MMIIMMMIMNI=IIMIEMM

/ '? ? ? '7 ? ? / '7 ? ? 9 ? '7 ? 1 ? '7 9 '7 '7 ? / '9 ? ? 1

Which of the statements below is correct?

s. The return springs are strong enough to avercome'the trapped

fluid.
'7

b. The brake lining will soon gear off enough to provide a

clearance.

c. The brake pedal must have free travel to release the hydraulic?

pressure.

d. KAcking the pedal seve71 times will releasi the pressure.

'7 7 ? / '7 '7 7 ?

2'?

(00



/ Frame 3010.

e answer to Question 56 is: (c) The brake pedal must have free
travel to release the hydraulic
pressure.

11.0111111,

To ihsure complf return
of the piston in thc,
master cylinder, the brake
pddal must be adjusted for
free travell. As shown in
the pictu* at the right. ,
the adjustment is Made int
the master cylinder push od
linkage. To test for free
travel, use light finger
pressure an the brake pedal.
There should be 4t, least t

1/2 inch travel of the brake
pedal before resistance is

COESTICN 57.

9 7 9 4) 7 7 4) 7 7 7 7 7 9 9 ? ," .> 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 v) ,)

.,

Which of the statements below is.correct?
r
a. Free travel is adjusted on the pedal.

? 1
?

J. Free travel should be at least 1/2 Inch.'
?

.)

A c. Tree travel should be at least 2".

? A. Adjustment is on the push rod linkage 6T the master cylinder. 7

'7 ? '7 ? '7 '7 '7 / 7 9 7 9 ? '7 9 ? ? ? '7 9 ? ? 9 / 9 9

JO
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Frame 31.

The. answers to Question 57 are: b. and d.

a

I I I I I i .M

The last part of the brake system: that we will study 'With this
progr am. i3 the parking brake. Most vehicles utilize the brake shoes
andfirums on the rear wheels for parking brakes as well aa service
brakes'. Since there would be no practical way of applying pressure
to the hydraulic system, the parking brakes are actuated mechanically.

QUESTION 58.

9??????? ????????????????????////91/9
? Which of the statements below is correct? ?

-- ? a. Parking- brakes can be either hydraulic or mechanical. ?

? b . Parking brakes ma4T utilize scale units of the service -brake ?

system.
? ?

?7799999999799 97779 9197957999.77999o?

3 1.
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Frame 32.

e correct answer to Question 58 is: b.

While some parking brake.installations
share the rear brake shoes and drams
with the Service brakes, a means
of actuating them mechanically
must be devised. All modern
vehicles use a flexible
cable which extends
through the brake
backing plate and
connects to lever
inside the brake
assembly. In the
picture at the
night, the parking
brake cable (1) is
connected to the act-
uatfng lever (2) which
moves the actuating rod

when the hand brake
is applied. The actuating
lever'pushes the secondary
shoe against the drum, and tne rod
pushes the primary shoe against the drum.

\

QUESTICN 5.

'7 7

,? 4hich of the statements belaw are true?

a. Parking brakes are cable actuated.

b. The springs help actuate the brakes.

c. ParkAg brakes are on all wheels.

d. The actuating lever pushes on the secondary shoe.

32
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Frame 33.

1

The answer to Question 59 is: a. and d.

The accompanying figure shows a typical
parking brake actuating system. The hand
lever (1) pulls 1,he cable (2) to move the
idler lever (3).

QUESTION 60.

11?1/119,11/1/11111%,9111 /1/1/1/1 /1/1
? Could a foot-operated lever be substitute0 for the hand-operated

lever (1) in the illustration above?

a. Yes.

,

'?

b. No.

'?

"7 47 '7 "7 *7
47 '7 "" '7 '7 '7 47 '7 '7 ? '7 47 '7 '7 .7 '7 .7 .7 7 '7 '7 ? '7 '7

3 3
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Frame 34.

44

The answer to Question 60 is: Yes. (A different arrangement would
be necessary.)

141.0111111..11.11

The figure at the right is
a closer view of the idler
leiter showing the adjustments
that can be made (*), The
cable going forward to the
hand lever (or foot lever)
can also be adjusted.

QUESTION 61.

? Which of the statements below are correct?

a. Slack in:the cables to the rear wheels cannot be remolred.

b. The rear wheel cables can be shortened or lengthened.
9

c. The hand brake cable must be replaced.

d. kn adjustmeni can be made in the hand brake cable.

'7 '7 '7 '7 '7 ? a '7 '7 '7 9 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? "7 ? ? '7 '7 ? ? ? '7 ? ? / ? ?

34
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Frame 3$. 27Air-

While some yOicles
utilize the rear brake
shoes and div's of the
service brake system
for parking, there are
some vehicles Which use
a completely, separate
unit. It is operated
mechanically by a cable,
and the drum is secured to
the propeller shaft directly
behind the transmission: The

shoes maY be either i4ernal
expanding, as they.are in the
service brakes, or they may be
external-contracting as dhown in the
"figure to the right.

AO

QUESTION 62.

9 9 '7 9 9 9 9 9 ,9 9 9 9 9 '3 '7 9 9 '7 '7 '7 9 9 '7 9 9 9 9 '7 9 9

Which of the statements below are correct?

a. This figure shows an internal expanding brake.

b. This figure shows an eiternal contracting brake.

c. All parking brakes are mechanical.

d. Some parking brakes are hydraulic.

3 5

9 '7
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Frame 36.

pw;)

t

The answers to Question 62 are: b. .and c.

.

QUESTION 63.

The'following questions are a review of the parking brake.

a. Are parking brakes ever hydraulically operated?

b. Can parking brakes be equipped with a foot pedal?

c. Are parking brakes always on the rear wheels?

d. If not, where else may they be located?

e. Are the parking brakes adjustable?

f. Are "parking brakes" and "hand brakes" the same?

7 9 9 '7 '7 '7 9 9 9 '7 '7 '7 C '7 1 "1 '7 9 c C 9 '7 '7 "7 '7 9 '7 9 '7 '7



The answers to Question 63 are:

a. No.

b. Yes.

c. No.

d. On the propeller (drive) dhaft.

e. Yes.

f. Yes.

4
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OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text you will be able to accomplish the.

following Objectives with 85'; accuracy:

Given a list of descriptive statements and a list of compontnts,

match the aecriptive statement to'the proper component.

Civen an illustration of a steering gear asseMbly and a list of

components, match each component to the correcr numerical.designation of the

part.

J. List the types of manual steering gear assemblies.

VALIDATION

programmed text was validated in 1964 by 30 students enrolled in .the

co...Irse and has proved to be successful sirce that time. ApproXitately

2. O( students have been trained with this text.

INSTRUCTIONS

70 correctly use this program you need a response sheet, ATC Form 26,

pen ur pencil, and a'Student Notebook.

Read the information in each frame and answer the westion or questions

following the frame. Make all of your responses on the response sheet.

3e sure the number on Your response sheet corresponds to the number of the

question you are answering.

'.4hen you nave responded to a question, check your response against the

corre-t response. The correct response is usually found at the top of the

page following the question. If you made an incorrect rosponse, reread the

frame to see why.the correct response is preferable to the one you made. Then,

change your response to agree witn ,the one printed in the program.

The Notebook is yours to keep. Be sure to fill it out completely as
directed in the program.

Wllen you have completed the program, place the response sheet in the

front of the booklet and return both of them to the instructor.
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Frame 1.4277

INT.RODUCTIO N
-1

.9

Thi.s programmed text has been prepared td teach

you dhe various types of steering gears used in Air

Force vehicles. While the purpose of all types of

steering gears is the gamm (multiplying the strength

of the driver and extending his hands to the front

wheels of the vehicle) there are several methods used

by the different automotive engineers. After you

complete this text, you should know the name's of the

components, and their relationship to eamh other in

helping the driver to control his vehicle......
NO RESPONSE REQUIRED

.

7



Frame 2.
IL

71,.ere are four types of manual steering gears. The purpose of all

trielle gears is the same: to aid the vehicle operator in control-

ling the movtrent of the front wheels of the vehicle. Each of the

,-vpes of steering gears have certain components in common. The

tion below shows these components.

v
STEERING WHEEL

STEERING
GEAR CASE

STEERENG
KNUCKLE



Study the drawing presented in. Frame 2. Then, match the descrip-
tive statements in Column A below tc. the list of componerfts in Column
B. Record your answers in the proper spaces on your response sheet.

Column A Column 2

The component that transfers
torque applied to the steering
wheel to steering gear.

The component that connects the
steering gear to the pitmr_a arm.

Tne component that attathes the
entire steering mechanism to the
drag link.

The component attached to the
tie rod by the steering arm.

5. ,The component that is attached
to the drag link by the steertni
arm and coordinates movement of
both front wheels.

a. Cross shaft

b. Drag link

c. Pitman arm

d. Steering shaft

e. Tie rod



Frame 4.

Answers to previous questiOns:

1. ..(1,

,. a.

'Tse.the drawing below to assist you, and answer the questions on
the next frame. ,The numbers on the illustration below refer to the
queStion numbers.

3i)

._:11111's
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'.
frame 5.

Match the descriptive statements in Column A t
ponents in Column.). Record yaur answers in the

kr,oUr response sheet.

Column A

6. The component that transfers
torque from the steering wheel,
to the steering gear.

a.

b.

7. The component that attaches the c.

steering gear to the pitman arm.

B. The component that connects the
entire steering mechanism to the
drag link.

9. The component attached to the tflk
rod by the steering arm.

10. The component that coordinates
movement of both front wheels.

IMMO, ....11PMMOMmipMEINMIN..

d.

o the list of cam-
proper spaces on

Column 3

Tie rod.

Steering shaft..

Pi this'll ann.

Drag link.

e. * Cross shaft.

" 6

.r

k
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IGo to Page 3 of your note book and fill in the blanks below

Figure 3 with the names of the components.
.

1

te'

z
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Frame .8.

Your note boolentry should look like this:
a.

a. Steering wheal.

b. Steering shaft.

cSteering gear.

id. Cross shaft.

e. Pitman arm.

f. Drag link.

g Tie rod.

U
Make any corrections necessary in your ncte book. thlh proceed to

th nex., Trame.

r'

,



Go to Page 4 of your note book and complete items 2.a. through

2.g. (Note: /temi 2.a. and 2.g. are already completed.)



Frame 10.

lb

Your note book entries should look like these:

2.b. The component that transfers steering wheel torque to the
steering gear is the steering shaft.

2.c. The component that connects.the steering gear to the pitman
arm is ths cross shaft.

2.d. The component
the drag link

2.e. The component

that attaches the steering gear mechanism to
is the pitman arm.

attached to the tie rod by the steering arm
is the drag link.

2.f. The component attached to the drag link by the steering arm
that coordinates movement of both front wheels is the
tie rod.

Make any corrections necessary in your note book, then go to the
next frame.

=11YINNIM.11.,



Frame

r=0.

The illustration below shows one of the types of steeringlears.
This type is known as the "worm and sector" steering gear. Locate
the worm gear and the sector gear in the illustration.

As the steering wheel is turned, the worm gear ,A the end of the
steering shaft turns. Since this is a spiral-type gear, the sector
gear works "up" or "down" the worm gear as the worm gear turns. As
the sector gear moves, it causes the pitman arm, through the cross
shaft, to force the drag link to the left or right, turning the
front wheels.

Go on to the next frame.

5
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Frame 12t

The numbers 11 through 15 identify components of the worm and

sector steering gear assembly. From the list at the lower left,

select the component identified by each number and record your answer

in the proper spaces an your response sheet.

a. Cross shaft.

b. Pitman arm.

c. Sector gear.

d. Steering shaft.

e. Worm gear.

13.

AmMMIM..EMb

I

c;)5CC
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Turn to Page 4 of your note book and iomplete item 3.a., then go

to Figure 4, Page 5, and identify ths components of the worm and

sector steering gear indicated by each arrow. Write the name of the

components indicated in the appropriate space below the figure. After

you have done this, go an to the next page of this program.

.3 J.



Frame 14.

Answers to Frame 12:

Figure 4 in your note blot* shoule have the components labeled as

shown below:

C.

a. Zteering shaft.

b. Worm gear.

c. Sector gear.

d. Cross shaft.

e. Pitman arm.

Make any changes necessary in your note book, then go an to the

..c.rt frame.



Frans

0..fte, 1

6

The illustration below shows another type of steering gear. This

type is known as the "worm and roller." Locate the worm gear and the

roller in the illustration below.

7-----STEERING SHAFT .

ROLLER

PITMAN AIN

WOIN GEAR

caos San

As the steering.wheel is turned, the worm gear turns and causes th*

roller to move up or down the worm gear much in the Same manner as the

sector gear moves up and down the worm gear in the worm and sector

type. As the roller moves along the prom gear, the pitman'arm is

forced, ttwough the cross shaft, to move, csuiing the drag link to

turn the vehicle wheels to the left or right.

Go an to the next frame.

'1

v11.

gen



Frame /6.

'The numbers 16 through 20 in the illustration baow indicate.
components of the worm and roller steering gear assembly. From the
list at the lower left, select the component identified by each number
Ind record your choice in the proper space an your.response iheEt..

a. Cross shaft.

b. -Pitman arm.

c. Roller.

d. Steering shaft.

e. Worm gear.

1
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Frame 17.

Turn to Figure 5, Page o, of Your note book and identify the cam-

! ponents of the worm and roller steering gear as indicated dy the

arrovs. Wrirte the name of the part in the space below the drawing.

7amplete note book item 3.b. on Page 4. After you have dane all of

this, go on to the next frame in this program.



Frame 18.

Answersi to Frame 16:

16. d.

17. e.

18. C.

19. a.

20. b.

_

i

Figure 5 in your note book should have the components labeled as
shown below.

A. Steering shaf',.

D. Worm gear.

C. Roller.

D. :ross shaft.

E. Pitman arm.

a.

Make the changes as necessary in your note book, then refer to te
next frame.

ogY
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Frame 19.

I

The illustration below shaws yet another type of steering gear.

This type is known as the "recirculating ball." Study the illustra-

tion below.

STILRING SHAFT

Ilh-1.'N%

IP'

14

imi4\

6.1111111atib

" 1,k 'tel.!

WORM GEAR
tror__Iri........., ......,,,, PITMAN AR4

1 1\
. . ..'-! ' 14 er

RECIRCULATING BALLS

00114 117
C'IROS SHAFT

BtARING ADJUSTING NUT

As,the steering shaft turns, the balls are forced around the worm %

gear, turning the cross shaft. The cross shaft causes the pitman arm

to move the drag link, turning the wheels. This type of steering

gear has an adjusting nut to pre-load the worm gear bearings.

Proceed to the next frame.



Frame 20.

The numbers 21 through 25 in the illustration belowri.dentirY com-

ponents of the recirculating ball steerink gear assenbly. From the'

list to the left, select the component identified by 4,ach number and

record your choices in the proper spaces an the response sheet.

a. Bearing adjusting nut.

b. Cross shaft.

c. Fitman arm.

d. Recirculating balls.

e. Worm gear. leililikkoi

Ar2ttitM:gi
ilitsPNAT --11%.0

21.

.y4 -0'
0 ' \S;;).' ii-

AUPr 24.

22.

23.

25.



Turn to Figure 6 on Page 7 of your note bo9k and identify the com-

ponents of the recirculating ballssteeringvir indicated by arrows

by wilting in the name of the part below the drawing. Complete item

3.c. on Page 4 of your note book and then go on to the next frame of

this program.
4



Frame 22.

knswers for Frame O.

21. 0.

22. d.

21. a.

,t

25.

Figure 6 in your note
6,hown below.

4. Worm gear.

Recirculating balls.

h uld'have the components labeled as

c. Bearing adjusting nut.

d. Cross shaft.

e. Pitman arm.

c.

3

e2crir



Frame 23..;acley

ow.

The illustration below shows the fourth type of manual steering

gear. This type is known as the "cam and lever" steering gear. Lo-

cate the cam and the lever in the illustration below.

As the steering wheel and the steering column shaft turn, the cam

rotates causing the tapered studs to move up and down the cam. Move-

ment of the studs forces the lever to move. The cross shaft, linked

to the lever and to the pitman arm, causes the pitman arm to move the

drag link to the left or to the right, turning the vehicle's front

wheels.

Go on to the next frame.



Frame 24.

Numbers 26 through 30 in the illustration below indicate components

of the cam arid lever steering gear assembly. From the list at the

left, select the component identified by each number and record your

choices in the proper spaces an the response sheet.

a. Cam.

b. Cross shaft.

c. Lever.

d. Pitman arm.

e. Tapered studs.

3 0O.



Turn to Figure 7 on Page 8 of your note

ponents of the cam and lever steering gear

Then, complete item 3.d. an Page L. After

to the next page in this program.

book and identify the com-
indicated by the arrows.
you have done this, go an

.*



Frame 26.

Answers to Frame 24:

26. a.

27. b.

28. c.

29. e.

30. d.

, ,

Figure 7 in your no4 book should have the components labeled as
shown below:

a.

d.

a. Tapef'sd studs.

b. Cam.

c. Lever.

d. Croas shaft.

e. Pitman arm.

Make any 'changes necessary in your note book, then go don to 4he
Inext frame.

!



Frame 27.

Select the correct answer to the questions below and record your

choice in the proper space on the response aheet.

QUESTION 31.

? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Which of the following iS not a type of manual steering gear?

a. Cam and lever.

b. Semi-integral.
9

c. Recirculating ball.

d. Worm and roller.

C. Worm and sector.
5 5 9991'7 9 01;07 /I/ ??17791/1'7'77 ??????????
QUESTION 32.

? ? ? ??199 .1., 19 9911???,9'77?????1,77 /9
? Which of the components listed below transfers steering wheel

torque to the steering gear?

a. The cross shaft.

5
5

b. The drag link.

c. The-pitman arm.

d. The power steering unit.

e. The -steering shaft.

ZJESTION 33.

? 5 ? ? ? 5 ? '7 ? ?

? Whdch of the components listed below attaches the steering gear to

the pitman arm?
5

a. The cross shaft.

b. The drag link.

5
The manual steering gear.

i. The power steering unit.

e." The steering shaft.
-,55555555551 9 n 19.75 r,
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Frame 28.

knswers to previous questions: 31. b., 32. e., 33. a . 111

QUESTION 314.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ????????????????9??????9???
? 'Which of the components listed below connects the entire steering ?

gear assembly to the drag link?

a. The cross shaft.

b. The pitman arm.

C. The steering gear.

d. The steering shaft.

e. The suspension mechanism.

9 /11.19 919119 999 9.7?11119111179????????

'?

QUESTION -!5.

? Which of the components listed below is connected to the tie rod

by the steering arm?

a. The cross ahaft.

b. The drag link.

c. The pitman arm.

d. The steering gear.

e. The steering shaft.

QUESTION 16.

7

.7111911/9/ 79?4'4' 9 91917 ///1????????????
? Which of the following listed components coordinates movement of

both front wheels?

a. The cross shaft.

b. The drag link.

c. The pitman arm.

..i. The steering shaft.

e. The tie rod.
? 4' 4' 4' 4' 4' ?4' 774' 4" 4' 90099'1?4' ?4' 7 4' 4' ?4' ?4' 4' ?4' 4' 4' 7

'?

'?
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QUESTION 37.

Frio. 29. :I)

191?1'711? /.,?, / /11/11917?9 / /7111'71
,

? Study the illustration below then answer the question found below ?the illustration. Record your choice in the proper space am the? response sheet.
. 2

'?

'7

'?

Which type 'of steering gear is shown in the above illustration?

a. Cam and lever.

b. Recirculating ball.

c. Worm and roller.

d. Worm and sector.

'?

9

1.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7P.7.7.7.7.7.7.7.7
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Frame 30.

Answers to Frame 26:

34. b.

15. b.

36. e.

Answers to Frame 29:

37. b.

WESTION 36.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? / ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 1 ?

" ' Study the illustration below then answer the quEstion found just ?

below the illustration. Record your choice in the proper space on

? the responae sheet.

Which type of steering gear is illustrated above?

a. Cam Tnd lever.

b. Recirculating ball.

c. Worm and roller.

d. Worm and sector.

.7 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 1 1 '7 1 9 1 '7 1 9 9 1 1 1 1 '7

30&



Frans 31.

4UESTION 39.

7 ? ? / 0 1 / 1 1 1 / 1 / ? / / 7 9 /

? Study the illustration below then answer the question just below

the illu3tration. Record your choice in the proper space on your

? response sheet.

Which type of steering gear is illustrated above?

a. Cam and lever.

b. Recirculating ball.

c. Worm and roller.

d. Worm and sector.

'7 7 7 7 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? 9 9 '1 7 7 / / 7 7 7 7

')

a-



Frame 32.

,Answers to previous frames:

39. a.

QUESTION O.

7 '7 9 ? 7 9 ? ? '7 9 '7 7 1 '7 n "7 '7 ? '7 '7 '7 ? 9 ? 9 9 7 ? '7 9 9

? Study the illustration below, then answer the question found just
below the illustration. Record your choice in the proper space on

? the response sheet.

'?

9

Wliich type of steering gear is shown
? in the above illustration?

a. Cam and lever.

b. Recirculating ball.

c. Worm and roller.

d. Worm and sector.

-?

'7 '7 ? ? 9 9 1 '7 7 ? 9 9 7 9 '7 .9 9 7 .? 9 ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 '7 '7 '7 9 '7 9 9

3 5:r.
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QUESTIONS 41 through 45.

' Frame 33. 301

?9?9??? ?71919999???? 99,9999999 99 /919
...\

i .

? Identify the numbered components in the illustration below by ?

placing the appropriate letter in the corresponding numbered space

? an your answlopesheet. Use the list At the left to supply answers. ?

?

? a. Cross shaft. ,e

1 b. Drag link.

c. Pitman arm.

? d. Steering shaft.

? e. Tie rod.

I

?

/
?

41.
?

?

?
...,

?

, frf 43.
?

4i?
4, mow a IMOIPTrOul

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? -) ? ? ? ? ? ?

S B, L. 72- 2:07 I 5



recouoifit,
General Purpose Vehicle Repalzmaa Course
Chanute'AFB, Illinois

FRAME ALIGNMENT

OBJECTIVES

232,
3ABR47330-PT605
19 November 1970

Upon completion of this/text you will be able to accomplish the following

objectives with a5% accuracy.

1. Given four drawings that illustrate different aligment problems and

a list of the four types of alignment problems, match each drawing with the

proper type of alignment problem.

2. Given a list of the four major steps in the "Projection Method" of

frame alignment, lAbel then in their proper sequence.

3. Given a drawing showing a complete automobile frame and a list of

frame components, label each component.

4. Given two drawings showing a knee-back condition and a shifted rear

axle condition, label each drawing with the correct condition.

Validation

This Programmed Text was validated by students enrolled in the General

Purpose Vehicle Repairman Course in 1964. It has continued to be successful

since that time.

uPR: T-SOT

DISTRIBUTION: X
TSOT - 600; TSOC - 2

,Designed for ATC Course Use Only

3/0
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INTRODUCTION

As you probably know, a bent, twisted, or swayed frame will greatly
effect the alignment of thd;-front wheelq and steering. Frame defects cannot
be corrected with the portable aligner or the Visualiner. Suspected frame
dgfects can be identified iith a few simple tools such ava plume bob, a
level, a measuring tape, and a piece of chalk. The use of the tools to
determine frame defects is called the "Projection Method." Once the presence
of a defect is determined, the vehicle can be sent to a frame aligning machine.111..k
QUESTION 1.

What method of determining frame alignment gre you about to study?

(Write your answer in the space provided on the

answer sheet at the end of this acka e.

You will find the correct answer at the top of the next page.



Frame 2 .

You should have the words "Projection Method" written on the line
13rovided fot. item one (1) on your answer sheet.

Since this programOwill teach you 'to check vehicle frame altgnment, it
ill be necessary for you to know the correct name of the parts. To see if

1

ou,already know, we have provided a sketch (figure 1 ) below, and a list of
the correct names of the parts of the frame. Make your entries on 'the
dentical sketch provided as item 2 of your answer sheet.

Figure L.

A. Left side rail.

B. Middle cross member.

C. Left frame horn.

D. Front cross member.

E. Right side rail.

F. Right frame horn.

. Rear cross member.

Be sure that you have made your own entries on the worksheet provided,
then check your answers against the sketch provided at the top of the next
page. If you made any errors, look the sketch over again to firm up tne
corrections in your mind before going further.



Frame 3

Item 2.

Item 2 on your worksheet should look like
the sketch at the left. If it does not, you
have made an error. Make the,necessary
corrections on your answer sheet before
proceeding further.

313
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Basically, the frame of the vehicle positions the four wheals tin a

true running plane, exactly parallel to the line of travel when the vehicle

is moving straight forward. The frame also positions the wheels so that

each front wheel is the same distance from the center line of the vehicle -

and each rear wheel is the same distance frowthe center line of the vehicle.

Thus, it may'be said that the vehicle frame keeps the four wheels in their

proper relation to each other. Study the drawing below.

Figure 2.

QUESTION 3.

What keeps measurements "A-A," "B-B," and "C-C of the figure above in

their proper relation?

a. The vehicle frame.

b. The front and rear axles.

5



Frame 5.

Choice "a." The vehicle frame keeps the wheels in their proper
alignment relationship.

The drawing below is an illustration of a vehicle chassis with-the
frame out of alignment. Study the drawing and then answer the question
below.

Figure 3.

QUESTION

What tan happen when the vehicle frame is out of alignment?

a. The tires will wear excessively.

b. The vehicle will be difficult to steer.

c. Both choices a and b above are correct.

d. Neither choice a nor b are correct.

.I')'
,

3/C
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Frame b. 014

Choice "c" is correct. Both conditions will exist, the severity being

determined by how seriously the frame is out of alignment.

!PROBLEM: The vehicle pulls to-one side, even on a flat road. All suspension,

!steering, and brake factors have been checked. A frame alignment check is the

next order of business.

When the projection me9tod of frame alignment is use0, the vehicle should

e setting on a hard, fllt, level surface with the front wheels in the

traight ahead position.

The first step in making the frame alignment check is to make a preliminary

easurement with a "Tracking Gauge." A tracking gauge consists of a long,

straight bar with graduations marked near one end and equipped with a fixed

and movable pointer.

Figure 4.

QUESTION 5.

Falat is the first Step in preparing a vehicle for a frame alignment check?

Write vouranswer on your answer sheet .

tk_

7



Frame 7.

3 / 7

Your answer should be: "Make a preliminary check with a tracking gauge,"
or words to that effect.

The primary purpose of a tracking-gauge
is to measure the wheel base of the vehicle,
as shown in the illustration to the right.

.m11E...ma

Figure 5.

QUESTIONS 6 and 7.

t. ',That is the purpose of a tracking gauge?

TRUE or FNLSE. The wheel base of a vehicle is the distance
from the center of the front wheel hub to

the center of the rt..ar ..4ee1 huh.
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Fray- 8. 3?11

6. Measure the4hee1. base cf the vehicle.

7. TRUE.

You may have asked yoursblf, "Why is this so important when checking for
proper frame alignment?" Well, the tracking gauge is used to determine.the
need for ,continuine with the frame alignmpt check. Figure 5 (on the previous
frame) illustrated a frame which was in proper alignment. The wheel base
measurement was identical on both sides of the vehicle. Study the drawings
below and then answer Question 8.

A

Figure 6.

QUESTION 8.

Which of the 4rawings in figure 6 above indicates the need for continuing
the procedure for Aecking frame alignment?

a. a.

b. b.



Frame 9.

4rawing b indicates that the measurement for the left side of the
ivehicl'e might be normal, but the right side measurement is shorter. %

You may have noticed that the pointers in figure 6 were not lined up
with the centers of the wheel hubs, but rather that the pointers are aligned
with the outer edges of the wheel rim. Look at the illustration below then
.answer Question 9.

Figure

QUESTION 9,

The pointers are adjusted to touch the outer portions of the rim at

a. axle height.

P. just below the wheel hub.

10
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Fra:me 10.

Drawing b indicates that the measurement for the left side of the
vehicle might be normal but that the right side is shorter.

The drawing in figure 6b indicates a frame alignment defect known as
"knee-back" which we will discuss later. More important at this moment is:
How was it determined that the right side wheel base was shorter than the,
left side wheel base? Read the instructions accompanying the drawings below
then answer Question 10.

I I

a. b. c. d.

Figure 8.

1. Set one pointer to "0". (Graduated end of tracking gauge.)

Align both rear pointers to the outer edges of rear wheel rim and
front pointer to the center of the front wheel hub, and lock the
pointers in place. (Either side wheel base mny be measured first.)

3. Align the pointers to the identical points of the front end rear
wheel on the other side of the vehicle. (Reposition the pointer
on the graduated end if necessary.)

4. If the pointer on the graduated end of L.e tracking gauge had to be
moved more than 318-inch either way, then further checking is
necessary.

QUESTION 10.

According to the scale (Item d above) the wheel base on the right side
is (longer) (shorter) than the wheel base on the left side.



Frame

Shorter.\....1.1.
The tracking gauge is used to determine if an alignment problem exists.

trhere are four types of alignment problems. Each problem shows up a little

'different when using the tracking. gauge. Each of the drawings below

1-illustrates a type of alignment problem. Remember - the tracking gauge is
'set on one side of the vehicle and the other side is compared against it,
sc) the gauge you see on the right side of the drawing is an identical setting

as the left sic'e. Notice how the different tyFes of alignment problems appea

i.7
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dip

11. (b) No7 You were right if you made this choice. The racking

gauge is used to perform a preliminary check to determine if furthe checking

is necessary.

Frame 12.

1-

It was mentioned earlier in the lesson that you were going to study the

1"Projection Method" of determining frame misalignment. The "Projection

TMethod" is simply the projecting of Several check points of the frame to the

:shop floor, where more accurate measurements may be made. The tools needed

iare chalk, plumb bob, measuring tape, level, body stands, and chalk line.

u
Figure 10,

Having determined that it :s necessary to continue cnecking the frame for

mIsaiignment and having gathered tiae tools, the next step is to

level the vehi.::le and crawl under it.

-Jac up the vehicle and place body stands under it

project selected points of the frame to the ihop fiL7or.



Frame 13.

6

Jack up the vehicle and place body stands under it.

Since you will be working under the vehicle,
'Nnder :he vehicle frame in strategic locations to
!falling on you. Mere is also another reason why
!under the vehicle. Study the illustrations below

WRONG

you must put body stands I

prevent the vehicle's
body stands must be placed 1

and then answer Question l3

774,,4ure

(:UE'ST70!'; 13.

7re:Hari::4 ve:H

'.:nder the vehicle an,i

ven1,:ie trame to t;e shop

RIGHT

2.7177trit

p1,1:17:; 7.7rom

-;ure the hc,iy At:inds ar4' nd

3013

.11.,



Frame

13. b. The next step of the "Projection Method" for checking free

alignment is to make sure that the body stands ar'e level and locked.
4

After the vehicle has been jacked and leveled, you are ready for the

'third step. This step requires you to suspend a plumb bob from a minimum

1 c eight (8) different points on the vehicle frame to the shop floor. The

itwo illustrations below depict a top viewof the frame with,the suspension

!points identified by "Xis." Study the drawings and answer Question.14 below.

Figure 12.

h.

,)UESTION 1

which ,Arawing above, in your opinion, shows correct suspension points?

a.

b.

Drawing a.

Drawing b.

15



Frame 15.

.4.

Drawing b. The point being made here
eight,suspension points and they must be
identically placed on each side rail. The
drawing here should help you to visualize
where these points might be. It is
important to remember that Identical points
on the side rails must be projected to the
shop floor. Otherwise, an erroneous
measurement may result.

was that there must be at least

Figure 13.

QUESTION 1,5.

rhe stens necessary t rtrm
"Projection Method" are:

ame Jilicnment e the

a. ?lace the veticle on body stands. :_evel the vehicle,
suspend plumb bobs from eight random points from the vehioiL
frame.

Level the vehic1e, jack the vehicle and place 7iodv
under it and suspend plumb bobs from random points from
'fhe frame.

c. Jack up the vehicle, place body stands under the vehicle.
Level the vehicle and lack the body stands; suspend a

plumb bob from four identical points on each side of the
vehicle frame.

4



Frame 16,

15. c.

Obviously, you cannot suspend the plumb bob from 8 points at once, so
you must mark each point with chalk on the shop floor, then moVe on to the
next point. Study the illu4tration below. The "X's" mark the appropriate
suspension points.

Figure 14.

..

1.:ESTION 16.

fore moving from one s1,4pension point to the next, You must

a. memorize the point on the shop floor where the plumb hob
is now tikching.

n. place a chalk mark on the shop floor directly under the
point of the plumb bob.



Frame 17.

b. Of Course! You must mark each point on the shop floor with chalk.

After suspending the plumb bob from a point on the vehicle frame, you
ake a chalk mark on the shop floor under the plumb bob point. Repeat tliis
rocedure at each check point on the frame rail. Cross over to the rail on

the other side of the vehicle and repeat the entire procedure. Make sure
that the check points selected are identical for-both rails. Use the junttion
f a cross member and the side rail or some other easily identifiable check
oint.

QUESTION 17.

After marking all eight points on the shop floor, what, in your opinion,
is the next step'

Measure the distance between the chalk marks.

Raise the vehicle, remove the body stands, luwer the vehicle,
and drivo t away from the chalk-marked area.



Frame 18.34271:

b. Of course! Get the vehicle out of your way so that you have

!plenty of room in which to work.

The next step is to determine the mid-points between ege two front chalk

marks and the two rear chalk marks, see part a of the illustration below.

When these two points have seen determined, then draw a chalk line conne,cting

the two mid-points, see part b of the illustration. Next, draw tido diagonal

lines connecting the CORNER chalk marks, part c of the illustration below.

This procedure gives a very general outline of the frame and the general area

of the frame defeci.

Figure 15.

Diagonal lines
should intersect
on the center line
for a frame in
GOOD alignment.

ST1N 13.

ti procedure described above

a. determines whether the frame is "swayed or "diamond" shape,d.

gives a generai outline of the rrame ,ind a zeneral idea ot

the area of the frame defect.

6

19



Frame 19.

L

18. b. Good! The procedure described in the previous frame gave
ia GENERAL ..:lutline of the frame and the GENERAL AREA of the defect.

The next steps will determine if the frame is "swayed" or "diamond-
haped." After studying the drawings below, answer Question 19.

SWAYED FRAME D AmOND_SHAPED
Fs Am(

Figlire

CHALK MARKS

ANNY,

I
QUES:-I._:N 1)

chalk marks were projected .frc'm a veni,.: E Witli a

a. "s-wayed" frame.

"diamond-shaped" frame.

2 0

3aM

..mo,
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Frame 20. 334

19. b. The drawings,in figure 16 have been exaggerated to make it

obvious to you that a patteeft of the frame has been

"Projected to the shop floor."

Actually, it is nearly impossible to determine if the frame is in fact

out of alignment UNTIL Pome measurements have been taken. The measurement

will be accomplished using a steel tape measure at least 30 feet in length.

Study the drawing belDw, then answer Question 20 found below the drawing.

Figure 17.

QUESTION 20.

Between which p6ints should you measure to determine frame alignment?

a. Between 1 and 4, then between 5 and 8.

b. Between 1 and 5, then between 4 and 8.

21



Frame 21.

20. b. All measurements must be taken on the diagonal.

When a vehicle has a "diamond-shaped" frame, one side is shifted or
pushed back, as indicated in the drawing below.

SMOOT MIASUMAINT I I .OP4G PAIASUIEMINT
TO I.. I A TO C

A

Figure I. .

As you can see, tne diagonal measurernent : iorr nan tne :the:
!dia4ona1 measurement, A-C. ,t

QUESTIN

In the illustration to the rignt,
measurement between c.halk marks i and
13 feet b inches. The measurement between
cnalk marks 4 and 8 is 13 feet and 7 incns.

you tel1 from these measurements -,.ftlether

the frame is swayed or diamond-shaped?

IteS.

4. x x 5.
k 4

3. X X 6.
I

/\

2. X \ X 7.

33 I



Frame 22

21. b. NO is right. When a frame is out of alignment, from either

a "swayed" or "diamond-shaped" condition, the corner to corner measureients

are usually UNEQUAL. To determine which of the conditions is causing the

problem, at least one more set of measurements need to be taken. Thus, a

minimum of 12a, measurements are necessary to pinpoint a "swayed" or "diamond-

shaped" condition.

An automobile frame is not constructed as precisely as, for instance, a

lathe. Also, lack of quality control during manufacture, minor twists

incurred through everyday use, human error, and other factors all combine to

make it extremely IMPROBABLE that diagonal meastirements will be exactly alike

on even a properly aligned frame. Therefore, a tolerance between measurements

is allowed. The greatest tolerance being allowed is on the longest diagonal

measurement. In this case it is 3/8 of an inch.

In the previous frame it was establish,:d that the longest measurement

was 13 feet 6 inches and 13 feet 7 incnes. The difference in theae measure-

ments is one inch. This difference is considerably more than 3/8 inch so it

can be said that a frame alignment problem exists.

(rESTION 22.

Between what two Points should the next set of measurements be made?

a. Between 1 and 3, then
between 6 and 8.

D. Between 3 and 5, then between
4 and 6.

Between 1 and t, then between
3 and 8.

2 3

1.
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Frame .23.

Did vou get it correct?

The tirst measurements were from points i to 5, and from 4 to S.

"Te distances between these points were 13'6" and .._. .

rhe next measurements were from points 3 to 5, and from 4 to 17

Me distances between these point:i were -4"

1



/3Frame 24. 311

23. b. NO! The figures indicate that t e defect is in the forward I

part of the frame, however.

inch.airs ot s ort agona measurements may not r v more than

The tolerance on the long measurements is 3/8 inch.

The first (long) measurements were: from 1 to 5 was 13'6".
from 4 to 8 was 13'7".

7.1e second intermediate) measurements were: from 3 to 5 was
from 4 to 6 was 5'4 1/2".

I-he third (short) measurement from 2 to 6 is 5'8",

and from 3 to 7 is 5'8 1/2".

XX 5

, <

Figure 20.

X

is t!lo ;-q.,)blom r fr3me in Ase!

3. :t l'annot vet be dett,rTine(i.

is "swayed,"

"diamond-shapec:.



Frame L3.

: cannot yet be determined.

...1
The ilitrations below show all of the measurements. Study each and

them carefully, study the RCLE, then answer Question 25 below.

[1 to 5 -

L. to =

3 to 5 514"

4 to 6 5'14;e

2 to 6 m 0111

3 to 7

L. 504cX, 5. a.
'

5.

1 to 7 - 54 '
2 to 8

x x 5. 4. x X 5.

x X 3. X X 6. 3. X )(X 6. 3. x x 6.

7 2.
XiC 414X 7.

2tr. :. X x 7. 2. X X 7.

I. X X e 1. X x 8 1 . X 5.

ail I the :Thcrt

re unecual t.e trame can be :.,:ientified eir14 "diames:lapej."

;7- 7.easurement is unecual i's,ihat is, the -..)ther twc: paIrs

reent.s are within tolerance) the trame is M.,.aved." The

1.DcateC t!le Lin,_!-J1 I

V:a,t Ls thE alignment problem of the frame with the meaurements shown

a. i "diamond-shaped."

"swayed."

33c
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Frame 26. 336

The measurement figures given indicate that the frame is

"diamond-shaped."

In the figure below, the measurements indicate that the frame

swayed." Study the measurements,given, then answer Question 26.

. x x 5. 1 to 5 . 1316" First measurements

4 to 8 . 1317" (unequal)
3. X, / X 6.

3 to 5 - 5'4" Seoond measurements
4 to 6 . (unequal)

2.1"X7.
2 to 5 . 518" Third measurements

v 3 to 7 . 51811 (equal)

1. X X
1 to 7 Fourth measurements

2 to 8 (equal)

YHST1.7)N

It

A.

the rule far ctetermining if the frame is swayed?

Wnen each set cf

4

.!lagonal measurements is unequal, t - frame

ls Thamond-shaped.-

ben one set of snort diagonal measurTments is unequal anc

2tner

tne frame

short diagonal measurements are equal,

is "swayed."



Frame ,

b7 Very good! The rule is: "When one set of short diagonal

imeasurements is unequal and the other two sets of short diagonal measurements!

:are equal, the frame is swayed."

Jy the drawings below', then answer (:'llesti,on 27 below.

T:EST:(':!;

frame si-lown f;ure :3 r.hicTh i.

swave,,:?

r-lwin a is :!iamond-s.haped is ,;waved.

Dra:.;ing a is swayQt.2 .,!nd 1-, Is

i

g37



FJ. Drawing a was swayed and drawing b was diamond-shaped.

REVIEW TEST

Prams 28.

Answer each of these questions as directed by the instructions. The

answer.sheet has space provided for these answers. Do not write on this

Program.

'.uestion 1. The "Projection Method" of frame alignment is accomplished in

four major steps. In the spaces provided on your worksheet,

enter the letter identifying the description of the four steps.

Step l a. Suspend the plumb bob from at least 8 points and chalk

mark each point on the floor.

Step 4

Step 3

Step 4

o. Measure diagonally between the chalk marks.

Jack up the vehicle, level it, and place on the

body stands.

d. Raise the vehicle, remove the body stands, lower the

vehicle, and move the vehicle away.

,uestion 2. A frame is out of alignment when the longest diagonal measure-

ments are unequal by llore than

tlestlon

a. 3/8"

D. 1/2"

3,4"

c)r) the iliJstration e

this fr me, (a) swayed, OR (6) iamondshapec]':

CONTINU D ON NEXT PA'E



Frame Z9.
REVIEW TEST (CONTINUED)

Question 4. This question is based on the following illustration:

Question 5.

page.

73 this frame, (a) swayed, OR (b) diamond-shaped?

In the space provided on the .answer sheet, enter the letter
Identifying each part shown in the illustration.

ans7...-ers

A. Left siie rail.

MiLldie cross member.

C. 7eft frame horn.

D. Front cross member.

F. Riv,ht frame horn.

Rear :_ross member.

P,EVIEW TEST

) ..)!)
HEY! QUIT THE PEEKIN' !

:o-nd at the tc-,1:, the



Frame 313. 39' 0
%

Answers to the questions asked on the REVIEW TEST.

Question 1. c Step 1

a Step

d Step 3

Step 4

Question 2 a (3/8")

Question 3. a (swayed)

Question 4. b (diamond-shaped)

Question 5. See drawing below:

:f you missed aa of the questions on the REVIEW TEST, make

sure that you understand the correct answer before you

proceed :o the next page.

31
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Frame 31.

Now that you,have completed the portion of the Program which deals with
damaged frames, we can think about other alignment problems. Of course, we
know that caster, camber,.'and toe-in are adjustable by use of alignment equip-
ment. There are two other alignment problems which can cause steering wander,t
excessive tire wear, or poor tracking (sometimes all three!). These conditions
are za,lled "knee-back" and "shifted axle." Knee-back is a condition where one
front wheel is pushed slightly toward the rear of the car. It can be caused
by striking the curbg while parking or turning into a driveway, or it might
be caused by striking d hole or other obstruction in the road. It is not
readily detected by a routine alignment check. If a car steers poorly or
wears the front tires excessively after rouSine alignment has been accomplished,
a check for knee-back might well be in order\ Shifted rear axie--tay be defined
as anv condition in which the rear axle, is ndt perpendicular to the frame of
ithe vehicle.

The drawing below depicts a typical diagonal parking operation.

CURS

DIAGONAL
PASKING

01-vrm7.wr

-;
r

didL ccuicl be the p,2ssL)ie resui: A mineuver ih o5 that shown
the 1L....15tration above?

,i. A knee-back ,:onditis ,:,Duld result

6hifted rear ax....e )uld ocur.

10,-12

the _:urb struck to



Prams 32.

28. a. Knee-back coUld result from this. If you parked against the

curb and wound up with a shifted rear axle, I'm afraid that you would need

the services of a tow truck!

We will study the proceddre for determinipg the presence of a knee-bac

condition first, then go to the procedure foAiletermining a rear axle shifte

condition. Before checking for knearback, make sure that the frame is

straight, because either a swayed or diamond-shaped frame could masquerade a

a knee-back condition.

'The first step is to place the vehicle on a level surface. Next, you

must establish a line which is parallel to the front of the vehicle. The tw

drawings below show different methods of establishing this line.

CHALK UNI

1111www11.sumllawrr

Drawing # 1.

Suspend a plumb bob from the

bumper at two pointc. Measure

12" forward and draw a chalk

line between the two marks.

CHALK LINK

Drawing # 2.

Suspend a plumb bob from the

front of the front cross member

at the junction of the side rail.

Measure 12" forward and draw the

chalk line parallel to the front

of the vehicle.

Figure 25.

33



Frame J3.

QUESTION 29.

Will drawing #1 or drawing #2 of figure 25 (previous frame) be the more

accurate method?

The next step is to aeasure from the chalk line to the-center (hub) cf

each front wheel, making sure that your measurement is perpendicular to the

chalk line. Record theimeasurements (A in the drawing), then measure in like

manner from the chalk line to the center (hub) of each rear wheel (B

drawing) and record the measurements. Study the illustration below -6'6

answer Question 30.

Figure 26.

qUESTION 30.

axle?

Does measurement "A" or "8" in figure 26 above check for a shifted rear

34
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Frame 34. 31M

Answers to previous questions:

29. If you chose drawing #2 as the correct one you were right. The
method illustrated in drawing #1 has too much possibility for
error. If the bumper is bent or rwisted or installed improperly,
or if one of the frame hOrnS is bent Or Misted, our chalk line
will be oue of line, giving us an inaccurate reference line.

30. 'If you said that "B" is the correct measurement to check for a
4 shifted rear axle, you are right. If you missed, you must have

failed to read the question.

Study the measurements of the drawing below.

11'6"

Figure 27.

QUESTION 31.

What is the alignment problem of the vehicle in figure 27?

a. Knee-back.
b. Shifted rear axle.
c. There is no alignment problem.

35



Frame 35.

=1M1s!...

31. b. Right! A shifted rear axle condition is.the problem. As you

noticed, the frame was undamaged. The rear axle was shifted forward on the

right side.

There are several possible causes of a shifted rear axle condition. Among

,these causes are a broken main leaf in the rear spring, a broken center tie

bolt in the rear spring, and a missing spring pad. By far the most common

cause, however, is the broken center tie bolt.

QUESTION 32.

'Mich f the following is the correct answer?

a. A shifted rear axle is caused by a broken rebound clip.

A broken center tie bolt usually causes a shifted rear axle.



tram 36, 3 4,-6,

32. The correct answei was choice "b."

You ave now comp et t a program on Va ic a Fraps Alisnment. If there

is any portion that is not clear to you, now is the time to go back and

review it. If you feel that you are satisfied, notify your instructor.

He will give you another job to do.

iwnno.....0.1=1=min..=1.140

37)'



.210JECT: Vehicle Frame Alignment

3. (a) (b)

4. (a) (b) (c) (d)

5.

b.

15. (a) (b) (c)

16. (a) (b)

17. (a) (b)

18. (a) (b)

19. (a) (b)

20. (a) (b)

21. (a) (b)

22. (a) (b) (c)

1. ...
=...

=1.11m...

REVIEW TEST

Step I.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

1
4. (a) (b) (c) (d)

3. (a) (b)

4. (a) (b)

5.

23. (a) (b)

8. (a) (b) 24. (a) (,b)

9. (a) (5)
25. (a) (6)

10.
26. (a) (b)

27. (a) (b)

U. (a) (b) 28. (a) (b)

12. (a) (b) (c)
29.

30.

13. ) (b) 31. (a) (b) (c)

(b)
32. (a) (6)

39
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PROJECT: Vehicle Frame Alignment

1. .,,

3. (5)

(b)

, (a) (5)

12. (a) n-o

13. (a) (5)

14. (b

15. (a) (b)

L. :5)

5

17. (a) (b)
.

1S. (a) (b)

19. .ia) (b)

20. (a) (b)

(a) (5)

2. (I)

13. t.a) (1)

(a) (b)

25. (a) (b)

26. (a) (6)....

dm,

*
REVIEW

Step 1.

Step "

Step

Step 4.

(a) (6) (c) (d)

(a;

rrsT

,

29.

30.

S.

(a) (b)
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INTRUDUcTION

The small size wheels with large size tires on today's modern

passenger cars and the high speeds with Which they travel has in-

creased the need for wheel balance. Unbalanced wheels cause abnormal

wear, shimmy, and place considerable stress on front and rear end

assemblies.

INSTRUCTIONS

This program is divided into rwo parts. Part I of the program

presents information in small steps called "frames." After each

step (frame) you are asked to select the correct answer or fill in a

blank. Use a card as a mask over the printed material. Slide this

mask down the page until you expose the top of a short line of slashes

(////////////). Read the material presented and mak2 your answer

on the Student Response Booklet (SM. After you have made your answer,

slide the mask down until the answer space is exposed. Check your

answer against the correct one given in the answer space. If you are

correct, go on to the next frame. If you are incorrect, read the

frame again and reason out the correct answer. After you have

finished Part I check with the instructor to see if you can proceed

ith Part II, which is a checklist designed to gu!de you through the

wheel balancing procedure. NOTE: DO NOT write in this programmed

text!

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this programmed text you will be able to accu.-

plih the following objectives in accordance with the latest TO:

L. Set up the portable wheel balancer in ,-_he correct position

1or tatc ancing.

2. Determine the amount or weight reuired :o balance

itatically unbalanced wheel.

3. Identify the lucatiGn wflere r-

the wnee for static 1;alance.

^±1 6e aced ,r,n

Set up the portable wheel balancLr te c.orrecr position

for dynamic balancing.

5. Determine the amount of weight rfluired to !Dalance a dvnamicall.;

unbalanced wheel.

6. Identify he location where the wei;,4ht wil: he plced on the

wheel for dy.lamic balance.

VALIDATI

This prog-ammed text was validated in 1_964 with 30 students en-

rolled in the 3ABR47330 course at Chanute AFB. It has continued to

be successful since that claw. Approximately 2,500 students have been

trained with this text.

3 cp%



Frame 1 3c/
In wheel balancing there are two basic unbalanced conditions.

They are:

STATIC UNBALANCE
WHEEL BOUNDS UP AND DOWN

AND

DYNAMIC UNBALANCE
WHEEL WOBBLES OR JERKS

SIDEWAYS

TRACKS LIKE A SNAKE



Frame 2

'..?UESTIONS 1 THROUGH 5.

Supply the missing words to complete the statements given below

by writing the missing words in the corresponding numbered space(s)

on your Student Response Booklet (SRB).

STATIC and DYNAMIC are the twe basic unbalanced conditions en-

countered in wheel balancing.

When the wheel has a tendency to bounce up and down it is

called a unbalanced condition.

When the wheel wobbles from side to side or jerks sideways

it is called a unbalanced condition.

3. There are basic unbalanced conditions en,uuntered

tfl wheel balancing. These conditions are called

and

Static unbalance exists when the wheel has a tenderic.v

bounce and

Dynamic unbalance exists when the wheel wcbhies

and

/ ,,/,'1/

dynamic

3. two or 2, stati:.1, dynamic (ith - order

up (and) down
side (to) side



QUESTION 6.

Place the aama of the basic unbalanced condition which represents
each pdcture in the space provided to your SRB.

A.

A. :=1tatic

B. Dynamic
Dynamic

. Static

;

A



Frame 4

There are several different designs of wheel balancing machines.

Some of these machines require removal of the,wheel from the.vehicle

while performing wheel balancing operations. 'Nowtver, with the

equipment yoU will be using, the balancing is accomplished with the

wheel mounted on the vehicle.

There are three parts (units) to the portable wheel balancing

machine, one of which is illustrated in the drawing shown below,

with the other two being illustrated on the next page.

Part 1. The Magnetic Pickup.

The magnetic pickup is a device which is connected to the strobe

light. This unit is used to pick up any vibrations of the vehicle

or wheel.

alV

4
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Frame 5

Part 2. The Strobe Light.

The strobe light is a device which will indicate the heavy spot
(vibrations from the magnetic pickup) by a flashing light and will
indicate the amount of weight to use to counteract the heavy spot on
a wheel by use of a scale found on top of the device. The strobe

light is illustrated in the drawing below.

Part 3. Wheel Spinner and Erake.

The wheel spinner and brake is an electric motor used to spin

the wheel on the vehicle and to stop the rotation of the wheel. The

device is illustrated in the drawing shown below.

*.
A



Frame 6

QUESTION 7.

Write the name of the units of the portable wheel balancing equip-

ment represented by the three drawings below in the space provided on

your SRB (Student Response Booklet).

A.

B.

4

A. Strobe light B. Wheel spinner

6

Magneti,_. pickup

3 c6



Frame 7

There are two scales on the indicator in the strobe light which

are controlled by the regular sensitive switch on the strobe light.

These scales are used as follows:

You will use the TOP SCALE when balancing wheels on passenger

vehicles.

You wIll vse the BOTTOM SCALE when balancing wheels on heavy

trucks.

7



Frame 8

The regular-sensitive switch on the strObe light has two (2)

positions:

When reading the TOP SCALE (for passenger cars) the gwitch is

positioned for regular balancing.

When reading the BOTTOM SCALE (for heavy :rucks) the switch is

positioned for sensitive balancing.

QUESTIONS 8 AND 9.

8. If you were balancing a wheel on a passenger car, indicate

with a checkmark on your SRB which scale You would take

the reading from.

a. TOP SCALE D. PC1Ta11 SCALE

If you were balancing a wheel on a passenger car, indicate

with a checkmark on your SRB whi, position shwIld be useLi,

regular or sensitive.

a. ftEGULAR

//////////////

8. TOP :iCALE REGULAR

;



Frame 9

The scales on the strobe light are divided Into two (2) sections.

If the needle moves to mid position on either scale, approximately

three (3) ounces of weight are needed to counteract the heavy spot on

the wheel. The scales are color coded, as follows, to assist you:

TNIS AREA ON SCALE

IS ORM
THI$ AREA ON SCALE

IS RED

When the needle is in the GREEN area of the scale, the wheel is

balanced.

When the needle is in the RED area of the scale, the wheel is

unbalanced.

3Scl



Frame 10

QUESTIONS 10 AND 11.

3 ljt

10. In the diagram above, the needle is in the red section.

Indicate on your SRB whether the wheel is balanced or

unbalanced, according to the illustration above.

11. If the wheel is unbalanced, according to the illustration

above, indicate in the space provided on your SRB, how many

ounces of weight are required to balance the wheel.

/11//////////////////
10. unbalanced 11. approximately 4 ounces

10



Frame 11

A reference mark (a piece of tape or a chalk mark) is placed
ANYWHERE on the wheel before it is spun. This is illustrated in the
drawing above.

The strobe light is used just like a.timing light. When the wheel
is spinning, the strobe light will make the reference mark APPEAR TO
STAND STILL. This is illustrated in the drawing above.

After the wheel has stopped spinning, place the reference mark in
the same position it appeared in when the wheel was spinning. This
is done by turning the wheel by hand.

11



Frame 12

HEAVY SPOT

Think of the wheel as being the face of a clock. When checking a
statically unbalanced wheel, the magnetic pickup is placed under the
lower control arm. When the heavy spot hits the ground, in relation
to the face of a clock, it (the heavy spot) is said to be located at
the 6 o'clock position.

QUESTIONS 12 THROUGH 15.

12. Where do you place the reference mark on the wheel?

13. What does the reference mark appear to do when the wheel
is spinning?

14. Where would you place the reference mark atter the wheel
has stopped spinning?

15. If, in terms of a clock, the heavy spot is located at
the 6 o'clock position on the wheel, where would you place
the weight to counteract the heavy spot?

12. anywhere
13. stand still
14. where it appeared to be

when the wheel was spinning.
15. 12 o'clock or top

12
A
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Frizie 13 3 1,

When chicking a dynamicallj unbalanced Wheel, the magnetic pick-

'up should be placed at the extreme fotward edge of the brake backing

slate, at spiudle height. The strobe light will flash when the heavy ,

spot on the tire forces the wheel inward against the pickup. To'off-

set or counteract this condition, the necessary weight to be installed

must be equally divided, placing half of this weight on the inside

,

front of the'wheel (next to the pickup) and the other halt of the

required weight on the outside rear of the wheel (3 o'cloci or 9

o'clock position). This will prevent:the previously done static

balance from becoming unbalanced while correcting dynamic balance.

QUESTION 16.

If, in terms of a clock, the heavy spot is- located at the 9 o'clock

and 3 o'clock position on the wheel, where would you place the weights

to counteract the heavy spot?

9 o'clock and 3 o'clock position

.13



Frame 14

Part tI. WREEL,BALANCING

You are about to perform a itatic and dynamic wheel balancing opera-
tion. This booklet is actually a checklist.of instructions which re-

-quires you to perform a task in small steps and iecord your 2rpgress
on a separate SRB. Follow the instructions found in this booklet
according to the ahswere you select for the questions asked. Do not

prodeed' to the next frame in the task until the current frame is
accomplished. For all practicai purposes you are on your own. How-

you.need help do nothesitate to call on your instructor.
ARecord a).1 angwers on Part II of the SRB.

When you have accomplished all of the frames in this part of the
booklet you will have satisfied 'le following training objectives:

1. Prepared the vehicle and wheel balancing components for both
static and dynamic wheel balancing.

2. Identified the extent of radial and lateral runout of the
wheel to be balanced. (

3. Identified the wheel balancing equipment components.

4. Operated the wheel balancing equipment.

5. Identified the heavy spot on the wheel.

6. Computed the weight required to offset the heavy spot on

the wheel.

7. Installed the weights and determtned if the weights are
properly placed.

8. Determined if the weights installed are su&ficient to
counteract theheavy spot on the wheel.

41.

14
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Frame 15

To perform the wheel balancing operation, you will need the follow-

ing tools and equipment. .Normally this equipment should be available

at the vishicle. k:Take an inventory of the equipment to make sure it's

all 6aere.

1. Alemite Electronic Wheel Balancer, whith includes:

a. Strobe lighty:

b. Wheel spinner.
c. Magnetic pickup.

' 2. Jack stand. NOTE: At no time will you put jack stands Ainder

the vehicle as a safety measure during the wheel balancini operation.

The wheel balancing operation is dependent on vibration. -flacing jack

stands under the vehicle will reduce or nullify the nacessary vibrations.

3. Hydraulic floor jack.

4. Wheel chocks.

5. Assorted weights.

6. Weight installation and removal tool.

QUESTION 1.

Was all of the equipment available at the vehicle?

YES - Proceed to Frame 16.

NO - Ask the instructor to help you obtain the necessary tools

or equipment.

15



Frame 16 ,

When you have completed thi tool inventory, you are ready to''pro-
ceed with the. project. REMEMBER, follow the instructions in this book-
let to ithe letter. Make sure that you record your responses on the
SRB as you complete each frame. This will heli6ou keep track of your
progress. ,

Your first objective is to prepare the vehicle and wheel balancing
equipment for stattc wheel balancing.

The illustrations in this booklet r4fer,to the left side of the
vehicle in general and to the left'front when specifically. The pro-
cedufes for balancing the right front wheel are identical to those
for balancing the left fuont wheel.

Place the wheel chocks under ehe rear wheeld as shown in the
drawing below.

WHEEL CHOCKS

QUESTION 2.

Are the wheel chocks in position?

YES - Proceed to Frame 17.

\

N.

NO - Chock the wheels as shown in the illustration above.
If wheel chocks are not available, inform your

4

instructor.

16
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Frame 17 36:27

Center the hydraulic floor Jack under the front crossmember of the

vehicle as shown in the illustration below. Raise the vehicle until

there is *at least'10 inches of clesrance berween.the front wheels and

the floor.

QUESTION 3.

Are the front wheels at least 10 inches off the floor?

1

YES - Proceed to Frame 184,

4o - Call an instructor.

Be sure to record your response on the Student Response Booklet: (SRB).

17'
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Frame 18

Check the tire to be balanced for general 'condition. Look for

any evidence of tread separatiOn, chunks of rubber missing, and for

air bubbles between the tire core and trea4.

QUESTION 4.

Is the tire in 'good condition?

YES - Prdceed to Frame 19.
*

NO - Call the instructor. He will assign you to ;Another

wheel. If this is the case, you will then have to

reaccomplish-Erames 16 and 17.

18
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iotate the wheel to be
rocks, aqd caked mud. (Use

and installation tool.)

QUESTION 5.

. Frame 19

balanced-by hand and remove ill nails,
tke pointed end.of the weight removal

Is the wheel to b. balanced 1r4e of nails, rocks, and caked mud?

YES - Proceed to Frame 20.

NO - It is necessAry that you accomplish thii step for the

following reasons:

1. Nails, rocks and caked mud may fly off the 'wheel

when it is rotating at a high speed thereby
creating a safety hazard to you.

2. Nails, rOcEi, and caked bud all add weight to the

Wheel, thereby reducing_or nullifying effective
attempts at balancing the wheel.

3 cp

ONLY when your answer to the above question becomes YES may you ,1

proceed to the next frame.

19



Frame 20

Remove all old weights from the wheel to be balanced, both INSIDE

and OUTSIDE. All pld weights must be removed from the wheel being

balanced for the same reasons as nails, rocks and caked mud are

removed.

NOTE: Use the weight installation and removal tool to remove

the weights as shown in the illustration below.

It will be easier for you to remove the inside weights if you,

turn the wheel out at the front.

QUESTION 6.

Have all old weights been removed from the wheel to be balanced?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - If you are having trouble in removing the old weights,

aek your instructor to give you a demonstration.

,t

.

1

71'
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Frame 21 31/

Rotate the Wheel by hand and note if it,rotates freely. If the

wheel does not rotate freely, then the wheapbearing may be too tight

or the brake shoes may be dragging. Readjuit either, or both,-if

. necessary.

QUESTION 7.

Does the wheel rotat* freely?

YES - Proceed ro the next frame.

NO - Readjust the brakes or the wheel'bearing as the case

may be.

21



Frame 22

Check the lateral runout (side-to-side wobble of the wheel) as

follows: First, place a jack stand near the wheel as shown in the

illustration below. Then, rotate the wheel and maitre the jack stand to-

ward the wheel dlawly until the jack stand and the wheel make contact.

The distance between the point on the wheel that touches the jack -

41.stand and the point on the wheel that is farthest away from the jack,
stand when the wheel is rotated should not exceed 1/8th inch.

, QUESTION 8.

Does the lateral runout of the wheel fall within the 1/8th inch

tolerance;

YES - PROCEED TO THE NEXT FRAME.

NO - Call an instructor. He will assign you to another wheel.

If this is the case, you will have to repeat Frame 16

through 21 for that wheel.

. 22
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0 Frame 23

Check the radial rpnout (out of roundness) of the Wheel As fol-

lows: First. Move the jack stand to in front of the wheel as shown

in nhe.illmstration below. Rotate the wheel by hand and slowly move
the jack stind.toward the wheel until it makes contact with the

rotating wheel. The distance betweep the poivt of contact and the

farthest diAtance between the wheel and jack stand should not exceed

Wilth inch.

QUESTION 9.

Does the radial runout fall within the 1/8th inch tolerance?

TES- - Remove the jack 'stand, then proceed to the next frame.

NO - Call your instructor. He will assign you to another

wheel. If this is the case, you will then have to

repeat Frames 16 through 22 for that wheel.

23



Frame 24

Look the tire aver carefully.

QUESTION 10.

Is there a reference mark on the tire already?

YES - Place the same reference mark on the circle listed on
the SIM as item 10a.

'NO - Place a reference mark anywhere on the tire using crayon,
chalk,....er masking tape as shown in the illustration be-

low. Then, mitke the same mark on the circle found on

your SAE as itim 10a. Then, proceed to the next frame.

2 4
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Frame 25 3 751.

Vehicle preparation for wheel balancing is now complete. The fol-

lowing described steps cover the proCedure for positioning the wheel

'balancing units for static -kelancing.

First, Unwind the power abcrd and connect it to a 220-volt ac power

outlet.

QUESTION 11.

Is the power cord connected to a 220-volt ac power outlet?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Call the instructor. He will be able to tell you where

the nearest convenience power outlet is located.

25



'Framp. 26

Position the strobe light as shown
must be positioned so ;hat the flashing
wheel in th, center. The distance from
should be appraximately 12 inches.

QUESTION 12.

in the illuotration below. It

light beam will strike the
the wheel to the strobe light

Is the strobe light located in the correct position?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Position the strobe light in the approximate position

as shown in the above illustration. It oply needs to

be approximate. Call an instructor if 0011. think that you

need assistance.



/v-
Frame 27#3

/{ .Unvind the poiier cord. Connect the power cord to the 220-volt
ac outlet.

. Ali
ler

QUE§TION 13.-

Is the power rd connected to.the 220-volt ac 'outlet?

toe

/

di

YES Proceed to the next frame.

NO - There is only one placivOhere the power- cord can fit.
If you still'have trouble, call an instructor.

711.
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Frame 28
.a

Caution: Read alr the instructions below before performing t e

taski

.Place the viagnetrc pickup unit under the vehicle as shown in the

illuitration below.._Extend the telescoping stem of the.magnetic prck-

up until it "sticks"to the lower control arm as near the wheer as

possible. Lock the telescoping stem irlto position by tightenijeg the

'lock screw on the stem.

MAGNETIC
PICKUP HEAD

MAKE TURE THAT THE POWER CORD IS NOT UNDER THE WHIEL.

QUESTION 14.

Is the magnetic pickup unit locatsd in the position as shown in

the illustration above?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Call an instructor Tor help.

1

28



Fralie 29
A

Look ,at the strobe light switch. It should be in the regular

position-as shown in the illustration below.

QUESTION 15.

Is the strobe light switch in the "regular" position?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Move the switch ,until it looks like the switch shown in

the illustration above.

29
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Prase 3110
P.

Tap the top of the tire with your hand.

QUESTION lf

Did the strobe light flash?

YES - On you go, to the next frame.

NO - Wait about one minute and tap the top of the tire again.

If the lfght did not flash this time, proceed as directed

in the procedute'outlined below.

Make the following checks if the strobe light still did not flash:

1J.. Is the strobe light gwitch in the regular positNn? *

2. Is the strobe light power cord connected to' a 220-volt ac

power outlet?

3. Is the magnetic pickup in contact with the lower control arm

as near the wheel as possible?

4. Call an instructor, you may have a defective unit.

cfr

30
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Frame 31 3e(
Place the wheel spinner in position as shown in the illustration

beldw.

MAKE SURE THAT THE POWER CORD DOES NOT GET UNDER THE WHEEL.

QUESTION 17.

Is the wheel spinner in position and is the power cord connected
to a 220-volt ac power outlet?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Call an in4tructor. He will show you where the nearest
220-volt ac power outlet is located.

4 r "
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Frame 32

3 V--

se.

With this booklet in hand, face the front of the vehicle and com-

pare the equipment position with that shown in the illustration below.

MAGNETIC
PICKUP

WHEEL
SPINNER

QUESTION 18.

Are all units in the correct positions?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

STROBE
LIGHT

NO - Adjust as necessary, or call an instructor if it is not

possible to arrange the equipment as shown.

32
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Frame. 33

Caution: Read all of the instructions given BEFORE performing

tha task.

1. Position yourself to one side of the wheel as shown in the

illustration below.

2. Rotate the wheel by 'hand toWard the front of the vehicle

(the direction that the wheel wbuld rotate if the vehicle

were moving forward).

3. Turn the cantrol switch of the wheel spinner to the ON posi-

tion and push the wheel spinner toward the wheel until it

makes good contact.

4. Allow the Wheel spinner to "rev up" the wheel until the

spinner has reached maximum speed.

5. Pull the wheel spinner sway from the wheel during the time

the unbalanced reading is taken.

6. Make sure Wheel spinner brake shield covers spinner, than

gently apply brake Shield to tire with a firm steady pressure

until the wheel comes to a complete stop.

33
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Frame 34
a'

QUESTION 19.

Did you spin the wheel and stop it with the Wheel spinner?

YES - Proceed to the procedure described below.

NO - Ask your instructor to give you a demonstration.

Caution: Read all the statements below completely before
attempting performance of this task.

1. Using the wheel spinner, spin the wheel as you did in the

last frame.

2. When the wheel spinner has reached its maximum RFK, pull it

away from the Wheel and turn it off.

3. While the wheal is spinning, step behind the strobe light and

observe the needle. As the wheel loses speed, the strobe light needle

will start to descend after reaching a high point. As the wheel con-

tinues slowing down, the needle will start to rise a second time. When

the needle has reached its highest point the second time, note the

position of the reference mark on the wheel. It may appear anywhere
around the circumference of the wheel but it will appear to be stationary.

4. Repeat item 3 above. Remember, you are lookink for two things:

a. The highest point the needle reached during its second

rise.

.b. The location of the reference mark on the wheel at the

time the needle reached its highest point during its second rise.

5. After you have these two things in mind, record them on the

SRB as follaws:

ja. Mark the position of the reference mark as it appeared

on the wheel when the strobe light needle reached its highest point

during its second rise.

b. Place an "X" in the division on the illustration on your

SRB that represents the highest point the needle reached during its

second rise.

6. Use the wheel spinner to stop the spinning wheel.

7. Proceed when you can without referring to these instructions.

, 9
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Frame 35 3 es"'
QUESTION 20.

Did yd6 make the necessary recording on your SRB?

YES - Proceed to the procedure described below.

NO - Read the instructions again. If you cannot perform the

task, call an instructor.

Position the wheel so that the reference mark appears as for

frame 34, paragraph 3.

Look at your SRB. Make the necessary entries in the spaces

provided for items 19 (5A) and 19 (515). Do this naw.

Look at the scale on item 19 (515) of your Student Response Booklet.

Remember, mid-position on either scale indicates the need for

approximately three (3) ounces of weight. Now, determine from the

indication shown during frame 14, how much weight must be added.

The heavy spot on the wheel when the reference mark is in the

position as indicated on frame 34 is at tha 6 o'clock position. The

weight must be installed at the 12 o'clock position.

35



Frame 36

If the total weight required is three (3) ounces or more, divide

the weight by 2 and tnstall half of the weight on the inside of the

wheel rim and half of the %might on the outside of the rim in the

12 o'clock position.

Turn the wheel out at the front when installing the weights on

the inside. haturn the wheel to its original position after the in-

side weight has been installed.

Using the weight installation and removal tool, the clip of the

weight is crimped as shown in the illustration below.

Now, install the weight(s).

Use the weight removal tool as a hammer and drive the weight clip

over the wheel rim in the desired location.

Make certain that the weight is fastened to the wheel rim tight

enough so that it will not fly off.

After you have done this, proceed to the next frame.

I
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Frame 37

If tha weight ihould fly off the rim while the wheel is spinning

-at high spilled it could cause serious injury to,tha operator'of the

Nheal balancer or to any spectator standing in line with the wheel,

so -- go back and hit those weights again to make sure it is securely

fastened.

QUESTION 21.

40e the weights on is tight as you can ger them?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Make certain they are on tight for your own safety.

QUESTION Z2 .

Have you been recording all of yodr responsei on your SkB?



Frame 37

If the weight should fly off the rim'while the wheel is spinning

at a high'speed it could cause corious injury to the operator of the .

wheel balancer or to any'spectator standing in line with the Wheel.

so -- go back and hit those weights again to Make sure it is securely

fastened.

QUESTION 21.

Are the weights on as tight as you can get them?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Make certa441 they are on tight for your own safety.

QUESTION 22.

Have you been recording all of your responses on your SRS?

37
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Look at the diagram on item 23a of your SRB and compare the

position of the weight with the illustration shown above. Then,

proceed to the next frame.
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Frame 40

As a result of the instructions contained in the illustration be-

low, you would be shifting the weights and spinning the wheel until

that wheel was in balance. This is a time-consuming operation. In

actual operations you are allowed to shift the weight(a) only once.

After you have shifted the weight you must spin the wheel again. Then,

you must note the position of the weight when the Atrobe light needle

reaches-its. highest point during its second rise.

Remember, you may shift the weight only one time and then you must

proceed to the next frame.
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Frame, 41

A
The equipment and the vehicle are prepared for dynamic wheel

balancing as follows:'

First, turn the wheel approximately 20 degrees out at the front,

as shown in the illustration below.

QUESTION 24.

Is tha wheel to be balanced in the same approximate position as

that shown in the illustration above?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.
A

NO - Call an instructor for assistance.

71/
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Frame 42

Next, position the mieltic pickup as shown in the drawing below.

Make sure that the magnetic pickup is at the same% height as the'spindle

and As near the front edge of the brake backing plate as possible.

SAFETY NOTE: Make sure that the.power cord is not under the wheel.

Next, tap the front edge of the wheel.

BRAKE BACKING PLATE

QUESTION 25.

SPINDLE

'MAGNETIC
PICKUP

Did the strobe light flash when the front edge of the wheel was

tapped?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - Readjust the magnetic pickup. If you cannot get the

strobe light,to flash, call an instructor.



Frame 43
-

Next, align the wheel spinner and the strobe light With the wheel

as shown in the drawing below. Make certain that no power-cords are

left uhder the wheel.

qh

QUESTION 26.

Are all units in positions as shown in the illustration above?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO Call an instructor if you are having trouble.

43



Frame 44

Caution: Read all of the following instructions carefully before
attempting to spin the wheel.

The wheel will tend to torn outward when the wheel spinner is
applied. It may be necessary," therefore, to apply the vheti spinner
at a slight angle,tone that is sufficient to counteract the outward
wheel movement.

Spin the wheel by hand and get it rotating. Turn the-wheel
spinner on and apply it carefully to the wheel.

When) the wheel spinner has reached its maximdm speed, pull it,away
from the wheel and turn it off. Observe the needle on the strobe
light scale. When the needle- reaches its highest point during the
setond rise, note the position of the reference mark on the wheel.
Record the position of the reference mark on the wheel in the circle
govided on your SR& Record the highest reading of the needle on the
diagram provided an your SRL

Apply the Vfleel spinner and stop the wheel.

*

QUESTION 27.

Did the needle stay in th/e GREEN 0-rea'-of the scale?

YES - Proceed to frame-49.

NO - Proceed to frame 45.

..t

44_
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Frame 45 ....3q.5r

Position the wheel with the reference mark in the position as shown

on the circle for 27a on your SRB.

Look et your SU. Make the neciessery entries in the spaces pro-

vided for items 278 and 27b.

Look at the scale on item 27b of your SRB. Note the highest reading

of the needle on the diagram provided. Determine the amount of weight

required to correct the dynamic unbalance condition.

Enter the weight required in the wpace provided as item 27c on your

SRB.

Pince one-half of this total weight on the inside front of the

wheel mid the other one-half of the total weight on the outside rear

of the wheel as shown in the drawing below.

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

QUESTION 28.

4

Are the weights installed tn the positions shown in the drawing

above?

YES - Proceed to the next frame.

NO - If you are not sure, call an instructor.

45
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Frame 46

Now, go back and hit each weight again 'with the weight removal

and installation tool.

MAKE SURE THAT THOSE WEIGHTS WILL NOT COME OFF!!!

QUESTION 29.

Are all those weights on as tightly as you can get them?

YES - Proceed to the naxt frame.

SO - Call an instructor.

A



r.

Spih the wheil again with the wheel spinner.

Frans 4 7 31'7

Observe the posftion of the weights when the needle an the strobe

light scale reaches its highest point during the second rise.

Record the position of the weiahta on the diagram on your SRE

30a as it alVeared an the wheel when the needle reached its highest

point during its second rise.

Apply the wheel spinner and stop rotation of the wheel.

Note: If the needle remained in the GREEN area of the icele,
then the wheel is dynamically balanced.

QUESTION 30.

Is the wheel dynamically balanced?

YES - Proceed directly to frame 49.

NO - Proceed to frame 48.

47
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Frans 48

Look at the diagram on your SRS that you filled in from item 30a.

Notice the location of the weight and compare that position with the

illustration shown below.

Follow the instructions on the diagram. Depending upon the loca-

tion of the weight, you may have to shift the weight, install heavier

or lighter weights.

In any event, you will have to spin the wheel again to determine

if this adjustment affects the sckle reading.

Note: If you must add we4ht 'cir subtract weight, be sure to

place the new weights in the ime spots as those removed.

110

Spin the wheel again after making your change and observe the

position of the weights as the wheel is spinning.

Apply the wheel spinner and stop the rotation of the whlel.

\

, ir OJTSIDE
IF OUTSIDE!

! WEIGHT IS
WEIGHT IS i

i Hun
MERE

, IT IS TOO
IT IS TOo ;

I, LIGHT
NERVY

t

QUESTION 31.
. I

Did the needle remain in the GREEN portion of the scale?

YES - Proceed to frame 49.

NO - Proceed to frame 49.

4.8

!
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3
frame 49

IF YOU HAVE NOT STOPPED THE WHEEL, DO FAO NOW!

1. Turn the switch to the OFF p1.4icion.

2. Disconnect the power cord and wind it up in the same manner as
you found it at the beginning of this project.

3.

project.

Readjust Ole brake if you had to back it off earlier in the

.)

4. Return the strobe light, wheel spinner, and
pickup to their respective storage areas.

0

5. Straighten the front wheels.

the magnetic

6. Release tho hydraulic jack and return it to its proper

storage arta.

7. Remove the chocks from the rear wheels and return them to

their storage area.

8. Return all tools to their storage area, or to the instructor.

WHEN ALL OF THE ABOVE OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED, RETURN
THIS BOOKLET AND YOUR SRB TO THE INSTRUCTOR AND OBTAIN YOUR

NEXT PROJECT.

49
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Mat
FOREWQRD

This programmed text was designed for use.in the 3&BR47330,

Automotive Repairman Course. It was validated by 30 students enrolled

in ihat course in 1964 and.has proved to be successful_since that time.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this programmed text you will be able to

accomplish the following objectives w4th 85% accuracy.

1. Given a list of steering factors and illustrations of the

steering factors, match each steering factor to the.correct illustration.

2. Given a list of statements defining steering factors and a

list of steering factors, match each steering factor to the correct

definition.

3. Given a list of units of measurements and st of steering

factors, match each steering factor to the correct ulit of measurement.

INSTRUCTIONS

Readthe information in each frame and answer the question or

questions following the frame. Write your response on a separate sheet

of paper. When yOu have responded to a question, check your response

against the correct response which is usually at the top of the page

following the question page. If you make an incorrect response, reread

the-frame to see why the correct response as given is preferable4 Then,

change your response to agree with the one given in the program.

6/



Frame I.

Zws steering factorirdeal with the iiit'of a wheel. One of these

factors is "camber."

Camber fp the inward or outward tilt of a wheel at the top. Who&

a wheel tilti inward, this is negative camber. When a wheel illts,out-

ward, this is positive camber.

Look at the illistrations below. In each illustration thn line

labeled "0" represenk Oe_vertical. The unlabeled line reprettents the

center line of the wheel. Deteraine which war,' inward or outward, each

wheel is tilting, then anewer the questions foiind below the illustration.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Mark "a", "b", or "c" in the appropriate places to correctly

complete the following statements.

1. Figure 1 shows a. negative camber.

2. Figure 2 shows b. no camber.

C. positive camber.

649.

4-4
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Frame'2

correct responses to previous questions:

1. c

2. a

Place "a", "b" or "c" in the blank to complete the following
statements:

3. The inward or ourward a. camber.
tilt of a wheel at
the top is) b. negative camber.

4. The inward tilt of a c. positive camber.
wheel is

5. The outward tilt of
a wheel is

2

4

3

-41
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Note: The anewereoto the questions on Frame 2 will be
found at the top of Frans 3.
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Frame 3

AnswEts to Frame 2:

3. ,

4. b.

5. c.

The other steering factor dealing with the tilt of a wheel is
known as "caster."

Caster is the backward or forward tilt of the steering knuckle.
When the knuckle tilts backward, this is positive caster. When the
knuckle tilts forward, this is negative caster.

Look at the illustrations be,low. In each illustration the line
labeled "0" represents the vertical. The unlabeled line represents
the center line Of the wheel as drawn through the center of the steering
knuckle. Determine which way each wheel is tilting and answer the
questions asked below the illustrations.

Figl.re 1

6. Figure 1 shows

7. Figure 2 shows

maw

Figure 2

a. negative caster.

b. no caster.

c. positive caster.

-
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Frame 4.

Note: The correct answers to. Frame.3 will be found on the

top of Frame 5.

Complete the statements below.

8. The backward or forward a. caster.

tilt of the steering
knuckle is b. camber.

9. The inward or outward
tilt of a wheel at the
top is

4a6



Frame 5

Correct responses for questions 6 through Q:

6. c.

7. a.

8. a.

9. b.

6



ifatch.theAstetrini factors
entering the alvropriate letter
below the illustrations.

FROW

0°

Figure 1

Prams 6

with the correct illustration by
to-complate the statements given

FRONT -NI--

.0

Figure 2

Figure 3

10. Figure 1 shows a.

11. Figure 2 shows b.

12. Figure 3 shows c.

13. Figure 4 shows d.

4 (-)
7-

Figure 4

negative

negative

positive

positive

camber.

caster.

camber.

caster.



Match the steering factors
entering the appropriate letter
below the illustrations.

FRONT -0--

o°

Figure 1

469
Frame 6

with thelcorrect illustration by
ao complete the statements given

FR ONT

o°

Figure 2

Figure 3

10. Figure 1 shows a.

11: Figure 2 shows b.

12. Figure 3 shows C.

13. Figure 4 shows

7

Figure 4

negative camber.

negative caster.

pusitive camber.

positive caster.



Frame 8

Match these definitions with the)proper term:

16. The backward or forward tilt of the a. camber.

steering knuckle. .

17. The difference in distance between,

the front and the rear of the tires c. toe.

with the wheals straight ahead. .

b. Teter.

18. The inward or ourdard tilt of a
wheel at the top. YdWIM=

Complete the statements below the illustrations.

Figure 1

19. Figure 1 shows

20. Figure 2 shows

/.
111

4 g

9

Figure 2.

a. camber.

b. caster.

c. toe-in.

d. toe-out.

40.



Frame 9

Correct responses for questions 14 through 20.

14. d.

15. C.

16. b.

17. C.

18. a.

19. C.

20. d.

The fourth steering factor is "steering axis inclination." This

is the amount (in degrees) that the upper kingpin is tilted inward.

Look at the illustrations below, then answer the question below.

Figure 1 Figure 2

21. Which of the figures above shows steering axfs inclination?

a. Figure 1.

b. Figure 2.

10
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Pram 10

Correct response to Frame 9.

21. b.

Match the statements below with the term described.

22. The amount, in degrees, ihat the a. caliber.

upper end of the kingpin is tilted
imward. b. caster.

23. The forward or backward tilt of 1
c. steering axis

the steering knuckle. inclination.

24. The differencein distance between d. toe.

the'front and rear of the tires
with the wheels atcaight ahead.

t.

25. The inward or outward tilt of a
wheel at the top.

'1 9

11



?rase 11

Correct response to questions 22 through 25:

a. c.

b. d.

C. d.

d. a.

The last steering factor is "steering geometry." This is the
difference in turning radius of the front wheels. Proper steering
geometry is achieved when the inside wheel in a turn tends to make a
circle smaller than the outside wheel.

For example: If the outside wheel in a turn makes an arc of 24",
the inside wheel should make an arc of about 28% The larger the
number of degrees of arc, the smaller the circle.

Look at the illustrations below, then answer the questions found
on the top of the next frame.

Figure 1

Figure 3

4

1

i I

Figure 2

Figure 4



for

26.

27.

28.

29.

////
For /Koh of the statements balm,
iapydpor in the appropriate space.

Figuie 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

shows

shows

shows

shows

,Dravings
X

Frame 12

mark "a" for prmr and "b"

steering geometry .

steering geometry.

steering geometry.

steering geometry.

are on page 12.)

13



Frame 13

Correct responses to questions 26 through 29.

26. a.

27. a.

28. b.

29. b.

Match the steering factors in the right-hand column to their

definitions in the left-hand column.

30. The amount in degrees that the

upper end of the kingpin is

tilted inward. wim1111

31. The backward or forward tilt of

the steering knuckle. 0.,

32. The difference in distance be-

tween the front and the rear of

the tires with the wheels

straight ahead. .

33. The difference in turning
radius of the front wheels.

34. The inward or outward tilt of

a wheel at the top.

a. caaber,

b. caster.

c. steering axis

inclination.

d. steering geometry.

e. toe.



Frame 14

The illustrations below show positive and negative camber. Tito

inward or outward movement of the top of the wheel ii mhown as so siny
degrees frmm the vertical. Caster is also measured in degrees, but in
this case it is a forward or rearward angle from the vertical. Answer
the question below the illustration.

35. Both camber and caster are measured in (circle the correct response).

a. centimeters or millimeters.

b. degrees of a circle.

c. fractions of an inch.

Look at the illustration below then *newer the question.

36. Since steering geometry is defined as: !:the difference in turniag
radius of the front wheels, "how would steering geometry be maasured?
(Circle the correct response.)

In centimeters or millimeters.

b. In degrees of a circle.

c. Ln fractions of an inch.

15
4 9
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Frame 15

Correct responses for questions 30 through 36:

30. c.

31. b.

32. e.

33. d.

34. a.

36. b.

Look at the illustration below, then answer the question under it.

Since toe is the difference in actual distance between the front of
the tires and the rear of the tires with the wheels straight ahead,
toe is measured in

a. centimeters or millimeters.

degrees of a circle.

L. fractions of an inch.

16
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Frame 16
40

Listed below at the laft are the steering factors at the right

are units of measurement. Match the steering factor vith its proper

unit of measUrement. Each measurement mmy be used as luny times as

necessary. Some measurements may not be used at all:

38. Camber. a. Centimeters or millimeters.

39. Caster. b. Degrees of a circle.

40. Steering geometry. c. Fractions of an inch.

41. Toe-in. ..W.

17
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Frame 17

Correct answers for questions 37 through 41:

37. C.

38. b.

/ 39. b.

40. b.

41. C.

Match the steering factors with the correct illustration by entering
the appropriate letter to complete the statements below the illustration.

00

Figure 1

C13

42.

Figure

Figure 1

3

shows a.

43. Figure 2 shows b.

44. Figure 3 shows c.

45. Figure 4 shows d.

18

Figure 2

Figure 4

negative camber.

negative caster.

positive camber.

positive caster.
..1



Frame 18

Match the steering factor in the right-hand column below w;ph the

correct definition as given in the left-Hand column. Record your

answers in the appropriate space.

46. The amount in degrees that the

upper end of the kingpin or
steering knuckle support arm
is tilted inward.

47. The backward or forward tilt of
the steering knuckle pivot pins.ol

48. The difference in distance be-
tween the front and the rear of
the tires with the wheels
straight ahead.

49. The difference in turning radius
of the front wheels. .

50. The inward or outward tilt of a
wheel at the top. .1==.

1 9

a. camber .

b. caster.

c. steering axis
inclination.

d. steering geometry.

e. toe.

oes



'-orrect responses for questions 42 through 50:

42. b.

43. d.

44. a.

45. C.

46. c.

47. b.

48. e.

49. d.

50. a.

4
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FOREWORD

This programmed text was designed for use in the Automotive Rei airman
Course, 3ABR47330. It was validatedy 30 students enrolled in that course
in 19o4 and has proved successful since that time.

OBJECTIVES
_-----,

Upon completion of this programme4 text you will be able to accomplish the
following objectives with 85="0 accu acy.

1. List the types of automotive springs.

2. Given a diagram of a leaf spring rabeI the components.

List the types of automotive shock absorbers.

INSTRUCTIONS

This text presents information in steps called frames." In each step
you will be re-quired to respond in some manner; TRUE or FALSE, answer
questions, fill in the blanks, etc. Use a piece of paper or a card as a mask
to cover the printed material. Slide this mask down the page until you
expose the slashes (///////(////////////). One step is now,exposed for
your viewing. Read the material presented and make your responses to
the problems presented. After you have responded, slide the mask down
and compare your answer(s) with the correct one(s) given. If your answers
are correct, go on to the next frame; if you are wrong, go' back and read
the part on which you made the mistake and reason out the correct answer.
If you have any questions or problems, ask your instrictor. After completing
one frame, proceed to the next one until you completti this entire text.

Proceed to the frame un the top of the next o;-.e.

4t



Springs are required to provide a flexible,support for the*vehicle and its
load. There are several kinds of vehicle springs, but the most common are
the "leaf spring" and the "coil spring."
The accompanying figure shows a leaf
spring assembly, Whigh is constructed
of number of steel "leaves" strips.
The leaves are held together by a

EYE
a.

MAIN LEAF

center tie bolt and a number or rebound REBOUND CLIPS

clips. You should notice that the ends

'BUSHING

of the master leaf are rolled into "eyes"
so as to provide a means for attaching
the spring to the vehicle frame. These
eyes contain a bushing. The center
bolt fits into a recess at the axle (housing)

Ito provide the means of "centering- the
axle to the sprinfs and hold the two in
al:ignment.

CETTER BOLT

Answer each of the following questions. Refer to the figure above if
necessary.

I. What is the purpose of automotive springs?

What holds the leaf spring assembly together?

3. What centers (aligns) the leaf spring to the vehicle axle )

4. What is the name of the longest leaf of the spring ?

1. To provide a flexible support for the vehicle and its load.
Z. A center bolt and rebound clips.
3. The center bolt.
4. The master lea.

4
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U-BOLT --
SADDLE U-BOLT

SPRING SEAT

FRiorz,

AXLE

CLAMP
PLATE

SPR.DiG
HANGER

SHOCK /' LEAF CLII3 6i) SPRING

APSOR.BER
SHACKLE

4.

The figure above shows the typical installation of a leaf spring. Leaf
springs could not flex (move up and down) if each eye of the spring were
rigidly attached to the frame. At _least one end:of the spring must be

connected to a movable spring shackle (item HB" above) to permit the
spring assembly to'move up and down (flex). Study each end of_ tile springs
(items ''A'' and -_,13") and determine the names of the devices ttial.<cprinect
the spring eyes to the vehicle frame. The center-tie bolt, you will recall,
centers or aligns the axle to the spring. Once the spring is properly aligned
to the axle it must be tightly secured to the we. Item C above will seCtire
the spring to the axle. Also, notice that the lower end of the shock absorber
(item above) is connected to tf-i axle (item 1.) ).

Answer each of the following questions.

. What kind of bolts secure the ,spring to the vehicle axle )

Nan-ie the devices that attach the spring eves tu the vehicle f raine.

3. What permits the leaf spring to flex under load and shock?

4. The shock absorber..is mounted between what two major vehicle
'

/ // / // / / / / // / /I / /

U-bolts.
By spring hangers and shackles.

3. The movable shackle.
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The accompanying figure shows
a front coil spring (this kind of, spring
provides fAr.independent suspension).
One advantage of the coil spririg is
that there is no friction_between the
coils. The leaf spring, of course,
has a considerable amount.of friction
between the leaves. Coil springs are
much more flexible than leaf springs
and therefore they require heavier
shock absorbers (heavy duty) than do
leaf springs to prevent excessive
rebound.

masa
MAIMuoC ow MT jollwmh

OIL OMB

LOOM MONO SW
00111011.010NEM

Coil springs can only be used to Absorb "up-and-down ' movement;
they cannot transmit any "side thrust" nor take any "torque reaction.
Therefore, when coil springs are used on a vehicle, a stabilizer bar must
be used to absorb these loads and to hold the axle in alignr5,ent.

Cernplete each of the following.

1. TRUE or FALSE: Coil springs do not allow for independent wheel
suspension.

2. Which type of spring cannot absorb "torque reaction** or trAnsrmt
"side thrust?"

Which type of spring can be used in the smallest space"'

4. Heavier shock absorbers must be used with sprIngs
than with springs.

//////////////////l
1. FALSE
2. Coil
3. Coll
4, Coll

14
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FRAME

044:4MBER *BUMPER

AXLE ui
TORQUE

ROD

SHOCK
A.BSORB ER

con
STRING

U
7- .4"

This figure shows a
rear coil spring and shock
absorber installation. Study
the illustration carefully and
then answer each of the
following questions.

1. The coil spring is
mounted between what
two major vehicle
membe rs ?

The shock absorber is
mounted between what
two major vehielc
:nernbers "

a:7



Overloading a vehicle and driving at excessive speeds over rough roads
and terrain often causes suspension problems. The most common spring
troubles are: loose or broken rebound clips; broken center tie bolts; and
broken spring leaves. Springs must be inspected periodically to determine
If any of these three common malfunctions have occurred.

Some manufactureres advocate (recommend) that leaf springs be lubricated
and other manufacturers do not recorrunend the lubrication of spring.
Automotive mechanics should always follow the manufacturer's recommendations
for lubricating springs.

Answer the following.

When should leaf springs be sprayed with oil or lubricated with
grease"

Three common problems encountered with leaf springs are:...
////////////////////

1_ When and if recommended by the manufacturer
2 . Broken leaves, loose or broken rebound clips, and broken

center bolt.
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71-1re are two types of shock absorbers: the 'direct act± gT and the
indirect acting type. The -indirect acting- shock absorbers consist of

cams, levers, and extensive linkage. The use.of "indirect acting" shock
absorbers on modern Air Force vehicles is very limited. The -direct
acting- shock absorber, on the other hand, is very comPact and simple; it
does not require the use of cams, levers, or extensive linkage. The 'direct
act:ng shock absorbers have mounting eys at each end and rubber bushings
are inserted into each eye. The 'direct actmg shock absorber is permanently
sealed and cannot be overhauled, therefore, maintenance other than required
replacement of the entire unit and replacement of worn rubber bushings is
not required.

Answer each of the questions asked belcw the figures.
lionfrg%4144

Figure A

te abF,o

t tv-be if shoc'v

V."!lat rr,dinter,:e pe,.ffrfor7-..er!

absorbers'? --.
4. :\ shock a',)sorber is rnounted

//MI/ //// I./1/f

1=e__

flcure

!loure

,f,4p',L*

.7VP",ir

r

'he t t.ni2 tvbc shoe.r-

Direct acting
2 . Inthreet acting

R eplacement of hu3hinsIs and enti re unit .

4, axle frame feit.ner Jrcr ;s cor rect

4.11.
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RESERVOIR
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REBOUND VALVE
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UPPER CHAMBER

COMPRSION VALVE
PISTON

RE5ET/01R CHECK
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Latd-ER CHAY3ER

Answer each of the questions below.

The figure to the left
shows a cross-section view of
a direct acting shock absorber.
This shock absorber has an
"upper" and a "lower" chamber
separated by-a double acting
piston. When the, vehicle's
spring is rampressed, the
push rod forces the piston down
and the oil below the piston
is forced through the one-way
compression valve into the
upper chamber. When the
vehicle's spring "rebounds"
the action is reversed. As
the piston moves up the oil
trapped in the space above
the piston is forced ehrough
the one-way rebound valve
into the lovAr chamber. By
restricting the flow of oil
through these one-way valves
the shock absorbers regulate
the spring compression and
rebound rate.

What is the purpose of shock absorbers 9

lIow do shock absorbers dampen road shocks?

To regulate the spring compression and rebound rate.

'. By restrictlng the flow of oil through one-way valves.



S.

Some passenger cars and trucks use torsion bars in place of springs for
front end suspension. Torsion bars take up less space than coil or leaf
springs and they are adjustable. That is, they can be used to raise or lower
the vehicle's height.

Answer the following question.

What advantages do torsion bars have over coil and/or leaf springs?

They take up less space and are adjustable.

SELF TEST

ieaf spring assembly is secured to a vehicle axle by the

.7enter tie bolt.
bolts

rebound clips.

shock absorber dampens road shocks by the

restricted flow of fluid through one two-wav orifice.
free Flow of fluid through two-way orifices.
restrirted flow of fluid through one-way orif ices.

:h..: longest leaf in a leaf spring assembly is named the

f:enter.ik2at.

i. tie leaf.
n-,ain leaf.

4, :he purpose of shock absorbers is to

support the weight of the vehicle.
b. control the spring compression and rebound rate.

an the axle of the vehicle.

The coil spring

a. requires heavier duty shock absorbers than
. is less flexible than the leaf spring.

, requires more space than the leaf spring.

//////////////////11
,17

Answers are to be found on the 'next page.

do leaf springs.
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I.

FOREWORD

This Programmed Text was designed for use by students enrolled in ftke
General Purpose Vehicle Repairman Course 3ABR47330. It was validated
by 30 students enrolled in that course in 1964 and has proved to be successful
since that time.

OBJECTIVES

Given this Programmed Text, a worksheet, and other necessary equipment
you will be able to accomplish the following objectives to meet the manu-
facturer's specifications:

I. Perform a scuff test on the front and rear wheels o( a vehicle.

Perform a preliminary inspection (In vehicle steering mechanism.

Prepare the vehicle for checking front end alignrnent.

4. Check camber and record find1n4s tor each wheel,

5. Check caster and record tuidir or h wheel.

6. Check steerin.:, axis inc ination ird record tinding.

Cheek toe-uut on turn:-.

Make neees:,ary ahp..1-tmentH u.:ung sh,.)p

-Write your name, ran, and class number ;it the tc)p uf yc,.1

Write the nap.,,, (0.- the \ohicle t whieh you have been a-sigrit-(i.
0;:d, chevrol(t, etc.) Aiso write in the model year ,01 the vehicle.

Pead eih tep ,.arefully before tartin the task.

4 Perform each f-,tep exactly as directed. Du not .kip any step.

5. Ask your inntructor for help or advice whenever you are in doubt.

6. This task can be accomplished by one man working alone or by two
v-,r1,-;10 together. If you are doing the iob alone, you must accomplish

each step in each tad. If two men are working together, one man can read
the task list while the other performs the step; then switch and let the other
man perform the next step while the first man reads the task list. When the

same task is to be perforined on both front wheels, one man dr' the left

wheel and the other man the ri ght wheel,

7. Make sure that yOu have a specifications chart and the appropriate
shop manual for the vehicle on which you a-P working.



I/3C
Frame 1.

The purpose of the scuff tester is to give a quick check of wheel

alignment to see if the vehicle has toe-out or excessive toe-in. The

desired front wheel scuff is 0 to 3 feet per mile IN. The exact

amount depends on the vehicle specifications. A vehicle with 1/16
inch of toe-in would read near zero feet per mile scuff, while a
vehicle with 3/8 inch of toe-in would read near three feet per mile

scuff. The indicator on the scuff tester will reset to zero when the

wheels roll over the trip plate and deflect to indicate the amount of

wheel scuff when the wheels roll.over the scuff blades. It is impor-

tant that you note whether the indicator reads IN or OUT as most

vehicles should 'lave toe-in and a reading of 0 to 3 feet per mile OUT

would be an incorrect adjustment.

Perform a scuff test on the front and rear wheels of the vehicle
and record the readings as items #1 and #2 on your worksheet.

a. Line up the vehicle with the tester so that both front wheels
will strike the tester blades at exactly the same time; then do

not turn the steering wheel while the vehicle is an the tester.

b. Drive the front wheels over the platform slowly (3 to 5 MPH)

and stop when you ire even with the indicator so you can read

it.

c. Record the front wheel scuff reading as item #1 on your work-
sheet and indicate Whether it is IN or OUT.

d. Drive the rear wheels across the platform slowly, stop the
vehicle in the spot designated for portaliner work, set the
parking brake, stop the engine, etc.

e. Record the rear wheel scuff indication as item #2 on your work-

sheet and indicate whether it is IN or OUT.

QU FLTI ON
e'

Did you complete the scuff test and record the readings?

a. YES - Go on to the next step.

? 46. b. NO - Ask your instructor for help if necessary.



Frame 2.

Perform a preliminary inspection and place a check mark in the
space provided for item #3 on your worksheet to indicate that you have
performed the inspection.

a. Check wheel bearing adjustment.

b. Check ball joints or kingpins for looseness.

c. Check steering linkage for looseness.

d. Check to see if the vehicle is level (side to side) and move
it to a level spot if necessary.

QUESTION

? ? 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 ? 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 ? 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Have you completed the preliminary inspection?

a. YES - Go on to the next step.

b. NO -Try again or ask your instr4ctor tor help.

? 7 ? ? 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 ? ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 -1 ? 9 ? ? 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9

4

413(0
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Frame 3.14 37

Prepare the vehicle for checking front end alignment.

a. Insure that the front wheels are positrnned straight ahead

and place them on the turning radius gauges.

b. Lock the wheels with the brake pedal depressor.

c. Use the tire gauge and insure that all tires are properly

inflated.

d. Remove the hubcap nd dust cap from both front wheels.

e. Wipe off the excess grease and dirt from the end of the

spindle and therface of the hub.

f. Remove the lock pins from both turning radius gauges.

g. Bounce the vehicle in the center of the front bumper in order

to relieve spring set.

h. Attach the caster-camber SAI gauges to the magnetic adapters

and tighten the thumb screws to hold them securely.

i. Attach the gauges to the wheels, insuring that the centering

pins fit into the center of the spindles and that thetscales

face upward.

QUESTION

9 7 7 9 9 9 9 7 9 9 ? ? 9 ? 9 9 ? 7 9 ? ? ? ? 7 9 9 7 9 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 ?

? Did you prepare the vehicle for checking front end alignment? 2

7 a. YE.S - Go on to the next step. ?

b. 2,V) - Ask your instructor for help if necessary. ?

. ..... 7 .... .... . . . . . 9 9 9 9 ? ? ?
. . . . . .



Frmne L.

Check camber for both wheels. Record the readings as item #4 on

your worksheet, and indicate whether it is negative or positive

(- or +).

a. You should already have the camber gauge attached to the

wheel with the magnetic adapter.

b. Read camber on the outer scale of the camber gauge at the

center of the bubble.

c. Record the readings as directed above. \

NOTE: You should never adjust camber until after you have checked

and adjusted caster as the caster adjustment will dhange

camber.

QUESTION

9 7

Did you check and record the camber readings for both front wheels?

YES --Go on to the next step.

b. NO - Ask your instructor for help if necessary.

7 ? 7 1 9 ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2 ? ? ? 9 9 9 ? ? 9 9



Frame 5. q3ci

Check catter for both front wheels, record your findings as item g

on your woksheet, mad indicate whether it is negative or positive

(- or +).

a. Adjust the turning radius scales so they indicate zero on

both turning radfxs gauges with the wheels straight ahead.

b. Turn the wheel in toward the center of the vehicle stia-the

turning radius gauge indicates 20 degrees.

c. Turn the knob under the caster scale antfrthe bubble centers

an the zero (0).

d. Turn the wheel out at the front until the turning radius

gauge indicates 20 degrees.

e. Read caster at the center of the bubble on the blue scale.

f. Record the reading as directed above.

Repeat these procedures for the opposite wheel.

QUESTION

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Did you check and record the caster readings for both front wheels? ?

a. YES Go on to the next step.

b. NO Try again or ask the instructor for help.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 ?



Frame 6.

Check steering axis inclination (SAI or kingpin inclination) and
record your findings as item #6 an your worksheet.

a. Insure that both turning radius gauges indicate zero with the
wheels straight ahead.

b. Turn the wheel in at the front to 20 degrees.

c. Turn the control knob under the SAI scale until the bubble
centers on the zero.

d. Turn the wheel out at the front to 20 degrees.

e. Read the steering axis inclination on the blue scale of the
SAI gauge at the center of the bubble.

f. Record the SAI reading as indicated abr-e.

Repeat these procedures for the opposite wheel.

QUESTION

7 7 ? 9 7 ? 9 ? 9 9 9 7 7 9 ? 7 7 9 7 7 ? 9 ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 9 ?

? Did you cneck and record SAI for both front wheels?

a. YES Go an to the next step.

b. NO - Ask your instructor for help if necessary.

? 9 9 9 7 9 9 ? ? 2 9 7 7 9 7 9 7 9 9 ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 9 7 ;) 7 7 7



Frame 7- 1/416(

The next task to accomplish is checking toe-out on turns. This is

also known as "steering geometry." As you will recall from the lesson
on steering factors, toe-out on turns or steering geometry, is the dif
ference in the turning radius of the two front wheels when making a
turn to the left or right.

The right column of the specification chart is titled "Checking
Toe-gut on Turns." In this column there are two listings tqled
"Whei Outer Wheel Turns 20°" and "When Inner Wheel Thrns 20.

Determine which group your vehicle is listed in and then proceed
as directed.

QUESTION

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9

? Is your vehicle listed under wahen Outer Wheel Turns 20°?"

a. YES - Go an to Frame 8.

b. NO - Skip Frame 8 and go on to Frame 9.

???????????????????????????? /99/99799



Frame 8.

eiVc

When a vehicle is making a turn, the left wheel is sometimes the

outer wheel and sometimes the inner wheel, depending upon which way

the vehicle is turning. The outer wheel is always the wheel od the

outside of the turn; therefore, the outer wheel must be turned in

toward the center of the vehicle. In order to have toe-out in turns,

when the outer wheel is turned in 20 degrees, the inner wheel will be

turned out more than 20 degrees.

Use the following procedure to check steering geometry:

a. Write the word "Outer" in the gpace previded for item #7 on

your worksheet.

b. Turn the right wheel in 20 degrees toward the center of the

vehicle.

c. Read the steering geometry on the left wheel turning radius

gauge.

d. Turn the
vehicle.

e. Read the
gauge.

left wheel in 20 degrees toward the center of the

steering geometry on the right wheel turning radius

f. Record the steering geometry readings on your worksheet as

item #8.

QUESTION

9 ? 9 ? ? ? 7 7 ? 7 9 9 9 ? ? ? ? 9 ; 9 ? 9 7 ? 9 9 9 7 ? ? 9 9 9 /

7 Did you obtain and record the steering geometry readings for both ?

roaL wnt:10

a. YES - Go on to Frame 10; skip Frame 9.

b. NO If you cannot check steering geometry, ask your instruc-

tor for help.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

f't



Frame 9. )40

When a vehicle is making a turn, the right Wheel is sometimes thc

inner wheel and sometimes the outer wheel, depending upon which way

the vehicle is turning. The inner wheel is always the wheel on the

inside of the turn; therefore, the inner wheel is always turned out

from the center of the vehicle. In order to have toe-out on turns,

When the inner wheel is turned out 20 degrees, the outer wheel will

be turned in less than 20 degrees.

Use the following procedure to check steering geometry:

a. Write the word "Inner" in the space provided for item #7 on
your worksheet.

b. Turn the right wheel out X degrees from the center of the
vehicle.

c. Read the steering geometry on the lf.ft wheel turning radius

gauge.

d. Turn the left wheel out 20 degrees from the center of the
vehicle.

0. Read the steering geometry on the right Wheel turning radius

gauge.

f. Record the :7,teering geometry rea(ling:; on your worksheet as

item #8.

QUESTION

/ 9 1999999 9 ? 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? ? ? 9 9

Did you obtain and record the steering geometry readings for both ?

front wheels?

a. YES - Go on to the next step.

b. NO - If you cannot check steering geothetry, ask your insti.uc-?

tor for help.

? 9 9 9 ? 9 ? 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ?



Frame 10.

...,+....,..

Complete items #9 through #16 on your worksheet. Then, return here

and answers the questions asked below. Use the specification chart to

look up all specifications.

QUESTION

? ? ? ? ? 9 ? 7 9 9 ? 9 ? 9 ? ? 9 *1 n .1? 999 /99999 9 9 9 ?

Have you completed items #9 throagh #16 on your worksheet?

a. YFZ - Answer the question below and then proceed as directed. ?

9 b. NO If yo'l :annot complete the items, ask your instructor

for

9 9 9 9 9 9' 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? ? ? 9 ? 9 ? ? 9 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

QUESTION

979 ? ? 9 9 7 ? 9 ? 9 9 7 9 9 ? ? 7 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 9 9 9 ? 9

? cater within specifications? (Check answer #12 on your work-

!;heet.)
9

a. YY.S Answer the question asked at the bottom of Frame 11 and

then proceed as directed from there.

b. NO - Go on to the next step. Frame 11.

9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 ? ? 9 ? ? 9 7 9 ? ? 7 7 9 9 9 ? 9 9 ?

I (



Frame 11. 4

Use your shop manual as a guide Wde you adjust caster.

a. Obtain the necessary tools, shims, etc., for adjusting

caster.

h. Adjust caster to bring the reading within specifications.

c. Insurwthat caster is within specifications by ehpcking it as

outlined in Frame 5 and comparing the reading with' the

specifications.

Q;TF.5TICN

?? ? ? 9 ?..... ? 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7

Have yoll co7Tieted the task of adjusting caster and is the new

reaiing within ,r,pecifications?

a. YI.T, Answer the question below and proceed as directed.

b.
vn If you cannot accomplish this task, ask your instruc-

tor for hell,.

carler within svicifir-ations? (

?..

he,7k answer #10 0'2 pTir work-

a. y-F, [3kip Frame 1? and go directly to Frame

V!,U - Go on to tho next step, Frame 12.

C.1



Frame 12 .

y,.)ur shoD as a ui.0 hilc adj'asting cambrr.

Make sure that you have the necessary tools, shims, e+-12. for

adjsting camer.

L. Adjust camber to bring the reading within specifications.

Insure that camber is within specifications by checking it as

oulined in Frame h and comparing the reading with ttr?

spec!ificaticn7.

insure that caster is still within specifications by checking

it as outlined in and com7)aring the reading with the

.. .............. . ..
H:ive yo]i joh of :TA. j

,;,.) on to th,'

t-1.147, ir t.11E, rf-!ad

yoir I n s+

for heir..



Frame 13.

Use your shop manual as a g'llde while checking and making any

necessary adjustments an the steering gear or linkage.

a. Make sure that the turning radius gauges indicate zero with

the wheels straight ahead.

b. Check to see if the steering wheel is properly centered with
the Wheels in the straight ahead position.

c. Adjust the steering linkage, if necessary, to center the

steering wheel.

d. Check for looseness in the steering gear; adjust if necessary

Qi.TF[:f

Did you c.omplete the tasks of checking the steering gear and the
steering wheel and making the adjlistments as required?

a. YE:, cro to the rTirW7TION3 below.

b. U. T.: you cannot accomplish these tasks with the help of
hop manual, ank your instructor for help.

`;' ";- °:` ''":" '7

INGTWCTTOV)

1. Put ail of the ef;uipment away in 1 t:1 proper pla.]e.

2. When your worksheet is co7Ileted, return all training maer-
ials to your instructor.



SCUFF TESTER AND PORT/LTA-11ER

SUBJECT: Front End Alignment of a Vehicle with Independent Front

Suspension.

NAME RANK CLASS NUMBER

VEHICLE MAKE YEAR TYPE

1. Front wheel scuff: feet per mile EN OUT

Hear wheel. Sc!Ufr: feet pnr mile TN CUT

J. Preliminary inspection completed:

L. Camber reading obtained on the wheel: 1,F,F7

5. Caster reading obtained on the wheel: LEFT

Stenrinz axi,) in^lination for Wheel: LEFT RIGHT

7. :..eering axis geometry is read when the wheel turns Pe.

teerinj georetry the wheel: 1,777 RIGHT

Camer chart,:

RIGHT

RIGHT

10, Ts camber within specificq!_ions

4111

7,
.

Caster sp.ncification from thn

I . 1. castnr vit.hin spec fi,l-Ans:

77,-,ry iiiYvr from nhart:

P. 9 t. eer t ry rrf",nt".

=A-1 withi%

I

Fr!

4Tr.7
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INTRODUCTION Approx 30 Min

1. Attention and Motivation: Gain students attention by asking questions
about the Diese4-engine. Relate the importance of the Diesel engine as a
means of transportation and as a producer of electrical power. Inform
students where the Air Force utilized Diesel engines as a means of moving
aircraft.

2 Review: Review and critique questions from student Study Guide 3ABR47330-
SG-702. Then briefly review the operation of the gasoline engine in compari-
son with the Diesel. Relate haw the operation differs but the physical
make-up is the same.

Overview: Today we will describe the construction, operation, and mainten-
ance procedure of the 6-71 GMC Diesel Lubrication, Coolants, and Air System.

BODY 14 Hrs 15 Min

PRESENTATION:

1. R f: Para 3, Part 1.

a. Type GMC diesel engine

(1) 6-71

Student Study Guide 3ABR47330-SG-702

( ) Two cycle engine Scavenging Chart Number 62-62
Compression " " 62-69

(3) 130 hp 1800 roc Power " 62-68
Exhaust 62-67

(4) Firing order

) RH-I-5-3-6-2-4

(5) Compression ratio 17 1

(a) Engine will run back-
ward if certain items are
changed

Purpose GMC diesel

(1) Power busses, trucks, air-
craft towing tractor MB-2

c. Lubricating System

(1) Oil pan

(2) 0)1 pump inlet screen

(3) Oil pump

(4) Pressure relief valve

Cross. Sect' Chart Number 62-65

Films F1C 1-28IM8

ABC of Diesel

Lubrication Sys Chart Number 66-53
Capacity: Deep pan - 21 qt

Shallow pan - 31 cit

Open at 48 - 53 psi



(5) Oil cooler

(6) Oil cooler by-pass valve

(7) Pressure regulator Open at 47 psi

(8) Main oil gallery in block

(9) Blower Drip lubricated
Lubrication Blower Chart Number 62-63

(10) Filters

(a) Primary

1 Full flow

(b) Secondary

1 Part flow

d. Cooling system types Coolant sys. Chart Number 74138

(1) Radiator and fan Used on trucks

(a) Radiator

(b) Fan

(c) Water pump

(d) Engine

1 Head

(e) Water manifold

e. Air system

(
,

)(1) Air cleaner: wet type

(2) Air manifold: Emergancy shut Manual or automatic type are used

down assembly

f. Blower

(1) Rotary type with 2 or 3 lobes

(2) Driven twice engine speed from

camshaft gear

(3) Develop 7 psi at max engine

speed

$.ntr. n4e+r4kt +at air tn All



.qs-3

h. Electric starting system: Insulated
and grounded positive ground 12 volts

APPLICATION: Ref: Para bo Part 1. 3ABR47330-16-702

1. Interspersed throughout the lesson.

EVALUTA1ON:

I. Check student understanding:

a. How does the construction of a two
cycle engine differ basically from
a four cycle engine?

Ans: Two cycle engine doesn't use
intake valves (has intake
ports in cylinder sleeve).

b. What danger is involved if the
blower seals leak?

Ans: Overspeeding of engine.

c. What is the purpose of the shut-
off valve located in front of
the primary filter in the lub-
rication system?

Ans: Allows changing of filter
elements without shutting
down engine.

d. At what speed does the blower
operate?

Ans: Twice the engine speed.

e. How is the water pump driven in the
cooling system?

Ans: By the blower shaft.

f. What is the purpose of the air box?

Ans: Distributes air equally to
all cylinders.

When is the oil in the oil cooler
heated?

Ans: When cooling system thermostat
is closed during engine warm-up.

(3)



END OF DAY SUMMARY

SUMMARY

1. Today we have learned the basic opera-
tional principles of combustion igni-
tion engines, including the lubrication
coolant, and air system. The students

will write out the answers to the daily
appraisal in order to evaluate student
understanding of the subject matter
presented. In order to perform pro-
per maintenance on compression
ignition engines on understanding
of these system is a must.

ASSIGNMENT CIT POI PARA 2a 2 Hrs

1. We have just completed the Basic Opera-
tional principles of combustion igni-
tion engines;tomorrow we will enter the

heart of the Diesel engine, the fuel
system and components. Read the stu-

dent Study Guide 3ABR47330-SG-702A
and write out answers to the ques-
tions at the end of the chapter. Have

a good day and we will see you tomorrow
morning. Conservation of materials.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S WORK

1. Gain students' attention relating a personal experience or analogy

to insure they are ready to receive instruction.

2. Review: Check student written answers to questions at the end of

student Study Guide 3A6R47330-SG-702A, then briefly review the opera-

tion of the lubrication cooling, and air systems. Today we will dis-

cuss the Fuel System and Components.

1. Restate objectives of the
lesson (covered in this day)

2. Emphasize the arei of major
importance.

3. Use oral questions to deter-
mine areas to be retaught.

3ABR47330-SG-702A

1. Identify study materials.

2. Give reasons for student

* to study assignment.

3. Mention method of study.

PRESENTATION: Ref: Para b,Part 1.

a. Fuel System & Tune-up

(i) (4;erating principle of the die-
sel fuel injection system

(2) Two types

Use Study Guide 3ABR47330-SG-702A

(a) Mechanical Do not use. Central pump uses
p central high pressure pump

(b) Hydraulic
,

(3) Combustion: from heat of

compression as fuel is (4)

(I



(4) GMC diesel fuel system mech-

anical

(5)

(a) Through flow system Fuel Sys. Chart Number CC74-02

1 Cools injector Purpose

2 Lubricate injector

Fuel system units

(a) Tank: All types used

(b) Primary filter

I Types: disc, screen,
sack disc or screen
can be cleaned and replaced

(c) Transfer pump (gear or
vane type - pos. displace-

ment)

I Driven by blower shaft

(d) Seals

I Purpose: prevent fuel

from entering blower

2 Allowable amount of
seepage one drop per
minute at 1800 rpm

(e) Secondary filter

I Type: screen or disc

which can be cleaned

2 Should be drained daily
to remove dirt and water

(f) Manifold

Inlet and jumper lines

2 Outlet and jumper lines -
Restriction elbow: Pro-

vide back pressure at
injector

11/

(g) Fuel injector

1 Purpose: Meter atom-
ized and inject under
nrevinra tgv,

415-C

Caution: Fuel must be kept clean

Maintain 40 psi

Use Bench Item Fuel Injector Purp

Show Bench Item Fuel Injectors



2 Type: Unit injector
(G.M. - Old type - H.V.
- New type)

3 Different types on GMC
engine 50, 60, 70. 80
cubic millimeter

4 Contains two porous
material filters

(h) Governor types

1 Mechanical (limited
or variable speed)

2 Hydraulic (allows for
speed droop)

b. PM inspection

(1) Coolant

(a) Level

(b) Condition

(2) Belts

(a) Fan

(b) Generator

k3) Fuels

(a) Level always full

(b) Condition

(4) Lubrication

(a) Level

(b) Condition

(5) Control emergency shut down
operation

(6) Visual inspection

(a) le.7L%

(b) Damaged parts

(61

Fuel Injector
Chart Number 62-71

H.V. - high valve

62-2941 Injector
Diesel Fuel Kit

Caution: Must be replaced when
dirty

Show Hydraulic Governor
Trainer 61-2835 (Woodward)
Show Bench Item Hyd. Governor

Chart Number 64-402
Hydraulic Governor

Preventive maintenance
Have student use Workbook

3ABR473304B-702A

T.O. 3EG1-16-121



(c) Missing parts

(7) Electrical starting system

(a) Condition of battery

(b) Cable and connection

c. Removal, inspection and replace-
ment of injector

(1) Remove air cleaner and rocker
arm cover

(2) Position engine

(a) Turn engine in direction
of rotation only

(b) Remove both jumper lines

(3) Remove rocker arm assembly
bolts and swing assembly clear

(4) Remove injector hold down

(5) Remove and clean injector

(6) Visual inspection

(a) Rack freeness

(7) Clean injector tube and replace
injector

(8) Torque hold down nut 20 - 25
ft lbs

(9) Replace rocker assy torque to
90 to 100 ft lbs

(10) Replace jumper line torque to
12 to 15 ft lbs

d. Tune-up

(1) Engine valve adjustment

(a) Position engine with the
injector rocker arm down

(b) Adjust push rods

1 Cold setting . .012
(7)

Use special tool if stuck

1/c7



2 Hot setting -.009

(a) Time injector

(11) Position engine with the
valves rocker arm down

(b) Use timing gauge and adjust
push rods until a light snap
dr drag is felt on top of
injector plunger

(3) Governor and fuel control rod
adjustment

(a) Setting hydraulic governor
with injector

1 Loosen all rack levers

2 Adjust fuel rod to-
extend 3/16" beyond
nut at override button

3 Tighten outer adjusting
screw on nr 1 rack lever
when control tube moves
lock nr.1 rack

4 Check adjustment by pulling
out on override button,
should move out 1/32 to
1/16 inches

5 If improper movement,
re-adjust nr 1 lever

6 Remove pin from clevis\
and hold control tube
wide open position

e. Procedure for starting the GMC engine

(1) Position engine controls

(2) Override governor in cold
weather

(3) Press starter button Caution: Only 30 sec at a time
if engine fails to start, let

(4) After engi,ne searts starter cool 3 - 5 minutes before
attempting to start again

(a) Check oil pressure



(b) Set throttle at 450 rpm
for warm up

f. Procedure for stopping

(1) i throttle for.2 min, no
load for cooling

(2) Idle engfne fol. 2 min ,

(3) Close control

(4) Disconnect battery

APPLICATION:

1. Ref: Para . C. Part 1.

SUMMARY

1

aa

z/C
4..

Avoid prolonged knit .

TO 31341-16-121
Provide adequate hand and
special, tools

Use 62-7945 651'GmC Diesel
Use proper safety precaution
-when working around engine

END OF DAY SUMMARY'

Today we hev learned the operational
principles Of the,GMC 6-71 Diesel
engine fuel system) and components.
we have also learned the importance
of this system and its components
and adjustment to obtain a smmth ,

and effectively operating engine.
The-students will write out the answer
to the day's daily appraisal in order
to evaluate the students' understand- '
ing of the subject matter presented.'
In otder to maintain this engine at .

its peak performance, an understand-
ing of this systole( is a must.

'ASSIGNMENT CIT POI' PARA 2b 2 Hrs

I. In order to prepare ourselves for
tomorrow's lesson on the six (6) cylin-
der, four (4) cycle MUlti-fuel engine
you are to read student Study Guide
1W47330-SG.-7028. Oral questions will
be asked in order to evaluate-student
understanding. The Multi-fuel engine
uses a theory of operation that will
'be different to you. After having read

(S)

Restate objectives of the
lesson (ccivered in this cley).

2. Emphasize the area of major
importance.

3. Use oral questions to deter-
mine areas-to be retaught.

IABR47330-SG-7028

1. Identify study materials.

2. 'Give reasons student to
study assignme t.

3. Mention method of study.
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this chapter tonight we will discuss
any question that you have tomorrow
morning - good afternoon and have a
good day. Conservatfon of. materials.

INTRODUCTiON TO NEW DAY'S WORK

1 Gain student attention by relating a personal experience
or enalo 9Y to insure that the students are ready to receive
instruction.

2. Review; Check student understanding of student Study Guide
3ABR47330-SG-702B by oral questions and answer method then
briefly discuss-the basic operational principles of the
engine which will include air system, lubrication system,
coolant-system and fuel system.

PRESENTATION:

1. Ref: Para b., Part I.

a. Pertinent data:

Student Study Guide 3A8R47330-SG-7028
Continental LDS-465-1
Nulti-fuel engine No. 68-4038

(1) 4 cycle-6 cyl in-line
engine

Nypercycle Principle

(2) Maximum rpm - 3100 Chart Number 66-313

(3) Maximum hp - 205 to 220
at 2800 rpm

(4) Firing order: RH 1-5-3-6-2-4

.(5) Compression ratio: 23 to 1

(6) Compression pressure per
cylinder 650 lbs

(7) Clearance between piston . Film TF9-3469
and head at top dead center: ,040

'

b. Air systeM 44" A

') Dry type air cleaner (wash Air flow Chart *ober 66-311
With mild soap)

(2) Air cleaner indicator
#1.1

(3) Turbo-charger Turb6-charger Chrt Number 66-319'

(a) Air is naturally aspirated
thru inlet (compressor)
side when startingvAingine

4

a
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"1 4

(c) Turbine blades driv, copres-
sor bladei by a connect4m
drive shafts causing coal--
pressor to accelerate incom-

ing air
-"*"

(d) -Increaies velocity of
intake air for combustion

'(e) Ineffective when starting
or operating engihe at low

speed

(4) Intake manifold

(a) "Water jacketed" to pre-heat
incoming air to improve cold
weather starting

(5) Engine head

(a) Captains spiral air intake
passages which cause air to

"swirl" as it enters the
combustion chamber

(b) Produces "tornado" effect
on fuel in combustion
chamber - initial 6% of
injected fuel is atomized,
ignited and functions as
spark plug for remainder
of charge

(6) Manifold flame heater system

(a) Pre-heat intake air in
cold weather starting

(b) Fuerleaves vehicle tank
at 7 psi from small electric /

vino

Manifcld Neater Sys.
Chart Number 66-331

(c) 410 enters fuel supply
pumplside of tnjection
pumprthen flea heater
filter, manifold fuel
pump and finally delivered

,to spray nozzle and holder
assembly .

(d) 24 volits from vehicls,
battefies is stepped up to

35,000\volts by the ignition
unit 4neis delivered to the

soarkOblua at intake manifold

4

4

4.
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(e) Spring loaded toggle

molter is held closed
for,5 seconds, 'at a time

causinj 5 second burn-
ing of gasses at spaced
intervals .

(7) Exhaust manifold,

(a) Delivers eiheust gasses to
the turbine (drive) side
of,turbo-charger

c. Lubrication system Lubrication System
Chart Number 74-22

(1) Oil pan with two magnetic
dtain plugs

(2) Ofq pump

(a) Positive displacement -
gear type pump

(b) Driven by front of'engine
crankshaft

(c) Picks up oil through
inlet screen in deep front
of pan

(3) Oil filters (two) .

,

(a) Replaceable element type

(4) Oil filter by-pass valve
.0"

(a) Operates on 15 lb differen-
tial pressure

(5) Oil cooler

(a) Heats oil and cools the oil

051) Oil cooler by-pass valve

,(a) Operation is identical to
oil filter by-pass valve

(7) Pressure relief valve

(a) Relieves excessive pressure

(8) Pressure regulator valve

IL



(a) Determines normal operating At 45psi

. pressure

(9) Piston cooling oil minimum

pressure valve

(a) Allows oil passage to
piston cooling nozzles c

as long as system pressure
remains above 15 psi

(b) 'doses when ptessure drops
below 15 psi, diverting oil
to main; connecting rod,

.cimshaft beariogs and valve

train

(10) Piston cooling nozzles.

(a) 041 sprayed to undeeside of
piston combustion chambers

(b) Prevent excessive heat at
4. pistons

(11) Scavenger oil pump

(a) Driven by engine ?crank-

shaft

(b) Positive displacement gear
type pump

(c) Picks up oil from rear of
pan'when vehicle is on
hilly terrain, and deposits
oil in front of pan

Cooling system

(1) .Radi_tor.- 191/2 quart capaCity

(2) Centrifugal type.water pump

(a) Belt driv*en
-

(3) Thermostat

(a) Opent at 180°F

(4) Oil cpoler

(a) Heats and cools oil

(13)

,

Coolant System
Chart Number 66-315

i



(5) Water manifold

(a) Surrounds intake air mani-
fold

(b) Aids in pre-heating incom-.
ing air

e. Multi-fuel fuel system

(1) Engine will operate withoUt
adjustment on any of the follow-
ing fuels:

(a) LoW octane gasoline .

(b) Regular octane gasoline

(c) JP-4 jet fuel

(d) Compression ignition fuel

(e) Kerosene

(f) Diesel engine fuel

Fuel Sys.Schematic
'Chart Number 66-321

411

(2) Fuel system components Chart 74-01

(a) Fuel tank

1 Small electric fuel
pump at tank produces
7 psi as.source of
fuel for system use

(b) Manifold flame heater system

(c) Fuel filters

1 Primary stage filter

2 Fidal Stge filter

f. P Bc&h fuel pump

(1) Driven off engine camshaft
at crankcase speed

(2) Fuel supply pump

(a) Driven by gear off of
the fuel injection pump

camshaft worm gear'
(ial

Chart 74-02

"se

Injection Pump PSB-6A
Chart Number 66-329

Use Bench 1ton
Fuel Injector Pump



*rauliC head components
Ow.

4/6

(1) Head block

(2) Plunger Exprain the operation of each
component in relation with the

(3) Control sleeve other
Chart's; Pumping Metering I 74-03

(4) Plunger drive.gear Pumpi ng Metering I I 74-04'

Pumping Metering III 74-05

(5) Delivery valve assembly Pumping Metering IV 74-06

(6) Plunger return spring

(7) Plunger movement

(a) Vertical - by means of 3
lobe camshaft

(b) Rotary worm gear on
camshaft drives quill
gear causing.rotation
of plunger drive gear
and plunger

h. Injector (nozzle and holder assy)

(1) Metered quantity of fuel
enters the injector nozzle at
350 psi

(2) This pressure acts on an
area of the spindle assembly
which is 8 times smaller in
area

(3) The spindle Assembly is held
in the closed position over
the nozzle orifice until
spindle popping pressure
reaches 2800 psi, uncovering
the orifice, allowing injec-
tion and relieving pressure

(a) Popping pressure is
adjustable

Tighten adjusting screw to
increase spring tension
against spindle and vice
versa

(c) kxcess ftlei at injector
Is routed ack to fuel
tank thru ow pressure lines

(15)

Nozzle Holder Assy
Chart Number 66-320'

c ,



I. Fuel density Compensator

(1) Built by Zenith and attached
to Bosch injection pump

(2) Fuel density components

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Return Spring

Servo Piston

Servo Piston Rod

Stop Plate

Stop Plate Adj Screw

Servo Tap

Servo Tap Adj Screw

Pressure Regulator

Governor (mechanical - variable speed)

(1) Operating lever (connected to
throttle linkage) moves fulcrum
lever

(2) Fulcrum lever

r(a) Forward movement ralses
plunger sleeve in hydraulic
head thru linkage

(3) Governor springs (inner &
outer)

(a) Spring tension keeps fly-
weights

(4) Flyweightvand sliding sleeve
assy

(a) As speed increases, the
flyweights expand, pushillf,
rearward on the sliding
sleeve

(b) The sleeve then es the
fulcrum lever ag nst

the governor s iings

(c) When pressur is eoual

4/64

Fuel density compensator
Chart Number 66-328
Explain the operation of each
component in relation with
each other

Mech. Governor
Chart Number 66-32G

"S ,
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on both sides of the lever,
the engine speed will stabil-
ize

Advance unit (mechanical) Advance Unit
Chart Number 66-325

(1) Provides up to 9° advance

(2) Advance functions between
1000 and 3000 rpm

(3) Components

(a) Input shaft

(b) Centrifugal Flyweights

(c) Sliding Gear

(d) Return Spring

(e) Advance Hub

(4) Advance occurs when engine rpm
increases above 1000 causing
the flyweights to expand,
pushing the sliding gear off
the input shaft onto the cam-
shaft causing the camshaft to
twist in the direction,of
rotation

APPLICATION: Ref: Para c, Part 1.

I. Interspersed throughout the lesson

EVALUATION:

1. Questions:

a. What is the purpose of the turbo-
charger?

Ans: To increase the velocity of
intake air for combustion.

How is the system bled?

Ans: No need for bleeding.

c. How Many fuel pumps are used?

II/
Ans: Four (4).

If

4/6 7



d. How many fuel filters are used?

Ans: Four (4).

e. What position is the plunger
sleeve in when.the engine is
stopped?

Ans: Down position or no fuel.

f. How many high pressure pumps
are used?

1

Ans: One (1) plunger.

g. What is the purpose of the fuel
density compensator?

Ans: Allow for different vis-
cosity.

What does initial PSB mean?

Ans: Pump, siogle plunger,
Bosch.

I. How is the speed and power
changed?

Ans: By the amount of fuel.

j. What Olits are driVen lily the
blower shaft?

Ans: Water pump, fuel pump,
blower governor oil pump.

k. How is the blower shaft driven?

Ans: By the camshaft.

1. What does the fuel .do beside run the
engine?'

Ans: Cools and lubricates the
injector.

m. What type of fuel pump is used
on 6-71?

Ans: Positive displacement gear or
vane type.

n. 4At what speed is the blower drtven?
rioN

11



Ans: Twtat engine speed.

o. What are the two functions of the

limited speed mechanical governor

perform?

Ans: Controls the engine idle
speed limits the engine
maximum speed.

What are the disadvantages of the
turbocharger?

Ans: Not effective when starting
at idle or at low speed.

What causes the air to "swirl" as
it enters the cylinders?

Ans: The intake ports located
in the head.

r. What is the purpose of the manifold
flame heater?

Ans: To pre-heat the incoming air
as an aid in cold weather start-

ing.

s. What is the purpose of the piston
cooling oil minimum pressure valve
in the lubrication system?

Ans: Diverts oil to main &
connecting rod bearing when
system pressure drops below
15 psi.

CONCLUSION 15 Min

SUMMARY AND REMOTIVATION:

1. Today we have learned the basic operational principles of the Multi-fuel
engine which included the Air System, Lubrication System, Coolant System
and Fuel System. And at in the previous lesson on the GMC 6-71 Diesel
engine, we found that the.fuel system is one of the most important.systems
covered. The student will write out the answers to the daily appraisal in
order to evaluate student understanding of the subject matter presented. Being
able to utilize the information presented today you will be able to
operate, iervice, and perform maintenance on the Multi-fuel engine.

(19)

i



ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE:

1. We have just completed the lesson pertaining to compression ignition engines.

Our next lesson will pertain to Principles of Refrigeratfon and Air Conditioning.

Read Student Study Guide 3A8R47330-SG-703 and Commercial Manual, Chevrolet

Heating and Air Conditioning, pages 10 thru 26. You will have an oral quiz

on the Reading Assignment. Have a goodnight's rest and we will see you tomorrov
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iNTRODUCTION 15;14in-

Attentton and Motivati Cain-students' attention by relating the

importance and popular/tot Air Conditioning andeefrigeration System'.

Review: Orally quiz-students on the Reading Assignemnt that was given

the day before to evaluate their understandin6Aof the Reading Assign-

ment of 3ABR47330-SG-703 and Commercial Manual.

3. avervievi and TIE-IN: Inform the students that today's lesson will

cover the Basic Principles of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration and .

how today's modern vehicles are equipPed with these units. But inr order

, to be able to repair such units a basic understanding of the principles

4'Hef refrigeration s a must.

iftwoiL
,

POSENTATION:

BODY 5 Hrs 30 Mtn.

I. .Ref: Para a,Part 1.

a. Principles of refrigeration

(1) Atefrigeratidn

(a) The transfer of heat

,(2) Heat

(a) Form of energy

(b) Cannot be created or
destroyed

(c) Can be transferred

'(3) Law of heat transfer

(a) Hot to told

(b) Rate of transfer
slows as temperature
differential decreases

0) Methods of heat transfer

(a) Conductio4

I Through a soli"om
molecule to molecule

( ) Convection

1 Through a gas or liquid
the molecules carry the
heat

./! () .

Refer to student Study Guide
3ABR47330-SG-703

Commercial Moual GA-279A

'EXAMRLE: .Electric blanket

EXAMPLE: Forced aft. furnace

7e2-



(0) Radiation EXAMPLE: ,Surrr

1 Transfer by waves
or rays

(5) 'Sensible and latent heat

(a) Sensible heq

1 Can be moasured and felt

2 Alwayscauses a tempera-
ture change

3 Measured by a thermo-
rieter

4 Super heat

Sensible heat added
to a substance above
its boiling point

(b) Latent heat/

1 Changes state of sub-
stance '

2 Show no temperature
change

(6) Change of state,,

(a) Physical statesiormatter

1 Solid

.?i Liquid

3 Gas

(b) Change .of state its always

accomplished by/A gain or
loss of heat /

(c) State can be changed tWo
ways

1 By changing temperature
at a Constant pressure

2 Bydchanging pressure
at a constant temperature

(2)

Air Conditioning System
Chart 72-208

(Lattnt heat is gained or lost)

4 0 -
1
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(7) Boiling point (tampekature) Air Conditioning Sys Component
,Chart 72-209

(a) Temperature at-which a
liquid starts to vaporize

(b) Controlled-6y pressIire

A%

(Of Boiling rate increases as
the temperature increases
or the pressure decreases

(8) Condensing point 'Air Conditioning Sys Component
Chatl 72,219

(a) Temperature at which a
gas starts to condense

(b) COntrolled by pressure

(c) Condensing rate increases
as condensing medium temp--
erature detreases

(9) Heat measurement

(a) Thermometer

1 Measures,the intensity
of heat

2 Expressed in degrees

(b) Thermometer scales

1 Fahrenheit

a 32°F freezing point

b 2120F boiling point

2 Centigrade

a 00C freezing point

b 100°C boiling point

(c) British thermal unit

1 Measurement of amount
of heat

NOTE: Both scales are equal at -400

2 A BTU is defined as
the amount of heat
required to raise the

temperature of one pound
of water onedegree fahren-
heit

(3)



(d) Ton of refrigeration

1 12,000 BTU's per
hour removed from the
joad equals one ton

2 Derived from the fact
that one ton of 320F
ice melting in a 24
hour period absorbs
288000 BTU's

(10) Heattoad

(a) Air to be cooled

(b) Total heat load expressed-
in BTU's or tons

(c) Total heat load depends
on

1 Amount of air to be
cooled

2 The difference
between ambient temp-
erature and the temper-
ature towhich the air
will'be cooled

Amount of moisture in
the air

(10 Humidity

(a) Moisture in the air

(b) Heat removed to condenSe
moisture causes no temper-
ature Ange

Is) Temperature at which mois-
ture'condenses is called
the dew point'

(d) Relative humidity is the
amount of moisture in the
air, compared to the total
amount the air could hold
at the same temperature

(4)

Film TFI - 5536A

4 0 >



12) RefriOeranti-

(a) -A refrfil.ant is iny sub-

stance at is used to
remove and transfer
heat

(b) Types of refrigerants

1 Water
,

2 Vichloromonofluorome-
pane (R-11) ,

3 bichlorodifluoroinethane
(R-12)

4 Ménochlorodifluorome-
thane (R-22)

(c) Desirable properties of
a good refrigerant

1 Low boiling point

2 Low condensing pressure
and temperature

mi

3 Non-inOrious to lubri-
cating oil

4 Non-flammable and non-
explosive

5 Nan-corrosive'

6 Operates on a low to
moderate pressure

(d) Undesirable characteristics
of refrigerants

Most comkonly used

1 Frostbite

Permanent eye damage

3 Mcomes toxic when
overheated

4 Skin irritation )6

5 Damage to lungs STRESS SAFETY!

(13) 'Refriger:ait cylinder r)

(5)



(a) Do not store refrigerant
cyllnders in an area above
125°F

(b) Use caution when handling
or opening pressurized cyl-
inders

(c) fusible plug STRESS SAFETY! .

APPLICATION: Ref: Para a, Part 1.

1. Interspersed throughout the lesson.

EVALUATION:

I. Check student understanding.

a. What is the unit*of measurement
for heat quantity?

ans. B.T.U.

b. What is sensible heat?

ans. Heat that can be measured and
felt.

c. What is latent heat?

ans. Heat that will create a change
of state.

d. What refrigerant change of state
absorbs?

ans. From LPL'to LPG.

'e. What is the heat load on the Air
Conditioner?

ans. The air to be cooled.

f. What two ways can change of state
be brought about?

ahs. Conduction, convection,
radiation.

What are the method of heat transfer?

ans. Conduction, convection,
radiation.

4110,
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h. How does changing the pressure on
a liquid affect its boiltng point?

ans. It changes the point at which
the substance boils.

What refrigerant is most commonly

used?

ans. Freon R-12.

CONCLUSION 15 Min

: SUMMARY AND REMOTII.".TION:

1. Today we ,have learned the basic principles of refrigeration and air condi-

tioning; the theory of heat transfer and the properties and types of efriger-
ant. With a basic knowledge of these basic principles of air conditioning and

refrigeration, you will find that these facts can be applied to any refrigera-

.
tion system. At this time the daily akraisal will be administered.

ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE:

1. We have just learned the basic principles of air conditioning system. Tomorrow

we will-discuss the air condition system components. By reading student Study
Guide 3ABR47330-SG-704 and Commercial Manual GA-279A Pages 14-23, you will be
able to discuss and answer orally questions about the system components. Have

a good day and we will see you tomorrow.

( 7 )
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system components IAW technical publications. -..
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EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

8. Adapter 900 Angle

9. Mechani 's Common Handtools

10. Sptcial ools

11. Air Con itioning System
Components

12.', Tester, radiator & capk

)

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MAT.
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INTRODUCTION . Approx 10 Min

Attention add Motivation: Gain Students attention by an appropriaie analogy
and/or personal experience to insure student are menqlly alert,

2. Review: Orally quiz studeot on the reading assignment that was given the day
before to evaluate their understanding of the Study Guide 3ABR47330-SG-704
and Commercial Manual ST-14641.

3. Overview and TIE-IN: Today's lesson will COW the major components of our Air
Conditioning System. The compressor, condensor, Receiver-Dehydrator, Expan-
sion Valve and Evaporator we will learn the function of each unit in our system
and also disassemble and reassemble the compressor unit.

PRESENTATION: Ref: Para a, Part 1.

a. Basic refrigeration cycle
components

(1) Receiver-Drier

(a) Storage Tank

(b) Remove moisture
from Refrigeral4

(2) Expansion Valve

(a) Meter refrigerant into
cooling coils

(3) Evaporator

(a) Cooling Coil

(4) Magnetic clutch
Drive the compressor

r

(5) Compressor

(a) Prepare refrig&ant
for condensation

(b) Types of Compressor

1 Reciprocating

2 Swash Plate

(c) Servicing compressor -

-
1 Oil Level

BODY Approx 4 Hrs 40 Min

Use Student Study Guide
3ABR47330-SG-704
and Commercial marmAl
GA 279A

Air Conditioner

Chart 72-217
Air flow-four season & components

Chart 72-216
Expansion Valve

Chart 72-215
Evaporator Pressure's Control
(P.O.A.) Valve

Types Warner Mech Pitt Elect

Compressor Disassembled
Chart 72-218
Chart 72-214
Six cyl compressor exploded
view

Can be checked only after
discharging system



a Dipstick

b Must be checked
prior to removal or
replacement

(1) Must be at least
6 oz

(2) Not more than 8 oz

(3) Excess must be
removed

(a) Cause abnormal

operating
pressure

( ) Reduced per-
formance

(6) Condenser

(a) Transfer heat from the
refrigerant to the mmbient
aie

b. High and low side refrigeration cycle

(1) Low side

(a) Provides conditions for
cooling

1 Expansion valve
meter refrigerant into
evaporator

2 Evaporator receives
low pressure liquid
refrigerant which
absorbs heat as a
change of state occurs
on the refrigerant

(2) High Side

(a) Recovers and stores
refrigerant

1 Compressor transfers
refrigerant from evapora-
tor to condenser

(2)

°47/ egfC)

Show Bench Item Condenser

Chart 72-210
Cut-away view of
serv4ce valves

;) s



Condenser receives
the high pressure gas
and allows a change'of A
state to occur on the / ) Kit Air Conditioning Servicing

,
refrigerant

.....---/

_3 Receivesoccepts and
stores refrigerant
for reuse

(3) Separation of high and low
sides

(a) Expansion valve separa-
tion high side from low
side

(b) Compressor separates low
side'from high side

(4) State of refr:gerant through-
out the refrigeration cycle

(a) Receiver

1 8% HPL and 20% HPG

(b) Expansion valve

1 Inlet HPL

2 Outlet 4.PL

(c) Evaporator

1 Inlet LPL

2 Outlet LPL

(c) Evaporator

1 Inlet LPL

2 Outlet LPG

(d) CompreSior

1 Inlet LPG

2 Outlet HPG

(e) Condenser

Inlet HPG

(3)

Air Conditioning
Show Expansion Valve

Show AC Compre-ssor

070



2 Outlet HPL

APPLICATION.,

1. Ref: Para 1, Part 1.

EVALUAtioN:

1. What co4onent removes any mois-
ture from the refrigerant? 40

Ans: Drier.

Air Conditioning Trainers
Trainer 74-4362
Trainer 72-428'
Trainer 72-42b:4
Trainer 72-4290

Adapter 90°Angle-

Kit Aie Condition Servicing
Vacuum Pump .

Hand and Special Tools

Tester Radiator &
Use: Student workbonk

3/8R47330-W8-704

Air Conditioned Ve;tiele

Check studvit understanding

2. What component where a change of state occur

from APG to LPL otcur?,

a3.

Ans. Condenser.

Where does the change of state from HPL

to LPL occur?. 4

Ans: Expansion-valve.

4. How many changes of states occur in

orie refrigeration cycle?

Ans.: Two.

5. What is,the function of the refrigerant

compressor?

Ans: To raise the pressure and tempera-
ture of the refrigerant.

6. What safety device is found on the
receiver?

plug.

7. What type heat is removed frolm the
refrigerant before it begins to condense?

Ans: Latent heat.

s. ;11(Wh-ii,--type of heat is added to the refrig-
erant.before it begins to evaporate?

(4)



An.s: Sensible heat.

Alt is'the state of the refrigerant-
in the receiver?

,Ansi 80% HPL and 20% HPG.

CONCLU5I0N 10 Min

SUMMARY AND REMOTIVATION:

I. Today we have learnecrwhat five basic components make up a refrigeration or
air conditioning system. These components are the.receiver drier, expansion
valve, evaporator, compressor and the condensor. Knowledge,of these compon-
ents are essential to the repOrman to be able to troubleshoot ind repair
an Air Conditioning System. We"will now administer-the daily appraisal to
evaluate student understanding.

ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE:

For tomorrow you are to read study guide 3A8R47330-SG-705. Alse be prepared
to answer questions orally on the before mentioned chapter.
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(Uvt.0 CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

,

. Supplied with an assigned air conditioning trainer, tools, and equipment, coMmer-
cial manual, and observing automotive personnel and equipment shop safety, use
visual, auditony, operational means, and test equipment to check, adjust, and
isolate malfunctions in the air conditioning system IAW technical publications.

.

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part II. .
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EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

8. Adapter 900 Ahgle

9. Mechanic's Common
Hand Tools

10. Special Tools

0 ri

4
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INTRODUCTION 15 Min

Attention and Motivation: Alain students' attentioeby using an Opropriate
analogy or personal-experience to insure students are mentally alert.

Review: Orally quiz students on.their reading assignment that they were
given the day before to evaluate their understanding,of the material cov-
ered in Study Guide.3ABR47330-5G-705.

3. Overview: Today's lesson well learn how to use visal, auditory, and opera-
tional means to check, adjust and isolate malfunctions in ate conditioning
system components which include evacuating and charging the air conditioning
system.

BODY 14 Hrs 30 -Min,

PRESENTATION:

1. Refer to Para a, Part 1.

a. Magnetic clutch

(1) Types

(a) Warner

1 Copper wire

2 Aluminum wire

(b) Pitts (Electro-Loc)

(2) Testing

(a) Short dr open circuit

1 Ammeter

2 Connect in series

(3) Disassembly

(a) New bearing every time
clutch is disassembled

(4) Assembly

(a) Pulley and hub are
mated parts

(b) Do not replace either
unit separatelY

(c) May reduce the initial

torque of the clutch

Use Study Guide 3ABR47330-SG-706

Chart_magnetic'clutch 72-213

ci



b. .Gas seal

(1) Types

(a) Cartridge

(b) Unitized
4

(2) Replacement procedures
vary with type of seal used

(a) Special care must be
.used to prevent damage
to the carbon ring

(b) Must be soaked with
refrigerant oil

c. Cleaning

(1) Work area

(a) Clean and free of air-borne
dust and dirt

(2) Material to be used

(a) Lint-free clothes

(b) I2ry compressed air

(c) Clean mineral spirits

d. Safety precautions

(I) Do not use compressed
air to dry bearings

(2) Completely discharge system
-before attempttng to perform
any disassembly or repair to
the compressor

APPLICATION:

a, Part I.

SUMMARY

41V

Show Film TFI-5536B

V.

Use Study Guide 3ABR4733C-SG:7C6

Air Conditioning Trainers
72-4288
72-4289
72-4290
74-4362

Mechanics commOn ta Special Tools

Kit Air Conaitioner
Adapter 90°Angle

Vacuum Pump
Air Conditioned Equipped Vehicle

END OF DAY SUMMARY

1. Today we have learned the servicing (2V) '4. Restate objectives of ihe



portion of the Air conditioning system
components, such aS the compressor
magentic clutch and gas seal. 'We
have also learned how to check oil
level in the compressor and what
the effect would be if Xoo much
refrigerant oil were placed in the,

system. It is also important to
know what can and cannot be used
to clean the system components
and how to do the job safely
as well as correctly. It is

evident that one of the most
common areas for a refrigerant
leak to occur is at the gas
seal and it is equally import-
ant for you to develop sound
and accurate repair metho4 and
techniques to replace this seal
or the leak will re-occur, Stu-,

dents will.write out the answers'
to the Daily Appra*sal in order to
evaluate student understanding of
subject meter.

ASSIGNMENT

lesson. (covered in this day).

Emphasize the area of major
importance.

Use oral questions\to deter-
mine areas to be retaught.

1. Tonight I want you to.study the Y. Identify study materials.

111
notes that you have taken during
today's lesson and read Study
Guide 3ABR47330-SG-705. Oral questiobs
will be asked at the beginning of tom-
orrow's lesson.

2. Give reasons for student to
study assignment.

3. Mention method of study.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S WORK

I. Gain student attention relpting a personal experience and analogy to
insurelhat the studenisar mentally alert

2. Review: Yesteraay we learned the importance of using the right
type of refrigerant oil and the proper-,procedure for checking the
level of the lubricagt. ,We also learned service and mainthnance of
air conditioning componeas such as the magnetic clutch and compres-
sor gas seals and what would 'be thevresult if thise procedures were
not followed. Ask oral questions on yesterday's assignment.

Today We will continue with the troubleshooting procedure. Also
4evacuate and charge ampafr conditioning system.

PRESENTWON:

1. Refer Para a, Part I.

11/

a. Procedures of troubleshooting

(3)

,49
k



(1) Simplest to the hardest or most
probable fo the least peobable

(2) Common sense

(3) Equipment for troubleshoot-
ing

(a) Manifold gauge set

(b) Olite torch

1 Soap and water

APPLICATION:

1. Refer Para Part 1.

SUMMARY

Chart Evacuating System
72-212

Chart Charging System
72-211

4

Air Conditioning Trainer 74-4362
Mechanics Common & Special Tools
Use workbook
3ABR41330-W5-706

Air Conditioning Trainer
Kit Air Conditioner
Adapter 900 Angle
Vacuum Pump
Air Conditioned Equipped Vehicle

END OF DAY SUMMARY

1 Today we have learned how to effec-
tively troubleshoot and repair the
air conditioning system. It is.

important that we know how to
effectively diagnose problem areas
that will occur from time to time
locating problem areas is the most
important part of any repair job.
The student will write out the
answers to the-daily appraisal
in order to evaluate students'
understanding of the subject
matter.

1. Restate objectives of the
lesson. (covered in this day).

2. Emphasize the area of major
importance.

3. Use oral questions to deter-
mine areas to be retaught.

A5cItnimrNT CTT POI Para 6a 2 Hrs 3A8.1147330-SG-7C5
ComPrci:,1 Manual C4-279A

1. Tonight I want you to study the notes that 1. Identify study materials.
you have taken during today's lesson and
rpar St.,ly Guide 3ABR47330-SG-705 oral 2. Give reasons for student
questions will be asked at the beginning to study assignment.
of tomorrow's lesson. Review system trouble-
shooting in snap on manual GA-279A.' 3. Mention method of study.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S WORK

1. Arouse student attention by asking thought-provoking questions.

(4).

51,d



2. Review: Yesterday we learned the importance of how to effec-

tively troubleshoot and repair the air conditioning system.

We also learned how time saving and economical proper trouble-

shooting can be. We 'also learned how one component that is

not operating properly could adversely affect another. As

oral questions on yesterday's assignment'.

3. Today we will continue to troubleshoot and diagnose-mechanical
malfunctions that occur within an air conditioning system. We

will also evatuate and charge an air conditioning system.

You will also be given a block test ,prior to graduation.

APPLICATION:

I. Refer Para a, Part I.

EVALUATION:

I. What must be accomplished before

attempting to check the refrigerant

oil level?

Ans: Discharge system.

2. What would result from an excess
of refrigeration oil?

Ans: Abnormal pressure and
reduced performance.

3. What electrical tests are per-
formed on the magnetic clutch

coil?

Ans: Shorted and open circuit.

4. What test instrument is used to
perform the electrical tests on
the magnetic clutch coil?

Ans: Ammeter.

5. What must be replaced each time
the magnetic clutch is disassembled?

Ans: Bearing.

6. What may result if other than

mated clutch parts were assembled?
(5)

Amez-

Use Study Guide 3ABR47310-SG-706
Kft Air Conditioner Service
Adapter 90° Angle
Vacuum Pump
Air Conditioning Trainer 74-4362
Air Conditioned Equipped Vehicle

Check student understanding



Ans: Reduced initial torque.

7. What must you do before installing
a new gas seal?

Ans: Soak it with refrigerant
oil.

8. What solvent is used to clean
refrigeration components?

Ans: Mineral spirits.

9. What must be installed in the air
conditioning system to effectively
troubleshoot the system?

Ans: Manifold gauge set.

10. What would appear in the sight
glass....if air were present in

the system?

Ans: Bubbles.

11. How would an overcharge of ref-
rigerant be indicated on the mani-
fold gauges?

Ans: High suction and discharge
pressure.

12. What should be checked first if
the compressor drive shaft will
not turn?

Ans: Drive belt.

13. What is used tb locate a refriger-
ant leak?

Ans: Halite torch or soap and
water.

What cafty precaution must be
observed wnen using the Halite
torch to locate a leak?

Ans: Do not inhale the fumes.

CONCLUSION 15 Min

SUMMARY AND REMOTIVATION:

1. Today we have completed the methods of troubleshooting, checking and adjust-
ing air conditioning systems and components, by visual and auditory means.

I .
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You have been taught how to evacuate and charge the ait conditioning

system. I sincerely hope that when you reach your next duty assign-
ment the information that was presented here will help you to perforim

your assigned duty with maximum efficiency.
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Study Guides and Workbooks are training publications ats,thorized by Air Trainmg Cornmai4 iATC)

\\.for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE tSG I presents the information you need t6 complete the unit of instruction or
makes assignments for you to read in other publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to lielp you achieve the learning
,objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge acquired from using the study guide will help you perform
the missions or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WPRIAOOK (S\VI contains both SG and W B material under ,.ne over
The two training publications may be combined when the W H is not designed for you to write in, or when
both SG and WB are issued for you to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for training
purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Orders
ot other official publications.
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General Vehicle Branch 3ABR47330:SG-701 407

Chanute AFB, Illinois

TECHNICAL ORDERS

-OBJECTIVES

After completing this unit of instructi.in, you will have a general knowl-

edge of the purpose and use of the Air Force Technical Order System.

INTRODUCTIO4

The technical order system is the official means of providing technical :

instructions in,the form of technical orders (T0s). The purpose of technical

orders le to provide instructions and information fpr the safe and efficient

operation, maintenance, modification (change), and overhaul of AF equipment.

Examples of such equipment are aircraft, misIlles, trucks, automobiles, tools,

and machines.

Technical orders are also published which contain initructions on subjects

such as safety procedures,_ preparation of maintenance forms, and the handling

of AF material.

INFORMATION
i

Air Force personnel at all levels are faced with a rapi ''':: increasing

need to further their knowledge of the AF technical order sys em. Programmed

Text 3ABR47330-PT-l03 has been developed to provide a general knowledge of the

technical order system as it applies to vehicle maintenance. Carefully read

the information and instructions in the text. The instructor will be standing

by if you should need help.

,*)



deneral Vehidle Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTI'VES

. k..

COMPRESSION IGNITION 1NGINE FAMILIARIZATION,
OPERATION, AND SERVICING

3ABR47330-SG-7021,0f7 ye

After completing this unit of instruction, you will understand the con-

struction of the GMC two-stroke cytle diesel engine and be abli to correctly

operate, inspect and service the GMC diesel engine.

INTRODUCTION *

1

The first successful diesel engine using liquid fuel was sonstructed in

1897. The first experimental engine used pulverized coal and fuel but was a

ilure. After a second engine also failed, liqui Thd fuel was used. e engine

een proved successful.

INFORMATION

DIESEL ENGINE FAMILIARIZATION

The diesel engine is mechanically the same as the gasoline engine. For

operation they both depend upon fuel, air and ignitlon. Pistons move up and

down in cylinders and connecting rods are fastened to a crankshaft that changes

reciprocating motion into rotary motion.' There is very little difference in

the external appearance. Both the gasoline and the diesel engine extract

energy from the burning of an air-fuel mixture inside of a cylinder.

The diesel engine is an internal combustion power unit in which heat of

the fuel is converted to work in the cylinders. In the diesel engine, air

alone is compressed within the cylinder; afterthe air has been compressed

a charge of fuel is sprayed into the cylinder and ignition is accomplished by

the heat of compression.

11M71.......MMOMM.M.

-,

Figure 1. Scavenging. Figure 2. Compression.-

THE TWO-STROKE CYCLE PRINCIPLE

Every other stroke in a two-stroke cycle engine is a power stroke. Intake

4107-

and exhaust must take place during part of the compression and power strokes

3

,) 1
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Figure 3. Power. Figure 4. Ekhaust.

reseeetively. This sequence is referred to as scavenging, figure I; ccmpressinn,

figure 2; power, figure 3; and exhaust, figure .4. In contrast, a four-stroke

c.ecie engine requires four piston strokes to complete an operating cycle.

Thes, during one-half of its operation, the four-stroke cycle engine functions

nerely :in air pump.

a previous lesson the two-stroke cycle engine was expiained as having

intake ports cut into the cycle walls. The TIC diesel engine has,

intake perts cut into the cylinder wall sleeves, and utilizes two exhaust valves

nf each cylinder.

The series of ports cut into the cylinder sleeve are located above the

pistbn wnen it is at the bottom of its Aroke. Air is admitted into the cylinder

as seen as tne ton face of the piston uncovers the ports, figure 1. The flow

air npward toward the exhaust valves, which are open at this time, produee

a ;eaveneing effeetn leaving the cylinder full ef clean air when cue pi.ston

akeiLn _en.n.7n; tne inlet ports on its way upward. In order te assure that the

.1::e supplied witn an abundance ef fres'n air and to aid in scaveninn7

,:ylinner of burned gases, a blower and air box are mounted on the side, of

biewer forces air inte the air 5:, which th t-urn e

tee -eneustien Jeamner.

t
The r".1. of Air Tass:.rig tnrnugh tne cylinder during the tine

ceiu scavenged also cools the valves and inector tips.

ne tne pisten continues on the upward strnke, the exhaust valves close

and tne charge nf fresh air is subjected to compression, figure d. The air

neing cemnressen is brougnt to a ver: nign temperature.

:Thertly befre tne piston reaches its nighest position, tne required aouut
fuel...is sprayed intn the combustion space by the nnit fuel in2:ector,

figure 3. The intense heat, generated by tne hi-h compression, ignites the

ttne fi Me combustion contin1;es as lonR as the fuel spray lasts.

The resulting pressure forces the piston downward on its power stroKe. Tne

exhan,t valves are again opened when the piston is about halfway down, figere

Shortly thereafter, the downward moving piston uncovers the inlet ports and the

cylinder is again swept with clean scavenging air, figure 1. This entire com-

bustion cycle is completed for each revolution of the crankshaft, or in other

words, two strokes, thus the ."rwo-stroke

a

hifl



CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE GMC DIEiEL ENGINE

I.

The previous- paragraphs gave you a brief explanation of the two-stroke cycle

principles as apply to the GMC diesel,engine. The main diiferences you have
encountered between this engine and the ordinary four-stroke cycle gasoline

engine are the va).ve arrangement, the method of mixing the fuel lnd air, and the

minnerein which the fuel and air mixture is ignited.

Valve Arrangement

No intake valves are used
in the GMC diesel engine. Each

cylinder is equipped with two
exhaust valves, figure 5, which
open and close at the same

time. This arrangement assists
the burned gases to escape the
cylinder with the least amount
of delay. The valves are
located in the cylinder head
and are operated by a cam-
s':',aft, lifters (cam followers),

push rods and rocker arms.

aiel and Air Mixture and Ignition

Air is admitted into the
through a series of

;orts cut into the cylinder

.1

a

3

.-

1.% LILA' f

4

1. Exhaust Valve S. Valve Spring Cap
2. Exhaust Valve Spring 6. Valve Spring Seat
3- Exhaust Valve Guide . Hardened Seat Valve
4. Tapered Seat Lock

sleeves. As the piston is on Figure 5. Assembly of Exhaust

its upward stroke the exhaust %,.,lves'and Guides.

valves close and the ports are
covered by the piston and the charge of fresh air is subjected to compression.

7his brings the compressed air to a very high temperature. Shortly before

'cie piston reaches its highest_pcfsition, the required amount of fuel 1-

sprayed into the combustion space. The intense heat, generated th, high

compression of the air, ignites the fine fuel spray immediately.

'The Fuel System, Figure 6

The CMC fuel system, figure 6, i referred to Is the me':han

v.:web-flow." Tne purpose of tills type is to cool t!:e in;ect.,rs.

The fuel system used is different from that used on mo:s diesel engines.

There are several reasons for this, one being that the fuel is used to help cool

tne engine. This engine, because of the greater number of power impulse c_rank-
snaft revolutions, would otherwise become overheated, except fnr the additional

.:ooling features built into it.

Included in the fuel system are the injectors, fuel pump, fuel filters

dnd fuel manifolds. Fuel is drawn from the source of supply through the primar::

filter by the fuel (transfer) pump. This pump is driven from uie rear end of

the blower lower rotor shaft. From the pump, fuel is pumped through the
qecondary filter to the fuel intake manifold where fuel is supplied to the

5
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.rigure 5 CMC Diesel Fuel System.

injectors. Fuel is\filtered when it enters th ,S. injectors and also when it

leaves them. Surplus fuel flowing through the in;ect..3rs is returned through

the outlet manifold to the supply tank.

As the fuel must be injected into the combustion chamber just before the

piston reaches its highest point in tne cylinder, the fuel ptessure must be

higher than the air that is compressed in the c.dmbustion chamber. This is

accomplished by a high-pressure fuel injection device referred to as the '

"unit fuel injector." The unit fuel injector combines in a single unit all of



the parts necessary to inject., atomize, pressurize, and meter fuel into the

combustion chambef. This provides a complete and independent injection for-each

cylinder.

The fuel necessary for engine operation is used and the excess is returned'

to the supply tank through an outlet manifold and return lines. Figure 6 shows

the GMC fuel system, including the check valve used in the fuel inlet line

ahead of the transfer pump. This check valve is necessary when fuel tanks are

located lower than the engine. The purpose of this check valve is to prevent

fuel from draining back,41%o the tank when the engine is shut down.

The GMC Diesel Engine Starting System

The GMC diesel engine usually uses either a 12- or 24-volt starting system.

It is very important to remember that high voltage is used. Shorts or grounds

might cause damage to tools or equipment, fires, and injury to personnel. To

prevent dangerous arcs, any removed wire,or exposed cable ends should be taped.

Two of the common types of electrical systers in use today are the insulated

and grounded systems. The starting system used on the GM diesel engine generator

set is the insulated type. Neither battery cable is grounded. Both cable

terminals located on the starting motor are insulated. The manufacturer of

tnis equipment includes a generator, generator regulator, and the charging

Llircuits as part of the charging system. These units are necessary to keep the

starting motor battery charged.

An autanatic engaging and disengaging starter drive is mounted directly

on the starting motor armature shaft. It is advisable, when starting the engine,

nct to operate the starter more than 30 seconds at a time. If operated more

than 30 seconds at one time; overheating of the starter orts may occur. Several

minutes should elapse between cranking periods to permit the starting motor to

cool.

Note: Keep al411 connections clean and tight. Test batter: at regular

intervals to determine its state of charge. Keep the battery clean

and the electrolyte level maintained correctly.

:ht (;MC Diesel Engine Lubricating System

The lubricating oil circulatory system, figure 7, includes an oil pump, oil

cooler and oil filter, together with a suitable reliet valve in the pump, a

bypass valve at the oil cooler and a pressure regulating valve.

The lubricating system provides positive engine lubrication. A gear-type

pump is used to force the oil through an oil strainer and an cii cooler,

figure 7. From the oil cooler it goes to the main gallery in the cylinder

block. If the strainer or cooler becomes clogged a spring-loaded bypass valve

opens'and admits oil to the main gallery.

Note: The'strainer has been.eliminated on most late models.

A portion of the oil flows continuously from the main oil gallery througn

an oil filter and through a return line to the crankcase. At the outlet of the

:iter is a shutoff valve. This valve permits the i to be shut c)ff so that

7
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Figure 7. Schematic Diagram cf Typical Lubricating System.

the filter can be cleaned while the engine is running. The pressure relief

valve, located at the rear of toe cylinder block and at the termination of the

oil gallery, maiNgibins a stabilized oil,pressure within the engine at all

speeds, regardless of oil temperature. If the oil pressure at the valve exceds

45 ysi, the valve is lifted off its seat, and oil.frOm the engine gallery is

bypassed to the engine crankcase. The connecting rod bearings receive oil fro'm

the main bearings.through drilled passages in the ctankshaft. This oil lubri-

cates the piston pins and sprays against the upper side of the piston head to

help cool the engine. The blower drive gear bearing is lubricated through,an

external pipe from the rear horizontal oil passage of the cylinder blo6c.

The hydraulic governor (if used) and the blower bearings also receive tneir oil

from the engine lubrIcating system.

The oil cooler aids in heating the engine oil when the cooling system

thermostats are closed and will aid in cooling the oil when the coolant starts

circulating through the radiator. In addition to lubricating the engine parts to

prevent wearing and scoring, the lubricating oil also reduces friction and

plays an important p4rt in cooling the engine.

8
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Figure 8. Typical Cooling SysteM with Radiator and Fan.

The Cooling System of the GMC Diesel Engine, Figure 8

One of two cooling systems may be used in these engineti. One system has a

radiator and cooling fan, figure 8; the other a heat exchanger. In both

systems a centrifugal-type water pump draws the water through the air cooler

and discharges it into the lower' part of,the cylinder block. The water pump

is attached to and driven from the blower.

The coolant circulates around the cylinder bores,'and passes up through
openings into the water jacket of the cylinder head, figure 8. In the cylinder

9



5-0C
head it circulates around the valves and fuel injectors. From the cylinder

h'ad,it then flows into the radiator or heat exchanger. Here the temperature

of the cooling liquid is reduced. The cooling liquid gives up its heat to the

airstream from the cooling fan or to the colder raw water depending on whether

a radiator or a heat exchanger is used.

The water temperature in the engine cooling system is automatically con-

trolled by either a bellows or a spring-type thermostat. These are mounted

in a housing between the water manifold and radiator or heat exchanger. With

either type of thermostat, the opening to the radiator or heat exchanger is

Closed during the warmup period. The coolant is permitted to circulate in the

cylinder block, cylinder head, and'bypass tube or passage. In radiator jobs,

the coolant also circulates through the oil cooler before the thermostat starts

to open. After the thermostat starts opening and until it is fully open,

coolant circulation takes place through the radiator or heat exchanger and the

bypass passAles. The bellows-type thermostat incorporates a valve which completely

blocks the opening to the bypass tube or passage when the thermostat has

fully opened. This causes all of the coolant to flow through the radlator or

heat exchahger. When the spring-type thermostat is fully open, some water nay

circulate through the bypass.

In units equipped with a radiator, a tube is used to bypass the coola'nt

from the thermostat housing to the oil cooler, thence to the pump. In units

with heat exchangers the.bypass passage is incorporated in the heat exchanger

tank. By means of bypass circulation, normal engine operating temperatures

are obtained in a minimum warmup period. At this time the coolant aids in

bringing lubricating oil to normal operating temperature.

EXHAUST VALVE

'''-
. j2r

' 4

/4 44

f

CYLINDER SLEEVE \I
. PORTS

1121L,

=-FIci \ --"10
, , (4 7

AIR BOX-7

k

_

PISTON

BLOWER

Figure 9. Air System of CMC Diesel Engine.
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Intake Air System of GMC Diesel Engine,, Figure 9
,

Previous paragraphs explained the intake air system and fhe 4hvenging

process used. The air needed for scavenging and combustion is drawn thrOUgh

the oil bath air cleaner by the blower. It is very important that this air

be clean.

Air Cleaner

A heavy-duty oil bath air cleaner d silencer are used on most industrial

models. The cleaner and silenc st of a ;petal wool element supported

inside the housing. Beneath it is the oil bath.- Air drawn ehrough the

cleaner, hy the blower, passes over the oil bath. The oil bath collects the

major portion of the dust. The air then flows up through the metal wool where

the finer particles of dust are renoved. After passing through the metal-wool

the air passes down the central duct to the blower. Silencing features are

incorporated in the design of the cleaner.

Emergency Engine Shutdown DeviCe

This device is located bttween the air inlet housing and the blower. There

may be one of three types used in the Series 71 industrial engines. They are

operated as follows: manually through a control wire; automatically by either

low oil pressure or high coolant temperature; and, automatically by an over-

speed governor trip mechanism.

On a diesel engine, if any combustible liquid is accidentally introduced

into the combustion chamber, excessive engine speed will probably occur,

resulting in damage to the engine. As there is no ignition system which can

be shut off, the only manner in 'which to shut off the engine is either by shutting

411
off the fuel or the air. If combustible liquid is accidentally introduced

into the combustion chamber the engine cannot be shut down by shutting off the

fuel. Therefore, the emergency shutdoWn device provides a means of shuttAng ff

the air intake supply. It consists of a flap valve in the air inlet housing

at the blower.

Warning: Never use che emergency shutdown to shut down the engine

unless in case of emergency.

Air Blower

The operation of this blower is similar to that of a gear-type oil pump.

Two hollow three-lobe rotors, figure 9, are closely fitted in a housing which is

bolted to the engine. The construction of the rotors provides continuous and

uniform displacement of air as the rorors revolve. The air entering the blower

from the air cleaner is picked up by the blower rotors and carried to the

discharge side of the blower, figure 9. The 'continuous discharge of fresh air

from the blower creates an air pressure of approximately 4 to 12 1/2 pounds in

the air box of the cylinder block. This pressure will vary with the speed of

the engine.

Air Box

In normal operation, a slight amount of vapor from the air charge con-

denses and settles on the floor of the air box. This condensation is drained

11



off through cored passages in the ends of the block and openings in the si

of the engine block. These openings are below the air box floor. An accumul

tion of liquid on the air bog floor indicates plugged 'vents. This liquid

should be wiped out with rags or blown out with compressed air. If this is

not accomplished regularly it could cause the engine to overspeed (runaway).

Operating the GMC Diesel Engine

STARTING THE ENGINE. Starting this engine is as simple as starting the

engine of an'automobile. Like the gasoline engine, certain routine checks

should be made each time the engine is started. These checks are as follows:

crankcase oil level, coolant level, fuel level in tank, fuel supply valves,

position of controls, and operation of emergency shutdown device- Also, a

complete visual inspection should be made of the engine. After the inspection

has been completed, open the throttle to idling position and press starter

button firmly to start engine.

Caution: Do not operate cranking motor more than 30 seconds at a time to

avoid overheating of motor.

If the engine has set for several hours ic may be necessary to hold the

governor control button in. Thies button is located on the governor housing

(hydraulic governor). Hold the button all the way in until the governor oil

pressure builds up to hold the governor in the "RUN" position.

WARM UP OF ENGINE. Immediately after starting, observe the oil pressure

en gauge. If no pressure is shown after 10 to 15 seconds, stop the engine.

During the warmup period run the eni-l\e at part throttle and no load for four

or five minutes.

RUNNING THE ENGINE. While engine is running see that oil pressure does not

fall below 25 psi at operating speed. (5 psi is satisfactory at idle.) With

engine running at operating temperature, check the unit carefully for water,

fuel, or lubricating oil leaks.. Under normal working conditions the coolant

temperature should range between 160 end 183' F with corresponding oil tempe,r.1-

ture about 40° above the water outlet temperature.

STOPPING. If possible, set throttle at about Oalf speed and allow enzioe

'to run without load for about 2 minutes before snutting down: This permits

valves and other parts to cool so there will be less danger of,warped valves

or ether damaged parts. To shut down the engine, it is only necessary to turo

the throttle_to the "NO FUEL" position. '!".emember, on a diesel engine the metnci

used to shut down the engtne is either by closing off the fuel supply or, in

case of emergency, shutting off the intake air bv the emergency shutdown device.

INSPECTION AND SERVICING OF TliE ',;:-!C DIESEL E::GINE

There are many things which may affect t:le operation of this engine. .",-wo

items of foremdst importance are the presence of sufficiently high compression

pressure and the injection of the proper amount of fuel at the right time. Me
first of these items Uepends almost entirely on pistons, rings, and valves wir

tha4r operating mechanisms. 1:1:t: second item depends on toe iajectors and their

mechanisms. Thus, the.correct valve adjuomement, in'eetor timing, and governor

and rack setting are very important for proper engine operation. However, the

correct operation of other units mounted 'on the engine is also very important

for proper engine cperation.

A
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Air Cleaners S*.ef

Air cleaners must be,serviced regularly to provide sufficient clean air

for entrance intO the cylinders. Proper servicing of the air cleaner is very

important to.prevent overspeeding of the engine. The oil level must be main-

tained and not overfilled. The lement in the air cleaner must be alnwed to
drain thoroughly after it has been cleined.

Air Box Drains

The service and inspection of these drains are of utmost importance. These

drains must be regularly imspectedpand cleaned. If water vapor as well as a

slight amount of fuel and lubricating oil.fumes, which condense and settle on

the f/oor of the air box, are allowed to accumulate ittraay cause the engine

to averspeed. If liquid accumulation is found it should be wiped clean and

blown out with compressed air.

Engine Ventilation

Harmful vapors which may form within the engine are removed from the

crankcase, gear train and valve compartment by a continuous automatic ventila-

tion system. A slight pressure is maintained within the engine crankcase by

seepage of a small amount of air from the air box Oast the piston rings.
this sweeps tip through the flywheel housing and balance weight cover into the

valve compartment- Pram the valve compartmint it is expelled through a vent

pipe attached to the governor or a vent attached to the valve cover.

Blower

Always refer to the applicable manual for the service and inspection of

the blower. Make sure that all safety precautigns are observed at all times.

Exhaust System

A thoroUgh visual inspection should be made of the exhaust system at

regular intervals.'

Starting System

When inspecting the electrical system, the battery and its connections are

the first thing to consider. CableVand connections of the starting motor must

be kept in good,condition.. Standard automotive test equipment may be used for

testing the syitem.

SUMMARY

During this lesson you have had the opportunity to become familiar with

the construction, operation, and minor servicing of the GMC diesel engine.

The mo-stroke cycle diesel engine compares closely to the four-stroke cycle

gasoline engine. The main differences being the air intake system, method of

ignition, and method of mixing the fuel and air. The following lesson will

pertain to the fuel system service and tilite up of the GMC diesel engine.
1
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QUESTIONS

1. The GMC two-stroke cycle diesel engine requires no intake valves.

How is air intake accomplished in this engine?

2. Two exhaust valves pegOcylinder are used on this engine. What is the

advantage of this arrangement?

3. ,Since all diesel engines are more or less subject to overspeeding, what

safety precautions should be taken before starting the GMC diesel engine?

4. There are precautions to be taken when shutting down diesel engines

as well as when starting. What are they?

5. The GMC diesel engine uses an oil cooler. What does this unit do besides

aid in cooling the oil?(-

6. One of the characteristics of the two-stroke cycle diesel engine is

to run excessively hot. What added features contribute to cooling these engines?

7. How is the fuel ignited in the diesel angine?

S. .Why must the fuel be atomized as it enters the cylinder?

9. Why is a high-pressure fuel injection device used on each cylinder

ot this engine?

10. When is it.necessary that a check valve be used in the fuel inlet

line ahead of the transfer pump?

11. What are two common types of electrical syste-,s?

12. The GMC diesel engine uses what iS known as a unit-type iniector.

What characteristics of the injector cla!,.;sifv it is this type?

REFERENCES

TO 36A-1-76.
TO 36AG1 Series.
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General Vehttle Branch 3ABR47330 -WS -702

Chanute AFB, Illinois

COMPRESSICN IGNITION ENGINE FAMILIARIZATION, OPERATION AND SERVICING

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this worksheet you will be able to:

Identify units of tht diesel engine and explain their purpose.

Operate and service the diesel engine and components.

EQUIPMENT

Difsel Engine, GMC
Mechanic's Tool Set

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/4 students
1/student

574

Using fhe worksheet as a guide for step-by-step procedures and important

information, perform each task as outlined and as directed br the instructor.

Exercise 1

Perform preoperation inspection, start and stop the diesel engine.

PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMAiION

1. The applicable publication,1. Make a preoperational check
of the following:

a. -)olant level.

b. Belts.

c. Crancase oil level.

d. Diesel fuel tank.

15

should be consulted for
detailed information. In the
appropriate spaces, list items to
be checked and agolwer all of the

following questions.

a. Explain any important informa-
tion concerning the cooling
system.

b. What is maximum permissible
slack?

List items that belts are
checked for:

c. When should oil level be
checked?

d. Why should tank be kept full
during storage and between
periods of operation?



PROCEBURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

f4.
Battery: e. What is the battery checked

for during the preloperation
check?

f. Visual inspection. f. What is primarily concerned
with during inspection?

g Emergency shutdown
control.

g. Why must this control be
thoroughly inspected on pre-
operational check?

2. Start and operate engine. 2. All safety precautions should be
observed at all times.

a. Position controls. a. Explain position of controls.

b. Start engine. b. What is the maximum time that
the Starter should be operated
at one time?

What control is held in at the
time of starting for quicker
starting?

c. Adjust engine speed for c. ',That engine RPM is desired during

warmup period.

A. Operate at 1,200 rpm.

this period?

9ow long should this speed be
maintained for warmup period ?

pressure should never be
below pounds. Coolant
temperature should not exceed

in cold weather.
What device may be regulated
to maintain proper temperature:

3. Stop the engine. 3. xplain why engine should be idled.

Noce: Idle engine for a few
minutes after the load
has peen removed.

lb
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Exercis 2

Identify fuel, starting, and lubrication units.

PROCEDURE
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1. Identify fuel system units. 1. In the spaces provided, list the

units that make up the fuel

system.

What type of fuel transfer pump is

used?

What size of injector is used?

What is the purpose of the restrictor

passage in the return line?

2. Identify units of the starting 2. In the space provided, list the

system. units that make up the starting

system.

3. Identify units of the engine

lubrication system.

What voltage is used in the starting

system?

What type starter pinion is used?

3. In the space provided, list the

units that make up the lubrication

system.

Exercise,3

Explain the purpose of the oil

radiator.

Remove, clean, inspect, replace, test, and time a fuel injector as

assigned by the instructor.

Note: As the injector is one of'the most important and carefully con-

structed parts of the engine, ft is recommended that a faulty injector

be replaced as a unit.

Caution: sever attempt to repair an injector unless you have a thorough

understanding of the injector, and the proper equipment and facilities.

17



PROCEDURE

Determine the necessary
tools, equipment, and
facilities.

Remove injector from the
engine.

With valve rocker cover
removed, position the
three rocker arm clevis
pins on the assigned
cylinder.

tuei ..11m;.)er lines.

kemeve rocker arm a6semblv
away frum tne valves and

injocr.or.

P.emove the injector holdclown

ud nut, special washer,
and injector clamp.

e. Frce Injector from its seat.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1. List special equipment.

Note: Emphasize cleanliness at
all times.

What type of cloth must be used
for wiping parts?

Caution: Never touch any injector

parts with bare hands. Keep parts

submerged in clean diesel fuel.

How may parts be affected if
touched with bare hands?

Refer to applicable publication
for procedures.

a. Pins must be in line at outer
end. When positioning engine
by hand, what direction should
it be turned?

18 .

Caution: When positioning
the engine by hand, make sure
battery is disconnected and
throttle is in the "OFF"

position.

',..rhat precautions must be taken

when lines are removed?

e,,,at type

used?

tool should be

Caution: Never pry on the

injector rack.
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PROCEDURE

f. Lift the injector from
the cylinder head.

Clean the injector.

3. Make the inspection and tests
that do not require a test

fixture.

a. Make a visual check.

D. Check rack for freeness by
rotating the injector from
side to side while holding
in horizontal position.

"

3,

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

g.

a.

Always use two hands when
lifting out the injector.
Care must be taken not to
damage the spray tip of the
injector.

Rinse injector in diesel

fuel. What type of cloth
is used to wipe clean?

How is tip cleaned?

List items to check.

b. The rack will f1.1 its full
travel by its awn weight when
the injector is rotated. If

the rack does pot fall freely,
the injector must be

Exercise 4

Adjust the valves and time injectors.

Note: After installing the governor and before the engine is started for

governor adjustments, the valve clearance must be carefully checked.

PROCEDURE

1. Determine the necessary tools,
equipment, and publications.

List safety precautions to be
observed as given by your
instructor.

prepare engine for valve

adjustment.

e-- 19

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1. List special tools and equipment
required for this job.

TO No. is used.

2 List.

3. Rocker arm cover is removed-and
governor control lever is positioned
in the " " position.



or-

PROCEDURE

4. Position engine.

5. Measure 'tle valve clearance.

6. Adjust the valve.

a. Check engine that you are
performing the job on and
select the proper thickness
of gauge.

b. Place feeler gauge between
the end of the valve stem
and the rocker arm.

Adjust push rod.

Remove feeler gauge lTC

tighten locknut.

Recheck clearance (re-
adjust if necessary).

Adjust the remaining exhaut
valves, using the same pro-
cedure as given above.

riie thca ..",ectors.

cllIMPORTANT INFORMA ION

4. Always rotate crankshaft clock7
wtse to position the valve. Wbat
may be caused by uling a bar and
rotating the cranks*t counter-
clockwise?

5 The injector rocker arm must be
completely depressing the injector
plunger of the particular cylinder
before measuring the valve
clearance- Always refer to the
applicable publication for the
specified setting and correct
procedures. Valve clearance on

engine is

'..That tools are required?

a. 'What gauge is used?

L. A smooth "pull" of the feeler
gauge should be obtained.

Vke sure push rod is held
from turning while tightening
the l,,cknur.

"(;0" feeler gauge should pas,,,

through and the "no-go" shouli
not :7,as through.

7.ef,7:r to applicable technical pub-

lication for timing procedures,
and answer the following quskstions:
When timing the fuel injectors,
the governor control lever is in
..;hat position?

Select the proper tool used to
t:ime the injector on the particular
engine assigned to you by your

instructor.

,
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PROCEDURE

Exercise 5

Adjust the hydraulic governor.

r-,JEL, Roo
2 SCREW :OVE ARO SUR/CAP-Tel-CASE
3 ,CP044.11' SIALJTOOWN KNO111

ojuST.NC. SCREW RACK CONTROL LEVER INNER

DEgaTEE

DIPORTANT INF"ATION''

Injector designation:
Gauge tool number:
Bimerisions?

What is the specified adjustment?
SE.

Why is it so important that the
correct timing gauge tool be used?

5 REutr5TuoG SCREW
6 LEVER - INJECTOR
7 LEVER INJECTOR

suecR,R
9 UOvERoboR CASE

Figure 10. Adjusting Fuel Rod.

1. Determine necessary tools,
equipment, and publications.

2. List safety precautions.

3. Make the fuel rod adjustment,
figure 10.

a. Remove the goverror cover
and replace two crews
through the subcap into
the governor housing.

1.

2.

3.

21

- RACK CON'ROL
RACK CONTgOL
CON-RcL

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

a. Late model governors have
two additional Allen head-
screws holding the subcaS

in position.



.
PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

b. Place throttle in "STQP" b.

position.

Note: Rocker arm cover should
be off at this time.

c. Loosen adjusting screws c. How many turns should these

in all injector rack he loosened?

control levers. .

d. Loosen the fuel rod lock-
nut and remove the shutdown
knob.

e. Turn locknut to such a
position that 3/16" of the
fuel rod extends beyond the
nut, figure 10. \

IL

d .

e.

7. 4'

' _1E r mx,Ivum jEL AJr.,T MG 'LSA3

L-)Cdki,i7 MANtMUM PUEL An.h..ST,NG SCPEA

3 :;,._AR F

'

4

FJEL

-ckNA$NA._

'7'-'1.1re 11 Setting :.1.11:-..imum 7uel

Screw, J..oad Limit.

4. Position injector rack on

No. 1 cylinder.

a. . Set the maximum fuel ad-
justing screw flush wit.h
face of boss. figurt 11.

b. Set inner rack control
adjusting screw.

22

Explain correct adjustment.

.577
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PROCEDURE

Note: Refer to figure 11 for
locating some of the adjusting
points.

c. Tighten the outer rack
control adjusting Screw.

5. Make maximum fuel adjustment. 5.

a. Adjust the fuel adjusting
screw, figure 11.

b. Tighten the locknut.

6. Posirion the remaining injector 6.

racks.

a. Disconnect the fuel rod
from control tube lever.

b. Position the control tube
lever to hold No. 1 injector
rack all the way in.

c. Adjust the remaining in-
jector racks in turn.

d. Tighten outer screw and
lock the inner screw.

e. Make final check on the
rack adjustment.

23

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

C.

a. space exists
between the terminal lever
and the collar. What
position is the fuel rod
held in?

b.

a.

b.

C.

What is the purpose of
turning the fuel screw in to
cbntact the terminal lever?

Explain procedure.

d. After positioning each rack
lever, check to see that No. 1

rack has not been moved out.
What does it indicate if the
No. 1 rack has moved out?

e. Each rack shbuld be felt with
.fingertips for any difference
in rotating motion. Readjust
racks if any difference is
felt.



PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INfORMkTION

f. Release control tube lever. f. III what position will the-
contiol tube spring return
the racks?

3. Check the distance between
the body of the injector and
the edge of the rack coupling.

1 'TERMINAL LEVER
2 , *RE 04 1.4
3 SCREw - onoo AD Ays7

4 WAsHER DROOP ACLici51(HG 5CPE*
5 BRACKET - OROCP *O.tusTt*e.

Vhat should the distance be?

If "NO-FUEL" position cannot
be reached, how will the con-
trol of the engine be af(ected?

4

. .

:.C$CRRuT MAX 'Pow* FUEL ADJUSTIMG SCREW
2 SCREW MAXIMUM ItIEL ADJUSTIRG (1.:AD LIMITI
3 oaf 41C

5C4E* MAX 44._1141 SPIED LIMIT ADJUSTIAK,

L'",cwodifr - MAXIMUM SPEED LIMIT ADJU5TITA3 SCREI.

Fiure 13. Setting Maximum Speed

Figure 12. Speed Droop Adjustin. Adjusting Screw.

:.!ake the speed droop adustment,
figure 12.

is meant by speed droop?

(;overnor droop is adusted

at the factory and further adjus-
nent should not be necessary!,

HL)wever, if the governor has had

major repairs, it should be ad-

justed after governor is installed.

1:,fer to the applicable publicati6n

for correct procedures and in,the

5;:a.:e provided, explain.

8. Make the IrNmum seed adjust- 3. This adjustment limits the travel

ment, figure 13. of the governor speed adjusting



PROCEDURE

Exercise 6

Insp9pt and service the starting

PROCEDURE

1. Inspect and_ serviCtthe
starting iystem.,

a. Clean tlie battery.

b. Test the specific gravity
of assigned battery.

c. Prepare the terminals
and corrosion affected
areas for 5einstallation
of cable clamps and
battery cover.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

shaft. Moving the screw "in" will
decrease,'and "out" will increase
the maximum engine speed. Refer

to applicable publication for cor-
rect procedures and in the space
pi`ovided, write a brief explanation.

system, exhaust system, and air cleaner.

25
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Remarks:

a. The terminal posts, battery
top, and holddown cover Rust
be kept clean of corrosilie
formations. Explain the
effect of corrosion on the
starting system.

Wash the battery with a
strong solution of baking
soda and water.

Caution: Do not allow solution to get
into the cells. It will react with
the acid and weaken the battery.

b. List the safety precautions
to be observed while testing
the specific'gravity of the
battery.

Specific gravity reading of
from to

indicates that the battery is
fully charged.

c. After corrosion is removed,
the terminals and other
affectee areas should receive
a



PROEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

d. Inspect the battery cable. d. Remarks:

nspect the exhaust system. The exhaust system consisls of the
exhaust manifold, exhaust pipe, and
muffler or spark arrestor, if used.
Remarks:

a. Inspect the exhaust mani- a. Explain how a defective ex-
fold for leaks. haust manifold will affect

engine operation.

b. Inspect for cracked or, b. Explain the procedure.
warped manifold.

Check the manifold Explain the proper procedure
1,ts for tightness. for tightening the bolts.

d. Inspect the exhaust pipe d. The exhaust system should
and muffler, if usPd. have the least amount of

restrictions possible. If

the system has restrictions,
it will cause backpressure.
Batlpressure will cut the
,.-ngine performance.

Inspect and service air Remark:
cleaner.

2 6
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Generaehicle Branch
Chanute APB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

3ABR47330 SG-702A 51.02/

COMPRESSION IGNITION ENGINE FAMILIARIZATION,
OPERATION, AND SERVICING (FUEL SYSTEM AND TUNEUP)

After completing this unit of instruction, you will be able to explain

the purpose, function-and construction and identify the various units which

make up the fuel syeter and the governor, inspect, test and troubleshoot the

diesel engine.

INTRODUCTION

Included in the fuel system are injectors, fuel pump, fuel filter and

fuel mani:olds. In dhe previous lesson you had the opportunity to become
familiar with the purpose and location of these units. The following informa-

tion will further exp2Ain the fuel system components and the service and tuneup

requirement for satisfactory engine operatton.

INFORMATION

FIJEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The following units make up the fuel system. These units and their working

principles will be covered in the following paragraphs.

Fuel Pumps

On older model engines, a vane-type pump is mounted on the rear of the

blower housing. The pump is driven from the lower blower rotor shaft. On later

model engines, a gear-type pump is used.

VANE-TYPE PUMP. This pump has two spring-loaded vanes carried in the

rotor. These vanes and rotor revolve inside the eccentric housing and positively

displace fuel from the inlet port to the outlet port. Two seals are utilized

within the pump. One retains the fuel under pressure, the other prevents the

lubrication oil in the blower timing gear compartment from creeping along th.1

pump shaft. A spring-loaded relief valve is located in the cover of the pump.

This valve relieves excessive pump prc.4surc should any of the fuelllines or

filters become clogged. If pressure exceeds the spring setting, the valve opens
and allows fuel flow from the discharge side to the inlet side of the pump.

GEAR-TYPE PUMP. This pump, figure 14, is also a positive displacement

pump. It also incorporates a spring-loaded relief valve. This valve will open

at a pressure of approximately 42 to 52 psi and returns fuel back to the supply

source. Two oil seals are pressed into the bore in the flanged side of the

pump body. The feather edge of the seals face away from each other. Two tapped

holes in the underside of the pump body, between the seals, are for draining_off

any leakage.

Note: If leakage exceeds one drop per minute, the seals must be

replaced.
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1

Fork, Fuel Pump Coupling.
Seal, Fuel Pump ad.

3. Gasket, Fuel Pump to Blower
4. Tube, Fuel Pump Drain.
i. Sha!t, Fuel Pump Drie

gure i iH. I',np

Shaft, Fuel Pump Driven.
Gear, Fuel Pump Drive
Steel Bali.
Futl Pump .Reliei Valve Atisv.
Cross Set7tion of Pump,

ROTArION. pur:Ts lct

rotation, according r en ne otil. The 7m7IT,..4 ,tro :itned und are nut

intercnxIgeable.

Primarv Fuel Filt-"r

This filter, lo,:ated between the supply tank and the f ue 1 punp, r'v be

referred to as a strainer. Suction from the pump and gravlty flcw of fuel fr 7

the tank causes the fuel to flow through the tilter element where the dirt

particles are removed. The elements may be screen, disk, canned wal,te, yarn,

or paper type. The screen and disk elements _ire reusable. -7.-1e servicing ,?f

the filters deljeads largely on opera ting ,:ondit ions .. 10-len instn.1 ling filter

.,,,aiter servicing always fill the bowl with Llean fue1 fore ';ecuring the -(,w1

to the cover . No gaskets should be used. Af*_er inst al 1 ing tne t l ter run tn

engine for a few minutes and eh,ck the filter

Secon.zary Fuel Filtcr

This filter is mounted on the :;idy of :he engine and i conveniQnt to

service. The length of time that thiL, filter mnv '-)e used before rephicinf,; te

S79-3
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element should be governed largely by operating conditions and cleanliness of -Dmig°7

fuel. Low fuel pressure may be tho result of a partially clogged filter. This

condition will usually cause erratic firing or missing cylinders. The filter
element may be the same type used in the primary filter.

Fuel Manifolds

The outlet manifOld, to which the fuel flows from the injector, has a
restrictor at the discharge end. The restrictor is placed at this point so that
the fuel pump can maintain constant pressure on the entire fuel system to this

point. This assures ample fuel at the injectors and prevents air entering the
system. The fuel manifolds ire positioned and locked with capered seat
connectors. Care must be taken when connector is removed. The seats must be
clean and properly positioned in the manifold fittings.

Filtering ELements in the Injectors

Beneath each fuel line connector in the injector body are small filtering
eJements, figure 15. The elements are made of a porous material and as they are
very hard to clean, they should be replaced with new ones if they becote ex-
cessively dirty. If old elements are being reused they should be-reinstalled
in the same openings from which they were removed because fuel passes through
r_he elements used on the inlet connections in the reverse direction from those
wied on the outlet connections. Small particles of dirt that may have lodged on
t;,e inner surface of the outlet filter may be washed into the injector if it is

wied on the inlet side.

le Injector

As previously explained, the fuel pressure must 'oe higher than that of the
air charge in the combustion chamber so that fuel can be-injected into the com-
bustion chamber at the specified time. Besides injecting fuel into the combustion
chamber at the specified time, some means must be provided so that only a cer-
tain amount of fuel is injected at this time. This fuel also must.be -atomized

t:Nr proper burning when it is injected into the combustion chamber. The unit

injector combines in a single unit all the parts necessary to perform the
'hove functions. Thus, the fuel injector injects the fuel at the correct time,
7-eters the fuel, creates a high fuel pressure, and atomizes the fuel. This

Trovides a complete and independent injection system for each engine cylinder.
,:ross section of the injector, figure 15, shows the various parts.

In-ecror Mounting

The injectors are mounted in tne cylinder head, with their spray tips
:rect:ng below the top of the inside surface of the combustion chambers. A

,Tlamp, bolted to the cylinder head and fitting into a machined recess in each
oi the injector body, holds the injector in place in a water-cooled copper

tuhe which passes through the cylinder head.

A tight seal is formed between the tapered seat nn the lower end
in4e(7tor and the copper tube. This will withstand the high pressures inside
the ,.:ombustion chamber. A dowel pin registers with a hole in the cylinder head

tot accurately locating the injector assembly.

2:9
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Injector operation

The fuel oil is supplied to the inector at a :17.essur (1.: approximately

,4u psi Ile fuel f:-11s tne annular

spill deflector, figure 11,, item .28. The injector plurn;er, J,perated by a r cker

arm wnicn is actuated by tne camshaft, ei-:erates JT and Licr,:n in thic hushini4.

bore of this bushing i c:ohneeted to the fuel ,lip7 in the annular chanber L.

two funnel-shaped ports, fiizure 1.. :n additin :o the recipro,.latin2 mct:_n,
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Figure 16. Fuel Metering from FULL LOAD to NO LOAD-Produced
by Rotating Plunger With Control Rack.

TOP
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STROKE

START OF
INJECTION

STROKE

END OF
INJECTION

STROKE

Figure 17. Phases of.Injector Operations by
Vertical Travel of Plunger.
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5..11
the pLunget can be rotated in operation around its axis. This is accomplished

Py the gear, figure 15, which is in mesh with the rack. An upper and lower

helix are machined into the lower end of the plunger. These helixes, figures

lt and 17, are for metering purposes. The relation of these helixes to the two

7(q-Zs, changes with relation of the plunger. Changing the position of the

:Ielixes by rotation of the plunger, retards or advances the closing of the ports

which is the same as changing the beginning and ending of injection or the

effective stroke. The longer the effective stroke, the more fuel injected.

Reference should be made to figures 16 and 17 for positions ot

tee plunger during fuel metering and injector operation.

=GER ON DOWNWARD TRAVEL. As the plunger moves downward, the fuel in

t e hegh-pressure.cylinder or bushing is first displaced through the ports back

to tee supply chaAber until the lower edge of the plunger closes the lower port.

When this takes place, the remaining fuel is then forced upward through the

central pasSage of the plunger into the recess between the two helixes. From

thj 7oint rhe fuel can flow back into the supply chamber until the upper helix

eleses the upper port. The metered amount of fuel is then forced through the ee

.essembly, cheek valve, and against the spray tip valve, figure 15. When suf-

ciene fuel pressure is built up, the spray tip valve is lifted off its seat

:eel tee fuel is forced chroegh small orifices in the spray tip and atcnized

.elamber.

Theck valve prevents air leakage from the ,:ombustion Lhamt.er

:he fuel system in case the s=prav tip valve is acci,ientally held or.eh

a small particle of dirt. This allows the injector to continue tc-, operate

,-=,-article works through the valve.

ARD STROKE On the return upward movement of the elueoer,
. _

eLee-oressure cylinder is again filled with fuel through the poree. .he

.eierelet eirculation of fresh, coel fuel through the injectors renews the

Lhe e:.amber and helees maintain even eperating temperatures ef rHt.

ere. This flow or fuel ilso effectively removes all traees at 11.r.

.iccumulat, in tne system and interfere with tee :.ieeerrite

inector cutlet enenice which returee the
tee feel eeme. ie cd-.-u t. t`ie :eiet eeeelee.

in: re eeed in these engines carry an assem'Ae eue:ber ane

ef tne injector bode. An identification olat t:! is carried -)r,

ther 5e. The ineeeor plunger ie merked with the letter -A" or i re.ieber

te ideettfy ite t-eee. The plunger and eushieg ere both markeC with a coree-
eeejin.4 :7;erf.al number se that they mav be eaL,i1T identified :25 matine par:e.

iejeetere, plungers, and busnings must heve theee :.eentifientive markine,

ereeer Tetcring of fuel.

The various injectors are 'designated b.; tIle average humbcr of cub: mil_

meters f fuel delivered per stroke with the inector oT«ernting at a speed

A;IC, cu

71er. e is a variation in the (:.-)ristrucrion er the ieeieetors. fieures

end -71,t2 elder-type injectors are identified 't)y the number "0" tellew

:-.:111-Ab.2r. Me new tYe idt-ntified b th_, letters "HV" nreeecline

tee neen
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1. Spacer. 1. Seat, Injector Valve.
2. Check Valve. 2. Valve, Injector,
3. Valve Seat. 3. Spring, Injector Valve.
4. Spray Tip Valve. 4. Stop, Injector Valve.
5. Valve Spring. D. Cage, Injector Valve.
6. Valve Stop. 6. Valve, Injector Check.
7. Spray Tip. (. Tip, Injector Spray.

Figure 18. Injector No. 60

Spray Tip and Valve Assembly.

Figure 19. Injector No. HV 6-Spray
Tip and Valve Assembly.

1 - Ttibe.-Injector Control
2 - Lever..Injeotar Control

Tub.
3 - Rod...Fuel (tn governor)

Figure 20. Governor to Injector Linkage.

Injector Controls, Figure 20

Each injector control rack is connected by an easily detachable joint to a
lever on a common control shaft. This shaft is linked to the governor and
throttle. The levers can be rotated independently on the control tube by the
adjustment of two screws, figure 20. This arrangement permits a uniform setting
of all injector racks.

33
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2. MowsmiContrel 30. BoorinoOperruttne Shan Wooer) 70 fhpertegWeilo Shaft End.
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28, Stra..Cop Adiestiog. 57 Ls*. Gorefebt Gov*. rioe

Figure 21. Limiting Speed Mechaniccll ;,:)v,?rnor Single eI

GMC Diesel Engine Governor

i

5°-09

The speed of the diesel engine is controlled by the amount of fuel in-

jected; consequently, the injection system is designed to supply the maximum
amount of fuel which will enable the engine to operate at full load and reach

a predetermined maximum speed. However, if the maximum fuel charge was supplied
to the cylinders with the engine running under "Partial Load" or "No Load" the

engine speed would increase beyond the critical range and soon cause failure.

Thus it can he seen that a governor must be installed control the amt)unt

fuel injected in order to control the engine speed. Me 7-!(-. diesel engine ma-:

be equipped with ,either a mechailical governor or a hvcira017 gverhor. Thle ty7,)

of governor used will depend on the installation of the engine. 71)er Are

types of mechanical governors used on the industrial engines. They are

limiting speed and the variable speed.

4



LIMITING SPEED MECHANICAL GOVERNOR, FIGURE 21. Applications requiring a 5 2.3
minimum and maximum speed control where low droop is not a factor are equipped
with this type off governor. The limiting speed governor performs two functions.
It controls the engine idling speed and limits the maximuwoperating speed of
the engine.

1. The governor is mounted to the front end of,the blower and is driven
by the blower upper rotor shaft. It consists of three subassemblies: the weights,
shaft and bearing housing assembly; the vertical shaft control mechanism housing
assembly; and the cover assembly.

The weight, shaft and bearing housing assembly consists of two weights
which are pivoted on needle bearings and carried on a horizontal shaft inside
the weight housing.

3. The weight carrier shaft is mounted on a ball bearing at the outer
end and is supported and driven by the blower rotor shaft at the inner end.
A riser and thrust bearing on this shaft transmits the motion of the revolving
weights to the vertical operating shaft.

Governor control is brought about through the vertical operating.shaft
and a system of springs and levers in the upper end of the governor housing.
Me vertical shaft is mounted on a ball bearing at the upper end and a needle
bearing at the lower end. Motion of the shaft is transferred to an operating
lever at the upper end of shaft. One end of the operating lever is attached
to a link leading to the injector rack control shaft and the other end is pro-
vided with a slot for the pin of the eccentric lever of the governor throttle
sSait. High and low-speed springs with suitable adjusrments and retainers
restrain movement of the governor weights through an adjustable screw carried
in Jne leg of the operating lever.

VARIABLE SPEED MECHANICAL GOVERNOR. Applications requiring uniform engine
sneed, which may be varied by the operator, are equipped with this type of
governor. This governor is designed to control the engine at a constant speed
At any point, within the limitations of the governor spring, that the operator
slay Uesire. Such corc..rol is made possible by adjusting the idling screw for the
icw engine speed and imposing more or less tension on che spring by means of the
variable speed control lever for higher speeds. The greater the tension on the
ssring the higher the engine speed. The construction of this governor is veryrjLar to the limiting speed governor. Unlike the liwdting speed type, how-
sver. only öne spring is necessary. .

TIDKAULIC 60VERNOR USED ON CMC DIESEL ENGINE. This governor is tse Sydrauiis
t.'pc with speed droop stabilization. It is used on Minimum of governor droop.
The hydraulic feature is brought about by oil from the engine lubrication
sYstem being admitted, under pressure, to an auxiliary oil pump in the governor
T!A auxiliary pump furnishes the necessary oil pressure to actuate the governor
meshanism. Figure 22 shows the working principle of the hydraulic governor.

I-he governor control is connected to the fuel injectors by linkages and
levers. The fuel is decreased by action of a fuel rod sprthg. It is iscress:1

opposing action of the hydraulic servo cylinder to which the admission
oil is controlled by a pilot valve. The pilot valve is controlled by the
yweights of the governor. T1-1 flyweights are slounted on a vertical shaft and



1. PlungerRelief valve
2. GearPump drive
3. GearPump idler
4. PlungerPilot valve
5. Flyweight
6. Speeder Spring
7. Spring Fork

8. SheftSpeed adjusting
9. LeverSpeed adjusting

10. Spring
11. Flatting Lever
12. Fuel Rod
13. Terminal Lever
14. Servo Piston

Figure 22. Schematic Diagram Showing
Working Principle of Hydraulic

Governor.
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1. Adjusting Wrench 3. Lock Nut
KM0-324 4. Feeler GageKM0-233.8

2. Push Rod

Figure 23. Adjusting Valve Lash

With Correct Tools.

driven through a pair of miter gears from the upper rotor shaft of the blower.

They are driven at twice the speed of the engine. When in rotation, the centri-

fugal force of these flyweights is opposed by a so-called "speeder spring."

The compressioh of this spring determines the speed at which the governor will

control the engine. The compression on the speeder spring is varied by the

throttle on the instrument panel.

In order for the governor operation to be stable, "speed droop" is intro-

duced into the governing system. The term "speed droop" means the characteristic

of decreasing speed with increasing load. rhe desired extent of this speed droop

may be easily adjusted to suit conditions.

In the previous lesson you were given the opportunity to go through the

starting procedures. It was mentioned at that time that when the engine had set

for several hours it may be necessary to hold the governor control button in

when starting. The reason is that the-governor must operate to open the throttle

so that the engine can start. After setting for several hours it takes considerable

time for the lubricating oil pressure to become great enough to operate the

governor. By pressing the control button in, the fuel rod, item 12, figure 22,

which connects directly to the injector control tube, takes the control away from

the governor.

When the engine is stopped, the fuel rod spring forceS the fuel rod,

figure 22, and with it the injector racks, to the "FTEL OFF" position. There-

fall?, regardless of the governor, the engine han be stopped by pulling oh on

the"fuel rod knob. Considerable force must be exerted to do this as the oil

pressure against the servo piston must be overcome. The knob thus functions

also as a stopping device. 36



TUNEUP PROCEDURES FOR INDUSTRIAL UNITS USING A HYDRAULIC GOVERNOR 53P-
Before changing any'settings, you should make sure that the adjustment

is necessary. All checks and adjustments must be made only after the engine
has reached normal operating temperature. Performance and efficiency of an
engine will be governed, to a large extent, by the accuracy with which the
tuneup adjustments are made. The mechanic should always perform the operations
carefully. The follawing checks and adjustments must be made.

Valve Clearance Adjustment

The valve cleararze adjustment is very important. If the correct
clearance between the rocker arm and exhaust valve stem is not maintained
several troubles could occur such as: loss of compression, misfiring of
cylinders, and the eventual burning of the valves and valVe seats. Also, since
there is very little clearance between the valve and the top of the piston
when in a certain position, it is essential that the valves be adjusted
properly. Too much clearance results in noisy operation of the engine.
The "GO" or "NO-GO" feeler gauge set, figure 23, is used for adjusting valves.

Note: Always refer to the publication pertaining to the engine that
you are working on for correct specifications.

Timing the Fuel Injectors

During the time you spent
learning about the fuel system and
the operation of the diesel engine,
the importance of the fuel being
injected into the combustion '

chamber at the correct time ws
pointed out. In order for the fuel
to be injected at the proper time
the fuel injectors must be timed.
in order for you to properly time
the injectors the tinjectar follower
guide must be adjusted td'a
definite height, figure 24. The

injector identification was
covered in a previous paragraph.
It is very important that the
timing gauge of the proper

-height be used. Refer to table 1
for the proper timing tool to
be used with various capacity
injectors.

4 3

I

e
1. WrenchPa& rod

adjusting
2. Timing Gap 34242
3. Guidolnjector follower

a--

fi

ft

4.tAnnInjactor rocker
5. injector Body
6. Gage Head

Figure 24. TimingFuel Injectors
Using Prope Tool.

INJECTOR
&O mm

70 mm

80 mm

GAUGE
TOOL NO.
J 124,

J 1853

J 1853

TIMING
DIMENSIONS
1.484"

1.460"

1.460"

ION

Trible I. Injector Timing Gauge Identification.
37



Hydraulic Governor Adjustments

After,making the valve clearance adjustments and timing the injectofs,

the governor adjustments Must be checked and adjusted if necessary. The hydraulic

governoi requires four adjustments. These adjustments are as fgalows: fuel rod

adjustment, maximum fuel (load limit), speed and droop, and maivimum speed.

The adjustments should be carried out in the order that they-ire listed above.

All of the adjustments, eiccept the maximum speed, are made with the engine

stopped. For additional information concerning the procedures for making the

adjustments, refer tol,the worksheet and the applicable technical publication.

Note: The injector rack and control linkage provide a fuel control system

by which an equal amount of fuel can be admitted to each cynder and a

minimum to a maximum amount admitted to ll cylinders. To do this the,

entire system must be vefy accurately adjusted. By the adjustment of

two screws on each injeczor rack a uniform setting of all the injector

racks can be made. Because of the interrelationship of the adjustments on

the governor and the fuel control system, it is necessary to make all

adjustments accurately and in the proper order. The injector racks will

be positioned during the time certain adjustments are made on the governor.

Make sure that procedures are checked for correct time to set the racks.

For further information, refer to the worksheet and the applicable technisal

publications.

Throttle Control

The throttle control comprises a unique arrangement of rods, levers, and

links. This control connects to the throttle knob at the control panel and

to the speed adjusting shaft of the governor. The mechanism is connected in

the manner it is because of the tension provided by the governor control tension

spring. /

Two positions, "RUN" and "STOP," are designated on the throttle knob.

An arrow/shows the correct rotation to attain these positions. Incorporated

in the throttle knob is a vernier adjustment. The vernier adjustment provides

a fine.adjustment for contstatt speed which is desirable in governor operation.

The vernier adjustment is operated by means (.-f a worn and worm gear.

SUMNAR'1',

Th preceding information gives you a brief explAnation of diesel engine

fuel system service and tuneup. In order fcr ou to ae/Nomplish the objective

of this lesson it is very important that you thorough&study this study guide

and work.sheet.

Note: Always refer to the applicable technical pu4lications or factry

manuals for procedures applying to specific engine models. Tuneup and

servicing procedures and specifications may vary with different engine

models. Tuneup procedures will also :De diffettnt when the mecanical

governor is used.
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QUESTIONS 6.3t/
1. It is important that the fuel system control be correctly adjusted.

What may be the result of improper adjustment?

2. A unit Waown as a rack is used on the GMC diesel fuel system. Where

this unit located and:what is its purpoke?
A

3. One adjustment of the iuel contr-systemtp on the fuel rod. What

is the purpose of this rod and wf4te is it located?

4. An adjustment for "speed droop" is sometimes necessary. What is

"speed droop"?

5. The limiting speed mechanical governor performs two functions. What

are they?

6. What is the principle difference between the limiting speed and the

variable speed mechanical governor?

7. On engines using the hydraulic governorkwhat deteryines the speed at

-..hich the governor will control the engine?

8. Incorrect valve adjustment may affect the engine operation in several

different ways. List some of the conditions that may exist from incorrect

valve clearances.

9. What ig the reason for timing the fuel injectors?

10. Haw will the overfilling of the air cleaners affect the engine

operation?

11. Haw is crankcase ventilation accomplished on the Series 71 GMC

diesel engine?

z'
12./ What effect may accumulation of condensation on the air box floor have

o n the langine operation?

13; What condition usually indicates leaky oil seals in the blower?
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General Vehicle Branch 3A3R473,30-QS-702A

...:hanute AFB, Illinois

MULTIFUEL ENGINE FAMILIARIZATION AND SERVICING

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this worksheet you will be able to:

Identify uskits of the multifuel engine and explain their,purpose.

Operate and service the multifuel engine and components1\

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Multifuel Engine 1/4 students

Mechanic's Tool Set I/student

PROCEDURE

..0

Using the worksheet as a guide for step-by-step procedures and important

information, perform each task as outlined and as directed by the instructor.

Exercise I

Perform preoperation inspection, start and stop the multifuel engine.

PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1. Make a preoperational check 1. The applicable publication should

of the following: be consulted for detailed informa-
tion. In the appropriate space,
list items to be Checked and
answer all of the following
questions..

A. Coolant level. a. Explain any important in-
formation concerning the
cooling system.

D. iieits. b. ..,:hat is the maximum permissible
slack? List items that belts
are checked for.

c. Crankcase oil level. c. When should the oil level be
checked?

Diesel fuel tank. d. Why should the tank be kept
full during storage and
between periods of operation?



PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

e. Battery. e. What is the battery checked
for during the preoperation
checks?

f. Visual inspection. f. What is this inspection
primarily concerned with?

1. -Start and operate engine. Observe all safety precautions.

a. Position control. a. 5xp1ain position of controls.

b. Start engine. b. What is maximum tithe the
starter should be operated
at one time?

c. Adjust engine speed for c. What engine RPM is desired

warmup period, during this period?

3. Stop engine.

Note: Idle engine for a few
minutes after a load Ilas
been removed.

Exercise

Identify fuel, starting and lubricat1n

How long should this speed be
maintained for warmup period?

ail pressure should never be
below pounds.

Coolant temperature should nct
exceed in cold

weather.

Explain why engine should 'D.L'

idled.

PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATICN

1. Identify fuel system unit. In the sTaces provided.
unit that make up the fuel

t f nt.21717 iE

Vhat ty ,t4 7.1 r us
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PROCEDURE

2. Identify units of the engine
lubrication system.

J. Identify units of the starting
.system.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

2. In the space provided, list the
units that make up the lubrica-
tion system.

.1

Exercise 3

Explain the purpose of oil cooler.

In the space provided, list the
units that make up the starting
system.

Remove and install the fuel injector pump.

PROCEDURE

1. Position engine so that No. 1 1.

charge is on TDC of compression.

Remove hydraulic pump from 2.

the front of the engine.

3. Remove the two bolts holding
'the pump bracket to engine
block.

Remove the two nuts and one
bolt holding the pump to the
accessory gear housing.

3

:4.

Remove pump w/ advance unit. 5 .

Remove pump bracket.

Fyerr-ise

Time Ale: injector pump.

PROCEDURE

1.r..move inspection cover from

advance unit to align timer
mark with pointer.

Aiign red tooth on plunger -

drive gear with marker on
pump housing.

.3

DAPORTANT INFORMATION

Refer to applicable publicatton
for detailed information,

1MPORTA.NT INFORMATION
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Exercise 5

Install injector fuel pump by using removal instruction in reverse of

items in exercise 3.

Exercise 01

Time cylinder valves.

PROCEDURE .1!.TRTANT INFORMATION

Place No. 1 cylinder at TDC L. ',.;,ath pointer and timing mark

of compression. Located on crankshaft pulley.

No. 2, adjust following
cylinder valves.

- Rotate crankshaft until No. 1

intake valve is open, then adjust
2, 3, 6 tntake valve and 1, 2, 4
exhaust. Rotate crankshaft
until No. f intake is open, then
:Iciust 1, 5 intake valve anc

3, 5, !) exhaust.
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'Ceneral Vehicle Branch 3A3B47330-SG-7023

Chanute AFB, Illinois

MULTIFUEL ENGINE FAMILIARIZATION

CBJECTIVES

on completing this unit of instruction, You will be able to locat. and

ioentify engine components, describe the operating principles of the multifuel

engines, and perform engine tuneup.

INTRODUCTION

The multifuel engine is mechanically the same as the gasoline and diesel

engine and the operation is similar to the four-cycle gasoline and diesel

engines. It operates on diesel fuel, compression ignition fuel, or gasoline.

INFORMATION

LOCATION OF ENGINE COMPONENTS

In this study guide, the terms defined below will be used to identify

the location of engine parts and assemblies.

I. The ends of the engine will be called the "fan end" or "front" and

the "flywheel end" or "rear."

- As viewed from the rear end of the engine toward the front, the

.iide to the right is called the right side. The side to the left is called

the left side.

3. The cyldnders are referred to as No. 1 through No. 6, viewed from

41/
t.;le front of the engine.

Starting from the front, the main bearings are numbered 1 through 7.

5. The connecting rods are numbered from the front, 1 through 6, and

are identified by matched numbers stamped on the rod and rod cap bosses.

6. Crankshaft rotation is clockwise and camshaft rotation is counter-

ockwie as viewed from front of the engine.

The fuel filter, located a: the left rear of tne engine has a

replaceable element.

8. The two oil filters are located at the left front of the engine and

are identical and interchangeable.

9. The two cylinder heads are identical and are interchangeable. The

cylinder heads will be referred to as front cylinder head and rear cylinder

:ead in this study guide.

10. The rwo cylinder head water outlet manifolds are identical and are

i'll;,erchangeable. When mentioned the manifolds will be referred to as the front

cylinder head water outlet manifold and the rear cylinder head water outlet

manifold.

11. The assembled rocker arms, shaft, and supports are interchangeable.
-hen mentioned, they will be referred to as the front set of rocker arms and

tne rear 'set of rocker arms.
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FUEL INJECTION
gEGINS 20 DEGREES STC

20 DEGREES

;

mi.. DEGREES - INTAKE vALvE OWN:6
4 r.;E (.7,,REES - E KHAL)ST VALVE CLOSES

3 DEGREE': - CYERLAP

EXHAuST vALvEri
REMAINS OPE 218 DEGREESc

l
N

43 DEGREES

N TAKE vALVE crOSES
43 DEGREES ABC

A

" tN TA4( E VALVE REMAINS
;OPEN

730 DEGREES

NI111111.4111111=181.1101.°111.°

BC

42 DEGREES

EXHAUST VALVE OPENS
42 DEGREES BBC

Figure 25. Engine Stroke Cycle and Valve Events.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The Model LDS-465-1 hypercycle multifuel engine operates on a compression
ignition four-cycle diesel principle, figu,-e 25, similar to conventional
four-cycle diesel and gasoline engines. A fuel density compensator is pro-
vided as a part of the fuel injector pump to automatically maintain constant
full power regardless of type or mixtures of fuel being used in the engine.
Mechanically this four-cycle compression-ignition engine and the gasoline
engine art alike in respect to internal moving parts. The compression ignition

principle is explained in the following paragraphs.

Intake Stroke, Figure 16

Air is forced into the cylinder through the open intake valve by atmos-
pheric presure during cranking, or bv the turbocharger during engine operation.
The intake passage in the intake manifold and valve port opening are designed
to produce an air swirl in thii cylinder as air enters the combustion chamber

during the intake stroke of tIle piston.

Compression, Injection, and Power Stroke, Figures 27 Through 29

On the upward movement (coan,ression stroke) of the piston the air wirl
continues, raising the compressed air temperature to between 900 and 1000° F.

Near the top of the compression stroke, fuel is injected by the fuel injector
nozzle. A small amount (five percent) of injected fuel is deposited as a thin
film on the walls of the spherical combustion chamber in the head of the piston:

The small aMount of fuel charge is atomized into the air space in the
spherical combustion chamber in the head of the piston and functions as a spark

plug for the remainder of the charge.
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iYuring the ignition delay period, the main portion of the charge is exposed

to a temperature below its cracking temperature and is undergoing precombustion

reactions.

The main portion of the charge is progressively vaporized and swept off

the combustion chamber wall by the high velocity rotary air swirl. The air

swirl was generated during the intake stroke. The vaporized fuel burns smoothly

in the spherical combustion 'hamber as th :uei is swept by the ait swirl from

it2 wall pn-gressivelv over ,3 period

The following successive portions ot ,Iso undergo tne same sequence

of nts As they are spread first upon the snnerical combustion wall and then

gradually removed in vaporized f'orm ".)y the co7bined action of air swirl and

tne heat of the fire already in progress in Lhe spnerical combustion chamber

The air wiri continues to remove onl-; the up7,er surface cf deposited fuel for

combustion expansion throughout the power srrok ot the piston, maintaining

even c.mbustion and eliminating detonation k717.

.gure

i:.:,:hausr, stroke is the SLiMe

a.s the :trot<re in coventhal
jiesei. engines. ":"fle Tiston i.

5ushe ut) through the cylihcier by

the cranhart. Fhe exhaust 4ase
in the oi inider are forced cut

,the ex::au!-;t valvt. rort
en

_2-.4_ -1. engine

._verad-vaive,

..:r 7';

fiLv rtlei -F -800),

or re,:,iar gasoline C'IIL--305is.,A).
A(I:ustment jrc

4r a,.ies

EXHAu ST YALV t
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tILKAUST MOM!

Ilion4ED GA-WS Alf NO4
MMAUST*0 0,4 *HE EX
KAUP STIOIKE PISTC4
TO COMPUTE Tsf 7-Cal

F.xv:aust

27--ami,er, direct Lurrent generatr i toitO at

fr,-)7t eng:.ne. s-lenld
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i7igur 31. Fhgine C:k,ar Train.

ENGINE FAN'

5v3

l-he cast iron cylinder and crankcase .:ylinder :1.cck) A six-oyiinder,

-11no lusign. The cylinder And crankcase have replaceable -ist

nder sleeves which are slip titted in the cylinder bores. The cylinder

secures the sleeves in the crankcase. !-Iaximum rigidity fr

..rankcase is prvided by exten,:.:nz the sides of the crankcase helow the

-c!nter Line of the crankshaft. Seven main bearina caps provide maximum support

! r the crankshaft by being ress,,:: int() th transverse webs which are cast

integrally with the crankcase. The s.;even main bearing caps are an integral

of the cylinder and crankcase. The cast waer 4chet provides a dpifor7

transfer Jf heat tc the engine cuulant.

Sranshaf: Assemplv, Figure 31

.
The crankshaft assembl7 ine-piece unit i..-r ndged a nardened steei ,j

)ne end rlas a flange for mounting r:e flywheel. He ..ther end a machined

with a key slot to mount t:AA :rankshaft gear aml crank.=..naft torsilnal

7itrati-,n danner and 1s-w7v. All crankpin curna_-1 .1re hollow to

reduce weight. Hoes are drilled diagonaliY tnrough each main bearing J(..)urnal

inc: extend tnrough the crank chet r. t-:me no-luad f the crankpin ,.-urnals
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Connecting RodS, Figure 31 S'Yr.
The six connecting rods are tapered, I-beam section, steel forgings. The

onnecting rod bearing caps are joined co the connecting rod at a 45-degree

angle to facilitate removal of the piston and connecting rod assemblies

through the top of the crankcase cylinder bores. The cqpnecting rods and caps

Are marked for identification and are replaced only as an assembly. A bronze

1:ned, steel-backed, bushing-type bearing is pressed into the piston pin end

of connecting rod. The bushing is diamond box'ed for precision piston pin fit.

Fist3ps and Piston Pins, Figure 31

7Le tin-plated, aluminum-all, :rged pistons are am-ground to provide

.aratt:' in the cylinder bore at operating temperatures. A spherical

.:aped combustion chamber, figure 27, is machined in the dome of the piston.

ac:i .0..ston accommodates three compression rings and one oil control ring. The

ston pins are hollow and are hardened steel to give long service life. The

;..sto.n pins are held in the piston pin boss bv a retaining ring at each end

the pin.

sh,afE Assembl.; and Bushing- Te Bearings

camsnaft assembly, f14ure .il, is solid and made of forged steel. The

.aft is supported in the cylinder and crankcase by four steel-backed, copper-

,
replaceable bushing-tvpe bearings, figure 22. A thrust plate located

.-amshafE gear and crahKal;e is used to ,._:)ntrol camshaft end play.

nd Pusn "r.ods

The 12 Lappets, figure 31, are soLid and are, counterhored tol accept the

h rods. ne !-sottc,,m of the counterore is machined to serve a a bearing sur-

: f,:r the pus rods. The tappets are drilled to Allow oil dr nage. The

;-ish r,.:'ds are tubular with the Lower end ma:_line to fit the earing surface

tappet. The upper end ot Ehe pus rod is mac'nined to fit the valve

Ker arm adjusting screw bearlho,

and :a7:.-,aft

.;Eeel cai rankha.t .i;ure -,-ressed or: and 'Keyed

the crankshaft. The crank:;haft gear cirives the ,.. naft gear.

'!....imshatt gear 'IS r..7';(1 to the en(: Jf the 2x:is:aft. rwo teet

imsatt 4ear and one tc7t., are h mArked fr
:,er valve timing alignment.

ransnaft Vibration "jamper and F11.

:.11ded rubber-t..:pe or: torsinal ratiyn da. per and pulleY

figure 31, is mcuntL(.1 Jn t.e front end the crank naft. The cri le

:r Ives watr pusaT, ,,i2erE.Or,. inc iir

iner H.cads

inder eacis or ii. and 12tcrchangeab:. as a!:semblies.

.. tne ,:vt2rhc.ir,1 .71-1!4;1: 'Ioadc hAVP

zuide!; 4rd ,.:11'Yt. Eaeh c-,;inder head covers three



cylinder bores and has intake and exhaust valve port openings. The intake port

openings in the heads are so designed that an air swirl is created-as air enters
the combustion chamber. Each cylinder head has openings for the cylinder head
water outlet manifolds.

Valves and Valve Springs

The six intake and exhaust valves, figure 31, are constructed of a special
steel. Eacn valve has an outer and inner valve ..-pring and a positive valve rotor.
rhe valve springs are secured in position with a retainer and rwo keys.

Rccker Arm Shafts and Supports

The two rocker arm shafts, figure 31, are constructed of heat-treated seam-
less or welded steel tubing. The rocker arm shafts are secured to the two
cylinder heads by rocker arm shaft supports. The supports are interchangeable
and are (irilled to 7ermit oil from the :7,4.1 nresure pumn !7() Pass thrcugh tc) the

rocker arm shafts. The shafts are also c.rilled to distribute oil to the
individual rouker arms.

Valve F(..)cker Arms

Me twelve rocker arms, figure 31, art:: -r.21led, heat-treated, orb

steel stampings. Thc steel-backed, bronze-fad, rocker ir7 bushings are hot

replaceable. Adusting screws at the push r',d end of arm nermit

maintenance of propet clearance ir the val':e train.

Intake Manif.-Ad

The one piece cast oluminum intaKe 71anitold is water Thcketeci. Coolant
rculated through the jacet, and heat tH_Is trans ferred to the induction air

roves the cold weather combustion characteristi:s of the cngine. The

thermostat housing is secured to the fr(:!nt flon -f the .-.nnIfold. ir:take

771anicol,4 il houL,eL:-; tne water temperatre n unit.

hnau-t "-!onifci

The .2n.aust manifold ,::11'4ists of uir r'n 1"1,e twi, end

se'..7tion:s dr' :csined the ,enter

leaks ar tese :roe metal !a: rit4-7 ore uf.ed ot ,,och ',Tenter .E,cti,7,7:

end.

Cylinder Head Water ,;utiet

The two aluminum cylinder head water outlet manifolds are secured to the t7,:b

cylin'der heads v .1pscreiws and gaskets and t the water --Ickec;?,!

intake :-anfc-ld by rubber hose.s and clamn.

L.(ankLase BreatIler Tube
II

Th rylind(_-r head assemblies and ,TrankLase ore ireneri rugh an adapter

and crankcase breather tube. Tle_ adapter l::cated on top cf t'ne frcnt and

rear cylinder head covers. Tile crankcat,;e nreatner tube is attached to the

.adapter by a rubber hose and clamps and the ,:tlen end is 'i,ecured the tur',,o-

Olarger outle* 1ah2e.
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The engine has a tull-pressure luricatig *syste, figure 32. The pressure

sistem insures a continuous delivery of oil co ali engine noving parts regard-

less of the angle at which the veicle mav be inclizz-,U. Me oil flow control

is shown on figure 33.

on PUMP. The oil pump is a jaal unit consist.1g a scavenge pump and

a pressure pump. The oil pump i gear driven by the crankshaft gear through an

il pump idler gear whch is mounted on a shaft extending from the No. 1 main

bearing cap. The pressure oil pump

rear of the oil pan through a pickup
filters. oil .:ooler, and englbe

ur oil from the front of the oil pan

the rear reservoir.

ricks up cil from the oil reservoir at the

tube and delivers it under pressure to the

11 '4Alleries. Me scavenge oil pump picks

via a pickup tube and spills oil back ihcc



OIL FILTERS. The engine has two replaceable element-type oil filters,
figure 33. Both oil filters are identical and interchangeable. The dual unit
filters are mounted on the oil cooler and oil filter housing assembly at the left
side of the engine. Pressurized lubricatl.ng :111 is forced through the filters
before entering the oil cooler and engine lubricating system. An oil filter by-
pass valve is located below the front oil filter. This valve routes oil directly
to the oil cooler if the oil filters become clogged. The bypass valve opens at
a differential pressure of 15 psi.

OIL PAN. The stamped steel oil pan has a snail sump at the front and
large sump at the rear. Each sump is provided :,ith a magnetic drain plug.

OIL COOLER. The oil cooler is located at se rear of the oil cooler and
oil filter housing assembly. The jacketed oil cooler performs two functions:
to transfer heat to speed warmup of lubricating oil during cold starts, and t-.)

maintain lubricating oil temperature at a normal operating level during normal
engine operation. The oil cooler bypass valve cpens at a pressure dif'.erential
of 15 psi if the oil cooler becomes clogged, routing :he oil directly to the
engine oil galleries%

BEARING LUBRICATION, FIGURE 32. The cranki;naft and connecting rod snlYs
type bearings, and the camshaft bushing-tyre bearings are lubricated from
drilled passages in the cylinder and crankcase iind through the crankshaft
ournals anc cheeks. Oil under pressure frcm the oi filters and sil sooler
enters the main oil gallery in the cylinder and crankcase. Oi flows from the

oil gallery through oil passages to the crankshaft main bearings and camshaft
bushing-type bearings. Oil lubricating the crankshaft main beariogs flows
around the bearings to the drilled oil passa4es in the crankshaft 4sroals ars
cheeks and to the connecting rod bearings. :Sscess oil leaving the esrings

flsws back to the oil pan to be recirinte,.i. r-c'-er A-7

and other components of the valve train are
pa.idge leading from the roar cazhai't or

COOLIG
broper piston operating temperature.
throug: :in individual goner': oni

L.,,oing 7,22:11,2 a,-,embi.
, -
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L -ect-;r 7 -7
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iS lubrILated ! e rzeir

TYRBCHARR,
oil rrom toe main oti allery t1r(_,ugh an extsrna

s.arger return,:d te

turPc::ary,:.r

Lur.

r
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Me engine is liquid cooled, fiwi.re 34. Coolant is circulated throughout

engine cooling system by the 'el::-drveri water pump assembly. Temperature

zhe ,yoolant is controlled by th, thermostat. Front and rear cylinder head

water outlet manifolds maintain an eyaal di.stribution of coolant around each

',.]ATER PUMP ASSEM6LY. rhe water pump assembly is mounted on the front of

:he ,Lylinder and crankcase. The 7:-T is belt dri%-en from the crankshaft damper

n.j pulley assembly. The imbellr snaft rtates in a sealed double bail

Learing housing, and does not :t-tuire periodic lubrication. The double water

..ump pulley is pressed on t.:ie water pr shaft. The water pump has a bypass

connection which allows coolant from the thermostat housing to enter for re-

circulation. Coolant hypasses the radiator the thermostat is closed during

ine warmup.

FIGURES 31 AND 3=.. :he fm has 'six blades and is attached to the

-water pump pUlley. It provides pr:-:-.-er air circulation through the vehicle

radiator.

THERMOSTAT. Control of coint flow from the neared engine to the radiator

7aihtained by a thermostat in7iAlled in 3 housing at the front of the intake

7anifold. The thermostat is set open at 160 F. This closes off the bypass

t7he water pump.
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Fuel System
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The fuel system on this engine, figur , al.ow:, the engine to operate

various tpes aud gradrs of fuel without id 17.11e fuel inectur pump.

rUFL SUPPLY PUMP. The fuel supply pumn_ is part ;.f the fuel injector pump

assembly. The suppl7 pump taxes fuel from the ':t1hicle fle ! and flelivt,r

under pressure to the flame heater fuel c.vstem an(i pump an,,i

engine fuel filter and fuel injector pump. arogtv

FI:EL FILTER. The engine fuel filter V lt,,,-a.ed at thP Ir'it rear cf the

engine and has a replaceable element. Dirt is th,2 caue fuel

tion system malfunctions. Me fuel fitter ..Tust h r(7,nerly .;ervice-!,

fuel lines between the fuel filter and ful -in:tnr pump ,;Houil
connected unless absolutel': nrcearv.



FUEL. INJECTOR PUMP ASSEMBLY. The fuel injector pump assembly is dtiven 3154)*

tne fuel injector pump driven gear which in turn is driven b.!' the camshaft

gear, figure 31- The single plunger distributor type pump is used to supply

pressurized fuel to each individual fuel injector nozzle and holder assembly

in firing order sequence. The fuel injector pump advance unit automatically

provides a gradual d degrees advance of fuel injection timing over the engine

,peed range. A fuel density compensator on the_pump automatically maintains

.:,:istant full power fuel flow regardless of the type or mixtures of fuel being

used in the engine, For complete description, data, and maintenance of this

pump, refer to 7M 9-2910-226-35.

FLEL INJECTOR NOZZLE AND HOLI)ER AESEMBLIES. The six fuel injector nozzle

assemblies are used inject fuel into the combustion chambers,

i.zure LS. The injector nozzle-.And older assemblies are sealed against leakage

copper easkets. The fuel iriectcr nozzle and holder assemblies are inter-

.2.'nnected by fuel return tuhes to return excess fuel to the fuel tank. The

71,2zzle and holder assemblies tre adjustable te provide the proper opening

eressure and spray pattern ter economical engine operation and proper performance.

HIch assembly can be replaced without removing the valve rocker covers..

HOSES AND TUBES. The fuel supply pump-to-fuel filter inlet hose and

oel 1r-leccor pump inlet hose are the flexible rubber composition type.

six fuel injector tubes are subjected to high fuel pressure during operation.

es.2 tubes are all Swre4ame length, and are fabricated from soft annealed steel

bin4, and eonvee f.e1 from the fuel injector pump head to each individual

inector nozzle and holder assmbly. The fuel injector nozzle holder fuel

rturn and tuei ,yerflow !,:bet, are !eade et plastic tdin4.

M.anlid Flame Heater and '.'-e1

411

Me engine is equipped o flame type mAnifcid heater, figur 36, fer

aLiniL the induction air weatner _:tarti.n',.; and warmup operan.

liEArER THame heater asse7nly is (7cimposed ef a houeing,

.lr plug, And spray nozzie and nolder assembly. The spark plug is energized hy

tlame hater gnit ion unit, r coll, which i; -.ounted on the intake manifold

nc:z-zie iprays fuel under preare int() the intake manifold elbow

e tuel vapor ignited ho the plug and.burns in the intake

eeatLee t:ie Air ::efore it tnters the engine '..,-,r1:,ustion crlambers.

Heatt.:r will H-)erace u.h all Heis ,:pecifIed f-r the engine. Lherefore, fuel.

Irm vohicie

P's ASSF7-4.137.':. fla.me rater tuei pump as.,;emOtv

t breeeet eear i:r()nt tne tuel rit
retar rope friven an pump i capable

p;;Iping i.3 geiiieee ez !eei per .our at A preure .)41 .-_40 psi. fte pumr

fuei trem tne vehicle tuel tan'e, through fuel supply pump and

:t to tee flame heater ierae nozzle and nolder assembly. The fuel

energized ee an en-eff 1,'oate(.1 on 7:he oelcie instrument panel.

FILTEF rue Ater fa.el

eeunted en :The Dracket flame eater fe eemp,
er

ar In the fleee 'et-4:er eeerem. The valv,.s, identical and
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interchaLgeable , are energized (pered) whchever the flame heater assembly and

flame heater fuel pump are actuated. Thesc valves insure that fuel is deliver

only when the system is actuated, and they s tor the flow of fuel the instant

flame heacr actuation is dischtinued,
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Air Induction and Ekhaust--By.stem (Turbocharger)

The Oarbocharger increases the velocity and pr%ssure of the intake air,

forcing a greater quantity of air into the combustion chambers than is normally

obtained 'on a naturally aspirated, or nbnsupercharged engine. -Air frotril.the turbo-

charger is inducted into a jacketedranner-type intake manifold. Engine

cOolant, circulated through the jacket* transfers heat to the induction air to

improve cold weather cambustion characteristics of the engine.

The turtwcharger is essentially an exhaust-gas driven blower which utilizes

the kinetic energy usually lost in the exhaust gases to campress air into the

cylinders. The exhaust gases from the engine enter the turbocharger and are

forced around the turbine housing, radially inward, through a nozzle ring. The

exhaust gases drive the turbine wheel which in turn drives the oympressor wheel.

Inductions air enters at the center of the compressor wheel and flows radially

outward through a diffuser section into the compressor housing. The air then

leaves througn a tangential outlet on the outside of the compress& housing and

enters the intake manifold. The exhaust gases are expelled from the tutbo-

charger into the vehicle exhaust system.

Crankcase Oil Filler and Crankcase Breather

The engine has an oil filter cap in the front cylinder head cover for adding

oil to the engine. The oil level gauge is located at the right rear of the

engine. The crankcase breather adapter is located on top of, and connected

between, the front and rear cylinder head covers. The crankcase breather tube

is open to the atmosphere.

Coolant Temperature Sending Unit
4

The coolant temperature sending unit is located in the front end of the intake

manifold above the generator. This unit transmits an electrical interpretation

of engine coolant temperature tc the temperature gage on the vehicle instrument

panel.

Field Xaintenance-Multifuel F.ngines

Figures 37 through 47 are to be used. as An aid to instruction throughout

the course. These illustrations pertain to the -uitifuel engines LDS 427-2,

LD 465-1, and LDS 465-1. The instructor e%plain t];-,ese illustrations and

ho they are to he used during the roure.

6
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PRINCIPLES OF REFRIGERATION AND. AIR CONDITIONING ,

OBJECTIVES

After completing this s
instruction, refer tow

and Air Conditioning,

heat.

our classraom

you will be able to:

I. Discuss the principles of a basic refrigeration system.

2. Discuss the principles of measurement and transfer of

3. Explain-tte term "refrigerant."

4. Describe the characteristics of a refrigerant.

5. Describe the safety precautions to be observed when

handling a refrigerant.

INTRODUCTIoN

The increasing demand for a higher standard of living

throughout the world is creating a greater necessity for

refrigeration. Twenty years ago, a central air conditioned

home or an automobile with'air conditioning was a very

expensive luxury. This increasing requirement for refrigeration

has created a need for refrigeration specialists which is not

being fulfilled. Every refrigeration unit (whether it is a

common household refrigerator, a window air coAditioner, or a

large, complex air conditioner which is used tO cool a high-

rise), uses the Same princrples of operation. You will- be

introduced to the terms and principles of a refrigeration unit

in this text. In studying refrigeration, first, lt is Import-

ant to master.the fundamental principles. Much of this basic

material will be a review of physics and chemistry for those

who have studied these subjects.

INFORMATION

BASIC REFRIGERATION

Mechanical refrigeration is used for domestic refrigeration,

commercial refrigeration, air conditioning (comfort cooling),

dehtamidifiing, food freezing, cooling in manufacturing processes,

and numerous other appiications. Correctly-used, the term "air

conditioning" means controlling the temperature, circulation,

humidity,- and purity of the air. A system which performs only

one or two functions, but not ail of them, is not technically

considered a uwlete air conditioning systet. However, by

popular usage, these cooling units are st1ll commonly referred

to as air conditioners.
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How a Mechanical Refrigerator Works P
in order to understaud the operation lf,the mechanical

refrigerator, it is important to understand the physical

anai tnermal properties of mechanisms and substandes tsed to

exti-aot heat. .ak brief st4dy of the elementary physics involved

:Is provicled in this text, in order that all explanations may

lae made clear.

The operation of a modern mechanical refrigerator (removing

heat from inside the refrigerator) might be compared to. removing

--eater zrcm inside a leaking canoe. In removin water from a

eance, a sponge is used to soak up the water. The sponge is

heid cveS the side, squeezed, and the water is drainedqinto the

lake or river. Thg operation may be repeated as often as is

necessary. Inthi4 operation, water is transferred from inside

Lae eaeae 'oaek into the lake.

:n a refrigerator, heat is transferred instead of water.

eeet leaks into a xefrigerator through the insulation and enters

.eIen the door is opened. Inside the refrigerator, heat is

iosereed, "soaked up," by the liquid refrigerant in the cooling

eel.: (evaporator). The refrigerant, in absorbing heat, changes

zree a iiquid to a gas. 'After the refrigerant has absorbed

ae,at end turned into a gas, it is pumped outside the refrigerator.

ae then compressed and the heat is "squeezed out" by being

-eeeeted to high pressure.and cooled in the condenser. The

retrizerant continues to flow through the refrigerating cycle,

eaecrbing heat inside the refrigerator and releasing it outside

-ee refrigerator, entil the desired refrigerating temperature

reaeeed, then the cycle stops. Heat is not destroyed to make

.e refrigeretor cold; it is simply removed from the refrigerated

a eea reieeeed outside the e.abinec.

seen in thd refrigerator that heat is absorbed and

erL.ea ea.ay be a liquid that evaporates into a gas. 'You can

-1 principie 5y wetting one finger with your tongue and

eir .rc;ss !:'n finger. You snouid feel tee coolness that

eeece: _:ver it. :t is evaporation, the liquid being transr:orlaed

As the liquid is being traeaformed into gas, it

eeat in the process% If You tred the same exteroment

.e.isoline or rubbing alcohol, it would feel much colder.

,eae ia because gasoline and alcohol evaporate at much lower

:emperateres z...an does water. The evaporation-is also much more

rapid, so the.heat is extracted faster and it seems cooler. In

aer eenditioning unal.t or refrigeration apparatus, the liquid

._;sed for ,:coling is called a "refrigerant," and will be d.iseessed

more deeail later,in this text.

esu':e Temperature kelationship

eave learned thet an evaperatieg liquid aauses

effeet and that this principle is used in refrigeratien. WIlat

is retrigeration? By definition, refrigeration is the rer3oval

anc: trensfer of heat from a body_or substance. We must remove

eq,
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-land transfer some of-the heat that zk substance contains ln order

to lower its temperature. Heat only trinsfers from 'one substance

to another when there is &temperature difference between the

, two substances. It transfers from the substance of higher

. tem#erature to the substance ofitower temperaUre. Figure 48

shows a container of iefrigerant -12 viaporaving et4tmosp4ertt

pressure. Notice that heat L transferring.fral the substance

at a higher temper re to the substance-at.a lower temperature.

The rata oCheat t fer (denoted by arrows) is greater from

the water to the re igerant than from the ice to the refriger-

ant. The rate of heat transfer always-increases as the

temperatIkre difference between rdo substinces increases.

REFlitlfigRAMI
ICE

4i. Hear Transfer.
T .

In fiiiure 48, we see heat transferring from the water to

me refrigerant. As the heat transfers, the temperature of

:ne_water decreases. Will the temperature of the evapeirating

refrigerant increase? The answer to this question is "NO."

The temperature of the evaporating rpfrigerant will remain at

-22°F. The fact that an 21.12.9.Latita liautd an absorb heat and

not .increasa in temperature, is very important in a refrigeration

*system. This is a characteristic of all liquids.' Water, one

of phe most cdmmon liquids, will serve to illustrate this point.

A thermometer immersed in water indicates'an inCriaie in tempera-

ture until the water begins to boil, figure 49.. Notice that once

the -wa;er reaches the boiling point; figure 498, the' thermaneter

no'ioni4r indicates'a temperature cRange. Ihcreasing the flame,

figure 4944- has no effect on the terapirature.' The water boils

(absorbs heat) at_a faster rate, bat the temperature remains

oonstant. The conclusion can be drawn that-as a liquid evaporates

,at a constant temperature, the thermal energy involved in the

rocess-is called latent (hidden) haat.- Anoqier very important

characteristic of all liquids may -be equally Well demonstrated

with water. an established fact that water will boil et

. 212°F at an atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psia. If the priSsure

en water isdecreased, the bodling point is lowered. If pressure
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is increase (pressute cooker), the boiling point is raised.

For example,vater under a vacudm of 19 inches.g.merCdry will

boil at 165°F. A; 10 psig', the temperature must be raised to.

;44°F before boiling begihs. This holds true for all liquids.

AS pressure inieases, t'-t boiling point increases; and, as

ilVessue decreases,"tHe boiling point decreases.

z

411.

-ure 4;.

Figure 50 shows part of a pres$ure.temperature chart. At

.571 psig, Freon 12 boils at--20°F. This temptrature is_muan too

low for air conditioning, but-by raising to pressure 41).-7 psi$,

the refrigerant boiling point is.raised to 44°F. Thus, with .

every pressure change; there will be a.change,in boiling'point.'

If the pressure is held constant, the boiling point, remains

.constant. Many Of the controls in'a refrigeration system are

designed to control the evaporation .preesure in the system and

thereby, control the temperature of.the refrigerant. Another

important fact is that heat transfer.increases as the boiling

point of the refrigerantjtecreases; tbus, heat removal is more

rapid from substances sufioundiag the refrigerant In figure(51,

a refrigerant under a low pressure 14 boiling otf at a low

temperature in the coaling Coils. Am0.ient (surroaltding) air

is blown across the cold coilsk The temperature of .the air

decreases as beat transfers t4 the cold coils. The temperauture

of the coil does not iftcrease:because,the heat absorbed by the

refrigerant causes the liquid refrigerant to become a gas

(latent heat). As the liquid boils off, =re liquid is added

to the coils. If the temperature of the coils is lowered, the

rate of heat transfer increases. The temperature of the air

, across the coils de'creases as the temperature of the rjafrigerant
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and the coils dicrease. Any chanige,in pressure on" the

refrigerant in- the coils always results in a change in the boiling

point of the .refrigerant. This principle is used to:control the
temperature, of the lair that is being Cooled. If- the pressure in
the coils is raised, the iffimperature of the boiling refrigerant

increases, and the teipbrature of the" air thei is beljng cooled

also increases.

°F

3*

30 4 4*

2.3*

20 0.6

15
-s

- 10 4.5

- 0 9 2
5 11.8

15
20 21.1
2c 24.6
30 28.5

30.1
35 32.6
40 37.0
45 41 7

°Inches of Vacuum

50r;
(10

70
-675

80
85
90
95

100
105
110',
115
120

av5
130
140
150

46.7

57.7
63.7
70.1
'6.9
84.1
9E7

108.1
1-16.9
126.2,
136.0
146.5
157.1
167.5
179.0
204.5
232.0

2.1.g.L4re Preee:..tre :emperature Chart.

C L $

40'f

QC;

COIL S

90°F
AIR

51. lieaz Trainsfer.
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If.the atmosphere surrounding us contained only dry aiv,,tha

job of cooling Would be easy. However, sinhe the air'dontains

various amounts of moisture; refrigeration equipment must be

designed to compensate for the effects of this moisture. Under

the conditions of high humidity; a7-riaqigeration system must work

harder to cool the air to a desired temperature. Figure 52 shows

the effects that.humidity (moisture in the air) has on a typical

air conditioner. Note that at a relative humidity of 54%, the

unit is capable of cooling 75 pounds per minute (ppm) of 100'F

air to 50°F. When the relative humidity drops to 34%, the :j.init

is capable of cooling 100 pounds per minute of 100°F air to 45°F.

,As a repairman, you should be aware of the fact that as humidity

increases, the load on the air conditioner increases. Humidity

can increase to a point where an air conditionet is not capable

of cooling the full airflow to the desired air temperature. The

technical order for Many air conditioders has a chart similar

to the one in'figure 52. From this chart, you can determine what

a unit is capable of cooling undeevarious conditions.

Relaelve Ambient

Humidity Airflow Temperature

54% 75 ppm I00°F

34Z 100 ppb 100°F

87: 80 'ppm 125'F

Discharge Air

Temperature

50°F

45°F

45°F

4.
:1-gure 52.

The amount of heat that an air conditioner ia capable of

removing is expressed in British thermal units (BTU). A thermom-.

eter indicates the degree or intensity of heat ih a substance.

.It cannot be used to -measure the amount ?f heat that a substance

contains. As shown in figure 53, a one gallon container of water

could be at the same temperature as a. ten gallon container, but

they. would obviously contain a different amount of heat. The

BTU is usea as the unit measurement for amounts'of heat. A BTU

is deans:ICI as the amoun4 of heat required to raise the temperature

of one pound of water bakdegree4ahrenheit. Water is assigned

a specific.heat value of 1.00 in4!'is used as the standard of all

.substances.A subst4h6e assigned a specific.heat value of .5

means that 1/2 BTU is required to taise a pound of that substance

ond.degree Fahrenheit'(F). Air.has a specifip.heat rating of

.24. Thii means that for each degree of temperature change in

one pound'of air, then .24 of a BTU of heat will be removed.

s_
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b .

100°F

...F.!-Jure 63. Temperature.

The air conditioner, shown in figure 54, is a two-ton unit.

This does not refer to the weight of the unit, but t the

amount of heat which the unit is capable of removing. In the

previouS paragcaph, we 9414 that the amount pf-heat is, measured

in BTUs. To distOguish between the different cooling capacitits

Jf units, tons or ArUs are used for Dating. This measuring

system is based on one ton of 32°F ice melting in a,24-hour

period. One ton o 32°F ice will absorb 288400 BTUs in the

process of melting herefore,.any unit capable-of removing

288,000 BTUs in 24 hours is a one-ton unit. A unit capable of

removing three timeS this much heat in.-a 24-hour period, is a

three-ton unit. As you can readily see, to express this figure

in BTUs per 24 hours, would require quite a large'number. To

reduce the number used) it is normally expressed in BM... per

hour or just simply in tens. For example: If a unit removes

12,000,BTUs per hour, this would be equivalent to 288,000 BTUs in

24 hours; 12,000 BTUs x 24 288,000 BTUs; 24 hours I ton.

4

Air Conditioner Two Ton Unit.
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Refrigerants

:hire are many different types of refrigerants. Three of

the more popular refri&rants are listed in figura 55. The

refrigerent most commonly used in air conditioning systems is

refrigerant R-12. It has very desirable operating pressures, and

the boiling point, where it changes from a liquid to a gas is

21.7°F below zero.

vaporating

Refrigetant lemperature (14.7 psia)

Trichloromonofluoromethane (R-II) 75°F

Dichiorodifluoromethane CR-1) -21.7°F

Menochlorodifluoromerhane (Rr2; ) 1°F

Fig,..i.re 55. F:efrigernts.

Refrigerant R-12 is nonexplosive, nonflammable, noncorrosive,

operates on a low to moderate pressure, half a low'boiling point,

low condensing pressure and temperature, and is noninjurion

to lubricating oil which are all good Characteristics of a

refrigerant. A.1.thOugh it is considered a safe refrigerant and

is heavier than air; certain precautions must be observed to

protect the parts of the system and the person who is working

with it.

Liquid refrigerant R-I2, at normal atmospheric pressures and

temperatures, evaporates so quickly that it tends to freeze

anything it contacts. For this reason, extreme care must be

taken lo prevent any liquid refrigerant from coming in contact

with the skin, and especially with the eyes. To avoid a

dangerous explosion, from the buildup of extreme pressures in a

sealed system, never weld, solder,'or usg any excessive amount of

heat on-any part of the system while it,is charged with refrigerant.

Although refrigerant R-12 gas, under normal conditions, is

nonpoisonous, the discharge of it near any open flame can produce

very poisonous fumes. These poisonous fumes are generated in

small quantities when the flame-type leak detector is used.

Avoid inhai-ing the fumes from the leak detector, and always'

have plenty, of Ventilation when working with the refrigerant.

Goggles should ilso be worn when opening cylindera or a

refrigerant system to prevent a spray of extremely low tempera-

ture refrigerant from injuring the eyes.
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The refrigerant is shipped and stored.in a cylinder, shown

in figure 56. Do not store these cylinders in temperatuell above

125°F as the refrigerant is under pressure, and the pressure

increases as the temperature surrounding the cylinder ncreases.

This will cause the liquid refrigerant to start boilg, resulting
in more pressure in the cylinder. Each cylinder h ( a.fusible
plug (safety device) which will melt if the tempe tura should

ir) to high.

Figure $e.

57g2

2.-rant Storage C:,:iniers.
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A liquid-vapor valve, shown in figure 57, is mounted on top

of the cylinder. The valve is used trmrtmove either-liquid or

gaseous refrigerant from the cylinder. A hose can be connected

from the valve to a refrigerant system ec, transfer refrigerant

when charging.

be a. V V
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QUESTIbNS

11

1. As aflquid changes to A gas, it

a. decrease* in temperature.

b. _absorbs heat.
/,-

c. increases in temperature,

d. reduces pressure.

2. Of the following statements, which one is FALSE?

a. All liquids evaporate at the same temperature.

b. As a liquid evaporates, it absorbs heat.

c. Some liquids evaporate at a much lower temperature.

d. As a liquid evaporates, it changes to a gas.

3. Refrigeration is the process

a. adding heat.

b. destroying heat.

C. transferring heat.

d. putting in cold.

4. Heat always transfers from

a.

b.

C.

d.

hot to cold.

gas to liquid.

liquid to gas.

cold to hot .

of

5. There will be no transfer Of heat between two substances

when they are aethe same

a.

b.

C.

d.

temperature.

state.

pressure.

volume.
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TRUE OR FALSE

6. A thermometer indicates the intensity of heat in a

substance in BTUs.

7. The amount of heat in a substance is stated in

degrees.

a: The heat load on an air conditioner increases as

the humidity increases.

9. The cooling capacity (amount of haat capable of

removing) of an air conditioner is expressed in tons.

10. The liquid used for absorbing heat in an air condi-

tioner is called the refrigerant.

11. The liquid used to absorb heat should have a high

boiling temperature.

12. The boiling temperature of refrigerant is determined

by controlling the pressure on the refrigerant.

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

13. If pressure is reduced on a boiling refrigerant, its

boiling temperature will

14. As the boiling temperature of a refrigerant is lowered,

the rate of heat transferring to the refrigerant will

15. In a refrigeration system, refrigerant in the cooling

coils boils at a low temperature under a pressure.

16. When air is blown across the cooling coils, the rate

of heat transfer from the air to refrigerant increases as the

of the refrigerant decreases.....mmilim=wm...

17, The temperature of a boiling refrigerant remains the

same as.long as-the on it is constant.

REFERENCES

None

a
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CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF AIR CONDITIONING CCNPONENTS

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide, .

Manual, Chemostqw%yeadims.smomillid.Conditioniag, asemialimmativft

and your classroom instruction, you will.be able to:

1. Identify and locate air.conditioning system components.

2. Describe the construction and operational characteris-

tics of the air conditioning system components.

3. Partially disassemble, inspect, and reassemble the

air conditioning compressor.

4. Apply applicable safety precautions.

INTRODUCTION

We are now gotni to discuss what makes the typical air

conditioning system operate. We will trace the refrigerant
flow in the system, and see where and how a change of state

occurs on the refrigerant: A firm understanding of this informa-

tion is a must to effectively troubleshoot the system. This

information is appliCable to all air conditioning systems from .

the simplest refrigeration system to the most complex system

used to cool the modern high-rise or office building. To ease

the learning situation, we will base our discussion around'the

simple air conditioning system.

INFORMATION

REFRIGERANT FLOW

The condition of the refrigerant as it passes through

the system is divided into four phases; these are HPL (high

pressure liquid), LPL (low pressure liquid), LPG (low pressure

gas), and HPG (high pressure gas). We will be using these

terms throughout our discussion of the air conditioning system.

Typical Refrigeration Cycle Components

RECEIVER-DRIER. This unit performs two functions in the

car air conditioning system. The receiver is the storage tank

for the liquid refrigerant that is necessary for proper operation

of the air conditioning system. The drier collects small
particles of moisture that may have entered the system. The

receiver-drier is located in the line between the outlet of the

condenser and the inlet of the expansion valve. A sight glass

is usually located in th.e liquid outlet line of the receiver-

drier. ,-The refrigerant in the receiver-drier is 80% HPL and 207.
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Pk. This is aicessary to allow for expansion of the refrigerant

due to 7perature changes. A Oick-up tube or dip tube is

installed in the receiver-drier and xtendeo\down toward the bottom

of attrilaceiver-drier. The lower end of e)tube has a strainer

atta , whereas the uppar,end of the e'is attached to the

outlet of the receiver-drier. The p -uit or dip tube assures

that only Ein is allowed to leave the receiver-drier. A fusable.

plug is installed in the receiver-drier as a safety device and

serves the same purpose as the fusable plug in the refrigerant

cylinder. The recever-driers may be m?unted either horizontally

or vertically aud are shown in fi,ure 58.

Fig4re LB.
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EXPAYSICY ZALVE.4,The systak must have a'reducing device

to throttle the high i*essure liquid refrigerant to low pressure

liquid refrigerant. The devica used is the thermostatic

expansion Valve. This control responds to the temperature of

-. the evaporator outlet as well as'the law side (suction)

pressure. In operation, the sensing bulb s'enses the tempexature

of the refrigeranras it leaves thwevaporator. If the refiigorant

suction line is quite Warrit the captive chargé o,f refrigerant in

the sensing bulb aipands, forcing pressure on the valve bellows

etbr diaphragm,' whidhever type is used. The valve opens wi4er

and allows more refrigerant to enter the evaporator. Aa the .

refrigerant suction line becomes cooler, the captive charge of

refrigerant Jr:I-the sensing bulb Will contract and the expansion

valve will close accordingly, decreasing the amount of refrigerant

, to the evaporator.

Most of the'autonotive th static expansion valves (rEV)

have a pressure equaliier linetm the valve body to the outlet

of the evaporator. The equalizer.is needed because the evaporator .

coil has enough pressure drop to make it necessary to use eha

tlet evaporator pressure. This pressure is used only to.

push against the.low side facing of the diaphragm for accurate,

consisient operation.

The capacip, of this valve (orifice size) must match the

capaciv of the unit. A valve that is too small will reduce

the capacity-of the unidt, while a valve that is too large will

"hunt" or alternately flood and starve the evaporator of liquid

refrigerant. /

The expansion valve is a very reli.adle part. It is usually

the last part to function improperly or need replacement. If

a valve is faulty, it has probably lost its captive charge of

refrigerant. Tile valve cannot be recharged with the average

mechanical equipment used by most service men in th6 field.

Some units do have a replaceable power unit, otherwise the valve

is considered a replaceable item rather than reparable.

The valve is located on thd inlet to the evaporat4t. It

is usually covered with tape ,insulation to permit it to operate

wi:thout engine compartment haat affecting it..

N'bellows type expansion valve, a' diaphragm type (without

the eqUalizer line), an4 a diaphragm type(with the equalizer

line), are shown in figOres 59, 60and 61.
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Figura 61. BelLows TVpe Expansion VaZve.

EVAPORATOR. The evaporator can be considered the cooling

unit of the air conditioning system. Low pressure liquid

refrigerant is metered into the evaporator coils through the

inlet (figure 62). The refrigerant.boils at a'very low temp-

erature as it flows through the evaporator coils. Fiitered

air is forced by a blower across the evaporator coils. The

air passing across the evaporator is cooled when the heat

transfers from the warm ambient air to the refrigerant. The

evaporator does not make cold air. Instead, it takes the heat

out of the air to lower the air temperature in the air condi---
tioning area. The temperature of the refrigerant does not

increase, as the liquid vaporizes. 'Latent heat is being

absorbed to superheat the refrigerant. The temperature of

the boiling refrigerant only clianges if the evapbrator pressure

is changed. The refrigerant leaves the evaporator through the

outlet as a low pressure gas. The refrigerant should be com-

pletely vaporized when it leaves the evaporator.

The evaporator coils are usually mounted in a plenum

chamber attached to the engine compartment, fire wall, or

dashboard. The evaporating con: iihof the finned, forced

convection type. A moisture drain pan and drainpipe must

also be incOrporated in the unit to carry away moisture that

has been extracted from the air during the conditioning

process.

:WRESSOR. The compressor tam be considered the heart

of thelrir conditioning system. In operation, it pumps and

circulates the refrigerant through the system. Technically,

the function of the compresioi is to raise the low pressure,

low temperature gas, to a high pfessure, high temperature,gas.
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Actually, the vapor Aoming out of tile avapoirator is very

cold. W. know the liquid refrigerant boils at tamperawes
coniiderably below freezing and that the vapors arisingtlsom it,

are 'only a shad* 'Warmer even thoug0 they do contain quantities

of haat. Conaequently, we can't expect to remove heat from
subfreezing-vapors by "cooling" them in air temporaturei that,

usually range from 60°F to 100°F. In other words, heat will
not flow fros; a cold object to a warmer one.

But, with tie compressor, we cai squeeze,,the heat-laden
vapor into a smaller space. And, whan we compress the vapor,

we also concentrate'-.he heat it contains. In this way, we

can make the vapor hotter without adding any haat. Then we can=

cool it in comparativply.warm air. That is the only responsi-
bility of i compressor in an air conditioning system. It is
not intended to be a pump just for circulating the ihfrigerant.

Rather, its job is to exertiftessure for two.reasons. Pressure
makes the vapor hot enough to cool off,in the warm air. At the

same time, the compressor raises the refrigerant's pressure tbove
the condensing point at the temperature of the sUrrounding air-
so it will condense.

As the refrigerant leaves the compressor, it is sti,t a
vapor although it is quite hot and ready to give up its heat.

One of.the easiest ways to help refrigerant vapor discharge
its heat is to Send it through a radiator-like component known

as i condenser.
4

the compressor is driven through a magnetic clutch, which

in turn, is driven by the engine. The compressor operates at

slightly above.engine rpm.

There are rwo types of compressors in genival use today.
They are the reciprocating and swash plate. The reciprocating

compressor, which was first used and is s*ill popular,today, is ,

illustrated in'figures 63 and 64. It can .e mounted either
vertically o46horizontally and are in-line Jr V models. The
swash plate compressor', which has been developed by General
Motors Corporation is illustrated in figure 65.

2;N:ENSER. The condenser is the component of the air
conditioning system that removes the heat from the refrigerant
and dissipates it into the outside air. When the heat is

removed from the refrigerant, the refrigerant bilcomes cooler

and condenses from a high pressure gas to a low pressufe gas.

The condenser is usually mounted in front of the car
radiator. On some independent pnits, the condenser is mounted
back of the radiator. It is firmly fas;ened to the radiator
shel.l. Air going through, the radiator and into the engine
compartment usually goes through the condenser first. In most
installations, theqan that cools the car radiatOr also cools

the condenser.
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The condenser nay be of the one, two, or three pass finned
tube type, made of copper or aluminum. A typical ondsnser is
shown in figure 66.

411116.

Figurw 66. Condenser With Flexible Hose.

7IBR4TIOg ELIMINATOR. A device used to absorb vibrations
created by the engine is placed between the compressor and the
expansion valsre, also becreen the compressor ard the condenser.
This may be either a section of flexible tubing surrounded by
-wire mash, or a flexible hose. A typica.l flexible hose is shown

in figure 66.

c

.4-4.- 4 40'

MUFFLER. It is usually locata4 in the high pressure line

of the compressor, figure 67. It fuhctions as a surge ch4ber
for HPG to reduce the noise level of the system while in operation.

FAN SLIF: CLUTCH. This unit limits the maximum speed of the
fan to about-3200 rpm regardless of engine speed. The fluid in
the clutch transmits only enough torque to drive the fan at this
limited speed, thus avoiding excessive noise and power consump-
tion by tee fan at higher engine speeds. The fan slip clutch is

shown in figure 68.
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Figure 641. Fan 31ip Clutch.

SEI.r/ICE Z4LYES. Various types of service valves, see figure

69, are used in a refrigerant system. Manualahutoff valves,

such as those shown in figure .56, are installed ap the inlet and

outlet of the compressor. During normal operation both valves are

open. Some vstems use the Schrader valve. These are similar to

Nthe valve cora used to inflate.and'deflate tires. They are usually

located at the inlet and outlet of the compressor.

PP.VS:,,RE 7ALVE. Somevsystems have a suction

pressure valve which is used to maintain a certain pressure in the

evaporator independent of the compressor low side pressure and

independent of the cooling demand. In most cases, a diaphragm

or bellows responding only to the pressure in the evaporator

opens this valve if the evaporator pressure is above 29 to 31 psi

1 (R-I2) and closes the valve if the pressure tends to go below

these settings.

Several types of these valves are commonly used:

2. Suction throttling valve (STV)..

2. Evaporator pressure regulator (EPR).

3. Pressure operated altitude valve (POA).

Figure 70 shows one type of-suction pressure control valve.

nlase valves are located in the low pressure line between the

evaporator and the compressor.
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Putting the Connionents to Work

Now that we have discussed each component separately, let's

put them all together into an eCtive air conditioning unit.
.Figure 71 *shows and tells what each component is doing to make

this system work. It should be noted that during the refrigeratic

cycle, WO changes of state occur on the refrigerant. That is

where the LPL changes state to LPG, this occurs in the evaporator

and where the HPG changes state to HPL, this change occurs in the

condenser.
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2. In the EVAP-RATOR the refrigerant passes

through the inside of the tubes of the coils.

As the heat from the air inside the car goes-

Into the rarigerant, the refrigerant boils

and changes Hilo a gas. From the evaporator,

tht low pressure low temperature gas goes to

tiw iniet ot thv comprussor.

EVAPORATOR

1
-lr ..117SM I' 717:X7.1" .71C

HIGH SIDE

I

1. The Refrigevant enters the EXPANSION VALVE
In a,liquld state at a high pressure and sur-
rounding air temperature. It passes through
the small orifice in the valve where it changes
to d wet vapor and is reduced to a lower pres-
sure. The lower pressure is also caused by
the compressor sucking the refrigerant out
of the evaporator.

LIQUID LINE
"1=21

EXPANSION
VALVE

se.c$ci.SS

44S4
I S s

tvg T,-
$

) IA

S

4 t

st,

WOK

COMPRESSOR

3. Ihe (OMPid.OR pump!; the refrigerant

into a high pressure gas. From the outlet

nIdt of the compressor the refrigerant

gvs to the inlet side of the condenser

tubes.

/Lir 4.2 1

CONDENSER

1

4.

7

".;

RECEIVER

5. When the refrigerant leaves
the condenser, it goes into the

//
RECEIVER-DRIER where it is stored
until such time as the expansion
valve calls for more liquid refri-
gerant. The drier filters out
small amounts of, moisture that
may have entered the system at
the time of installation.

4. In the CONDENER the heat tn the

refrigerant gas goes into the air outside

the car as this air passes over the con-

denser coils. As the refrigerant loses

the heat, it changes into a liquid state.

Conditi,,a:NJ .
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Charging Station
Goggles
90° Gauge Line Adapter
Gauge Line Adapter

16.

17.

18.

19.

Hub and Drive Plate Assembly Remover
Hub and Drive Plate Assembly Installer

Seal Remover
Seal Seat Remover

5. Leak Detector 20. Pulley Bearing Remover

6. Puller 21. Pulley and Bearing Installer

7. Puller Pilot 22. Handle

8. F14411all Valve (Single Can) 23. Internal Assembly Support Block

9* Pocket Thermometers (2) 24. Oil Pickup Tube Remover

#21 Snap Ring Pliers 2s, Needle Bearing Installer

#26 Snap Ring Pliers 26. Seal Seat "0" Ring Remover

12. Compressor Holding Fixture 27. Seal Seat "0" Ring Installer

13. Compressing Fixture 28. Shaft Seal Protector

14. Clutch Hub Holding Tool 29. Pressure Test Connector

15. 9/16" Thin Wall Socket 30. Parts Tray
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Minor Maintenance of the Compressor

The-majority of.the repairs mae.e on the compressot will
involve.the magnetic'clutch or the gas scale. The specific
repair procedures for each of these units a.. described in detail
in the appropriate technical publication. Our discussion, there-

,

fore, will only be of ilgeneral nature.

M40E:IC CL:TCH. This unit starts and stops the compressor
and provides pm means of controlling the time the refrigerant'
is being pumped through the system. The magnetic clutch also
allows the campresor pulley to "free.wheel". when the air condi-
tioner is not being used. When combined with the thermostatic
switch, it will provide positive temperature control.

To remove the clUtch from the compressor will require the
use of special tools. The hammer and chisel tactics etployed
by many mechanics cannot be tolerated, so if you don't have the
proper tools**,see figure 72, don't attempt the repairs. Some
of the tools required to remove and reinstall the.magnetic clutch,
gas seal, and associated parts of the swash plate compressor
are shown in figure 72. As the make of the compressor changes,
so also will the need for the special tools be changed.

',Then a leak is detected at the gas seal, removal of the mag-
netic clutch is required to gain access to the gas seal. The
repairs made on the magnetic clutch are considered minor repairs
because the system need not be purged. It should be noted also
that these repairs may be accomplished without removing the
compressor from the unit or system. Figure 73 illustrates this
maintenance being accomplished with the compressor removed and
mounted on a holdini fixture.

Referring to figure 73, use the'clutch h.eb holding tool to
keep the drive hub from rotating, then remove the h'ub locknut
using a ratchet and socket. The drive hub can be removed usinz
the -;.pecial puller, as shown in iigure A.

After the drive hub has been removed the pulley and bearing
retainer rinz must-be removed. This operation is being performed
in figure 75.

With the retainer ring removed, the pulley and bearing can
be removed, usin:g the puller shown in figure 76.

With.the drive plate and pulley removed, you can perform
such other maintenance operations as removing and,replacing
the clutch coil or pulley bearing. The gas seal can also be
serviced but this is considered major maintenance because the
system must 'be purged of the refrigerant before removing the
seai.
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Figure 73. Removing Drive Hub Locknut.
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Figure 74. Eemovin? Hub.
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Figure 75. Removing Retainer Ring.



Figare 76. Ramoving ?La:Le?.
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To reinstall the clutch, the disassembly procedure would
be reversed and the special tools would-be.used for tho

.installation of the components.

Caution: Never pbuid or drive the hub and drive plate

into position. Always use the proper tools when reqoving
or replacing clutch parts. FailUre to do so may result in

serious internal compressor damage.

QUESTIONS

wor

1. What is the condition of the refrigerant in the receiver-

drier?

2. What is the safety device used in the receiver-drier?
1

3. What are the four phases of the refrigerant?

4. What would be the reault if,the orifice ift the expansion
valve ware too small?

5. What is the function of the compressor?

6. How many changes ofstate occur in the refrigerant?

7. Where is the expansion valve located in the refrigeration

system?

8. What change of state occurs in the condenser?

9. What controls the opening and closing of the expansion

valve?

10. What refrigeration components are necessary to make

the system work?

True-False Questions

11. The compressor creates a change of state.

12. The condenser absorbs heat.

13. Gas seal repl4cement requires that the system be purged.

14. Damage may result to the compressor if a hammer is used

to tap the clutch drive plate :into place.
-.;

15. The evaporator makes cold air.

16. The evaporator takes the heat out Of the air.

17. The eXpansion valve creates a pressure differential.
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18. A typical refrigeration system consists of an

- expansion valve, evaporator, comprissor, condenser, and receiver-

drier.

19. The receiver-drier stores refrigerant as LPL.

20. Four changes of stattoccur during one refrigeration

cycle.

Completioon Questions

46.

21. Service valves are usually located at the
and of the

22. The sUction pressure control valve is located in the

between the and the.

23. The or

assures that only is allowed to leave the

24. neat is absorbed to the

refrigerant.

25. The function of the is to raise the

pressure, temperature gas to a

pressure, temperature

REFERENCES

1. TO 36A2-2=20-2-3, Ford Service Manual.

2. TO 36A2-4-27-2, Chevrolet Service Manual.

3. TO 36A2-4-28-3, Chevrolet Service Manual,

4. TO 3642-5-9-12, Chryster Se:vice Manual.
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OBJECTIVES

41.
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INSPECTION, TROUBLESHOOTING, EVACUATING, AND

CHARGING OF AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

to

unit of i truction,
evacuate, and charge

INTRODUCTION

pagewm00a06, and completing this
you wilrbe able to inspect, troubleshoot,

the air conditioning system.

Air conditioning systems are engineered and constructed to

give many years of efficient service. However, there may come a

time when a malfunction occurs and you will be required to inspect

and troubleshoot the system. Many air conditioner rToubles could

result from careless practices. This is why it is very important

that proper maidtenance procedures are followed. There are four

Lmportant facts to remember when servicing an air conditioning

system: (1) Keep dirt out of the system, (2) Keep moisture out of

the system, (3) Evacuate the system thoroughly, and (4) Use only

refrigeration oil.

INFORMATION

INSPECTION AND TEST PROCEDURES

Satisfactory performance of the air conditioning is

dependent upon proper operation and adjustment of all_operating

controls, as well as proper functioning of all refrigeration

system units. The inspections, tests, and acOustments should

be used to locate the cause of a malfunction.

Obstruct,: air passages, broken belts, disconnected or

broken wires, loose clutch, loose or broken mounting brackets

may be determined by a visual inspection of the parts.

The primary causes of system failures are defined as follows.

Leaks

A shortage of refrigerant causes oil to be trapped in the

evaporator. Oil may be lost with the refrigerant at the point

of the leakage. Both of these can cause compressor seizure.

Oil circulatO in the system with the refrigerant; in

solution with the liquid and in globules with the vapdr. It

leaves the compressor by the action of the pistons and mixes

with the refrigerant liquid in ,the,condenser. The oil then

enters the evaporator with the liquid and, with tha evaporator

properly flooded, is returned to the compressor through the

low pressure line. Some of the oil returns as globules in the
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vapor but more importantly, it is swept as a liquid along the
wails of the tubing by the velocity of the vapor. If the
ev,porator is starved, the oil cannot return in sufficient
quiOntities to keep the compressor properly lubricated.

H4h Temperature and Pressure

An increase in temperature causes an increase in pressure.
This accelerates chemical instability due to existing contam-
inants in the system, and initiates chemical instability in
a clean.system. Other results are brittle hoses, "0" ring
gaskets, and bypass valve diaphragms with possible decomposition,
broken compressor discharge reeds, and seized compressor bearings.

A fundamental law of nature accounts for the fact that when
a substance, such as a refrigerant, is increased in temperature,

its pressure is also increased.

Any chemical reactions caused by contaminants already 4A1..
the system are greatly accelerated as the temperature increases.
A 15' rise in temperature doubles the chemical action. Even in

a good clean system, heat alone can start a chain of 14rmiul

chemical reactions.

While temperature alone can cause the synthetic rubber parts
to become brittle and possible to decompose, the increased

pressure can cause them to rupture 9r blow.

As the temperature and pressure increases, the stress and
strain on the discharge reeds also increases. This cen result

in broken reeds. Due to the effect DE the contaminants caused
by high temperature and pressure, compressor bearings can be

caused to seize.

Air In the System

Air results from a dischargd system or careless serviinF.

procedures. This reduces systam c.apecity and efficena..r nc

causes oxidation of oil into gdm and varnish.

When a leak causes the system to .0,t.L:cm,(.t di5charged, te
resulting vacuum within the system will cause air to be dravn in.

Air in a system is a nonzondensable gas and will 'autld up in

the condenser as it would ir an sir ,:ompresor tank. nle

resultant heat produced will contribute to the cond:Itions

discussed previously.

Many systems are contaminated al.d also reduced in capaitv
and efficiency by servicemen who either do not know ...1r ar,t

careless regarding proper servicing procedures.
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Too frequently, sytems which havelbeen open'to ihe

atmosphere during-service operations have not been properly

purged or evacuated. 'Air is also introduced into the system

by unpurgod gage anctecharging lines. Remember that any air

in the system is too much air.

Poor Connoctions

Hose clamp type fittings must be properly made. Hose should

be installed over the sealing flanges and with the end of the hose

at the stop flange. The hose should never extend beyond the stop

flange. Locate the clamp properly and torque as recommended. B.

especially careful that the seeling flanges are not nicked or

scored or a future leak will resul.F.

When compression fittings are used, over-tightening can cause

physical damage to the "0" riag gasket and will result in leaks.

The use of torque and backing wrenchea is highly recommended.

When making a connection with,'compression fittinlia, the gasket

should always be first place& over the tube befote inserting it

in the connection.
i

Another precaution - inspect the fitting for burrs which

can cut the "0" ring.

Restrictions

Restrictions may be due to powdered desiccant or dirt and

foreign matter. This may result in starved evaporator and loss

of cooling, high temperature at the bypass hose, or a seized

compressor.

When the amount of moisture in a system sufficiently

exceeds the capacity of the desiccant, it can break down the

desiccant and cause it to powder. The powder passes through

the dehydrator screen with the refrigerant liquid and is

carried to the expansion valve screen. While some of it may

pass through the valve screen into the evaporator, it may

quickly build up to cause a restriction.

Due to the fact that sufficient oil then cannot be

returned to the compressor, it may seize.

Dirt

Dirt, which is any foreign material, may come from cleaner

residues, cutting, machines, preserving oils, metal dust or

chips, lint, loose rust, soldering or brazing fluxes, paint or

loose oxide scale. The following can also cause a seized

bearing, abrasion, or wedging, discharge and expansion valve

failure, decomposition of refrigerant and oil, or corrosion of

metal parts.

Ill
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Corrosion

Corrosion and its by-products can restrict valve and
drier screens, roughen bearing surfaces or hasten fatiguing of

discharge reeds. This can result in high temperature and
pressure, decomposition, or leaks. In any event, this means a

damaged compressor.

From this, we can see the vicious circle that can be produced
in a refrigeration system to cause its failure. Corrosion can
be the indirect cause of leaks and leaks can be the direct cause
of corrosion. W. can also see the important role we, as service-
men, play.in maintaining chemical stability.

Moisture

Moisture is the greatest enemy of refrigerating systems.
Combined with metal, it produces oxide, iron hydroxide, and

aluminum hydroxide. 'Combined With R-12, it produces carbonic
acid, hydrochloric acid, and hydrofluoric acid. Moisture can
also cause freeze-up of expansion valve and powdered desiccant.

Although high temperature and dirt are responsible for
many difficulties in refrigerating systems, in most instances it

is the presence of moisture in the system that accelerates these

conditions. It can be said, therefore, that moisture is the
greatest problem of all. The acids that it produces, in
combination with both the metals and the refrigerant, causes

damaging corrosion. While the corrosion may not form as rapidly

with R-12 as with some refrigerants, the eventual formation is

as damaging.

If the operating pressure and temperature in the evaporator
is reduced to the freezing point, moisture in the refrigerant can

collect at the orifice of the expansion valve and freeze. This

temporarily restricts the flow of liquid, causing erratic cooling.

As previusly mentioned, moisture in excess of the desiccants

.-Ipaciry can cause it to powder.

TROUBLESHOOTING AND DIAGNOSIS

The following is a descriptian of the type of symptom each

refrigerant compound will evidence if a defect occurs.

Dompressor

A compressor defect will appear in one of four ways: noise,

eizure, leakage, or low discharge pressure.

Note: Resonant compressor noises are not cause for alarm;
nowever, irregular noise or ratties may indicata broken
parts or.excessive clearance due to wear. To check seizure,

deenergize the magnetic clutch and check to see if drive

plate can be rotated. If rotation is impossible, compressor
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is seised. If'rotation is impossibles.aompressor is

seized. To check for leak, refer to leak testing in the

,service manual. Low discharge pressure may be due to a

'faulty internal saal Of the compressor, or restriction in

the compressor.
410

Note: Low aischargs pressure may also be due to an
insufficient refrigerant charge or a restriction elsewhere

in thi system. These possibilities should be checked

prior to servicing the compresscr. If dm compressor is

inoperative, but is not-seized, check to see if current

is being supplied to the magnetic dutch coil terminals.

Condenser

A condenser may be defective in two 'ways: it may leak, or

it may be restricted. A.condenser restriction will result in

excessive compressor discharge pressure. If a partial restric-

tion is present, sometimes ice or frost will form immediately

after the restriction as the refrigerant dxpands ifter passing

through the restriction. If air flaw through the condenser or
radiator is blocked, high discharge pressures will result.

During normal condenser operation, the outlet pipe will be

slightly cooler than the inlet pipe.

Receiver-Dehydrator

A defective receiver-dehydrator may be due to a restriction

inside the body of a unit. A restriction at the inlet to the

receiver-dehydrator will cause high head pressures. Outlet tube

restriction will be indicated by low head pressure and little or

no cooling. An excessively cold receiver-dehydrator outlet may

be indicative of a restriction.

Expansion Valve

Expansion valve defects usually will be indicated by low

suction and discharge pressures, and insufficient evaporator

cooling. The problem is_generally due to malfunction of the

power element and subsequent closing of the valve. A less common

cause of the above symptom is a clogged,inlet screen.

Evaporator

When the evaporator is defective, the trouble will show up

as an inadequate supply of cool air. A partially plugged core
due to dirt, a cracked case, or a leaking seal will generally be

the cause.

POA Valve

If the POA valve is-defective, it may cause evaporator

pressure (hence air temperature) to be either too high or too

low depending on the type of failure. No adjustment is

possible on POA valves. If it is determined that a MA valve

has failed, it should be replaced. Before replacing the POA

valve, check for proper fan operation.
113
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Refrigerant Line Restrictions

Restriction ills in the refrigerant lines w be indicated as

follows:

1. Suction L4e - A restricted suction line will cause',
low suction pressure ai the compressor, low discharge pressure,

and little orino cooling.

2. Dispharge Line - A restriction in the discharge line
generally wi.1/1 cause the pressure relief valve to open.

3. Liquid Line - A liquid line restriction will be
evidenced by low dischtrge and suction pressure, and insufficient

cooling.

Signt Glass Diagnosis

At temperatures higher than 710°F, the sight glass may

indicate whether the refrigerant charge is sufficient. A shortage

of liquid refrigerant is indicated after about five minutes of

compressor operation by the appearance of slow-moving bubbles

(vapor) or a broken column of refrigerant under the. glass.
Continuous bubbles may.appear in a properly charged system on a

cool day. This is a normal situation. If the sight glass is

generally clear and performance is satisfactory, occasional

bubbles do not indic#te refrigerant shortage. If the sight glass
consistently shows foaming or a broken liquid column, it should

be observed after partially blacking the air to the condenser.

If, under this condition, the sight glass clears and the per-

formance.is otherwise satisfactory, the charge shall be considered

adequate. In all instances, where the indications of refrigerant

shortage continues, additfOnal refrigerant should be added in 1/4

lb increments until the sight glass is clear. An additional

charge_of 1/2 lb should be added as a reserve after the glass

clears. In no case should the system be over-charged.

System Diagnosis

A malfunction in an air conditioning system can be simplified

by a logical, systematic procedure which can minimize time and

effort. Lack of a logical systematic procedure could complicate

determining a relatively minor malfunction or waste time and

effort attempting to diagnose a malfunctiorx which does not

actually exist.

Before a malfunction in the system can be diagnosed and
corrected,.an understanding of how the system operates under

normal conditions is essential. Always refer to the appropriate

manuals for operational procedures.
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The most important Part of diagnosing a problem is to
determine exactly what the complaiht is and whether thie Oom-

plaint actually stems from a malfunction in the sYstem.01Without

a thorough understanding of how the system is supposed to

operate, a complaint stemming from misunderstanding of system,
operation or_improper setting of the control pftel lever could

resultIn the searchfor a malfunction that does not exist.)

If the complaint is of a condition that occurs only periodically
(intermittent), the malfunction should be observed before
diagnosis and repairs are attempted.

A systematic diagnosis before attempting repair or parts
replacement will save'time and prevedt customer dissatisfaction.
You must first determine if the problem is in the freon system,

the heater, or the control system which includes vacuum and
electric.

The main objective when troubleshooting the system is to
isolate the Oroblem to either the control head (control panel),
the sensors, the vacuum system, the electrical systems or the
programmer. After this preliminary isolation is completed, the
actual malfunction can then be determined quickly. Figures 77,
78, 79, and 80 will aid you in diagnoeing air condition systema

malfunctions. Use troubleshooting problem Chart 1 to help
determine the malfunction. (Located in back of study guide.)

EVACUATING THE SYSTEM

Hand Operated Service Valves

To evacuate a system, it is necessary to use a vacuum
pump. To charge a system properly it is necessary to weigh
or measure the amount of refrigerant that goes into the system.

The two service valves that are used to evacuate and charge
the system are located on the head of the compressor.

For evacuating an air conditioning system that has hand-
operated service valves on the head of the compressor, follow
tnese steps carefully.

1. Remove the two large caps located ontthe ends of the
service valves on the head of the compressor. ''These caps are

appro4imately 7/8" in diameter.

2. Under the caps there are valve stems. Using a
serviceman's refrigeration ratchet, wind the valve stems out
(counterclockwise) untj.,1 they back seat (see figure 81). 3ack

seating the valve stem is usually necessary only when installing
new compressor.
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COMPRESSOR DIAGNOSIS CHART
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3. Using a 1/2" socket on a ratchet, rotate the 7.1utch
shoe and compressor crankshaft ten cr twelve turns; Any oil

that may be trapped on top of the piston in the compressor will

be returned to the crankcase, and at the same time, this oii

will lubricate the shaft seal of the compressor,

4. Rtmove the 9/16" caps that are covering the gauge
ports openings on the service valve. Sizes of cap may vary

depending on the manufacturer.

Connect the high pressure gauge hose of the servt,leman's
gauge sec to the gauge port opening of the discharge valve

located on the compressor head, see figure 82.

6. Connect the low pressure gauge hose of the service-
man's gauge set to the gauge port opening of tne suction valve
located on the compressor head, see figure 82.
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Figure 82. az41je St_q. !lookup to Hand-Operated Valves for Evacuating.



7. Close both hand valves located on the serviceman's

gauge set by winding the valve stems in.

8. Wind the stem of the suction valve on the compressor
in a clockwise motion until the valve is front seated. The

valve stem should be all the way in, see figure 81.

9. Connect the canter hose from the serviceman's gauge

set to a good vacuum pump, see figure 82.

10. Start the pump.

li. Open the high pressure gauge valve on the serviceman's

gauge set by winding the valve stem out partwair. If the high

pressure gauge reads below zero, this means the pump is pumping.

If it does not read below zero, check the vacuum pump to be

sure it is pumping.

12. Close the high pressure gauge valve on the serviceman's

gauge sst by winding the valve stem in.

13. Open the suction valve located on the compressor by

winding the valve stem out (counterclockwise) five full turns.

The valve stem will be about halfway out, see figure 81. The low

pressure gauge should read below zero. If it does not read

below zero, it indicates one of three things:

a. The system is plugged.

4,4 The system has leaks.

The expansion valve is stuck in rhe closed

-tion.

First, check the system for plugs. Then, check the system for

leaks by inspecting all of the connections. Finally, check the

expansion valve to be sure it is in the open position. Also

7:lake certain your gauges and t'ne vacuum pump are in good -4orl.cin

condition.

L. C-ontinue with the evacuation of the system by opening

he 1.,,Y4 pressure gauge on the serviceman's gauge set by winding

the valve stem all the way out (counterclockwise).

15. After the vacuum pump has been running for five minutes,

close the low pressure gauge valve on :1-1e serviceman's gauge

set. %aka sure the high pressure gauge valve is also closed.

::ote the reading on the low pressure gauge. It should be

between 25 and 28 inches of vacuum. If this reading stays the

same tor about seven minutes, it is an indication that the

zi,ystem does not have any leaks. Proceed with the evacuation. If

the system does have leaks, do not proceed until they have been

repaired.



16. Open both hand valves on the serviceman's gauge sat.
After the low pressure gauge shows between 25 and 28 inches pf
vacuum, allow the vacuum pump to run for a minimum of 20 minutes
Preferably, the vacuum pump should run for an hour. You cannot
evacuate the system too long a time.

17. Close both hand valves on the serviceman's gauge set
by turning them in (clockwise).

18. Stop the vacuum pump and disconnect the center hose of
the gauge set from the vacuum pump.

Now that the air conditioning system is completely evacuated,
proceed with charging.

Note: Although the evacuating procedures for all air
conditioning systems are similar, steps vary according
to the manufacturer. Always refer to the appropriate
technical manual for evacuating procedures.

Evacuating the System

J:LL SERV:J:7 ;,-LYE. :hese procedures are to be used
when you have the Dill Core type service valve, see figure 83.
For evacuating an air conditioning system that has Dill Core
type service valves on the head of the compressor; follow these
steps carefully:

GAUGE PORT
DUST COVER

SERVICEMAN S
GAUGE PORT VALVE CORE
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1, Look into the ends of the hoses on the servicemen's
gauge set. On one and or the other of the rwo gauge hoses there
must be depression pins, see figure 84. If the hoses do not have
the pins in them, you,will have to use the adaption shown in
figure 85. the depression pins in the hoses or hose a4fpters
are necessary to open the dill core valves on the compressor.
Remove caps from Dill valve gauge port openings.

DEPRESSION PIN

Figuxe C;auge Hose Adapter.

2 Connect the depression fitting end of the hcse from
the low pressure gauge of the serviceman's gauge to the Dill
suction valve on the compressor.

3. Connect the depression fitting end of the hose from
the high pressure gauge of the serviceman's gauge set to the
Dill discharge valve on the compressor.

4. Connect the center hose from the serviceman's gauge
set to the vacuum pump. See figure 86 for illustration of
complete hook-up.

54 Start the vacuum pump.

Open the low pressure gauge valve on the serviceman's
-14114*--Set by windi21 the valve stem out.

7. Look at the gauges. If no leaks are present, both
gauges will read.below zero, as in figure 87. If the high
pressure gauge does not read below zero, it indicates one of
three things:

a. The system is plugged.

b. The system has leaks.

c. The expansion valve is stuck in the closed
position.

First, check the system for plugs, then check the system for
leaks by inspecting all of the connections. Finally, check
the expansion valve to be sure it is in the open position.
Also, make certain your gauges and the vacuum pump are In good
working condition. Then proceed with the evacuation.
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8. Opein the high pressure gauge valve on the serviceman's

gauge set by turning the va14, st, out.

9. After the low pressure gauge shows between 25 and 28

inches of vacuum, allow the vacuuin pump to run foo a minimum of

20 minutes. Preferably the vacuum pump should run for az hour.

You cannot evacuate the system for too lone a time.

10. After evacuation has been completed, close both valves

on the serviceman's gauge set by tui-ning the valve stems in

all the Uay.

11. Turn off the vacuum pump.

12. Disconnect the center hose of the serviceman's gauge

set from the vacuum pump.

Note: Although the evacuating procedures for all air
conditioning systems ars similar, steps van accoring
to the manufacturer. Always refer to the appropri(ate

technical manual for evacuating procedures.

Charging With Refrigerant in Gas State Hand-Operated Service

Valves

1. Connect the center hose of the serviceman's gauge

set to the can or drum of refrigerant.

2. Make certain the drum or can is in an upright position.

Open the valve on the supply source of the drum or can.

3. Look,at the low pressure gauge to be certaia it is

reading below'zero-ana-itas maintained a vacuum. /

i

4. L osen the center fitting of the hose at the gauge

set to allo a-little of the refrigerant to escape. This purges

the air fr o the hose. After about five seconds, retighten the
center fitting on the gauge set.

5. Open'the low pressure gauge valve on the serviceman's

gauge set by turning.the valve stem out.

6. DO NOT OPEN the pressure gauge valve at this time!

7. Open the suction valve on the compressor head by

turning the valve stem in (counterclockwise) five turns.

8. Open the discharge valve on the compressor head by

turning the valve stem in one quarter turn.

9. Look at the gauges. Both gauges should be reading

approximately the same pressure.
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10. Turn the evaporator blower- switI onlaigh4'4eed add

set the temperature control on the coldest position.

11. Start the car engine.

12. Set the car carburetor linkage on the fast idle csm

so that the engin, will run at about 1000 to 1200 rpm.

13. Allow 2-1/2 pounds of refrigerant R-12 gas tó be pumped

into thiPsystem. This is approximately 2-2/3 cans if you aro

using the 15-ounce pressure cans.

Caution;_ Do not turn the refrigerant drum or can upside

down while charging the compressoris running,. A

liquid refrigerant cannot be compressed and damage can

result to the compressor valve plate.

CAUTION! 't.AMTIONraUTIONI

14. If the rifrigerant gas will not flow into the system

fast enough, and the refrigerant supply drum or can becomes

too cold, it is possible to warm it by placing it in a pan of

warm water not to exceed 110*F, but be sure the supply source

valve is still open.

Caution: DO NOT HEAT THE REFRIGERANT CAN OR DRUM WITH

A FLAME OR TORCH. If the can or drum is heated to too

high a temperature, it can explode.

15. When 2 to 2-1/2 pounds of refrigerant are in the

system, the sight glass will be clear, with &le engine and

compressor running at 1000 to 1200 rpm.

16. After it is certain that the system is completely

charged with 2-112 pounds of refrigerant R-12, close the valve on
A.

the refrigerant supply drum or can.

Note: The amount of refrigerant will vary according to

manufacturer. Always refer to the appropriate technical

manual for servicinw procedures.

17. Open tha high pressure gauge valve on the serviceman's

gauge set to allow the high pressure to bleed into the low

pressure side of the system. Both giugas will then read low

pressure.

18. Back seat the suction and discharge valves on the

compressor by turning the valve stem out (counterclockwise).

19. Stop the car engine.

20. Disconnect the serviceman's gauge set from compressor.

*

4
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21. Cap the gauge port fittings on the compressor service
valves and put the dust caps on the valve stems.

22. Be sure to check the system for leaks.

.
Charging With Refrigerant in Liquid State - Hand-Operated Service

Valves

/After the air conditioning system has been comOletely
evaduatid, you can proceed with charging the system.

Caution: When charging with refrigerant in a liquid state,
NEVER START THE CAR ENGINE! When the refrigerant is in
a liquid state, it cannot be compressed. Starting the
engine could cause serious damage to the compressor valve
plate assembly.

Note: The serviceman's gauge set should be connected
as at tke-a9mp1etion of the evacuating procedure.

1. Connect center hose of serviceman's gauge set to can
or drum of refrigerant.

2. Open the supply source valve of the refrigerant drum
or can.

3. Loosen the center fitting of the hose at the gauge
set to allow a little of the refrigerant to escape. This

purges the air from the hose. After about five seconds, retipten
the center fitting on the gauge set.

4. Turn the refrigerant supply can or drum upside down
so that the liquid refrigerant can be poured into discharge side

of the systmn.

5. Open the high pressure gauge valve on the serviceman's
gauge set by turning the valve stem out

6. DO NOT OPEN the low pressure valve on the serviceman's
gauge set at this time.

7. Open the discharge valve on the compressor by turning

the valve stem in (clockwise) five full turns.
ft

8.. Allow 2-1/2 pcfurlds of refrigerant R-I2 to enter the
discharge side of the compressor. If you are using 1570unce
pressure cans, this is 2-2/3 cans.

CAUTION! CAUTION! CAUTION!

9. If the refrigerant supply drum or can is too cold
and there is not enbugh pressure to force the liquid into the
discharge side, it is possible to build up pressure by warming

Che can or drum. Place the refrigerant supply drum or can in a

pan of warm water not to exceed Ilvr.
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Caution: DO NOT NEAT. TIE REFRIGERANT CAN OR DRUM WITH A
FLAME OR TORCH. If the can or drum is heated to too high
a temperature, it can explode.

10. Close the valve on the refrigerant supply drum or can
whoa 2-1/2 pounds of refrigerant are in the system.

11. Close shltailipressure gauge valve on the serviceman's
gauge set by turning the valve stem in until it has seated
tightly.

12. Back seat the discharge valve on the compressor by
claming the valve stem out (counterclockwise).

13. Start the car engine.

14. In the passenger compartment, turn the evaporator
blower switch to the high position, then set the temperature
control lever to the coldest position.

15. Open both valves on the compressor by turning the valve
stems in approximately-one-quarter turn.

16. Sat the car carburetor on fast idle cam so car will
run at about 1000 or 1200 rpm.

17. After approximately five to ten minutes, the low
pressure and the high pressure gauges will indicate normal
reading depending on surrounding air temperature. Normal
readings On low pressute gauge are 10 to 30 pounda. Normal
readings on high pressure gauge are 150 to 220 pounds. If the
hand on the high pressure gauge vibrates too fast, slowly turn
the discharge valve out but not so far as to completely close
the gauge opening. Turn it out just enough to slow the vibration
of the high pressure gauge needle so that a reading can be
obtained.

18. Back seat both valves on compressor by turning valve
stems out.

19. Disconnect gauge set hoses and cap fittings on gauge
part openings. Place dust covers on the compressor valve stems.

20. Be sure to check the system for leaks.

Note: Although the charging procedures for air
conditioning systems are similar, stems vary
according to manufacturer. Always refer to the
appropriate service manual for charging procedures.
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QUESTIONS

are:

14 The primary causes of air conditioning system failures

a. leaks, dirt, corrosion, and moisture.

b. high temperature and pressure.

c. air in the system, restrictions, and,poor

connections.

d. Ail of the above.

7 Which is the greatest enemy of refrigerating systems?

a. Moisture.

b. Dirt,

c. Corrosion.

d. Restrictions.

3. Using the sight glass diagnosis, the appearance of

slow-moving bubbles indicate

a. performance is satisfactory.

b. a shortage of refrigerant.

c. a restricted suction line.

d. a restricted discharge line.

4. Before a malfunction in the system can be diagnosed

and corrected, it is essential that

a, the exact complaint be determined.

b. a logical, systematic procedure be followed.

c. the repairman have an understanding of how the

system operates under normal conditions.

d. the repairman determine if the complaint actually

stems from a malfunction in the system..

True or False

S. The main objective when troubleshooting the system

is to isolate the ppblem.
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6. You can never evacuate an air conditioning system
too long a time.

7. Always turn the refrigerant drum or can upside down
while charging the system.

8. Never heat the refrigerant can or drum with a flame
'or torch.

9. When charging with refrigerant in a liquid state,
NEVER START THE CAR ENGINE!

10. Refrigerant R-12 is the only type of refrigerant you
should use in a car air cunditioning system.

U. You can use any type of oil in the air conditioning
system.

12. Broken bolts, obstructed air passages, or disconnected
or broken wires may be determined by visual inspection of the
parts.

REFERENCES

1. TO 36A2-3-20-2-3, Ford Service Manual.

2. TO 36A2-4-27-2, Chevrolet Service Manual.

3. TO 36A2-4-28-3, Chevrolet Service Manual.

4. TO 36A2-5-9-12, prveler Service Manual.
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Problem 41.i: Cause

1. EVAPORATOR NOT COOLING

Frozen evaporator coil

Faulty clutch

Correction

See Item No. 2

Check clutch wires. brush assembly and
field coil

Drive belt slipping Tighten drive belt

Outside air leaks into car Close heater and air vents

Plugged receiver-drier Replace receiver-drier

Expansion valve sensing tube broken Replace expansion valve

Discharge pressure high See Item No. 3

Suction pressure high See Item No. 4

Frozen expansion valve orifice

Blocked expansion valve

Evacuate system, replace drier.
recharge system
Replace expansion valve and drier

2. EVAPORATOR COIL FROZEN

Defective thermostatic switch Replace thermostatic switch assembly

Dirt on evaporator coil fins

3. DISCHARGE PRESSURE HIGH

Clogged condenser fins

Air in system

Clean evaporator coil fins

Clean condenser fins

IN.MNIMEFII

Evacuate ard recharge system with
Refrigerant I Z by weight

System overcharged Bleed out all refrigerant and recharge
by weight

Insufficient condenser air Install larger fan

Closed discharge vd.We (for h and
operated sel-vice valves only)

Open discharge valve (tor hand uperated
service valves only)

4. SUCTION PRESSURE HIGH

Loose expansion valve sensing bulh eL!r uJ ma.ke sure bulb is
louching suction pirle

System'overch. ged

Expansion valve stuck open

Corni)ressor piston and rings worn

5. DISCHARGE PRESSURE LOW

'.eak in system

Bleed out all ref ricerant and recnatc,e
hv wcignt

Replace eixpansiun valve:
Replace conipreser

Repair leak

Suction valve closed (for hand operated
service valves only)

Open suction valve (for hand operated
service valves only)

Chart 1. Troubleshooting Problem Chart.
134
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Problem Fit Cause

Q3ischarge Pressure Low (Continued)
Shortage of refrigerant

ver-Drter plugged or dirt in The

1.

expansion valve

Correction

Check for leaks and add Refrigerant 12

Evacuate system, replace reoetver,-drier,
recharge system

Expansion valve stuck closed Replace expansion valve

Compressor reed valves leaking Replace compressor valve plate
assembly

Compressor piston and rings worn

6, SUCTION PRESSURE LOW

Shirtage of refrigerant
Compressor reed valves leaking

Replace compressor

Check for leaks and add Refrigerant 12

Replace compressor valve plate
assembly

Defectilye expansion valve Replace expansion valve

Compressor piston and rings worn Replace compressor

7. COMPRESSOR CRANKSHAFT NOT TURNING

Broken or shpping drive belt

broken clutch wire

Replace or tighten drive belt

Replace clutch wire

Broken brush assembly Replace brush assembly

Thermostatic switch defective Replace thermostatic switch assembly

Fuse blown Check for short circuit. Replace fuse

Broken piston or connecting rod Replace compressor

Defective clutch field coil Replace clutch

Overcharged system or air in system

iN11011M...10.
8. ENGINE OVERHEATING -

Leaking head gasket

-I Bleed out all refrigerant and recharge
by weight

Replace head gasket

Fan belt slipping Tighten taxi belt

Enc-ine out of, time

Damaged radiator cap

Tune engine

Replace radiator cap with
pressure ratint;

Radiator water low Fill radiator
Clogged condenser fins

Engine cooling system clogged
A

Insufficient air flow over radiator
Transmission oil, low

Clean condenser fins

Flush radiator and engine

Install larger fan
Check oil level in transmission and
add proper amount

Automatic transmission slipping

Overcharged system or air in system

135

Replace or repair automatic transmission

Bleed out all refrigerant and recharge
by weight
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